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“We cannot assent to a rook or a crow: Thoughts which suspend the sense of Reality
illustrate that the state of Existence often resides in the different realms of Nature.”

—Sean Fraser
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6

Saint-Étienne

Indigenus: France, 1913 — Autochthones and Wights - les Citoyens immortels from the Three Kingdoms of l’Ancien Régime sought the evanescence of Past
returning as Belle Époque wanes with presentiment of the events that would come
as Man exults Progress.

Night was unbounded by the pale of the Moon and all things that would be loosed were
so: nebulae of cumulonimbus and stratus, zephyr-tides, murky aureolæ and coronas and
all things as were done in Nature as Catacombs of clouds.

And all clouds were tinged from the prusse and reflected on the clouds as Night
ascended over all that appeared remained beneath Ocean and Sea.
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A partial solar eclipse occurred on the 6th day in this the second month of the Spring
quarter.

†
Zoë went in the département Loire until she had entered Saint-Étienne.

†
Emile Trique had had Grave’s disease as a boy.

The Typographe
He was seated on the kerb over an open gutter. He was blind. He was asking for
assistance as passersby crossed themselves as they passed. They did speak: Zoë
commented on early afternoon picnicking in the Parc des Volcans d’Auvergne and Emile
Trique mused on the consequences of the war between the Kingdom of Italy and the
Ottoman Empire as Zoë sat beside him on the kerb as he gave her his carte postale and
the stump of his crayon. Zoë scribed for Emile Trique as was dictated by him; and, it was
addressed to Félix Tatillon, Presqu’île, Lyon. He stood and bowed before Zoë as Zoë
curtsied before him. She posted the carte in a letterbox on the boulevard.

†
“All spheres affect all others,” said Merle as they continued; “All effects of celestial
mechanics are felt in this soap-bubble ornament with it’s terrestrial mechanics floating in
Æther.
“Divine Grace may be considered if one considers that those laws invented were
bestowed upon all things and, in so doing, all things are accorded balance by the
mechanical operations of those clockworks.
“Earth—as a perpetual machine with it’s terrestrial mechanics over millennia—has
sustainably succored Life; but over millennia yet come—by those inescapable laws of
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Nature—it shall inevitably cease: terrestrial and celestial mechanics are at play.
Unfortunately, Humanity shall not see it end as supposed but soon.”
“How so?” asked the Cardinal.
“Greed and stupidity.”
“Those inescapable traits of Humanity,” said the Cardinal.
“There will be those who believe Divine Grace shall forever keep this sphere
sustained eternally even if Humanity defiles and desecrates it; there will be those who
believe Humanity is incapable of destroying it; there will be those who know it is being
poisoned by them and mechanics are failing by their acts but thereunto continue.”
“Inescapable,” sighed the Cardinal.
The Cardinal paused and stood in silence as he stared at the Skylands.
“Thy thought?” asked Merle after minutes had passed.
“They shall be twain,” the Cardinal answered as he stared at the majesty of the
Mécaniques céleste: “Those Dearly Departed; and, those departing dearly.”
Merle nodded.

†
Tomb-Sweeping Day was observed.

†
Merle was strolling along the boulevard. A gentleman approached him with his drawn
pistol pointed at Merle. The gentleman stumbled and slumped against the wall until he
fell but seated. His chest was bloodied.
Merle offered the young gentleman a cigarette; he accepted. “Young you are,” said
Merle as he lit the cigarette and he asked as he stood: “Agent voluntarium?”
He turned the lapel of his two-piece suit to show a small pin of stamped tin with
lithographical printing. It was of a pearl with horns that extended underneath it’s operahat. “We were sixty,” he said softly.
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“Do they still pay provocateurs for their services with wages of sin?” The young
gentleman began laughing and was coughing blood in his laughter that ran rivulets down
his tall, stiff white collar and flecked his black narrow four-in-hand.
The Mortality Brigade arrived. Two bundled the corpse as Consul-Secrétaire Javelle
selected a document from the dossier he presented to Merle. “He said they were sixty.”
Javelle whistled softly.
Merle inscribed in the margin ‘My gravest condolences’ and Merle signed it. “Those
remaining, Javelle?” Merle addressed Consul-Secrétaire Javelle as he returned the file.
Javelle reviewed a ledger he had removed from his large portmanteau case and
mumbled: “Ile de France, London, West Pier (Brighton), Chiswick, Ile de France,
Marseille, Mauves, Prague, Grand Canyon, Brussels, Vosges, Dresden, Reims, Hamburg,
Sofia, München, Somogy, Luxembourg, Drôme, and Transleithania.”
“And Saint-Étienne,” said Merle. “There are others.”
Consul-Secrétaire Javelle nodded, saying “Magister-Regent d’Orléans will be
attending soon, Sir,” but after having attended Merle on those previous occasions, he
knew Merle had ceased listening.
The Mortality Brigade departed in their ambulance as Merle—who had been in
rêverie peering at the skyline—stepped into the thoroughfare with it’s parade of passersby.

†
Themis Grey-Witch went idle and leisurely walking on the lane. Her corsage was lilac
satin; her silk-stockings were mauve; and, her skirts were velvet of sea-green colour. She
wore grey opera-pumps.

†
Zoë stood on the pavement at the kerb.
A Motobloc hearse with case of ebony and glass approached. “Miss,” began the
Under-Resurrectionist but paused and craned his head and stared at Zoë. He shook his
head, bewildered before speaking, “Do you know where they keep ice in this ville? My
wares are soured and if I take them to the University, I’ll be given thrice less offered.”
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Zoë shook her head and politely said: “No.”
He drove.

†
The gentleman was walking in the grasslands beside the fens when he heard the shrill
shrieking screams of a thing in the Dark.
His countenance was stern but creased with laughter. His hair was black and worn
short on the sides and back; he had a trimmed moustache and pointed beard. He wore a
grey coat with a waistcoat of a similar indistinguishable grey colour, a white shirt with a
short turnover collar, and a dark grey Ascot tie with a sterling stickpin; black trousers;
and, black leather riding boots with pointed toes.
The Petite Fille came running from the edge of the fens. She was dressed in a longsleeved black cotton dress with a white pinafore that fell to her knees. She wore black
cotton stockings and black leather shoes. She stumbled and fell near him.
“Here, now!” said the gentleman as he approached her. “What is this you’re doing?”
“It’s coming,” she whispered into her hands she held in front of her face as she lay
face-down on the grass.
The gentleman went to where she lay. He lifted her. He looked at her and smiled;
and, said: “It’s waiting; but it will not be coming after you more on this night.” He stood
her on her feet. He offered her his hand which she happily but with reluctance took.
They began walking leisurely.
“Did you hear any noises when you were running?”
“No,” she replied after several minutes thinking. “It’s like my room at night.
Everyone’s sleeping.”
“That’s good,” said the gentleman as the shrill screams of that thing in the fens were
receding as it went back into the dark of it’s chamber. “Shall we walk a little while longer,
Marie-Éléonor?”
“Yes, please,” she replied happily.
“My name is William,” said the Gentleman.
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They had a lengthy conversation about horses and cats and the small Trolls that
helped her with chores, until she woke.

†
Zoë passed pages from a portfolio; and, the leaves were drawings from Garten der
Aphrodite by de Bayros.

†
“I’ve met Mephistopheles.”
“How did you know?” replied Merle.
“He had waxed mustaches! and, his pointed beard hanged beneath his chin as it
ought!” said Jules d’Albert aghast. Merle shrugged and Jules d’Albert tapped his
forefinger on his extended palm, saying: “He showed me his Identity Papers. They
smelled of lilacs!”
“And, you are certain they were false?”
Jules d’Albert stood indignant. He spat on the pavement at his shoes. “Preposterous!
The State would not issue false papers!” Jules d’Albert muttered as he went further on
the pavement until a woman pulled him by his coat sleeve: “Sir! You seem clever. I have
found mysterious writing on my shop window that you may know!” La marchande pointed
at spots and drizzled designs on her shop window. “There! It was not written last week. It
appeared after the painters left!”
“Sadly, Madam, I cannot read that,” answered Jules d’Albert as he bowed from his
shoulders and hurriedly resumed his promenade on the pedestrian-filled lane.
“What meanings!” la marchande mumbled. "And, him having met Devil.”
Merle smiled with bitter incredulity.

†
Zoë approached Merle who was standing in the shadows. Merle was reading a
newspaper as he was leaning against porte-cochère of the ancient structure.
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“I’ve heard tell of your state from Dame Hades. It saddened me,” said Zoë. “I found
you.”
Merle bowed. “Your most considerate Highness.”
Zoë inquired pleasantly about events.
“Les Suffragettes anarchistes are in London,” Merle began: “The Président de la
République viewed naval manœuvres. The London Conference is discussed. A conseiller
municipal was dead after an accident d’automobile. Pichon discusses la crise Balkanique.
Minister of War discusses His Imperial and Royal Majesty Wilhelm. Ministers discuss.
Consul-Generals speak. Recrutement and volunteers continue. Telegraph-dispatches sent
from the colonies and protectorates of anarchy. A young femme was strangled by her
husband. Bolchevisme rises. Tzars are frightened. Coloniale unrest.” He shuffled leaves.
“And!” continued Merle: “Your acquaintance — Ursule Lemaire — has been written of.
She has taken solace in Lyon by becoming a Nurse Beneficence where she attends
lunatics and lepers and Lords who would take residence from suffering.” He folded his
paper. “This side-column article offers explanations of her previous circumstances and
her seraphic fall.”
“Have you deduced who that Revenant-Pretender may be?” asked Zoë.
“You’ve seen him,” said Merle. He smiled at her mild astonishment. “He-WhoWalks-With-Raven-Wings was announced in Asylum; the others who may have
approached did not wear a waistcoat of raven wings. He’ll be seen in Silling’s.” Zoë was
amused. “Three conspiracies: Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine; Minister-Cardinalis
Taberd; Magister-Regent d’Orléans. The clockwork pieces are unresolved.”
Zoë excused herself.
“Papers!” announced Astolpho.
Merle accepted them.
“D’Aquitaine has been spending all hours in that chamber,” said Astolpho. “He sees
none.” He spat.
“He was pleased to see you, wasn’t he?” asked Merle detached.
“He was,” replied Astolpho before realising what he had done. He spat in disgust not
knowing that Zoë had concluded her errand at the confectionary and was approaching:
his spittle blemished the edge of her gown as she had come to be where they stood. He
murmuring cursed. He squatted down; he took his handkerchief; and, he took the hem of
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her gown but! on doing so, he was immediately riven silent. He stood; he bowed very low
before her; and, departed as if swooned.
Zoë stood silently holding in her outstretched hand marzipan and calissons on wax
paper.
Merle perused the papers before placing the papers in his side coat pocket and, as
to continue their colloquy, said: “Ma’am?”
“Astolpho?” she replied as she watched him. She held the confections for him to
choose; he chose a calisson. She selected a marzipan.
“Come,” said Merle as he offered her his arm. She took his arm and they began
strolling on the lane which led from the cité. “Astolpho has resolved an issue he has had
by centuries.”
“So, you say.”
Merle smiled.
Zoë asked regarding his thoughts of the Deutsches Reich. Merle laughed. They
discussed the Deutsches Reich, and the long procession of lights the size of sand from
Aquarius and Virgo.

†
Britain and Germany signed an agreement over the African territories of the
Portuguese empire which was expected to collapse imminently.

†
Zoë was escorting Marcelle and Félix Trique for a visit with the Gentleman who was
waiting for them. It was a vast courtyard in a traboule.
Zoe introduced him. “Mister Hooke.”
“Marcelle; Félix,” said Mister Hooke.
“Have we met?” asked Marcelle as she peered at the gentleman who replied: “We
have not been formally introduced until the salon on l’Île Barbe.”
“What Rhymes have your written?” asked Félix.
“I submitted one once,
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Flocks — of flying foxes — doth be flying with roses and poppies — tied
with blonde and hennaed and platinum lockses — for all that be
sleeping in oblong boxes.
but Édition du Mercure de France in 1895 chose Jarry’s César-Antéchrist: drame en IV
actes for publication instead.”
Marcelle and Félix raised their eyebrows.
“I can’t see why,” said Marcelle sarcastically.
“Nor did I,” said Hooke sadly feigned before he began laughing. “Dilettantes!”
“How old are you?” asked Marcelle.
“I’ve been told I am as old as Sin,” said Hooke.
“That’s not too old since Sin came after Virtue,” replied Félix.
Hooke smiled broadly.
They were seated in a place illuminated by the full Moon casting it’s shadows, where
electric street lamps illuminated the shadows of trees and telephone wires against a large
white side of a building; shadows of railings and grilles. Gas-lamps at the front of the
building illuminated it’s shadows and — as Sky-light shined — it afforded them a view of
the shadows it was casting.
All things in that place were casting shadows.
“It is that zone of Dark before l’Aube,” said Hooke. “Four sets of shadows are seen.”
“Light is good; dark is evil,” said Félix; "Or, so I was told.”
“A convenience of archetypes set by Humanity: the Dark Ages of Man were soon
followed by the Age of Light; the dark of the Underworld but the light of Heavenly
climes. ‘Tis ironic that far greater acts of evil are perpetrated by Man in the light than
dark. Dark frightens.”
“Do ghosts cast shadows?” asked Marcelle.
“Yes. They may be invisible to your sight but there they are and can be seen. Auræ,
spirits, ghosts, geist and those set in Rêveries cast shadows by moonlight which can be
seen; and, there be occurrences when only the shadows of those are seen; and, are those
rarest instances when shadows are cast by ghôles.
“All shadows in the Dark are different. That which you see in Sky-lit hours are what
your shadows do instinctively in dark. Senses are helpful but your shadows are tactile.
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“Shades induced in pale from skylight are but pale sepulchres: shades induced at
Dark by lumières artifices are but hid in artifices éternels from Lampes passed beneath;
but shades induced by Dark at Night are les Ténèbraes du Paradis: Noblesse de
l’Illumination. And, those illuminated by Nature at Night—where a shape does shine in
pellucidness and it’s shadows are seen in that brief instance—are Noblesse du Pâle.”
“What does that?” said Marcelle.
“That rarest of all light in Nature,” said Hooke; “That light which illuminates all things
corporeal and heretofore unseen: lightning.”
The shadows on the wall in front of them were changing. They were paler but
remained shadows.
“Light has hid those shadows; yet, above beyond that light, Dark continues.”
He pointed behind them.
“Shadows from light artifice seen at Night are to still be seen as that Corpus of flame
appeared with it’s own shadows.”
“Shadows artifice?” said Félix.
“Sun-shadows are laws of Physics, Optics and Geometry. Spectral light from flames
of that estoile,” answered Hooke.
“Gas-light isn’t artifice,” said Marcelle.
“It is considered so by some regardless of flames illumed. Firelight is not considered
so: taper and fire-box. Electrical light is an artifice. There are some—Indeed—who offer
works done by elucubration are of one’s spirit.
“Shadows are opportunists. They may dance on walls when candles are flickering or a
fire-box is lit. They may not. They do what they wish to do.”
Light began shrouding the vault of the sky. The shadows paled.
“Are there shadows in Heavenly climes?” asked Marcelle.
“All’s light,” said Hooke smiling: “Dark frightens.”
“Light shows things as they are,” offered Félix.
“Dark shows things as they exist,” said Marcelle.
“Light triumphs over Dark?” said Félix.
“On this sphere, to say that ‘Light triumphs over dark’ is true as you stand in this
place to the extent that it is a Sisyphean triumph: shadows of that corpus Solaris shall
leave at Dark setting; but those from previous which have never gone are seen again.
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“Or, if it is said as metaphor that Truth triumphs over Lies or Good over Evil or any
other nonsense, No. Light shall never triumph over the darkness of lies and evil that Man
does.
“Shadows are Pâle’s palings.”

†
“Moonlight falls, Shades exposed.”

†
Zoë departed Merle as he remained standing in the shadows.
“Mister Tetch?” said Merle as he turned the pages of his newspaper, reading. Mister
Tetch was standing in the shadows at Merle’s shoulder.
“He’s skulking in those hedges,” said Mister Tetch as he gestured at the hedgerow
across the hurried boulevard. “Odd cunt, that. He went zigzaggedly running all that way
from the last ville you left. Hid behind trees. Lamp-posts. Large women. Passing
voitures.”
Merle sighed. He folded his newspaper. “His antics shall be remembered as lunatic,”
Merle mused: “Sadly, they are naught in the purity of Lunacy but ludicrous.” Mister
Tetch drew his thumb across his throat but Merle slowly shook his head and replied: “No.
We have conversed on this, haven’t we. Please attend as we have conversed; and, all shall
be well.”
Mister Tetch sloped away in the shades of the structures as Merle remained standing
in silent musings.
“Mister Tetch!” spoke Merle.
Mister Tetch hurried back to where he had been standing in silent musings. “Sir?”
“Do you still prefer your Motosacoche?”
“Aye,” Mister Tetch replied. “It’s Modern Age, ain’t it. I’ve got me their last. Like
they wrote, ‘Parfait engin de transport pour Touristes, Médecins, Officiers, Notaires, etc., et
même pour Dames.’”
“Where may it be?” asked Merle.
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“Saint-Georges’s got it.”
“Saint-Georges,” mused Merle until he said: “If you would, send him when you next
speak with him.”
“What!” cried Tetch.
“You—Mister Tetch—are too much known for what I require; Saint-Georges isn’t. I
trust your knowledge and acceptance of Saint-Georges else I would not have requested
his service.”
“Oh,” said Tetch embarrassed: “One of those errands.”
“Thank you, Mister Tetch,” said Merle as Merle resumed his silent musings in the
shade as Mister Tetch went exiting; Mister Tetch was pleased.

†
Zoë and Merle had arrived at the station.
“Your safety worries me,” said Zoë as they walked on the platform
Merle smiled. He placed his right hand on his bosom and bowed.
“I have heard villains are about.”
“Agents, anarchists and assassins; all wishing that their acts shall produce Chance in
the Causality of Fate,” said Merle as he smiled ruefully. “They’re a-lurking.”
Zoë smiled sadly.
“Please deliver this,” said Merle as Zoë took the envelope and assured him it would
be delivered by her.
“Why do you continue while knowing that Astolpho conducts himself against you?”
asked Zoë to which Merle nodded with his eyes set mischievously.
“His services are extraordinary as they are discreet.”
She ascended the steps on to the train.
Merle watched until the train had departed before he exited the gare. Three
gentlemen followed.
Merle entered an alley through the door that led to wasteland behind the station and
the door was closed. The anarchists entered not knowing that they had themselves been
followed by two brutes wearing loose lounge suits and black homburgs: the one brute in
his grey suit entered; the one in his brown suit remained standing at the door. The
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screams from the anarchists were seemingly screeches from the steam locomotives in the
station as Merle exited from the alley and waited at the door for the Mortality Brigade to
be arrived. Numerous automobiles arrived. The officious gentleman who approached
Merle was followed by Javelle.
“Hiolle shall address this,” said Merle as he gestured dismissively at the alley. Javelle
nodded to the large brute standing at the door.
“Irregular,” began Magister-Regent d'Orléans in sanctimonious tones; “Signature
refused! Unallowable acts during these hours! Improper assignation! Thirty agents were
sent; twenty-one found dead; nine remain.” Magister-Regent d’Orléans went silent: Merle
was staring but said softly: “Hiolle shall address this for, sir, your presumptions are false:
twenty-one bodies were found but eleven corpses — only eleven — were delivered for
enterrement.” The Magister-Regent fell sullen in his confusion.
Merle departed.

†
The butler entered into the library and announced: “Alphonse-Pierre Guimpe.”
The host — Louis-Marie-Charles Bourgeant de Mazille — leapt from his couch and
vivaciously hurried to the Ministre des pompes funèbres who was then introduced to
those seated in the library concluding with Merle who was seated near the glass-doors to
the garden.

The Mortician
“Ministre de pompes embaumements Guimpe is collecting for the burial of the late
Bartolommeo Moitte. Bartolommeo Moitte was one of my favorite associés.”
The Mortician Guimpe recited: “The burial has cost sixty-five livres of which are
twenty for the cross, ten for the coffin, six for the chapel, nine for the candles, six for the
Chaplain, eight for the Bearers, and six for the Gravedigger.”
“Those prices and assemblage are similarly identical to those of Sade,” offered
Merle.
“Indeed,” Mortician Guimpe replied: “As has been done since 1814.”
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“Monsieur Guimpe, pray, tell us how you’ve come here,” de Mazille entreated.
“Odd ages ago,” began Alphonse-Pierre Guimpe and said:

The Mortician's Tale
It was as Mortician with the First Undertaker — Bartolommeo Moitte — that my work
began. Several years after employment in the company, Monsieur Moitte, who, it
happened, was the président of the company, took notice of my intellect and my diligence
towards my work. One evening, he approached me, stating he wished to confide in me
for assisting him with his work, in Roumanie, in the land beyond the mountains. He had
been informed, by reading weekly news gazettes, that one of the elders had deceased.
Moitte was lettered in Science. The magnitude and magnificence of Nature, he
accepted. He even accepted the similar, yet dissimilar, aspects about those things in
Nature.
He accepted those mechanical aspects of the nature of things, but he would never
admit to superstitions nor those things that were not accepted by Science.

†
Merle abruptly exited. The speaker and those listening were startled; they silently
remained. He wandered into the garden. Dark shapes appeared around him. They shifted
and they murmured but they did not speak. He peered at them and their murmurs grew.
Merle took a cigarette from his sterling case. He withdrew a vesta from his sterling silver
matchsafe and he lit his cigarette; the vesta he idly waved the flame extinguished and
dropped that stick on to the lawn.
Merle turned and returning walked up the garden path to the portico of the salon.
He left them silently standing in their ring of Dark. He whispered harshly: “Do with them
what you wish but take them.”
“It must be late. My eyes are weary at Night. Through the windows, I thought I saw
statues with you in the garden though I have none,” said de Mazille as he approached
Merle.
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Merle smiled. “Sometimes one sees a figure as they pass but after turning to view that
figure, that figure has become a réverbère.”
“Or, vase,” offered de Mazille expectantly.
“Or, a vase,” said Merle pleasantly.
They entered.

†
The Mortician had reminisced in grave silence until Merle had returned. He
continued.

†
Monsieur Moitte would never admit to superstitions nor things not accepted by
Science. ‘Science has no shrouds of mysteries that are not seen,’ he would say.
He once scolded me when I suffered from nervous laughter during our endeavor:
‘There are no joys in Death.’

†
Merle laughed. “Perhaps, but one does find amusement in funerals.”
Monsieur Guimpe started from his dolorous speaking. “Monsieur?”
“You should visit Louisiana one day. Funeral processions with brass band before
burial are gloomy; funeral processions afterwards are joyous where amusements may be
defined as those acts which give joy.”
Monsieur Guimpe stared in his bewilderment. “Monsieur?”
Bourgeant de Mazille sighed but frowned. “Please continue, my dear Guimpe.
Monsieur Merle shall not interrupt further, I would ask.”
Merle nodded but smiled.

†
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Guimpe bowed low before his sympathetic host and continued.

†
They would hew ten-foot branches and to those they fastened white gauze on to poles
they carved. These poles were set over graves of those that had been found deceased in
the year passed. They performed this on the last pleine lune. The villagers would wander
about in the Night beneath the full Moon with umbrellas for fears of the Lunars a-falling
on opaque bodies. The virgins are worn in diaphanous gowns of whitened silk so that
they were not opaque. They would speak the dead names. They danced on the graves.
Then, serpents were blown for enticements. Then, lanthorns were hoisted by Link-Boys
from the carrés so that the spirits were led from the village to the river where they would
drown. After Night fell, the virgins, who were kept in seclusion in the nave, were led
naked one by one, through the square, over the graves of the dead, after they were bled:
lancets and leeches and blood transgressions from their sex.

†
Zoë and Merle were arm-in-arm strolling to the Wienfluss after
having viewed the première performance at the Konzerthous of
Respighi’s La nascita di Venere with the composer conducting.

†
Of course, on the odd occasion, a virgin would become possessed by spirits but this
indeed occurs. It has been found that this occurs because of fell spirits lurking. It is seen
when opisthotonos - a form of spasm in which the head and the heels are bent backwards,
and the body is bowed forward - occurs.
After Dawn falls the poles were taken to the river where they shall be set in the
currents as in Life. The spirits that have been removed shall thence never be spoke of:
they have ceased.
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Monsieur Moitte exhumed those corpses. He would remove the bodies and place
them elsewhere, after which, he would come and rebury them with scientific methods.
The Undertaker Moitte prospered by unearthing those graves at Night and, on the
following morrow, he would arrive offering his services. Myself was terrified. On each
desecration, I would see ghastly shapes in the dark and winds would arise that did not
rattle trees. Monsieur Moitte would become wroth. ‘These pagan rituals would produce
nothing’ (he’d tell me) ‘for my instruments and Modern Age canticles are scientific;
pagans are without Science.’
It was during the years of 1875 and 1878 from which we gathered our greatest spoils.
‘Dead in war; dying from disease,’ once mused Moitte.
My part in these services began in 1898. We collected princely sums but at a fateful
price: for with each unearthed corpse, more shades appeared.

†
Bourgeant de Mazille interrupted, offering statements regarding superstitious
behaviour amoungst savages “for that is what uneducated masses are. Scientific men
need not worry themselves against religious beliefs. The higher races have a right over the
lower races, they have a duty to civilize the inferior races.” They nodded earnestly.
“Then why summon for a priest who shall pronounce Last Rites?” asked Merle idly.
Bourgeant de Mazille laughed. “Monsieur Merle often makes his confounding
statements, gentlemen.”
They nodded solemnly albeit snithy.
Merle smiled.

†
Guimpe continued.

†
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One night, it was the final time I saw Monsieur Moitte, when we were at
resurrections, Docteur-Professeur Moitte confided in me about a young man
sequestered in Sainte-Pélagie. It was an odd case that had troubled him though I cannot
divulge his reasons for telling me. His body was found on the Mediterranean Sea in the
department of Bouches-du-Rhône on the shore of one of the calanques of the coast. He
was presumed drowned, but he awoke. He told tales of horse-races beneath the waves
and mermaids. Incurable lunacy he was found to have.
It was during this procedure, those loathsome shades appeared but differently. It was
as one shade with one thousand eyes. I fainted. I awoke in hospital. I could not recall
arriving in Nevers. I did not know what became of the Docteur-Professeur Moitte for
several weeks until one afternoon when policemen arrived at my door. I was told that I
must go to that dreaded land. They had found Docteur-Professeur Moitte. He was found
in the graveyard reposed deceased at the base of a branch placed in the earth. They took
me to the hospital morgue: he was in opisthotonos. It was his face that was horrifying for
his face was distorted from the most dreadful fear and his eyes were sclera: pupils were
gone; irides were gone; vitreous humour had become opaque.

†
Ministre de Pompes Embaumements Alphonse-Pierre Guimpe had concluded his
tale; his audience politely applauded. He nodded with forlorn solemnity.
“Gentlemen,” said Bourgeant de Mazille, “I believe that we should pay for burial of
the esteemed Bartolommeo Moitte who had only sought the betterment of savages.”
“That tale of the young man,” said Guimpe as he was given payment, “had been
verified by witnesses who found the young man as well as attendants who had spoken with
him when he resided in l’Asile Saint-Lazare. He was kept a year in Sainte-Pélagie and
thirteen years in the Charenton-Saint-Maurice asylum before his arrival at Saint-Lazare.
He witnessed horrors in Saint-Lazare but was not affected. Regrettably, after beginning
my service there, he escaped.”
Louis-Marie-Charles Bourgeant de Mazille paid twenty for the cross; the other five
guests paid ten for the coffin, six for the chapel, nine for the candles, six for the
chaplain, eight for the bearers; and, Merle paid six for the gravedigger.
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Ministre Alphonse-Pierre Guimpe thanked them for their kindness and Ministre
Guimpe did exit as Merle followed him accompanied by de Mazille. Ministre Guimpe
alighted into his carriage; and, was gone.
Merle thanked his evening’s host before he went on the avenue. De Mazille, shaking
his head and smiling, stared at Merle until Merle was departed in the dark.

†
Merle was on the avenue when the maidservant — Genève — exited from a large hôtel
particulier. She was eighteen years. She was dressed in her afternoon uniform of black
and white. She was carrying a small bundle of sterling silver objects wrapped in a table
linen.
The Maidservant invited Merle to walk with her. “You may come with me because
Grand-mère’s abed.” The maidservant explained that the silver was for her lover who
made doubloons minted with lead and silver. She then spoke of a Géant who had been
his most faithful client until he began making silver médailles for two different gentlemen
of distinction.
They passed numerous lepers encamped beside a latrine of Art Nouveau design on
the avenue.
“They’re not lepers, really,” said Genève.
Merle commented about diseased flesh. Genève commented about fraudulences
performed by covering flesh with soaped bandages on to which vinegar had been poured
so as to appear as diseased flesh. Merle smiled.
Merle paused before the eldest lépreux and he asked the gentleman to remove the
plaister from his hand: he did so; and, he smiled in an embarrassed fashion. Merle bent
low over the gentleman and softly asked if he may remove a plaister himself from his
cheek. The gentleman grew frightened, but Merle nodded: “Plaister-on-plaister.” The
eldest lépreux was scared but nodded. Merle smiled as he shook his head; he gave coins.
Genève was confused. “What did you say?” said Genève as they strolled away from
the suffering.
“Questioned, he answered by agreeing it was fraudulent,” replied Merle.
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“I told you,” said Genève self-assured: “One never knows how people are just by
looking at them.”
“What if one had façade beneath façade?”
“I doubt that.”
They had come to the Petit Parc de Versailles. Merle took his leave from his
companion as she continued on the avenue.

†
They were standing in a grassy vale between the mountains.
She peered upwards: the inverted sky was with whirlpools of
different

colours

and

of

different

breadths

moving

ponderously amoungst the trombes rising and fallen.

†
“There is more order and benevolence in Hell than in this
Amusement,” said le Maréchal d’Empire.
Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn nodded. “Yes; ‘tis
vulgarity lower than Atellanae fabulae, le Maréchal.”
“I did enjoy those, Maestro al-Jinn.”
“If I do remember, it each was our fondness for the fabulae we spoke
during the Haxāmanišiya wars.”
Le Maréchal laughed exuberances. “‘Twas so! I remember our first
duel unto Death but not the battle in which was fought.”
“Nor I,” al-Jinn replied. “Though, at our first, you would insult me
with ‘Manducus’ and I you with ‘Macchus’ until our slaughter gave way
to laughter and mirth.”
“I did say!”
The two elder gentlemen stared smiling rêveried into their cups where
reminiscences of Past floated and rose.
“Les grands Burlesques,” said le Maréchal.
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“Aye.”

†
It was Twilight.

†
Zoë and Merle were seated on a concrete bench set at the bottom viewing la Grande
Cascade with it’s jet-fountains of water rising in the Parc de Saint-Cloud.
“Shadows of the Titans were witnessed in Near East deserts and on the valleys of the
mountains in Persia.”
Merle nodded as he continued staring at the cascades flowing. He replied: “Shadows
are wandering in cities during day; they are still to be seen at Night stepping in lamplight
before passing into dark but it is only recently they’ve begun promenades in light.” He
tilted his head slightly so that he could view the cascade with changed perspective. “Dark
shapes malevolent and malignant are appearing by greater regularity with a newfound
impunity; it is those.”
“What cause?”
“The flourishing odoriferous wreaths of Decay and Fear.”
“They come not from water,” said Zoë.
“No.”
“Earthly.”
“How often does one drown from baptism in river, lake or sea?” said Merle after
minutes had passed in silence.
She looked at him askance.
“There are things of which I do not wish to know,” replied Merle, “and there are
things for which I have chosen forgetfulness.”
“These thoughts?” asked Zoë in bemused curiosity.
“Le Pautre’s work,” said Merle as he stood and gestured towards the cascade. “André
le Nôtre was master of Nature as artifice; the work of le Pautre is artifice — Sôlely! — but
in a remarkable fashion: the jet-fountains are fireworks rockets of water; the cascade itself
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is the bathing pond of la Géante from Baudelaire’s febrile mind.” He paused and viewed
the surroundings of the Grand Cascade: “All of it! It is Nature cacophonous.”
“Perhaps, if we wait, naïades and merfolk shall appear from beneath the pool rising
for a wonderful spectacle that isn’t.”
Merle laughed.

†
The gentlewoman — Louise d’Évreux — who had paused her stroll-taking in the dark
approached them.
She apologised for listening to their conversation of le Grand Cascade especially
how many drown in river or lake or sea. “It is - in my travels - lakes that are most
insidiously treacherous. Rivers flow and those dwelling in rivers are less apt to be
treacherous. Oceans are large and those dwelling in them are seldom seen; oceans are by
far the most dangerous which everyone knows it. Lakes are different. Rivers flow into
them. Lakes may be the springs where it’s waters form or feed rivers. Lakes may have
passages to the oceans. Things may travel from ocean to lake or lake to ocean. It is
unknown. What lurks in the ocean must rise to the surface; what lurks in the lake may see
what is on the lake’s surface. Lakes are insidious and treacherous.”
“Oh?” said Zoë graciously.
“History has shown us, although it’s disputed, Madame,” said Mademoiselle
d’Évreux, “and, if you would allow me, and if you would care to hear my story, I should
like to tell it.”
Merle remained standing. Merle glanced at Zoë; and, Zoë did look at Merle and
said: “Please, do.”
“Odd ages ago,” began Louise d’Évreux and said:

The Lake Tale
Day was waning.
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The woman pulled her nose long; brushed her long golden hair with a handful of oak
twigs until it became grey and tangled; and, she applied a naevus with paste on her
cheek.
After all was done, she donned tattered threadbare raiment, and she was then
covered with ashes and the dust of coal. The ashes and dust withered her fair pale skin;
her body was bent.
She went into the town that was many leagues from the lake. She went singing with a
crow’s voice; she sang of blood and death and ghouls. This she did for many nights until
the townsfolk were roused in terror and fear that she was setting curses upon them. They
caught and — after rowing her to the center of the lake where the basalt column rising
several meters from the surface, on which was set atop the column an opaque glass orb,
which rose from the twenty three fathoms depth of the lake — cast her into the miles-wide
Perilous Lake in the Great Woods.
And, Lo—
She stepped forth unclothed, a woman with long blonde hair, cleansed of her
wickedness and evil. She stood radiant amoungst them; she was tall, of regal mien with a
grace of form. She told to them she had been cursed by the snares of the Grey Witch.
The townsfolk were astounded; they were amazed; they were fearful. They murmured
softly of her beauty and whispered of her lineage of those Fairy and Fey. And, much to
their surprise, a coach and four with liveried driver and footmen was come for this Lady.
The Lady took her leave.
The townsfolk spoke of this salvation for one year and a day until one night they
heard a crow’s voice singing songs of blood and death and ghouls. And, so as before,
they took this crone to the lake and cast her into it.
And, as before—
There stepped forth unclothed from the lake a radiant woman of raven-black hair,
cleansed of her wickedness and evil. And, so too, she was tall, of regal mien with a grace
of form. She told to them she had been cursed by the snares of the Grey Witch. And, as
before, much to their surprise, a coach and four with liveried driver and footmen was
come for this Lady. The Lady took her leave.
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The townsfolk spoke of this salvation for one year and a day until one night they
heard a crow’s voice singing songs of blood and death and ghouls. And, so as before,
they took this crone to the lake and cast her into it.
There stepped forth unclothed from the lake a radiant woman of fair red hair,
cleansed of her wickedness and evil. And, so too, she was tall, of regal mien with a grace
of form. She told to them she had been cursed by the snares of the Grey Witch. And, as
before, a coach and four with liveried driver and footmen was come for this Lady. The
Lady took her leave.
Three days after, thirteen women and lasses were seen wandering in the fields as if in
fits of madness. They were judged and found to be either possessed by evil or a witch.
They were cast into the lake for their judgement for if they were drowned, they were pure
but if they floated, they were accursed. But they did not float either breathing or
deceased. The townsfolk set watches on the lake for many days but neither women or
lasses were returned. And, on that day, the townsfolk knew that the wickedness and evil
washed from those three Ladies had cursed the lake, and the lake was cursed for all time
yet come.
It was on the first Midsummer’s night after the lake was shunned, a sight was seen far
and wide for light was seen from the middle of the forest and was to be believed the frolic
of sprites and ghosts and all manner of fiends. The lake was removed from all printed
matter of guides and maps; the name was never spoken ever again.
And, forth ever after, no person would walk in the Great Woods and those that did
were never again seen for those who had entered remained to stay with the Sylvan kind,
and naïades from which thirteen feigned madness, and the Three Queens of the Fey.

†
Louise d’Évreux had concluded.
“I know of this lake,” said Zoë: “It lies in le Comté Hookland.”
Mademoiselle d’Évreux was startled. “This lake is not from féeries?”
Zoë shook her head with merry-lit eyes.
“That orb?” queried Merle.
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“A pelorus. It was named The Pelorus Lake by the first travellers passing on their
travels.”
“Pardon?” asked Mademoiselle d’Évreux.
“A pelorus is a compass-like tool,” Zoë replied, “for keeping navigation bearings of
vessels at sea.”
“Language is delightful,” Merle laughed. “Pelorus became perilous; and, the lake was
truthfully proven so.”

†
“Monsieur Gules?” said Merle.
The young man — Henry Gules — who had been standing in the shadows,
approached.
He apologised for listening to the féerie and their conversation about the treacheries
of lakes. He commented on the perils for those who would venture into the woods for
which it seemed none ever did except for those taken by Fairy folk. “There are things
worse in lakes,” said Henry Gules in conclusion.
“Oh?” said Zoë kindly.
“History has shown us, although it’s likely folklore, Madame,” said Monsieur Gules,
“and, if you would allow me, I should like to tell this tale told to me.”
Merle glanced at Zoë; and, Zoë did look at Merle who shrugged and so she
answered: “Please, do.”
Merle gestured for Mademoiselle d’Évreux to seat herself on the bench; she did so.
“Odd ages ago,” began Henry Gules and said:

The Lake Tale
The tale began when the Giant-of-the-Lake allowed Men to live on his lands; they
were allowed to use the lake but were forbidden to step on the shore of the island set in
the center of the lake.
‘Thou shall not trespass yon isle,’ said the Giant-of-the-Lake.
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The villagers explored their surroundings. The lands were plentiful. The forests and
the plains and the lake offered all that would ever be needed. The island was very large
but it was not an island. It had a defined shape which was realised after exploration
around the edge. The edge of the island was made of hewn stone blocks over which they
could not view. There were many large yews along the shore of stone. It was round but at
four locations it had square jetties that seemed to be steps or - Perhaps - they were a
decorative motif for they had a mechanical gear appearance.
And, despite their curiosity for what the island was, they never set foot on the shore.
Years passed. The village grew. The giant would be seen once every decade on the
isle. Those conscientious people who had founded the village died. Their children were
conscientious about not trespassing on the isle. Travellers through the village never
thought to live there. Woods, grasslands and the lake offered all they needed; they traded
with other villages. They became prosperous.
It was after ten decades the Giant-of-the-Lake did no longer come to the isle. And, as
things do, the villagers grew more curious for all of the talk of the Giant-of-the-Lake was
become folklore as none living had ever seen the giant. The tale of the Lake Giant was
seldom spoken. Modern Age did not believe in superstitions.
They discovered that if they had calm water on the lake and a tall ladder in their boat,
they could climb on to the lowest step; they needed taller ladders for those remaining
steps before they reached the surface of the isle.
The isle was three leagues in diameter. It was seventeen fathoms deep at the center of
the lake. It was a column. It was concentric rings of stone alternated by rings of earth.
The yew trees were planted in the outermost ring of earth.
The earthen rings had small trees growing thirty feet in height with fruit in a rounded
shape with thick, reddish skin. They were the size of soup bowls. It was the sweet jellied
mucous of the seeds embedded in the white spongy membrane which were eaten.
Interestingly, these seeds when planted in the soil of land did not bear trees; these seeds
would die when planted and the earth would blacken. The middle of these rings was stone
but a different kind of stone.
Villagers began setting foot on the surface of the isle. Nothing happened. And even
though they continued fishing at the edge of the island where fishing was most plentiful, it
was the fruit they coveted.
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One day, at daybreak, screams were heard. The sheriff who had frequently gone to
the far shore was found in his cottage by a neighbor. Blood everywhere. Few body parts
were found. The family - wife and children - were violently rent from throat to sex; all
internal organs laid bare in their carriages. The violence was horrific but not one of the
neighbors heard their screams.
Several days passed.
One of those who had set foot on the shore was found.
The sheep herder was found with his flock in a far pasture: all destroyed.
These horrors continued.
All those who had set foot on the far shore were mutilated.
And, then— one of the friends of one of who was killed was killed.
A widow was killed; it was later learned she was in sexual congress with a married
gentleman whose son was killed.
Several school children were killed for their teacher had gone on that far shore.
Fishermen were found mutilated in their boats floating on the lake; some were found
at water’s edge.
The dead had been cursed. Everyone they touched had been cursed and everyone
who had touched them was cursed. All was cursed.
All those remaining fled.
The ground in which they were buried was cursed. All lands became cursed withered
and decayed. The lake decayed. All that once was remains no more.
And, to this very day, no one knows what killed them.

†
Henry Gules had concluded.
“The answer to the riddle of why none heard screams: Ghouls,” said Merle. “They
move in silence, cloaked. If they should pass you, you will hear no sounds of their
breathing passing. If you were under silence cloaked by ghoul, you would hear ghoul
breathing; and, if you were to scream, those screams would be cloaked in the silence
which none but ghouls would hear. Ghouls are shadows. These murders occurred during
Night when ghouls become characters in the shadow-play that is Dark.
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“The giant—Thoon le Sage—had been the caretaker of the garden. Ghouls would
come—from all places unknown or writ—to eat the fruit and forsake wandering the realms
of Man.”
“Ghouls were summoned after they were cursed?” asked Henry Gules.
“Curses are interesting,” said Merle as he viewed the cascade. “The first are
commonly those in which one must believe of them, and give absolute meaning deserving
grave consideration that they have power, authority, and influence over thy Life whether
they be known or not. Curses may be spoken; or, incanted with assistance of any object
or substance found in Nature; or, be given when performance of an act is done against
an object on to which the curse was spoken or incanted. Or, by a single touch.
“This curse was set against the original trespassers. The curse was further given
against those who ate of the fruit. Lastly, the curse was transmitted by touch. It is
believed, for the performance of acts were made against the isle and it’s fruit, that isle
and fruit were incanted with curse against those trespassing.” He paused. “It’s false.”
Merle turned and faced the others.
“There were many more violently murdered for there were those who fled for safety
who were descended from those that trespassed but who did not trespass nor sup that
fruit nor were touched. Even those who did not believe in curses and held no selfinduced significance of curses were murdered.”
“How is that possible?” asked Gustav Gilles Delille who had been standing is the
shadows but then approached.
“By blood,” said Merle; “Ghouls—and other things—smell the fragrances of blood.
They have been seeking them who escaped for years, wandering in lands smelling all the
effluvia of blood in Humanity; for those who ate of the fruit then had blood flecked and
reeking with the essentiae of that fruit.”
“By touch?” Mademoiselle d’Évreux asked with fearful apprehension.
“Oils. Flesh-exuded oils. A common Citizen’s blood has a very strong scent even
when flesh is concealed by colognes and perfumes. Fragrances dissipate; oils endure:
they seep into flesh.”
“It’s an ancestral sin!” exclaimed Gustav Gilles Delille. “Lineage followed all
accursed!”
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“No,” replied Merle somberly: “These murders were not caused by Curse, Gustav
Gilles Delille: they were vengeful acts. Humanity’s beliefs of curses are facile. I said there
are two orders of Curse. The second order is acts of vengeance or mischief but deemed
as Curse.
“This vengeance affects all descended from the original trespassers until—
Eventually—mixed blood shall have weakened the scent of the ancestral fragrances and—
Hence—those latest descended shall not be found. Murderous vengeance has nearly
ceased.”
“All lands were made impure and diseased but not by curses?” said Henry Gules.
“Ghouls befouled all things by that blood poisoned: their rage reigning. The ground
in which they were buried was poisoned by blood seeping from which all lands were
become withered and decayed by the acts of Nature during Spring and Winter. The lake
itself would decay by blood of the murdered fishermen and by ghouls's wrath. Ghouls’s
vengeful wrath does not cease ere all ‘tis made impure. All lands shall remain befouled
until absolved by Nature.”
“The ghouls have returned to that isle?” asked Louise d’Évreux. Merle turned his
head so as to study her before he replied: “No, Mademoiselle d’Évreux. Ghouls and
gaunts and geists traverse always as do others who are seldom seen for Humanity is but
ghosts to them. They never departed; they never depart.” Mademoiselle d’Évreux did
gasp. “They return to the isle during Equinox or Solstice when they so desire that fruit.”

†
Gustav Gilles Delille was of a nervous disposition and stood ten paces from them.
He was tall but gaunt. His face was horse-like. He wore gold-rimmed glasses over his dark
eyes set in a very pale face with a common nose and small pursed mouth over a large
chin; his features were small for the size of his face. His clothes were rumpled and
threadbare; his shoes worn. He was holding rolled pages in his hand.
“In dreams,” began Delille, “I’ve seen a thing never seen that was not ghoul nor
ghost which - Queerly - lived in a lake.”
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“My pardons!” interrupted Mademoiselle d’Évreux. “Sir,” she said as she faced
Merle: “The Perilous Lake? It was not cursed.” Merle smiled mischievously. “Humanity’s
grasp of curses! It was not!”
“The Perilous Lake is a fitting illustration. There was not evil washed from those
women cast into the lake; no evil existed except in the beliefs and thoughts of the
townsfolk. They cursed their own lake, if you will.”
“Superstition,” Gustav Gilles Delille offered.
“If you like,” said Merle as he viewed clouds meandering. “That appellation invokes
refusal to accept truth of a phenomenon or prospect witnessed by others but
pronounced by those who did not see.” He turned. “Have you ever declared yourself to
be superstitious, Monsieur Delille?” Monsieur Delille shook his head. “Interesting, no? It
is always others who are declared superstitious but never those who pronounce them so.”
Merle returned to his viewing of the clouds passing. “The townsfolk knew of no other
explanation than evil: fear was induced. It’s what they were taught from their books of
pious intent. It was their belief.”
“Pieties are often infused with superstitions, are they not?” opined Zoë.
“Oftener than not,” Merle said as he turned to her and bowed from his shoulders.
He raised himself and said “Monsieur Delille, pray your tale speak,” as he remained
watching Zoë.
She smiled.

†
“Odd ages ago,” began Gustav Gilles Delille and said:

The Lake Tale
I studied Arcane. My small inheritance gave me opportunity to further my studies
which began in adolescence. My intellect was such that common experience was prosaic.
I perused sellers of mystic and mythos uncommon amoungst those in Humanity with
lesser intelligence and vision; my life was of great visions which some would later view as
madness; but it was one entity whispered of who no books were written which entranced
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me: the Lady in the Lake was the single entity I could not find of all those I sought.

†
“One should not seek that which waits and lurks for thee,” chided Merle softly.

†
I traveled to all the places I was directed by loathsome magi from the edges of
superstition in Borneo, Calcutta, Haiti, Romania, Shanghai, and the depths of the
Belgian Congo. It was not obsession which called me, but the voice of knowledge
forbidden to Man.
I spent years until I had collected all disparate information for the whereabouts of
this entrance. It was by piecing fragments told to me I learned of the terrors which
awaited. It was a hellish expanse of a blackened marsh in which was found this lake
exuding sinister airs of a hideousness unknown by Man; it was illumed by blood-red
lights rising from the marsh for which no man had ever traversed; all manner of demons
and ghouls and imps paraded at night in the shadows of sinister black shapes. The Lady
in the Lake sat on her throne, gazing at the Cosmos as she ruled them, hundreds of feet
above that dreadful plain. Those who did find the Lady in the Lake were doomed to their
madness in her embrace. Death would follow. The descent could only be made during
the hours of daylight; it was of unutterable horrors so maddening that Death would be
the only escape.
I shall never know how I came to that place of unspeakable terror for my slumber,
though troubled and dream-infested, was continuous. When at last I awaked, it was to
discover I had found the lake. I shall not engage in how I found my passage but sufficiently - I was able to perform this ritual at will in sleep.
It was a place I had seen beyond the walls of Reality in sleep. I went in the woods of
Argonne Forêt, I found the lake that was not on any map. Whether it was gleeful cruelty
or morbid delight, it was not the Stygian landscape I was told waiting for me but it lay in
a vale of pastoral design surround by hills and mountains not unlike that found in the
place of the Gaels.
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An eldritch moon was always shining. At light, Dawn would come but it was always a
gibbous sun that shown. Fog-bound across the plain darkened blues and greys in
whitened hues were single standing trees that were black against the blue and greys of the
fog beneath Dawn: trees that faded in the invaginated umbrage of the fog. The trees that
were seen but at light they were gone. They were not trees but it was unknown what they
were. Great blackbirds sleeping on one leg and géants wearing fur hats that came at
Night and were gone.
I managed to return the next day in preparatory exploration of the lake itself. I soon
realised, astonished, the great oddity of the lake was it was perfectly round and without
flora growing in it. Three-hundred paces wide it was and shallow, reaching only to my
ankles. I was relieved but sickened by a vague terror on discovering there was no
entrance; the entrance must appear at night when those nightmarish guardians of Satan
were roaming. I sat on a hillock and took my journal from the satchel I carried in which
was a torch, several maps, binoculars, candles and matchsticks. I wrote.
The blackbirds and géants were always waiting. One night I ventured to test them: I
threw a stone on to the grassy field at the furthest length I could manage. The birds
turned to the stone; light shined from their eyes on the stone. The bird closest to the
stone began hopping towards the stone; it had one leg only. I saw this happen but the
géants had turned to stone towers and from their arms they formed a stone wall around
the lake before I could see the conclusion of their acts. A single bird began screeching.
The others began screeching. I covered my ears but collapsed from those voices. Their
cries were being answered by others in the woods. I woke the next morning in the grass at
the edge of the woods. The stone was gone.
I would go many times to that place and watch. My strangling fear ever growing as
did my fevered curiosity. On those nights when I chose not to attend that ghastly scene, I
would wander streets and lanes searching for respite with common ghosts since I could
not sleep.
It was one night as I lay sleepless in my squalid room I felt terrified but exhilarated
for no reason. I must visit that lake.
The moon was shining but shrouded by clouds. The guardians were not there! The
weirdness of the landscape was greater because there were two shapes standing in the
lake. One was wearing a cloak with the cowl pulled low; the other seemed to be a man but
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even standing beneath that moon, it was difficult to see him
I saw from the far distance a woman’s face brightly lit by moonlight as she lifted up
her head: I knew it was a woman because she was laughing. She disappeared and the man
followed as they descended into the lake.
I waited until curiosity overcame my fear. I stood. My shadow was leading me to my
death but I roused myself from frightful stupor and let my shadow lead me. I counted
fifty paces and there I found the entrance. The eight-point Compass Rose was set in a
reflecting pool. The passage hole, whose width was immense, was at the center above the
water line.
My terror was raised. I stood trembling in the madness of my descent but could not
cease. I was compelled as if by the lurking thing waiting below.
I could see in the moonlight the steps were set in a conical hole though how small the
bottom width would be I did not know. All below me was dark. All below me was silent.
Death waited below.
The steps were wide and shallow but the further I went down the smaller they became
until, as I approached the bottom, I could only step sideways like a crab with my toes
touching air. Eventually, I could only tip-toe down them. The closer I got to the bottom
the more it smelt like tar. The only light in this abyss was from the moon but each step in
descending removed me further from her light. I had begun counting the number of
steps but could no longer. It seemed like hours I was descending but the moon had not
moved: it was remaining stationary over the hole. There was no landing at the bottom: the
steps continued into the pitch, but it seemed, as I stood on the final step, it was not pitch
but darkness hardened into a viscous substance. I had thought the darkness was
becoming denser, as if I was wading in it, but convinced myself it was fear and the
foreboding dread of continuing downwards. What were the horrors descended into that
darkness!
I stood silently. My breathing I could no longer hear. My beating heart was silenced.
The sounds from the land above were unheard after a few steps down descending I went.
Something loathsome slowly was rising in the dark below me. I could not see nor hear it
but sensed it. I crouched as small as I could. It was the head of a blind wyrm that
continued rising. It was then that the moon shone brightly revealing a huge tentacular
appendage rising from the foetid pitch. It was growing in girth as it ascended. The
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distance I do not know. The length I do not know.
I heard a scream of rage from far away. It was that woman's voice. The woman in the
dark who was laughing. I reached for my satchel to take the torch and see the form of this
thing. My satchel! It was my satchel that caused the scream! I had left it on the rose! The
appendage was swaying.
I could not stay where I was; I could not go up nor could I descend. I chose going
up with a feverous hope the hideousness would not touch me. I climbed as fast as I
silently could, slipping several times down steps. Fortunately, I made no sound. I was
terrified more arms would follow or the head of this thing would rise from the depths.
The thing began coiling down into that abyssal hole. I was not more than a third of
the steps up. Perhaps, it could sense my movements, I thought. I crouched, cowering,
convulsing uncontrollably on the steps against the wall. It continued it’s spiraling gyres
down descending.
I shut my eyes! It was then I heard laughter! It was a woman's laughter. It was the
laughter of the cloaked woman I had seen earlier before she descended. When it turned,
I saw something shiny white. It was something terrible. I closed my eyes. I held my hands
over my face. I waited. I made no sound because no sound was heard.
I felt something. I did not know what. It was familiar, very familiar, but foreign in that
abyss of steps. I dare not open my eyes. That familiar sensation grew stronger. It was
breathing! Something was breathing inches from my face! My terror became madness! I
felt impelled to see this thing.
I opened my eyes. It was not a serpent! It was a woman's face inches from mine. She
was breathing on me. That face was on the end of the finger of the tentacle. It was bent
over so that her face was right-way seen. It was upside-down when the tentacle was rising.
She was staring at me.
It stared!
I was collapsing into the hideous darkness of that dream. I thought I heard a woman
speaking.

‘They are gone; it is not known where.
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It did fly away.’

†
Gustav Gilles Delille had concluded.
“I woke in an unfamiliar bed. How long I had slept or how I came to be in that room
I was never told. They never asked me my dream; they never suggested my madness was
unwarranted. My thoughts of Death or forgetfulness with their consuming embrace which
I once had so I could be free from that thing were gone. I was told I had a congenital
disorder of abnormal or unusual behaviour during sleep manifesting itself in NightTerrors. My nervous system was inherited from the psychoses of my father.”
“You never think of it?” asked Mademoiselle d’Évreux.
“No. I remember my searches but not what I found.”
“How is it you could tell your story but not remember the nightmare thing you
found?”
“It was what I wrote in my journal.” Delille laughed bitterly. “I feverishly scrawled and
scratched that tale in my journal in my weakened trance-like state after I woke.”
He stood in stupor for several minutes.
“I have no memory of writing it,” said Delille. “It terrifies me to think that such things
could exist in dreams.”
Mademoiselle d’Évreux and Gules wished to ask the meaning of Merle's statement
but were interrupted.

†
Two persons were walking towards them. The first was of distinguished if not regal
appearance; the second was of a pleasant but formidable bearing.

†
Silas Verge had long unkempt dark red hair and emerald green eyes. He was shaven.
He was dressed in morning clothes of varying shades of black; his shirt was dark grey;
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and, his cravate was pale grey. He wore a dark blue silk frock coat. His boots were black.
The gentleman approached Zoë; and, said: “Have you seen my wife?”
Merle laughed.
“It is Spring,” replied Zoë pleasantly surprised to see Monsieur Verge. She shook
her head and smiled. “She may be most anywhere.”
Verge smiled; he nodded.
Zoë said: “A frock coat?”
“Capes are unfashionable.” Silas Verge turned to Merle; and, said: “I miss your hat.”
“Beaver-fur hats are unfashionable," said Merle who turned his gaze towards Zoë
who did nod.
“Gustav!” said Madame Belloes and continued with her admonishments for leaving
them and how his wife was impatiently waiting for him and how their time in the park was
shortened because of his habitual flights of wandering.
“I like the tie,” said Verge off-handedly.
“Madame’s gift,” replied Merle as he gestured to Zoë who smiled.
Merle looked at Verge who smiled. “Madame Belloes has a formidable disposition in
an interesting sort of pleasant way; I offered her escort to where he could be found.”
“Miss Belloes, Monsieur Delille is your charge on Holiday from l’Hôpital Coulmier?”
asked Zoë.
Verge gestured towards Merle’s shoes: "Spats?"
Miss Belloes started but replied: “Yes, Miss.” She took Monsieur Delille by his upper
arm. “We must hurry.”
“I like them," replied Zoë as Merle did smile.
Verge sighed.
They departed.
Verge strolled with his hands in his trouser pockets over to where Delille had been
standing. He bent down and with his left hand, retrieved a hectographed pamphlet.
“Thrilling exaltation from fear ... That thing believed the cause of all Horrors and
Terrors in Life ... As Test ... From Curiosity ... Confrontations in anger are better ... If
one has sense of the Unknown one can see that Malevolence which lurks waiting and act
accordingly,” read Verge before he unceremoniously handed the pamphlet to Gules
without looking as he walked passed. Gules was startled by this act.
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Zoë stood declaring she must be somewhere else; and, departed.
“How significant the first and third were set in lakes of navigation. What was the
second?” asked Madame d’Évreux.
“The isle is a four-point compass,” replied Merle. “All three are navigation.”
“Your attendance?” asked Verge.
“Assuredly.” Merle laughed. “Thy sea-faring brother has lost his wager for which the
bill unpaid remains.”
Verge shook his head and sighed. “Idiot.”
Merle and Silas Verge together took their exit as Verge related his journey. “A
pleasant afternoon on Scopulus.”
Louise d’Évreux and Henry Gules remained.

†
Plan XVII was adopted by the French Conseil Supérieur de la Guerre as Lyrids were
passing.

†
Merle stood on the path in the park with it’s elm trees on two terraces with
balustrades and parterres. He watched the parade of Citizens on the allées and lawns and
paths.
A small gathering stood before a gentleman speaking of the Almanach
Thermidorienne as several lower members of the Conseil Modernes de Restauration
pressed printed papers in the hands of the populace.
Merle read the first paper:

By the rising and the falling of the Sun, those of the Moon and
it’s movements herein may be found materials contained of
personages, residences, fetes and horaires: the Clergy, Finance, the
departments of the State Secretaries and of the intendants, the
Chancellerie and it's officers, the Grand Conseil, Parlement, the
Chamber of Auditors, the Court of State, those of Provinces, and
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the Tresoriers of the State, the châtelet, and other Jurisdictions.
The departure of Personages and their Couriers, the homes and
roads of the Messengers, the fairs of the Kingdom, the prefectures,
those paying annuities of the Hôtel de Ville and other companies
of note, with a Table alphabetical. Printed on the event of the
Second Congress for the Reformation of Constitutional
Monarchies in Geneve.
Merle read the second paper:

Public Safety Ordonnances
National Assembly shall be dissolved
Estates-General members shall be reduced
Royalty and Nobility shall be attendance only
New State Conseillers shall be appointed
Rights of amendment shall be abolished
Liberty of the press shall be suspended
Taille and Gabelle shall be reinstated
with privilege du Roy.
Merle finished reading. He rolled them and he held them in his left hand as he
leaned on his cane with his right hand.

†
“He doesn’t have one, you know,” was heard a gentleman’s voice from behind Merle.
“How does one know that he does not have one?” he said as he presented his typeset
card: Louis-Aldonse Milot, Encyclopédiste.

The Encyclopédiste
He was smartly but plainly dressed with a large bowler over his bald pate. “I had
noticed you when you were standing at the Mister Punch Show and those children asked
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if you were a devil. And, you said ‘devils cannot trim their beards nor wax their
mustaches since they haven’t mirrors. So, Devil has no beard.’ It’s a marvellous
supposition that all are shaved but the Devil. Who shaves them! Their valets? Or, do they
sit in wooden chairs waiting for their shave while reading papers! Exiting content smelling
of lavender and lilacs!”
“An enlightened observation, sir, for as you must have seen in those paintings found
at museums: all are bare shaven,” said Merle as he glanced at this curious fellow. “Mister
Punch has no beard.”
“Indeed! but may not Devil have a trimmed beard de monde in this age? All of the
paintings and printed matter are from times when learned men had long beards,” said
Louis-Aldonse Milot standing on tiptoes, “but Devil had none. Uninteresting, though.
Wise men had long beards whereas common Man had none; Devil had none; Papal
portraits had none.”
“Pray, continue, Louis-Aldonse Milot, l’Encyclopédiste,” said Merle.
Louis-Aldonse Milot continued his speaking as they walked in an allée of the park
and set themselves on a bench overlooking parterres and lawns.
“Perhaps, you have read my writing, On Beneficent Demons?”
“I haven’t.”
“May I have my card, sir?” requested Milot. Merle handed Milot his card on which
Milot scribbled on the reverse; and, returned it. “Present this at the adresse I have
written. They will give you one.”
“Gratefully yours, sir.”
Milot removed his glass eye and polished it with his pocket handkerchief before he
spoke. “I have reason to believe that Devil and Dark Majesty are different,” offered Milot
after several moments of silence. Merle nodded. Milot continued: “I have deduced from
years of study that three spheres are correctly identified and they correspond to what
exists in actuality.”
“Three?”
“Certainly,” Milot said brusquely: “Satan who remains shaved; the Devil with his
beard; and, celestial choirs whom remain shaved. That Satan and choirs are whiskerless
unless one presupposes that Satan was not fallen but Lucifer was fallen and has hence
become Devil. Thus, Devil and Dark Majesty are different! And, further thus— one
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celestial sphere for each and one for Paradise. It had forever perplexed me that Hades
would reside in the Earth where demons would have but to take the stairs up to the
surface.”
“I believe it was Man’s self-flattery and arrogance that men should parade above
those dungeons of Hades,” said Merle as he viewed the visitors on the lawns of the park.
“It would seem in this Modern Age, Hades would have chemins de fer.”
Milot nodded. “My second work – On the Heavenly – I have begun,” said Milot: “I
have discerned and it shall address those inconsistencies since my early studies in
university.”
Merle continued to view the visitors on the grounds. “Please, continue.”
“Odd ages ago," began Louis-Aldonse Milot and said:

The Encyclopédiste's Tale
I had studied astronomy at university. And, even though Ptolemaic beliefs were
disproven, they held me. One morning during services – I remember this, profoundly, to
this very day – devils were spoken of in the minister’s redemption discourse. He liberally
embellished Dante Alighieri’s l’Enfer. Particularly, it’s chambers as he stated. The
minister; not Alighieri.
I had studied the astrolabe with it’s intricacies. I had studied armillary spheres with
their clockwork mechanicals. At the time, I thought it wondrous, albeit with scientific
aplomb, that all of astronomy is based on spheres and their radii which are nothing more
than circles.
After university, I wandered on the continent until the position at the observatory
became mine. I met a gentleman who sold books of mysterious thoughts; John Dee,
particularly. He offered me a position as clark until I wished to leave his employ. He said
he chose me because I was different. He could tell. My thoughts were tale-tell.
After several years, I - after having listened about it - read la Divine Comédie - in
Italian - from the shelves of that bookshop. I found that they weren’t chambers - as that
minister from my youth had spoken - but cerchi. Circles.
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I had seen planetary machines only after viewing an orrery one Spring afternoon that
I understood those principles which guide astronomy could very well do the same for
theologies. And, those circular chambers could be spheres, actually.
So, remembering Ptolemy’s cosmos, it may have been about astronomy but! I believe
it was about la Divine Comédie. Earth is at the center of celestial objects where those
celestial objects are the hierarchies of all things.
Immediately, I departed from that librairie. I had learned all from Lépeaux’s atelier.
It sold books, Yes! But it was a library for those who were different. I took my position at
the observatory but spent my days in study and my nights in observations of spheres.
They were identical! Astronomy and Theology. Different languages but identical!
I deduced three choirs: Ministers - seraphim, cherubim and ophanim; Governors dominions, virtues and authorities; and, Messengers - principalities, archanges and
angels.
Thus, my knowledge of the true Existence of Life was founded.

†
“Of celestial personages in Nubilus, you speak,” said Merle interrupting LouisAldonse Milot whose tale was made concluded. “Essentiae transgressing Pâle. Those
personages have been documented on empirical observation and by speculative rumours;
but, Yes— three choirs seems popular. And, nine spheres—as you have noted—would be
of greater accuracy: each choir has three chambers. However, you have stated Alighieri’s
l’Enfer, but your choirs only address those in le Paradis. What of choirs in le
Purgatoire?”
Milot frowned.
“And Lucifer? Would not another series of choirs have been made?” asked Merle.
Milot was startled. “Hades! Why would devils be given their own choir?”
“Were they not fallen angels?”
“Angels.” Milot groaned. “Fallen angels.”
“And, do not various tomes speak of an inverse of Heaven that would reside in
l’Enfer?”
“Lucifer was fallen. He sought to overthrow the Kingdom of Heaven.”
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“In this modern age,” offered Merle, “I believe he would be deemed and made an
anarchist.”
“And, so Hades is Chaos. Do you know what would happen if anarchists in this
modern age had their way? Life in Chaos.”
“Nature resides in Chaos,” said Merle.
“I cannot speak about that.”
“Sensible.”
Milot mumbled evasive comments about Lucifer before he said: “He rebelled and
was cast forth into Chaos.”
“Or, his papers were written and he did what was writ by departing into Chaos. Or,
he had not had residence in le Paradis; but Chaos.”
Louis-Aldonse Milot sat silent as he sought to regain his composure so that he may
conclude his tale.
Merle had returned to viewing the lawns. “Three realms,” said Merle, “are written:
l’Enfer, le Purgatoire et le Paradis; however, there remains a fourth sphære, if one were to
continue with la Divine Comédie and it’s realms, which most neglect: les Limbes.”
“Yes! Then one must believe Nether-Celestial realms - of which three are possible would follow! Thus! Six spheres!” said Milot as he succumbed in rêverie of his thoughts.
“Four, perhaps,” offered Merle. “Or, thirty-six.”
Milot started. “Thirty-six!” he cried in anguish before setting in trembling silence.
“You deduced three choirs,” began Merle: “Ministers, Governors, Messengers. Each
choir had three circles: seraphim, cherubim and ophanim; dominions, virtues and
authorities; principalities, archanges and angels. Nine circles.
“Though, if one were to consider beginning with the four realms - l’Enfer, le
Purgatoire, le Paradis and Limbo - whereby each realm had six choirs, one would have
twenty-four spheres. However, if one were to include Empyreus and it’s seven realms
where personages would have residence, one would then have a greater number.
“It has been written or spoken by others wherein they postulated different structures
of spheres; and, of these various structures of these spheres and of the methodology
chosen based on historical texts, eleven are possible: 1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13, 24, 36, 76,
111. Or, simply twice.
“Further, where do dreams reside?”
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Louis-Aldonse Milot narrowed his eyes with an increasing fearful dread that his Life’s
work was to become made undone by a single Chance conversation. He was trembling.
Merle smiled with a kindness of pity.
“My dear Milot l’Encyclopédiste, do you not consider that there may be others but
are afeared to write of them.
“If one keeps beliefs of l’Existence pâle, Spheres of Existences shall become known
and engaged thus for where else shall one visit sleeping in this sphere.
“If one believes this sphere is in the liminality—Confluence—of Sphæres: Plurality
exists.
“One may traverse between all Sphæres untold or known there for which your tomes
are accurate but incomplete in their treating of those realms of Existence.
“And, if one were to include those satellites found about the Æther of this Globus,
one has a greater number still: these spheres may be increased with the magnitudes of
dying Suns.
“And, lastly— these spheres may maintain independence of orbit; or, they all may be
conjoined as soap-bubbles on a plane in the bath.”
Louis-Aldonse Milot sat in terrible disbelief. “Yes, I have seen those. Chaos.”
“However, that single Existence may encompass the Plurality of Sphæres in that Life
existent if one keeps beliefs that that Plurality is actual states and not supposed psychoses
entertained by those who lack simple clarity of Thought or are by fear beset. Mysteries of
Lunacy extant.
“If one believes this sphere—la Terre—is the liminality of all sphæres, one may traverse
between all sphæres untold for which your writings are accurate but incomplete in their
espoused theory of Existence.
“Perhaps, there are only three, for you have deduced those spheres from
preternatural orbs but what if your studies were based on les Orbes naturelle: la Terre, la
Lune et le Soleil.
“As you yourself stated — ‘all of astronomy is based on spheres and their radii which
are nothing more than circles’ — then would Alighieri’s l’Enfer not have been spheres
which he viewed as circles? Concentric spheres is l’Enfer thus. May not then all be same?
for which Ptolemy’s view would be correct but incorrectly assigned.”
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Louis-Aldonse Milot sat silently as one with fevers. “On this afternoon, you have
given me doubts. Profound doubts! I derive no pleasure from our conversation: dread,
despondence and delusions!” He paused but continued: “I have sought arcane Truth but
I—Myself—have never wished to be found.”
Merle stood. He looked at Louis-Aldonse Milot, Encyclopédiste. “Truth is but one
illusion,” Merle replied: “How does one know whether Moon is light and Sun merely
lamp? or, revers? How does one know la Vérité absolue may not — after thus — become
Illusion vérité. Those tomes of your research were written by Man; and, may or may not
have been written or interceded by seraph and demon. And, as History progresses, those
works may be censored by redaction or by new volumes written with obfuscation. How
shall one know what was once Truth? and that which has with falsehoods been rewritten?”
“I would not know.”
“Does it matter?”
“Yes!”
“Then you must act accordingly, Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste.”

†
They were standing on the equatorial grasslands rising and
falling as waves of the oceans would do as an abundance of
moons were orbiting in a single row of quick procession.

†
Merle left Louis-Aldonse Milot seated on his bench staring at the park.
“Wiseman,” said Merle to himself.
“Indeed, Sir, I have thoughts of an answer, but it eludes me. Entertainment, perhaps.
Or, an experiment gone awry,” replied the gentleman, dressed in six-button doublebreasted pinstriped suit of dark grey wool and a white starched shirt with black vest and
black straight tie, who had begun walking beside Merle as Merle left the steps of the park.
Merle paused. He slowly turned his head.
“Your Lordship,” said the gentleman. “I was told to tell you, ‘Done.’”
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Merle nodded his head in a distracted fashion. “Entertainment? or, experiment?”
“Indeed, Sir. I myself have spent many hours defusing that very thought: Why’s
Man?”
Merle smiled.
“Thank you.”
“Majesty.”

†
Night was setting.

†
Merle was strolling in the shadows cast by electric lamps. A gentleman entered on to
the deserted boulevard. He stood confused. He was dressed in his grey striped trousers
and a white shirt without collar or cuffs over which he wore a dressing gown with blue
and white pin-stripes. He was shoeless.

The Somnambule
He approached Merle. “What boulevard is this?”
“Rue Fabert.”
The man remained standing as he spoke with Merle. “I remember sitting in a théâtre
with sea anemones on the carpeted step and all cushions and carpets were salt-water
damp. I have wandered on avenues where foreboding buildings were fifty or so
kilomètres tall. Foreboding buildings where darkness in shadows was greater and heavier
than Night. And, those buildings I soon entered: twenty-foot-high ceilings. Ten years
later, I was walking inside of a hôtel – it seemed to be a hôtel - very elegant – when I
noticed other persons walking about the hallways. I entered a salon. It was very
entertaining; it was charming; it was delightful. For ten years, I have tried finding that
hôtel. I have traveled on coasts at ocean’s edge at tidal-pools and I strode along the icerimed and snow-encrusted cove. I had been to that cove once before where I had seen a
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beautiful woman in the waves. I may have seen her at that salon. I visit all places but for
the joyful salon in that hôtel, I have not returned. And, so— you see me here this evening.
I found others on other avenues but not that one. It is darkness at dusk, dawn at
darkness for all my voyages but I have not been again to that soirée.”
He sighed.
“What day is this?” asked he.
“Treizième Germinal; or, if you prefer: Treizième d’Avril in the year 1913.”
He nodded and he began walking until he was gone.
Merle continued.

†
Night was in ascension waning.

†
Merle was strolling on the alley in the woods.

The Night Watchman
Célestin Ernest was firing his rifle at the crescent Moon.
“That shadow covers Moon,” said Célestin Ernest as Merle approached him.
“Do you end this shadow on this e’ening?” asked Merle.
“Acts of malfaisance are seen.”
“Or, not.”
“My rifle-acts are profound,” said Célestin Ernest: “Wearily, several days hence shall
Moon be seen.”
Célestin Ernest continued firing his rifle at the crescent Moon.
Merle did continue.

†
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It had begun raining with vernal lightning and thunder.

†
Merle was strolling on the Brühlsche Terrasse.
A gentleman approached hurriedly from the shadows; he stood ten paces and raised
his arm pointing a pistol at Merle.
“The League of Anarchy Assassins has issued a summons for your death. It is my
greatest honour to do so.”
Merle held out his hand. The gent, confused and foreboding-filled as he could not
but comply, advanced to arm’s length where Merle stood and placed his pistol on the
palm of Merle’s hand who held it; and, said: “Broomhandle.”
Merle emptied the ten cartridges. He returned the gun. The gent stood motionless.
Merle held one cartridge with his thumb and forefinger. “Ah, Modern Age. Sanitary. It
surpasses barbaric murder by sword and dagger; one no longer need feel blades in flesh
and muscle scraping bone; or, blood’s warmth.”
Merle held that cartridge as if it were a cigarette. He scratched his thumbnail on the
primer cap, firing the bullet which struck the gentleman in the shoulder. He returned the
ten cartridges to the gentleman.
“Your wound needs attending.”
Merle was continued his stroll on the Brühlsche Terrasse.

†
The couple ran passed the smartly but plainly dressed gentleman seated on the
bench.
He appeared sleeping but for the blood from the wide wound of his throat that had
pooled on the gravel at his side.

†
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It was early evening. Merle was standing behind the wrought iron gate in the arched
alcove entrance of the Cinéma Lumière. The avenue was vaguely deserted.
Mister Tetch entered the alcove.
“And?”
“We didn’t see need to do as you’d wished,” Mister Tetch replied.
“Murderers!” screeched the gentleman as he raised his pistol at Mister Tetch. Mister
Tetch caught him by his throat and lifted him from the pavement. The man gagging
dropped his knife and fainted as he tried prying Tetch’s hand but could not.
Merle gestured that Tetch lower the gentleman. Tetch lowered the gentleman until his
feet stood on ground but he did not remove his hand from the gentleman’s throat.
“You didn’t see need.” Merle stared blankly at him. “No, no, no. We went there as
requested but we were too late,” Tetch offered hurriedly.
“Late?”
“You remember that small fellow? Corveille?”
Merle nodded.
“He drove his pedal-car into him! It shattered his leg.”
Merle laughed. “D’accord” said Merle as he wandered away but paused. “Mister
Tetch, would you please retrieve something for me from Paris?” he said as he handed a
small card to him.
“Certainly!”
“I do not wish to read of bloody depravities engaged while you are there.”
“Certainly not!”
Merle turned to the gentleman who had regained breath; and, said: “Explain.”
The gentleman gagged trying to speak. Merle gestured and Tetch loosened his hand
but did not remove it.
“No shadows. You cast no shadows.”
“We’re standing in the bloody shadows!” exclaimed Tetch.
“You stand in the shadows because you do not have one!”
“Have what!”
“No soul! It’s been written by the benevolent Order. I was given my benevolent
Order médaille by the Président after our meeting. It was to protect me against Evil.”
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“Guise? or, Pilare?” said Merle to Mister Tetch who shook his head. Merle turned to
the gentleman. “How many have you murdered lacking shadows?”
“You were the first I had seen. I have been preparing! I took my fateful steps seeing
you.”
“No others,” said Merle.
“None!” shrieked that gentleman with great tragedy.
Merle pondered. Merle gestured. Tetch clenched the assassin’s throat until he
fainted.
“Guise,” sighed Merle.
“Fair resolve,” said Tetch: “Pilare’s unpredictable. He may drown him or sing.”
Merle sadly shook his head. “Mister Tetch, please escort him for his visit.”
“And, get your wares from Paris.”
“Thank you, Mister Tetch.”
Tetch led the gentleman away as though he were assisting a drunken reveler.

†
“Have allegiances in these days not changed? We see more unexpected appearances
of demons?” asked Zoë.
“Kings, Dukes, Princes, Marquises, Counts, Knights, Presidents—of certain morality—
are exposing their Venality,” said Verge. “They’re dupes. They have begun entertaining
strange ideas. Nobility are allowed to do what they please except disturb scales; they have
disturbed them.”
“All legions still remain under rule of le Maréchal,” said Zoë.
“Still,” replied Verge. “Some have deserted. I would have less concern with all of
them if it were not for those their sniveling revolutionary affronts.
“No, it is not they are appearing more; it is those of station who have been appearing
more.
“Lesser demons, fairies and Fey do and always have come when incanting requested
as well as enter of their own accord; and, Kings and Dukes less but they would come on
whims. Kings and Dukes now come clandestine of their own accord; and, it is those
immissions which are troublesome.
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“Some act—insurrection or mutiny—has been at play and grows.”
“Titus?” asked Zoë.
“Perhaps,” replied Verge; “but he has grown bored with his entertainments since
Humanity has shown to be aroused in hate-filled anger as easily as placing a mirror in
front of itself as one would do with a wild beast.”
“No one knows?”
“Of course, there are those few who know but what amusement would we have if all
persons knew all things that have been done in future. Speculations run; bookmaker odds
have no favorite.
“The Kings covet greater kingdoms; the Dukes covet larger duchies. All them
remaining wish to be the Kings or to be the Dukes.
“That’s as it’s been. No, this is different. All things are waiting. One could suppose
this coming war between these nations was caused by the passions of demons and Fey,
but they continue by years and decades. Demons by centuries; Fey by none.” He
shrugged. “We wait.”
“Nobility and legions? They must fear your unhappiness,” said Zoë.
“They do fear me,” laughed Verge. “Le Maréchal terrifies them.”
“My condolences,” Zoë said smiling.

†
“Philosophers, theologians, and scientists,” began Merle, “engage in infelicitous
discourse with their ready denials of the strangenesses found in Nature.
“It is the reality that seraph and devil, fairy and fée existed long before Man was
invented.
“It is the wont of Man that their Senses—when decayed and foetid by fear—observe
themselves when viewing entities who have that pervading presence of Nature to wit the
loveliest of sorceresses is seen as hag.”
“Or, more commonly, those peoples from other lands are seen as strange as
demons,” replied Verge.

†
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Zoë wandered on rue Morgue and entered into the garden. The garden was but tenfoot height rose-hedges that were as maze-like. She entered into the labyrinth: she
amused herself and wandered unerringly until she had come to the Court of Mysteries.
On the Court was found a large cabinet with an obelisk and glass spheres which
contained tin-plate figures of lithographed appearances and in each skeletal-figurine
were secreted magnets.
The figures were operated by the handle that worked the large magnet beneath the
cabinet.
And, by operation of the large magnet, the figurines performed at their danse
macabre.

†
“Orientalists, antiquists and medievalists have written those,” replied Merle. “You
have never wondered if some demons are Nobility in disguise? or, if there are those from
Nobility who are merely personifications of the Vices?”
“No,” replied Franz Leopold von Böhmen. “Though, I must admit I cannot find
books on Folklore fairy-types. We at l’Agence du Suspense Spectral haven’t any.”
“Spectrals, Wraiths and Fées: A Series in 50 Parts based on Truths Stranger than
Imaginable is an invaluable compendium if you would wish to read on Folklore and Fey,
of Spirit-immortalis and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet, and Spirit of Existence.”
“I prefer demons,” said von Böhmen. “Folklore fairy-types are mademoiselles. It is so
ungodly matriarchal.”
“Demons do have mesdames and mademoiselles,” said Merle. “Demons are from the
folk of Fey.”
“I doubt that. They are from the abyss of the Inferno in the kingdom of Hades.”
“As you would,” said Merle; “but Earth is an Arcade where demons and féeries and
voyeurs from Hades may make Holiday visiting for artifice and material goods dans un
voyage du Rêve éternel. One often accompanying an other.”
“Would Wights suffice?” said von Böhmen after interminable pondering.
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“No. All things—by definition—art to be considered wights as ever you shall be.”

†
“Verne’s De la terre à la lune and Herbert Wells’s The First Men in the Moon make
no mention of Chang’e,” said Themis la Grise as they went strolling on the pilgrim’s
road—Via Romipedum—in Terrenoire.
“And, why do you suppose?” said Zoë.
“I cannot conspire reasons of it unless she refused their request for an audience,”
said la Grise.
“We could ask her during the full Moon before Autumn’s Equinox,” said Zoë. “She
may be persuaded to visit us in Bucarest if we were to an invitation write her.”
“I shall attend it,” said la Grise.

†
“Hypocrisy,” said von Böhmen.
“No,” Merle laughed amused. “They were disingenuous but not hypocrite. The
structures were not sacred; the earth remains so. Their cénotaphes may have been placed
on sacred ground to denounce those beliefs originally held but—Oddly—sacred ground
cannot be denounced by a monument made by Man.
“They are pagans as scientific evidence by l’Agence du Suspense spectral has
proved.”
Merle frowned; he remained silent.
“Nevertheless, the grounds and land were sanctified before the construction began
and it too was sanctified.”
“How are grounds and land sanctified?” said Merle.
“Holy water.”
“Holy water,” said Merle. “Holy water from which source? The Well of Artemis?
Kerepakupai Meru? The Well at the World’s End? The water from the depths of Lake
Hauroko? The Great Rivers in the lands of la Tène? The Pacific Ocean? The raindrops
collected falling individually from limbs of sentinels in the primeval forest of Asphodel?
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The mists from the tomb of Jean le Baptiste? The néréides of la Fontana del Nettuno in
Bologna?”
“None. The water is blessed.”
“An incantation makes water holy?” said Merle.
“Piety does not perform incantations. Scientifique-Théurges perform conjurations for
those summoned are they who shall bless water thus their blessèd water is holy.”
“Words spoken over a vessel of water collected and fragrant censers are swung for
the appropriate significance wanted for this invocation with smoke rising as offering; and,
that is not pagan magic?”
“We do not perform witchcraft contrary to Insurrectionists’s statement respecting
our humble motto,” said Von Böhmen; saying,

Human nature ever reverts to it’s depraved courses,
fixed and immutable, when witchcraft evils art performed
“Juvenal’s words corrupted,” said Merle.
Von Böhmen shrugged.
“Do Scientifique-Théurges perform conjurations for lifting sanctifications when
structures are abandoned left in ruin?”
“Never. Others are retained for those troublesome ordeals.”
“Have you considered an expeditionary Holiday?” said Merle; “The Seven Onehundred and Thirty Nine Stages of the Obeliscus Route taken by coach, from Lisboa
until Qingniwakou would be of interest for—Perhaps— Scientifique-Théurges.”
“How long?”
“I’ve accompanied a Lady on her promenades along that route,” said Merle: “Seven
years, commonly.”
“No.”
“The Sixty-nine Post Stations of the Kiso Kaidō?” said Merle; “It was eleven months.”
“That would be possible. Motorcoach touring. Three months. Yes. A very efficient
method researching demons and pagans from ancient Antiquity. We have such precious
little time for study. Very little. Three months is more than sufficient.”
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“Very Modern,” replied Merle.

†
Mister Tetch had joined Silas Verge walking in the Bois de Vincennes in the
direction of Verge’s engagement, on his way for an errand in les Catacombes.
“Archdukes, Lords spiritual, Hereditary Peers, Life Peers were requested to be in
attendance by him,” said Tetch.
“Yes,” said Verge: “He requested I invite my brother and other Nobles of the Realm
to be in attendance. I informed those who I would want to be attending before leaving;
they are arriving.”
“Honour’s clockworks’re set.”
Verge smiled grimly.

†
Merle turned at the corner of the rue transversale. A small crowd was assembled and,
as Merle passed the small crowd, Merle heard speaking over Barbary organ sifflante
exhalations from which was heard Apothéose by Hector Berlioz: “Ladies and Gentlemen,
Hercule was found as displayed in this painting! during an expedition into the that Dark
Land of Death: Uvalaswazianda. Whose continent shall never be spoken and! Even in
this Modern Age lacking superstitions shall never! be seen on maps!” Merle made his way
and stood behind the gentleman who was speaking. “All my companions were murdered
by Dark Things in the Dark! It was by Fate that I alone escaped! Escaped!” The
gentleman who was speaking was dressed in fancy dress à la Turque of 1750. He held a
long leather strap on which was fastened a small monkey with wings. “Hercule shall
continue our performance that not even Heads of State have seen!” Hercule lifted the
skirts of a woman and frolicked beneath them: the woman screamed with laughter-fused
embarrassment as the crowd laughed.
“Hercule’s monkey mask buttons are seen,” whispered Merle. The gentleman thanked
Merle as the gentleman turned to face him but upon seeing who spoke, stumbled
petrified.
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“Time’s finished, Hercule!” bellowed the Turque. Hercule tumbled from the skirts
and somersaulted over to the gentleman. “Ladies and gentlemen, we thank you.” Merle
tossed several coins on the pavement as did others as they dispersed.
Merle leaned on his cane. He sighed. “We last spoke in London. No?” said Merle as
he viewed the large painting.
“At the Thames, Sir,” replied Professeur-Maître Huillard as he hurriedly collected
and packed his wares. Hercule collected coins.
“Professeur-Maître Huillard,” said Merle pleasantly as he straightened himself and
tapped the painting with his cane. “Far more elegant than in London. I prefer this.”
“Vapid, pretty dilettantes with absinthe tonight, Professor,” the monkey said as he
stood from collecting coins but when he spied Merle, he blurted: “Bordel!”
Merle took his passage wallet and gave Professeur-Maître Huillard several banknotes.
“Please take passage on the train. Lyon. I shall visit with you in three months. No
performances until three months pass, Gentlemen.”
They stood horror-filled: each nodded. They remained standing subdued in terror for
many minutes after Merle had gone.

†
Zoë and Themis la Grise and Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne were strolling on the
avenue. They were come across a gentleman with a peep box on his back.

The Wonder Show
Jean-Baptiste-Pierre Valence was tall. He was thin and frail. His face had been set by
his ancient rictus frown. His white eyebrows were large and bushy. His whitened beard
was tucked beneath his wide belt and his whitened beard fell to the length at his knees.
He was dressed in fancy dress à la Turque of 1750.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, this sanduk al-ajayib was found as displayed in this during
an expedition into that dark land of Death for it was taken by Genghis Khan from an
ancient Mystical and from him was given to a most Venerated Wazir until it was obtained
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by I. All my companions were murdered by Dark Things in the Dark! It was by Fate that
I alone escaped! Escaped!”
The Maestro had composed the box on the stand.
“View our performance that not even Heads of State have seen!”
He produced a triple flageolet whereupon he performed the first movement
of Hector Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique: Épisode de la vie d'un artiste ... en cinq
parties, Op. 14.
He concluded.
“C'est Triomphe l’œil!”
He strode closer to those gathered on the boulevard.
“Mesdames!” He waved Zoë and Themis la Grise and Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de
Vienne to approach and view. He bowed as they approached him merry.
The box had six holes through which they could see the scenes performed lit by a
single candle. When they each peered inside the box it was very much larger than the
size of the box: it was a théâtre proscenium arch with the scene performed inside of it.
“Mirths! Merriments! Merry entertainments! for our blessèd invited Guests!
Enlightenments! we offer for all in attendances! Simple tales! Sacrèd tales! and we all
know that sacrèd is merely variously spelled Entrancements! we offer for all in
attendance! Mirths and merriments and merry entertainments that are to be seen:
Paradise and Hades, exotic views in the lands of the Past, farces and masques, court
ceremonies, conclusions found in the days yet come.
“And, of course, lewd tableaux.”

†
Zoë was standing viewing the entertainment before her in the Wonder Box. She
smiled as Merle passed on the pavement behind the assembled on-lookers.

†
“Who shall know of what they see?” said Maestro Valence with enticement. He
paused dramatically. “Entr’actes, perhaps,” he said in a tone of beguiling wonder: “Of
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Ecstatic Wars; of Sixteenth Century voyages; of Life’s marvellous spring-balances; of
future rendez-vous by those bewitched; of the risen ghosts of Hope; of guileless cotillion
with Nature.” He paused before he said in near whisper with his eyes lit brightly: “Or,
Trysts éternel.”
The scenes concluded.
They stepped away from the box. Zoë and Themis were smiling; Elfriede was
frowning from her thoughts.
The Maestro thanked them; they thanked the Maestro.
“Who would peer!” said the Maestro sotto voce.
All of the others wanted viewing. He selected six. They gave him coins. He began his
recitation but was different than the first.
Those three went continuing on their stroll.

†
They walked silently.
La Grise laughed. “How bewildering!”
De Vienne was startled.
“You are thoughtful,” mused la Grise.
“Confused,” replied de Vienne. “I first viewed a scene of me flying on a great bat
into the Autumn Equinox moon.” She turned to la Grise. “You were on a besom.”
“My dear me!” La Grise laughed with merry exuberance.
“Then Monseigneur was scolding me,” said de Vienne. “He’s never done that before.
It’s the third which confuses me. I was speaking with a small Gentleman as we went
walking along the bank of a river.”
“I saw myself and Monseigneur in Lyon,” said la Grise. “He was speaking with me as
he held his hand showing me something I could not see. I saw myself consumed by black
flames. I saw myself in the Great Wood on the Marsh where Persephone’s Mirror waits; it
was then I remembered something Hieronymus Virge le Maître did say.”
They were silent until Zoë said quietly: “It was a figure standing; and, I was
contented.”
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They remained silent with their thoughts of those entertainments seen.

†
Sophie de Messarges had slit her throat. She was on a sloping lawn, seated in a teak
deck chair, facing the Sea. She had played a wax phonograph cylinder; it was Années de
pèlerinage: Troisième année.
Merle watched as Consul-Secrétaire Javelle with the Mortality Brigade were
departing her body after having read the note she did keep,

They are incessant coming.
†
The Thief with two young boys as henchmen were examining a crate of rare books by
lantern light they had just pilfered from the alchemist’s shop.
Verge idly strolled up to the thieves.
“What do you want?” threatened the Thief.
“Curiosity,” said Verge as he was looking over the books: “There is a book you
purloined which interests me.”
The boys were immediately interested in Verge.
The Thief brandished a pistol at Verge. “I didn’t steal nothing!”
“Zig-zag,” said Verge who waved his hand dismissively and ignored him. “That one.”
The book was quarto sized and of Medieval binding with black oak wood boards; the
boards were unadorned. He lifted it from the crate. “Odd that you should cut the chain
of the single book chained to the shelf kept in a locked vitrine behind the desk of he to
which it was given.” He held the book by the chain.
The Thief was suspicious and went blathering about his innocence.
“What is that?” asked Mailloche.
The Thief slapped Mailloche on the side of his head for interrupting him.
“It’s a book of things for some to learn,” replied Verge.
“Some?” said Belette.
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“Do not ever open this. It was taken from him her to whom it was originally given. He
was cursed with a simple curse of misfortune by thieving it.”
“Yeah?”
“He gave it to me. I put it in the box. Am I cursed, too?” asked Belette.
Verge nodded.
“Those who receive it freely from the rightful possesseur or they whom are author
may open it; and, it ain’t them what didn’t may’n’t.” Verge laughed. “The English
language’s remarkable!”
“I took them! What I pleased. Take your hands off it or I’ll shoot you dead where
you’re stood.”
“I’ll demonstrate,” said Verge ignoring the Thief and offering the book to Belette:
“Would you like to have this?”
“Sure,” said Belette as he received the book.
“Mine,” said the Thief grabbing the book from Belette. He slapped Belette in the
face who then did topple over.
The Thief opened the book but it fell from his hands by it’s own accord.
Verge picked up the book. “Please take this.” He offered it to Mailloche who
confused and intrigued took it.
“Nothing happened!” crowed the Thief with misplaced triumph.
“Do you two notice anything different about your Fagin?” Verge asked as he looked
at the two boys.
They peered at the Thief who was standing cloaked by the shadows. They saw that he
had changed as he stood at the edge of light. They did not know if they should laugh or
screaming flee.
“That comes off?” asked Mailloche.
Verge shook his head. “Life-long.”
The Thief stepped into the light from the lamp but when he saw his hand and arm in
the light, he screamed. He fell against the wall in darkness.
“What about simple misfortune?” whimpered the Thief.
“My arrival was that,” replied Verge.
“What have you done! What’ll happen to me!”
“Sewers,” suggested Verge.
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“Huh?” said Belette.
“What happened?” said Mailloche.
“It’s cursed. Remember?” said Verge. “It was freely given and freely taken by the two
of you; it’s your’s. For a while. He took it against your wishes. He opened it. The simple
curse—by opening it—was displaced with the curse you see before you.”
“How do you know?” asked Mailloche.
“What’ll happen!” screamed the Thief who was ignored by Verge as he extended his
hand towards Mailloche and asked: “May I?” The boy gave it to him. He turned leaves
and he showed them the ex libris. He tapped the page with the fingers of his right hand; a
sigil was exhumed by very small flames.
They gasped with nervous laughter.
He returned it.
“I did not come to here with intent but rather from being unable to find a street,”
Verge said peering along the rue as he gave the book to Mailloche, “until I followed the
murmurs from that work, and saw your lamp.”
“You’re lost!” exclaimed Belette.
Verge shrugged.
“Which one?” inquired Mailloche.
“Rue Delambre?”
The two boys pointed in the same direction.
“That tar’ll melt?” said Belette pointing to the Thief standing whimpering in the
shadows darkening.
Verge nodded and wandered off, saying: “Maybe—It could—Unlikely—but be off with
ye ‘fore yer found wi’ tha oddly stuporous thief and his purloined-pinched books.”
He laughing went. “Harden, perhaps.”

†
Merle walked on rue de Saint-Bernard as he went to the arcade Zoë had suggested
he may by it be amused. He paused which caused a few of the other pedestrians to
shuffle around him. He slowly turned his head; and, as he slowly turned his head, he
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began walking on the rough bricked rues and passages between buildings. His cane
tapping stones.
He turned on to a narrow avenue. He saw several persons standing at the doorway of
a house. He spied three children who stood apart from the persons standing in the
doorway. Two were young and they were being consoled by the eldest sister.
Merle paused. He stared at the house. He turned to the fifteen-year old girl.
“Demoiselle?” She nodded. “This?” he asked as he gestured with this hand.
“Père is dying. The doctor has gone and said to Maman he shall die soon. We sent
for the priest but he does not come.” Merle looked at her encouragingly; and she replied:
“Curé Graever does not come because Père always refused to pay for services during
Mass.”
“Does your father wish the priest to come?”
“I believe he does,” she said hesitantly. “Maman was who sent for him. She worries
Père shall not…...” She began sobbing.
“Yes,” said Merle with simple knowing. He spoke: “Le Cruel.” The raven arrived and
perched on the window ledge of the house. “Fetch that priest to this place. Last Rites
cannot be refused.” The raven cocked his head. “Howe’er you wish,” replied Merle. The
raven departed.
“You talk to birds?” asked the small boy.
“Naturally,” said Merle staring after the raven. The boy nodded albeit befuddled.
Merle turned to the eldest sister; and, he said with calm reassurance: “The priest will
come.”
The eldest sister nodded with a vacant stare.

†
Merle continued walking on the narrow avenue. His cane tapping stones.

†
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Joseph-Jérôme Rude sighed as he concluded his laughter. He bent over the bleeding
corpse. He laid his sabre reverently beside the prostitute’s corpse. He smelt her clothes.
He studied her. A shadow was cast over Vampyre-Assassin Rude.
“Her head has nearly been severed,” said Merle: “Your violence increases.”
Joseph-Jérôme Rude laughed bitterly. “You are not vampyre. Your companion is
vampyre but something more as she was like a diseased prostitute and vampyre. She
terrified me with her smile. I was duped: she was pure but she was serene! She was
vampyre!”
Merle smiled pleasantly but spoke with terrible menace: “In my presence, you shall
never speak of her.”
The assassin shuddered.
“Women are sôlely vampyres?” asked Merle.
“Women are more vampyre than men. They scent themselves.”
“Why do they scent themselves?” asked Merle.
“Vampyres smell of decay; they smell of decadence. They perfume themselves
muffling their smells. Your friend smelled of perfumes. It was not the perfume airs she
had but the thoughts they gave me. Terrors! They were thoughts of things that happened
to me. My childhood. My father taking me to the ocean and I could smell the ocean. My
father leaving after arguing with my mother; I could smell the evening earthy dampness. I
saw my mother and her sisters that stayed nights in my mother’s bed; I could smell their
perfumes. I could smell their dampness when I went to my mother’s room one night and
saw one of her sisters doing things to my mother. Her mouth was bloody! She smiled at
me! That woman smiled at me!” He convulsed. “All of the smells I’ve ever smelled I
remembered memories! from her smile!” wailed Joseph-Jérôme Rude as he held his head
with his hands. “You are pursuivant!” He began convulsant fits. “Of that Vampyreimpératrice!”
The Vampyre-Assassin — Joseph-Jérôme Rude — fled.
“Ignorance beset tragedy is called by the name of a madness, above all Delusion, for
Delusion is the name of a madness, by which name murderous delirium shall be found
according to the Laws of Nature.
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“Humanity succumbs.”

†
A gentleman stood on the avenue with the letter-pressed panels of advertisements
over his shoulders. The panels stated:

A
Delightful — DISTINGUISHED — Delirious
Absolutely Unequaled
ARCADE
The Emperor’s Triumphant Ride
It relieves Distresses from Mental and Physickal Exhaustions
&
‘tis warranted to be indispensable
against Pychosis’d Anima
at Every Individuals Performance
of
Life Passage
6c

The arcade was a large hall on the street-level. The glass-paneled doors had been
unshuttered so all passersby could view the splendour of the arcade.

The Emperor's Guard
The three walls of the arcade were painted in one murale of light streaming through
dark skies and clouds.
In the center of the arcade was a large taxidermied stallion of piebald colours in
rampant pose on pedestal. The horse was fastened to a round metal plate in the pedestal.

NAPOLEON – HANNIBLE - KAROLVS MAGNVS IMP
were engraved on three sides of the pedestal; and, on the fourth were steps.
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The placard at the entrance was painted:

Entrance, 6 c
Gold-trimmed bicorne, 10 c
Turkish sabre, 20 c
Général en chef uniform, 10 fr. 30 c
Gold thread cloak, 20 fr.
Circumvolution, 50 fr.
Photograph [Gratis]
A gentleman was seated on the stallion wearing all of the offered articles and
performing slow circumvolutions.
The ride ended. The gentleman posed for his portrait as he remained seated on the
horse. The Ticket-Attendant hurried with a ladder for the gentleman’s descending; and,
the gentleman stepped down from the ride. They assisted him with removal of the articles.
He completed an At-Home document with his adresse so that his portrait would be sent;
and, he departed very happy.
The Ticket-Attendant stood before the gateway and glared at Merle as Merle
approached the Ticket-Attendant.
“No entrance!” screeched the Ticket-Attendant.
Merle smiled. “I do not wish riding. No. I was told that I would enjoy this arcade;
and, I do. The arcade in Marseille is perfectly situated for viewing the harbours; les
Jacobins arcade in Lyon is dreary; les Communards arcade on the rue Ramponeau in
Belleville was nostalgique. Sadly, les Décadents and les Symbolistes salons in Paris are
staffed with agents who would be better suited in as peasants at the Barricades arcade.”
“Hé!”
“Clever deceit,” said Merle smiling: “Photograph and obtain adresse of each from all
Societies against the state.” The Ticket-Attendant frowned; the photographer blustered;
and, the advertiser approached with pistol drawn at his side. “And, they pay for that
privilege.”
Merle did exit.

†
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Merle wandered rues and boulevards. He turned on to an avenue and walked into
the closed courtyard. The gentleman noticed, as he was opening the front door to a small
maison, Merle approaching.

The Vénus Salon
“Good Afternoon, Foules,” said Merle as he walked on the steps.
“Monsieur Merle it is a pleasure to see you. Unfortunately, my business is closed,”
said Marcel-Thérèse-Marie Foules. “The mayor was very pleased with his wife’s portrait
but was less sanguine when he was told by his mother of her's.” He shrugged.
They entered.
It was a slightly large room. A massive canvas formed the trompe-l'œil of the sea and
it’s far horizon. A large shell set on the painted floor of seashore and cove. Wires were
suspended from the ceiling. It was a rendering of La Naissance de Vénus by Botticelli but
it was remembered by Merle as Apelles’s Venus Anadyomen.
“We have been closed for several weeks deciding where we should go,” said Foules.
“Your telephone?” asked Merle: “It is working?”
“Yes.”
Merle went to the phone. He waited for the operator. “Lyon. Hôtel Parthénon.
Thirty-three.”
He waited.
“Karl. Please do these things. Issue a cheque for fifty hundred francs in the name of
Marcel-Thérèse-Marie Foules. Deliver this cheque by courier to 15 rue Grenelle, SaintÉtienne. Open the salon on rue Lanterne and make preparations for those who will be
occupying it in the future.”
He listened.
“Yes.”
He listened.
“Yes, they are idle; they are sufficient.”
He listened.
“Thank you, Karl.”
He replaced the hand piece.
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Marcel-Thérèse-Marie Foules was flustered. Merle did not accept his decline. Merle
explained that the salon was a small maison with several rooms and a small ballroom
though it was larger than the present studio room which would be his studio. Madame
Foules will need to have a new canvas painted, the floor painted and a new shell
constructed.
Foules stated his wife would not approve.
“It is on one of the fashionable avenues,” said Merle. “And, it will be gratis for which
Madame Foules would approve. The cheque will arrive on Wednesday. You are not
expected until two weeks after. The rooms will be furnished. You may bring what you
want from your apartment. You may bring her assistants; or, you may find new assistants
in Lyon.”
“Madame Foules has her favorites,” replied Foules.
“She may bring them as she would her cameras,” said Merle as he took his exit.

†
“A sorrowful irony exists: the further History progresses with the development of
greater inventions for the benefit of Humanity, the further Humanity regresses in it’s
beliefs and thoughts to those found in Man’s Medieval ages thereby ensuring it’s decline
and fall,” Zoë said as they did sit beneath the full Moon in the Spring quarter of 1913.
“They soon shall.”

†
Merle was seated in a hôtel lobby.
The anarchist approached with a pistol wrapped in a newspaper. Merle waved him to
the empty upholstered chair across from him.
Merle took his serviette and, with his fountain pen, wrote on it. He gestured for the
waiter and said, “Please take this to the surly fellow lurking indiscreetly on the pavement.”
Merle gave the waiter a crown.
The waiter walked outside and found the surly fellow lurking indiscreetly on the
pavement. “The fellow wishes you to have this.” He nodded his head. The waiter nodded
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and returned to Merle who was in conversation with anarchist. “He has – I suppose –
done as you’d written,” said the waiter. Merle thanked the waiter and the waiter departed.
A woman who had been watching Merle approached. She stood silently but wished to
speak. “May I speak with you about a subject I find troubling and unfathomable?”
Merle rose and gestured for her to sit. He gestured to the waiter.
“I must leave,” said the anarchist as he rose but Merle gestured him to remain seated,
saying: “It may interest you.” The anarchist reluctantly sat down, indignant.
The waiter returned and Merle requested coffees for his guests. The waiter nodded
and he brought two coffees and departed.
“Please,” offered Merle.
“I find,” began Madame Bazille, “that I cannot understand Past, Present and Future
in Life. They’re jumbled.”
The anarchist proclaimed there was no future.
“For your profession, perhaps not,” offered Merle.
“What is your work?” asked Madame Bazille.
“Anarchy,” he replied vehemently and he waited for her alarmed reply but she
thought and addressed him: “I know there is a past because I remember it; I know there is
a future because it’s there; and, I believe there is a present because we are speaking.
What I don’t understand is how they work.”
“How would you propose one should live in the present without resorting under
speculation for what the future may be?” said Merle. “I doubt you had chosen the life of
an anarchist when you were a child.”
“Arguably,” replied the sullen anarchist.
“That is what I do not understand. What is the future? We have plots and intrigues
when we are children but they seldom arrive!” said Madame Bazille with profound
exasperation. “It’s always different! I never know when I have arrived at the future
because it always becomes the present! I do not know when I leave the present until I
remember it.”
The anarchist interrupted: “And, then it has become the past!”
“Then life, or existence, is the past and present and future,” said Madame Bazille, “as
we pass. Or, does it pass us?”
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“Or, perhaps, consider that one’s past and present and future further exist in each of
the three kingdoms of Life: avant la Vie, la Vie and après la Vie; and, thus— that is
Existence,” said Merle.
“Grand-papa has an empty socket: he had attempted self-murder by using his cavalry
pistol with his ammunition from the Emperor’s War; however, the black-powder had
deteriorated so much so that the bullet merely entered and billarded about his head: his
brain was grievously maligned but alas, not self-murdered. He had done this because he
was abandoned by the State,” said the anarchist who further explained that his
grandfather’s glass eye had been absconded by a jackdaw numerous nights ago. “He
remembers Past but he does not know Future. Does he have Future if he does not
know?”
Madame Bazille agreed it was confusing. The anarchist and Madame Bazille
continued speaking. They had forgotten Merle was seated with them and Merle had
ceased listening.

†
Zoë stood in the foyer holding her parasol in a gloved hand. She was accompanied
by a very large gentleman.

†
Merle took his gloves and hat and cane; and, stood. The anarchist and Madame
Bazille were in conversation: they had forgotten his presence. He approached her.
“Ma’am,” said Merle.
“Sir,” she replied.
Zoë explained how Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre was two days in being removed
from his gallows for they had to erect scaffolds and riggings and lashings before he could
be lowered but, as the cordage had broken, he fell: his arm was fractured.
“Lord-Chancellor,” Merle said nodding as replied the congenial Lord-Chancellor
Bassompierre shaking vigorously Merle’s hand: “Good Sir!”
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She took his arm and they did depart from the hôtel as Lord-Chancellor
Bassompierre followed.

†
They wandered on the boulevard as Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre followed.

†
They paused as Zoë had ceased walking; she was amused by the two gentlemen
standing on the pavements either side of the boulevard. They were ringing their handbells, caroling about Liberty. One wore his signboard on which was printed:

A LIBERTINE OF LIBERTIES
and, the other wore his signboard on which was printed:

A LIBERTY OF LIBERTINES
“Who are they?” asked Zoë with unabashed disbelief.
“Saviors,” answered Merle. “Sadly, they are façades erected by l’Académie de
Bienfaisance whose Bureau of State Safety has done each. A Society established A
Libertine of Liberties in dire secrecy as means of conspiring against those who would wish
for Liberty; however, a second Society was unaware of this ploy and established A Liberty
of Libertines as a counter ploy. And, thus— they remain unaware.”
“The first supports the political writings of Donatien de Sade during the Terror,” said
Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre, “and the second supports François-Marie Arouet during
his exile in Château de Cirey, for which it may be surmised, they neither have read their
supported works, marvellous though they are.”
Zoë laughed. “Thank you, Sirs.”
They continued.

†
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Zoë asked about the treaty in London. “The Treaty of London has ended the First
Balkan War in May 1913,” said Merle. “One-hundred years it has been since the Holy
Alliance.” He laughed. “And, since followed by League of the Three Emperors,
Convention of 1839, Treaty of Prague of 1866, Treaty of London of 1867, AustroPrussian War, Treaty of Frankfurt in 1871, London Protocol of 1877, Dual Alliance,
Triple Alliance, Reinsurance Treaty, Franco-Russian Alliance, Entente Cordiale, AngloRussian Convention, Triple Entente.”
“You once told me, fifty years ago,” began Zoë: “‘History repeats itself, first as
tragedy, then as farce.’” Merle nodded. Zoë continued: “Then which performance of
Farce are we viewing?”
Merle laughed. “Ma’am,” he said as he bowed before her.
They continued speaking and, as they were speaking, a gentleman dressed in funereal
clothes with his top hat under his arm approached.
The gentleman nodded to Zoë; Zoë nodded to the gentleman with an amused smile.
“Minister-Cardinalis,” said Merle curtly.

The Minister-Cardinalis
“Sir. My summons have gone unreceived by you,” said the Minister-Cardinalis. “They
are mendacious acts against Nature under those guides I have established which you
have failed to follow on numerous previous occasions for which three Certificats de
réadaptation are pending your signature: Nº 1832/03-1-4, Nº 1902/2201-03-0, Nº
1913/5801-67-0. You have ignored final rehabilitation for those acts.”
“They are as they seem, Minister,” replied Merle. “How is it that thieves and
murderers against Humanity are acceptable for a gentleman in your post?”
“Treacherous dastards! One knows they are so by merely looking at them.”
“Not all appearances are known.”
“All appearances are indicative of what lies beneath.”
“And, all lies are beneath.” The Minister became puzzled by this reply but Merle
continued. “Do you remember that Lieutenant-Colonel who sat on the steps of the
Bibliothèque nationale? That one who had his left arm missing as seen by his sleeve
folded and pinned? That one who never spoke? That one who had two fingers on his right
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hand?” The Minister became further puzzled but Merle continued with rising disdain.
“On numerous occasions, you spoke of him as a figure for Truth and Honour, an
exemplary albeit disfigured man who had fought in the 1870 War.” His rage grew. “She
died several years ago. You gave him pittances as many others did but you never
conversed with her.” The Minister attempted his blustering reply but Merle waved him
silent. “At her dressing for burial, they found she fastened sheets across her bosoms, she
had a small right arm, and her left hand was but deformed of two fingers. Her officer’s
dress was taken from one who had died during that 1870 war. She was born in God’s
image but abandoned by her family; orphanages refused her shelter. She performed in
traveling oddity shows until she grew old. Thenceforth, she became an honorable
Impoverished. What lied beneath her appearance was an intelligent and charming
woman. Why do you suppose she chose the Bibliothèque steps, Minister?”
“That fiend!” said the Minister enraged. “It desecrates memories of Grand Sacrifice!”
“‘Tis better to give centimes to an Unfortunate but heroic cripple as payment for lost
limbs than give charity to malformed persons? Your hypocrisy reflects all manner of
prejudice and elicits all manner of contempt. Those whom fought for state and country
may have had the patriotic fervor of those who remained in safety but on their return they
are classed as Unfortunates. Deformed persons are shunned as Devil’s work, but they
are all representations of Man. How are evils given to those who did nothing—Nothing!—
at birth. Why are they not each classified as Unfortunates?
“Those whom are wounded grievously in battle are honoured; those who are
malformed at birth are despised,” said Merle as he stepped toward the Minister. “Man’s
grand hypocrisy!”
“Diseased and deformed Citizens are despicable deserving nothing but contempt,”
said the Minister as he stepped backwards from Merle. “They have been addressed.”
“Addressed by terror!”
“Terror is only justice that is prompt, severe and inflexible," said Minister-Cardinalis
Taberd.
“Robespierre’s quote,” Merle offered Zoë. She thanked him.
“And, those who die during battle or from wounds afterwards may take their Honour
and Glory as cartes de visite unto Paradise?” said Merle contemptuously. “All wars have
Unfortunates. Unfortunates from war, whether from madness or disfigurement, are soon
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classified as deformed. State-made Unfortunates and those created by Nature: Terror
discerns naught.”
“It is unfortunate when that does occur; however, the laws are inflexible,” said
Minister Taberd.
“Hence, the name ‘Unfortunate,’” Merle offered Zoë. She nodded.
“Jus ad bellum,” said Minister Taberd, “in partibus infidelium for Man.”
“All wars are plotted by statesmen; all wars are engaged by admirals and generals; all
wars are fought by men,” began Merle. “It was unfortunate France did not win the 1870
war but those were necessary arrangements for war in 1914. Statesmen remain; admirals
and generals remain; men shall forever be replaced after succumbing in Grand
Sacrifice.”
“Wars of sovereignty are necessary when sovereign laws are threatened,” said
Minister Taberd defiantly.
“Wars continue apace, Taberd: all be joyous, all be thankful, all bereaved.”
Suddenly, the gentleman who was walking past the Minister was stabbed in the back.
“Murderers!” screamed the bloodied assailant as the assailant ran into the congested
pedestrians. Screams were heard. Merle began to go to the fallen man but Zoë
imperceptibly touched his sleeve and shook her head. Merle frowned but nodded. He
walked into the forming crowd. Zoë knelt beside the man who was seeping blood through
his clothes and breathing heavily. “Please summon for an ambulance,” she said to the
standing mass as she applied pressure to his side with her hands. “Monsieur
Bassompierre, would you assist, if you please.”
“My dear Lady! My chivalry at your service!” said Bassompierre.
“Please press your hands as I have done.” Bassompierre knelt beside her and did so.
“He will die!” said Minister Taberd.
Zoë stood. “No. The knife, as you can see, remains and it will bleed less because of
that. He shall remain in hospital some while but he shan’t die.”
“It could have been me!” said Minister Taberd.
Zoë peered at Minister Taberd.
An agent de police arrived and blew his whistle; others arrived. The ambulance
arrived. The attendants hurried to the wounded man and tended his wounds as
Bassompierre stood. He was pleased.
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Gendarmes arrived.
“Papers.”
One gendarme approached her and said: “Papers.” She gestured with her bloodied
hands and replied: “I have none.” The gendarme was further distracted when MinisterCardinalis Taberd loudly stated he himself was intended to be murdered. Silently, Zoë
laughed.
Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre was intrigued with the Minister. “Murdered!” The
Minister was unamused. Blithely, Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre began speaking at the
flustered Minister: “Did he ever, were you ever present when he attempted the
bombardmenting of Babintons’s Gryphon?” began Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre: “Yes,
yes and when the Gryphon appeared in the dark fire it caught fire, engulfed in the
furnace of flames that only the Vulcain Rouge gunnery fuse is capable of producing.
“Or, have you ever seen his Tomb Chandeliers? The recipe was my invention; he was
the thief who — just never you mind! — and the candle does not have those small comets.
No; instead each of them explodes!
“Lunacy: he wears lunacy as a wreath.
“Did you know he entered as he was smoking on a lighted meerschaum. Of course,
the factory was demolished by the resultant explosion with the exception of a single
chimney-stack.”
The Minister began to speak to the Captain but was interrupted: “Miraculously—in
leagues with the Devil, some’ve said—he was not wounded not excepting his pomade was
set on flame and not even singed was he,” said Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre.
“Lord-Chancellor?” said the Captain.
Bassompierre peered at the Captain, embarrassed but suspicious.
“Duret,” said the Captain. “We have spoken before.”
Bassompierre thought for several minutes but then smiled grandly. “L’Académie!
Good! Good-good.”
Merle returned. The Minister was telling the police that Merle was standing beside
the man when he fell. “Him!” shouted the Minister as he pointed at Merle. “It could have
been him! He could have stabbed me!”
Captain Duret looked curiously at Minister Taberd. “It was not you who was
wounded yet you seem to believe you have been stabbed.”
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Minister Taberd fell silent.
“Lord-Chancellor,” said Captain Duret as he gestured to Merle and Zoë, “are you in
their company?”
“My couteau is but Occam’s Razor,” said Merle pleasantly.
“Certainly!” replied Bassompierre. Captain Duret nodded.
Zoë winced, smiling. “Lord-Chancellor, shall we wash our hands?” said Zoë as she
began walking to the public water trough. “Your Graciousness,” replied he; and,
followed.
The ambulance departed.
“Sir, I must ask you since you have been accused: where have you been?” asked the
Captain.
“I followed the assassin,” said Merle. “He ran into the park. I could not find him.”
The Captain nodded and gestured to one of the gendarmes. “Their names.”
“Papers,” said the gendarme.
The gendarme recorded Minister–Cardinalis Taberd’s paper. Merle handed his
papers to the gendarme. “Passe-port à l’intérieur, Carte du citoyen, Cartes de
participation au cortège, Cercle de l’Assemblée Nationale et de la Garde Nationale and
Billet Patriotique. Patriotic ticket, with permission of the Department, to be exchanged
for banknotes of five livres,” the gendarme read aloud, bewildered. He stared at Merle.
“Those?”
“Billets for a grand Ombre spectacle,” replied Merle.
The gendarme looked at the tickets Merle was holding before he began writing in his
notes. Confused, he shook his head.
A magistrate approached the Captain. He whispered. The Captain stared severely at
Merle. They walked a few paces from Merle and the Minister, the police corporal
speaking hurriedly until the agent showed the Captain a page from a small tome of
collected photographs. The Captain looked at the cliché he was shown but shook his
head. He walked to Merle and presented the small album. “Sir, this is not you, is it,” said
the Captain. Merle looked at the photographs: one profile; one face. He read the front
page of the album—

Le Service de Photographie judiciaire de la Préfecture d’État
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He turned the pages until he returned to the portraits: “No.” He handed the album
to the Captain. “He is much younger, his hair is not as mine; and, he has different eyes:
there is nothing behind them. He leers with cruelty.”
The Captain nodded. “No, it is not you.”
The gendarme returned Merle’s identification papers.
“It is not him!” said Minister Taberd as he snatched the album from the Captain. He
looked at the clichés: “That! Who is that!”
The Captain pointed to the name. “Jean-Armand Plessis.”
“Who!”
“Cardinal Richelieu,” said the Captain: “His given name, rearranged.”
“Apologies, Monsieur,” said the Captain to Merle as he handed the small tome to the
magistrate.
The Captain nodded to Merle; he departed with his men. The crowd dispersed.

†
Zoë and Bassompierre had been standing at the edge of the crowd. Bassompierre
stood pleased; he adjusted his arm’s scarf.
The Minister-Cardinalis was furiously angry but he composed himself with vapid
charm; and, said: “However, my State-countenanced mission does not concern you. I
have come for the Lord-Chancellor. Thank you, mademoiselle, for escorting him from
Paris.”
“Minister,” said Zoë.
He turned to face Merle. “My investigation cannot proceed until your attendance at
the Sixth Council Convocation has been examined by the Lord-Chancellor,” hissed the
Minister. He hurriedly did exit taking Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre by the sleeve.
Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre stood abruptly still. Minister Taberd was suddenly
lunged backwards. Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre had remembered what he wanted to
say; he hurried back to Zoë. “My dear Lady, I had been informed that a Machine à
mesurer les clichés du ciel has been obtained by the Ministry.” He thought until he
smiled: “I have under my authority changed the titulus over the entrance of the Ministry:
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‘Beware of friendship of a bishop, of a statesman, or of a lord’ is the inscription over the
door of the Cabinet of Obscurities.” He bowed and hurried after Minister Taberd.
“Your hand became white holding your cane; and, the colour of your eyes darkened.”
Merle stood in rage.
Zoë sadly shook her head; Merle, on seeing her distress, smiled bitterly. “My
sincerest apologies, Ma’am. There are few things that cause my rages; there are fewer still
that soothe them.”
“My sincerest regrets, Sir,” said Zoë, “that you have had to do so. What–if I may–did
he mean by Court Attendance?”
Merle withdrew several folded papers from his coat’s side pocket and handed them to
Zoë. “On occasion, Taberd and myself have spoken before the Ministry.”
She read them, frowning. “You have committed seditious acts of treason? They have
issued a writ sub poena against you.”
Merle shrugged. “Intrigues.”
They stood silently until Zoë said: “You spoke of wars as though you wished there
were none.”
They began walking.
“No.” Merle shook his head grimly. “Wars shall forever occur. My rage is not that
they occur. No. My rage is against state and ministry who plot them and populace who
ignore those who have fought. Therein lies my rage. Wars are fought for territories. And,
in those territories are found wealth, industry, progress. As I said — ‘All wars are plotted
by statesmen; all wars are engaged by lords and generals; all wars are fought by lesser
beings.’ — and, it is that which I rage against.
“War may affect all but seldom statesmen.”

†
Merle and Zoë paused in their stroll. A parade of Zouaves pontificaux was
marching.

†
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Merle shrugged. “Napoleon erred when his Humanity got seen. All emperors who
show Humanity are not allowed long on this coil.”
They stood silently until Zoë said sweetly: “How fares d’Orléans?”

†
The marching Zouaves had passed. They continued.

†
Merle laughed grandly. “And, I would surmise, that you’ve heard of Vice-Chancellor
Drhône’s assassination in the main hall of the Cour Souveraine des Gouverneurs?” Zoë
smiled; and, Merle shook his head while silently laughing. “Intrigues in Courts, intrigues
in Parliaments, intrigues in Governments; State-perceived intrigues, state-indulged
intrigues and state invented-intrigues,” said Merle. “Assassinations art become Patriotic
frantics. All inquisitors shall die from their improvident beliefs: d’Aquitaine shall die by
gargoyle’s hand; Taberd by stiletto in Morpheus; d’Orléans by falling; the RevenantPretender will not die for many decades and then it shall be by Age.
“And, all the while spies abound.” He paused. “That fellow from Mauves is
wandering about seeking you. He has concluded that you are vampyre and needs must
be given salvation.”
Zoë replied she met with him after his murders. She spoke with him and gave him her
journey as such as if it would have been. He told her that he had attended a salon after
receiving an invitation but when he was presented, he found he was the sôle guest. The
speaker spoke as if the salle were overfilled with attendants because he never looked at
him. Vampyre was discussed. Vampyre caused all evils and ills against Man. Vampyre
must cease. He vanished in smoke. The butler gave him a pamphlet on methods, a sword
and a silver coin on which was stamped the seal of the speaker. “He showed the pamphlet
to me: it was burlesque. The médaille he had misplaced.”
Merle eyed her incredulously but he did not speak.
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“I believe you were engaged listening to Trois poèmes de Mallarmé,” said Zoë: “or, it
may have been at that scandale during the Diaghilev ballet in the Théâtre des ChampsÉlysées.” Merle nodded.
“The Vampyre-Assassin shall forget you?” said Merle.
“No,” replied Zoë. “He shall forget his fervent goal if that is what you wish to know.
He shall live many years beyond his expectancy.”
Merle nodded.
“The Revenant-Pretender?”
“You were in his sanctuary when he departed,” said Merle; “Do you recall your
mentioning Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine was exiting from Saint-Lazare? He did not
recognize you.”
“Yes?”
“Who was it that caused Wealthy to be fled?”
“The Grand Invalide.”
Merle nodded. “He had seen Mademoiselle Fanny’s testaments and was
unsuccumbed,” said Merle; “Why do you suppose this gentleman saw Extase, yet it had
no effect?” Zoë shook her head with wide eyes, smiling. “He has seen it before.”
“Séraphin?”
“Ex altus. Citizen-exalted,” said Merle. “I am disinterested in his hierarchal station.
Guardian, perhaps. One abandoned by it’s charge. Or, al Hafathah abandoned for which
it is the sôle abandoned known while the second has not been yet seen.
“Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine had her removed there after she was found. The
Grand Invalide would be the sôle instrument for d’Aquitaine did visit him after being
informed of la Mademoiselle’s runes having no effect.” He paused. “No. That is
inaccurate. It did have an effect; he remembered. He had been drowned whereupon
Forgetfulness ensued but then remembered all things forgot after reading her testaments.
D’Aquitaine had found his villain but did not comprehend his assassin’s heritage. Fool.”
“He is to be pitied?”
“No.”
“He was drowned?”
“By Duchess Steygfe,” said Merle; “All may drown in ocean and sea on this sphere;
Exaltus as tourists are included so, too.”
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Zoë smiled at Merle. “You’re very good at these puzzles. Do you know who
established those wraiths of the Revenant-Pretender?”
“It could have been proposed by d’Aquitaine or Taberd; or, those two in league. It
could have been someone else. It could have been Titus.” He thought and smiled. “Yes;
it could have been he.” He shrugged. “It matters not. Intrigues will be invented: Anarchy
intrigues; Royalty intrigues; Loyalist intrigues; commonplace intrigues by Man. All invent
intrigues.”
“Thee?”
“I have’n’t need,” replied Merle pleasantly. “All others provide for far greater
entertainments than I.”
“No. You’ve never had need for them.” She hooked her left arm under Merle’s right
arm and set her right hand on his arm as they continued strolling on the lane which would
arrive them at Tsé Bii’ Ndzisgaii.

†
“It is unconscionable that they should convoke such a congress, but should you not
go, things shall become far more dire. They fear you.” Zoë peered at him sadly but
smiled when—wistfully—Merle sighed. “My beholdenness remains your’s.”
“No,” said Merle resolutely.
“Then cigarettes from Saint-Pétersbourg it will be,” said Zoë sweetly.
Merle nodded in silent reminiscence. He laughed. “Come, we must hurry. The
performance will soon begin.”
He took Zoë by the hand and led her at a hastening pace.

†
Henri Rivière’s Ombre

La Tentation de Saint-Antoine
Féerie à grand spectacle
En 2 actes et 40 tableaux
Musique nouvelle et arrangée de Claude Debussy
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après la performance

La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin,
La Cathédrale Engloutie
et Cinq poèmes de Charles Baudelaire
par

Mon. Debussy
†
They attended the grand spectacle of Féerie in the small théâtre.

†
“I must engage the metre gauge for a visit with Duchess Steygfe in Villers-surSioule.”
“May I accompany you to the gare?”
Merle bowed.
“Astolpho stands in your service as a spy and yet you speak of intrigues,” said Zoë as
she and Merle wandered from the Théâtre d’Ombres.
“My dearest Fée, myself was not excluded,” said Merle smiling.
“I enjoyed the performance very much. Thank you. The music was exquisite.”
Merle bowed from his shoulders, smiling contentedly.
“What of famine and pestilence in your argument for Justice?” asked Zoë as they
continued walking.
“Famine may be,” began Merle, “caused by Nature or Personæ; famine affects lesser
beings blamelessly existing where famine exists. Pestilence resides in Nature; pestilence
affects all. Pestilence shall forever elude. Pestilence is that sôle arbitratour for which
station has no favor.
“Nature’s chaos sans personæ and faunas — All creatures — stands as the absolute
purity of Existence.”
“Personæ and faunas and all creatures fulfill Nature,” said Zoë. “You would be
happy if none existed in Nature?”
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“No.” Merle shook his head slowly.
“Minister-Cardinalis said ‘Wars of sovereignty are necessary when sovereign laws are
threatened’ but he was not speaking of this Great war,” said Zoë.
Merle smiled his Cheshire smile.
They walked silently until they had come to Zoë’s parked Gala-Coupé with four-inhand where the footman stood at waiting.
“Those photographs?” asked Zoë.
Merle nodded.
“Minister-Cardinalis Taberd was enraged it was not you.”
“Intrigues of which not even Taberd has knowledge are engaged by alliances and
ententes.”
Zoë laughed.
“One request,” said Merle: “Titus cannot be found.”
Zoë smiled as they continued walking; Merle bowed when they had reached the
carriage.
“That murderer-to-be was not gone,” said Zoë after the footman closed the door and
he returned to standing on the footboard.
“No. He was trampled by horses and tram as he crossed the boulevard.”
“You didn’t tell them.”
Merle shook his head.
The carriage departed.

†
“Gazette.”
The raven landed on the cast-iron railing beside Merle.
“Mister Tetch is to inspect his companion’s clothes for a coin. They shall be found at
l’Asile Saint-Lazare,” said Merle as he played with a silver coin: “I wish it.”
The raven departed.

†
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Zoë was walking the length of parc de la Tête d’Or when she came upon a
gentleman seated beside the Centauresse. He was clutching a folio. He was sobbing.
Barthélemy Rodolphe Montbéliard was an artist of minor works of which he had not
yet painted for fear his magnificence would then be seen.
“My most wondrous and beloved objects have flown,” lamented he.
“Sir?” said Zoë as she stood before him.
“They are gone,” said Barthélemy Rodolphe Montbéliard: “Flown. All eighteen
etchings.”
“They are héliogravures,” said Zoë. “I have seen eleven but none more from your
treasure, le Jardin d’Aphrodite. Yes, they have flown.”
He looked and stared unblinking up at her.
“I saw the first in Zone-Saint-Cloud; the second was at le château de Crussol in
Saint-Péray; at Mauves was one ascending with the blustering airs; on la passerelle MarcSeguin crossing from Tain; at Tournon; I saw one floating on le Doux as I was crossing
Pont sur le Doux taking passage to Saint-Jean-de-Muzols; and, there was at la gare de
Saint-Vallier a young boy studying one on his way to church; then on the plateau of
Planfoy; the ninth was on the oppidum of les Ségusiaves; two were appeared in the
Peutinger table by Ptolémée, at le château d’Essalois which lies in Chambles; and, those
two in Saint-Étienne.”
He stared.
“Where did you obtain the folio?” asked Zoë.
“It was bestowed to me on a fanciful bench facing Grand Canyon du Verdon.”
“It was a pew,” replied Zoë. He shrugged. “They were not by faeries taken nor auræ
absconded as you seem to believe. Those you loosed are found by those whose lives shall
change in significant—or, insignificant—fashion much the same as your’s has changed.
No?”
“What will I do?”
“Monsieur Von Bayros has others. Le Bonbonnière may suit you,” said Zoë.
“Who?”
“You do not know the name of the author?”
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“Magnificence as this does not need an author’s name! I do not! I shall forget it!”
said Montbéliard; “There! I’ve already forgotten it. How do I find this confectionary
box?”
“I would begin at the beginning,” said Zoë, “and go on till you come to the end: then
stop.”
Barthélemy Rodolphe Montbéliard stared.
“Lewis Carroll.”
He remained impassive clutching his folio to his breast for he had succumbed with
catatonia.
Zoë viewed him for several minutes before she continued on her way.

†
Merle stood on the pavement, watching clouds pass over Skylands to the North
where Zoë had gone.

†
Merle was standing on a hillside in the country as Moon rose.

†
“Guillaume Nicodème Merle shall fall from his station most pleasantly,” was said as
he stood behind Merle at Merle’s side. “Realm coin,” said the man as he offered Merle a
sterling médaille but when Merle did not move, the man tossed the médaille at Merle’s
feet. “He’ll become spectre.”
“I suggest you do not speak with women during cloudless, pale blue skies days.”
The apparition exited.
“Ill-conceived but you will do as you please,” said Merle offhandedly: “The fool
stands in the ruins of day and so standing in silent cotillion with Ignorance becomes
Mountebank for Dark is the shade of things to come.”
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He turned from his view and began walking but returned to where he had stood: the
médaille was collected.

†
Zoë met Rodolphe Essor seated in a pew of polished black walnut with great
openwork canopy and miséricordes. The pew was set on a hill; it faced East.
He spoke of the view. He had found several by conversing with others he had met.
He was first told of them by a chance acquaintance he had met. He spoke of the different
views they afforded.
Zoë smiled; and, Zoë offered she had three favorites: “La Ciotat in Bouches-duRhône. Les Tas de Pois off the Pointe de Penhir in Camaret-sur-Mer. And, a phare in
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce.”
“And, those others?” asked Rodolphe Essor as he wrote those places.
“If you should visit Cayeux - in three months hence - you shall find Jean-Baptiste de
la Somme in his cabane on the boardwalk. He would be able to give you the locations of
the others. Jean-Baptiste de la Somme was he who did place these.”
Rodolphe Essor wrote those directions as Zoë continued.

†
The dark gentleman stood on a hill in the cité's desolate zone of ancient houses and
impoverished Citizens.
He watched as Zoë went in the shadows of a decayed tree-lined alley in the parc that
once had flourished in the zone.

†
It was a sickle Moon that rose in Night.

†
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The carriage went it’s way up the gravel lane that led to the manse at the edge of the
cité. The estate was large of woods and greens; the manse and grounds were Palladian.
Merle alighted from the carriage and was greeted by the butler.
“Madame will be delighted you have accepted her invitation. She is waiting in the
salon.”
“I shall find my way.”
The butler bowed and withdrew.
Merle walked in the halls until he came to the arch with sculpted tympanum of a
mermaid at sleep and voussure of waves. He entered.

The Sirène
The salon was a simple salle bereft of adornments and furniture. Plastered walls and
ceiling; page grey marble as it’s floor. The salon was a natatorium: the pool was threehundred paces in length and one-hundred paces wide; it was twenty fathoms deep. The
Sirène was languidly swimming in the depth of the pool until she saw Merle standing at
the edge.
“My letter found you,” said the Sirène.
“I was in London when it was delivered, Geneviève la Duchesse,” said Merle affably.
“You wrote that my services were of greatest importance.”
“I have not seen my husband in over three years,” said Duchess Steygfe. “That is our
greatest importance, Monsieur Merle. Stéphanie and Françoise - my sisters - are as
worried as I. They too have taken to their country estates, hoping he may arrive.”
“He may.”
“He has taken ten years to find him; ten years of peering into every light-tour he
found. He has sought that priest from Mauves to thank him for his confession.
“Last year, my sister followed him at the North Sea coast and found him coiled on a
phare as he spoke with the guardian about light and things and the priest’s whereabouts.
It was there he was told the conte of a light-tour that was not on the edge of the sea but
in the middle of a great forest. The guardian said he had heard this tale as a child but
none had ever seen it. A conte de fées. That year, he abandoned searching on coasts.”
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She laughed. “He had visited all of them on thirteen seas in Europe. He was prepared to
visit the Araby seas.”
Merle explained that he knew someone who spoke with that very same LighthouseKeeper and she did not see the serpent. The serpent had left which meant that his search
had been concluded.
“I’m pleased.” She nodded sadly. “His absence has made me contrite. I have been
wondering over my murderous act years ago.”
Merle explained that he met someone on a previous night who would attest that the
young man was not murdered. “Your request regarded the young man’s travels?”
She shook her head.
“Sir! Sir!”
Merle turned. It was a four-foot tall, elderly gentleman hurriedly approaching who
was naked except for wearing a courier’s satchel-bag. Merle gestured with his hand in an
amused exasperated manner; and, said: “Astolpho!”
“Sir,” he began as soon as he had regained his breath: “It’s Dark. Satchels don’t
carry otherwise. Dispatch.” He continued his grumblings as he got those pages. “And,
she’s got no embarrassments. Naked her!” He presented Merle with folded papers; Merle
signed the delivery book. Astolpho continued his grumblings as Merle was reading until
Merle waved his companion silent ending their colloquy.
“Ah,” said Merle. “Javelle?”
“Nah, just Orléans Regent by himself.”
“Mister Tetch must be informed since they would want to speak with him.”
“It was Tempérance Hiolle according to those papers.”
Merle stared.
“I read them all! There! I’ve admitted!” Astolpho replied defiantly. “I keep secrets!”
“Yes, I know you’ve been reading them. It still remains that they will want to speak
with Hiolle."
“What!” interrupted Astolpho; Merle stared with eyes bemused and continued: "You
are needed to telegraph Tetch before they speak with Hiolle; Tetch was followed.”
“Merde!”
“What about Hiolle?”
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“He was given my concordance.” Merle turned towards Duchess Steygfe and bowed.
“Duchess.”
They went arguing.

†
Zoë was seated in a ring of blue Himalayan poppies in the garden of the dale. She
was speaking with a gentlewoman: her corsage was grey satin; her silk-stockings were
black; her skirts were velvet of a sea-green colour; and, she wore grey opera-pumps. The
thirteen small Ministers were standing at a far discreet distance in shadows of the ring of
birch trees of the dale.

†
Merle stood on the steps of l’Académie des Sciences. He was speaking with several
gentlemen.
“It is as I said in l’Académie,” began Merle; “I prefer texts from Araby and Persia.
The arguments set forth by Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, Adud al-Din al-Iji, Ali ibn Mohammed
al-Jurjani are necessary for the understanding of observable Reality.
“History centuries-old shows philosophy, science and medicine oft-times wrote works
which were intended for two audiences: those which were safe from heresies; and, those
which were known to be as beliefs founded on heretical thoughts of Reality. Astronomy
was of the latter.”
“Though, unless one was a confidant of the writer, it remains impossible to know if
the second audience was indeed intended,” said a gentleman.
“Indeed,” said Merle: “However, if one takes al-Razi’s sentence fragments, written
bearing on the known Cosmos, ‘there is no way to ascertain the characteristics of the
heavens, whether by observable evidence or by divine revelation or prophetic traditions’
and ‘astronomical models, whatever their utility or lack thereof for ordering the heavens,
are not founded on sound rational proofs, and so no intellectual commitment can be
made to them insofar as description and explanation of celestial realities are concerned’
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and, one assigns different meanings to his use of ‘heavens’ and ‘celestial realities’ in
those lines, could they not be about paradisiacal climes?”
“It is possible,” replied a second gentleman.
Merle continued. “Al-Iji’s rejection of the written empiricisms by astronomers was, in
turn, challenged by al-Jurjani. Specifically, it was al-Jurjani’s thought, ‘There are those
things which do not, by some, have known reality, yet they remain things which have been
correctly imagined and have correspondence to that what exists in actuality.’
“It was written against disbelief entertained by most astronomers at that time,” said a
third gentleman.
Merle nodded. “Still. It remains an apt reply to those who believe Man ‘tis all that
exists in the celestial realities.”
“Sir,” said a gentleman: “May I have a word?”
“Gentlemen,” said Merle. “We are concluded.”
They dispersed.
“What did you mean when discussing that this body when coalesced is the best
arbitratour of Reality?”
“It was more acceptable when proceedings were in the Louvre,” said Merle in
reminiscence. “Do you know l’Académie française was established by Cardinal de
Richelieu in 1635; and, suppressed in 1793; and, it was restored as one of the five
académies in the Institut de France by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1803? L’Académie
française was under Cardinal de Richelieu’s influence as illustrated by it’s epigraph À
l’immortalité and the participants being known as Les Immortels. They should have been
used by l’Institut.
“L’Institut National des Sciences et des Arts is best for these arguments: The First
Class of the Institute was Science; the Second Class was Moral and Political Sciences;
the Third Class was Literature and Art. All three delve. All three correctly imagine that
what exists in actuality. It is the written texts — féerie or treatise disguised — that
intellectual commitment can be made to them insofar as description and explanation of
those seldom observed realities.”
“You quoted Poincaré.”
“Which? Minister Claude-Eustache Toussaint,” asked Merle.
“Simplicity.”
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“La simplicité—Parfois—se cache sous les apparences complexes; il est parfois la
simplicité qui est apparente, et qui dissimule des réalités extrêmement complexes,”
replied Merle. “La Science et l’Hypothèse from the chapter Hypothèses en Physique.”
He began walking. “Existence is rarely as it seems,” said Merle. “Good day.”

†
Zoë, Dame Hades, Themis la Grise and Madame de Lorsagne were playing Canasta
in Merle’s long gallery. They were having cucumber sandwiches and Pimm’s with ginger
ale. Slices of oranges, lemons and limes were on dessert plates.
La Grise shared her pistachios from a tin of green and white stripes.

†
Merle stood at the three great iron doors of the Ministry. He read the epistle written
on vellum pinned to the middle door by a dagger of extraordinary and exquisite design
with pearl and silver inlayed ebony handle.
He removed that nail and took the vellum.
He entered.

†
“Monseigneur has come!”

†
The Sixth Congress of Plenary Bienfaisance was to begin. Two-hundred and
seventeen gentlemen who had been standing in various groups began seating themselves.
All conversation ceased.

†
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Merle was standing in the antechamber: he left his hat and gloves, great coat and
cane with the attendant who discreetly informed him that none would enter by that
entrance but fearful went by way of the servant’s entrance; Merle smiled. The attendant
handed Merle an envelope. It had no adresse but his smile broadened as his fingers felt
the wax-seal embossment on the reverse. He withdrew the dagger from the left-breast side
of his suit-coat inner pocket; and, he unsealed it. He read the few words on the card; he
laughed softly. He placed the envelope and card in his suit-coat breast pocket. He idly
held the dagger in his hand.

†
Merle passed beneath the arched entrance that led to the rotunda and, as he passed
beneath the arched entrance, the words and glyphs engraved were changed.

†
Merle paused before the statue. The statue was fifty feet in height. The carriage was
white marble. It had the head of a bearded man wearing a crown; the torso was that of a
woman; the remaining was polished black basalt of a long serpent standing erect as it’s
tail coiled on the base and the final length of the tail fell from the base and went several
feet along the floor. The red granite base was ten feet in height.
The brass plaque was inscribed.

†
Merle ascended the grand staircase.

†
Merle arrived. They had been waiting in his study: Zoë had seated
herself in the Art Deco club chair; and, Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de
Vienne, who held a large over-filled folio, was standing beside her.
Elfriede de Vienne was six-foot three inches tall. She had blonde bob-
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cut hair and dark blue eyes. Her face was lovely but remained fixed with
stern expressions. She was dressed in an opera-coat coloured of Persian
indigo over a white tunic tucked into tan Jodhpurs which fell to her
bejeweled Mojari slippers.
Merle sat himself on the couch.
The folio contained photographs, various telegraphs, signed
statements and numerous reports.
Elfriede de Vienne offered it to Merle who received it from her but
he did not open it.

†
“These proceeding are bothersome to be sure, but they are necessary if we are to
conduct ourselves properly,” was said behind him.
“Lord-Chancellor,” said Merle as he slowly turned.
The Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine was of average height. His pate was of white
hair; his mustache and long side whiskers were grey. He was dressed in a plain black suit,
a white shirt with black neck-tie and grey spats over his black boots. He was simple
dressed but for the pearl in his lapel-hole.

†
“When did these intrigues and plots begin?” asked de Vienne with her
visible nervousness.
“Jean le Lumineux was abdicated in 1789; Lord-Chancellor Henri
Eugène Filloux and Lord-Chancellor Robert-François Anthoine—one of
which was to have been installed as directeur—were kidnapped by villains
of d’Aquitaine after which d’Aquitaine installed himself after having
presented Cahiers de Doléances from the various delegations during
Assemblée Constituante de la Raison.”
“They were written by him,” said de Vienne.
Merle smiled.
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“These intrigues present began in 1870. Henri Eugène Filloux and
Robert-François Anthoine were found during intervening years; they
were secluded. Their hoped-for murder was a component of
d’Aquitaine’s plot as well as others who would be witness against his
crimes.
“They shall take their proper seats: Filloux as High Chancellor;
Anthoine as Lord High Chancellor.”
“Secluded?”
“Gardiens de parc in la Grande Forêt de Verdun on behalf of
Physis,” said Zoë.
“Jean le Lumineux has at last resolved an issue he has had by
centuries,” said Merle.
“He has his residence on the boardwalk; he has returned to the Sea,”
said Zoë.
“What has he become?” asked de Vienne.
“Content,” said Merle.

†
Minister-Cardinalis Taberd stood behind the Lord-Chancellor and stared at Merle
with malicious delight.
The Lord-Chancellor led Merle into the Théâtre-Hall as Minister-Cardinalis Taberd
followed after by numerous paces. Merle looked about the hall. It was fashioned as an
amphitheater set in an opera-house. It was filled with fragrant smoke. “Censured by
censes.” He was standing on the stage. Lord-Chancellor and Minister-Cardinalis seated
themselves in the first row.

†
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The théâtre-boxes were filled with common silent dignitaries. Consul-Secrétaire
Javelle was not attending.

†
“According to the police sergeant,” Zoë said, “the crate was empty
but for leg irons and manacles. And, a note: ‘Lucifer’s Vesuvius gone.’”
Merle laughed. “Pardon, my dear Madame.” He ceased laughing but
remained smiling as he said: “Pray, do continue.”
“I am not familiar with these events, Ma’am,” said de Vienne, “and,
perhaps, it would be best, if I waited in the foyer.”
“I requested your attendance and Madame has concurred,” replied
Merle to which Zoë smiled encouragingly at de Vienne who nodded;
and, did remain standing.

†
“An impressive assembly,” Merle began; “I have not been summoned by this Ministry
for attendance in many untold years. It was a very large hall into which I was directed. At
the far end was a long table at which were seated twenty. One—hundred paces, I had
counted them before taking my place, was a chair where I was directed to be seated and
remain seated as the proceedings went. Those twenty were Lords of High and Low
stations but had no appellation nor affinity with contiguous passing movements. They
were not as thou though I shall honour their dictums.” He nodded to the Messenger-atArms.
The Bailiff began reading the accusations but after ten minutes he paused. “There
are a great many pages. Do you wish me to pronounce all grievances, Sir?” said the
Bailiff.
“Pray, do so,” said Merle.
The Bailiff nodded and continued.
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The assembled grew increasingly disquieted as Merle stood patiently while for one
hour the Bailiff read the grievances.

†
“I’ve been curious. The demons waiting in the garden of Bourgeant
de Mazille?” said Zoë; “An expeditionary party?”
“Yes,” replied Merle; “They are not deceased, so they were not
considered found. There were two other incidents before we met in
Verdon: Sofia and Odense. There shall eleven be done ere all are
ceased.”
“Whose?”
“L’Émissaire abhorrent,” replied Merle. “It was he who subverted
d’Aquitaine. He grew wearisome of these plots and set his own beside
those others: d’Aquitaine suspected l’Invalide; l’Invalide suspected
d’Aquitaine. Taberd remains unawares.”
“They are not deceased?”
“Mister Tetch sold them to one Impresario Noailles for display in his
arcade.”
“Penance for profit.”
“It’s historically founded.”
“How was Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine inveigled seduced by the
Messenger?” asked Zoë.
“It presented itself in guise of a Priest of Nothingness. In his present
state, d’Aquitaine would have felt that malevolent presence as Glory;
and, thus— Kindred.”
“Sir?”
“All sentient things are given the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action,” said Merle; “as avarice is chosen over
instead of charity; or, infamy over virtue.”
“Some conceive free Will to be the capacity to make choices in which
the outcome has not been determined by past events,” Elfriede replied.
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“Or,” said Merle, “perhaps those choices are merely performance of
future events being already occurred.”
Zoë sighed. De Vienne was embarrassed. Merle bowed from his
shoulders: “Ma’am.”
“This intrigue was surely foreseen,” said de Vienne comporting herself
with Zoë’s request of not indulging Merle with his presumptuous asides.
“No.” Merle shook his head, smiling. “Mystery would not be
mysterious. Mysteries would not e’er needs be solved. Mysteries are
obvious or coy but—on occasion—the solution is wondrously found only
after all logical possibilities are eventually but slowly removed from
further consideration.”
“Amusements, too,” offered Zoë.
Elfriede de Vienne was puzzled.
“Aye,” said Merle merry: “It wasn’t d’Aquitaine inveigled seduced by
the Messenger but rather an amusement performed and set by a fellow in
1789.”

†
The Bailiff was finished. “Sir,” he said to Merle and departed with that tome.
“What say you!” was scattered murmured and said by members of the Ministry.
“There are some who are guileless but remain Fools; some are led by greed; some by
passions; and, others by none of these. Nobility and commoners, intellectuals and
politicians, all are liable on rumours of crimes against Order which thence shall give one
audience with Madame Guillotine.
“That text as stone rubbings exists. All seated in this Odeon know of it’s existence
though it has never been seen. For those who wish recitation of the words on these
papers, it shall not be done. For those who wish through covetous fever to have these
papers, it shall not be done. For those who wish the assumption of the authority granted
by those engraved words, it shall not be done. For those who wish to usurp through
intrigues and plots of subversion the authority granted by this Basalt Proclamation, it shall
not be done.
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“To those amoungst you who believe themselves are sat on Piety’s benches, my
condolences, but to those who doth think to be seated on the laps of Thrones, my pity.”
They were confused.
“Gentlemen, I have heard, by this assembly and others less pious, declarations and
remarks: of Abyss, of Chaos, of the realms in Paradise, of those that are to reside in
Hades, of those in Purgatory, of Order, of Reformations and Resurrections; these I have
heard since the Treaty of Frankfurt was signed. All are invented by Man. And, as
evidenced here, Gentlemen, they have besotted thee.
“All things reside in Chaos. Those three spheres — Heaven-Earth-Hell — as was
written by Man from the conspired words whispered from others, reside in Chaos. Chaos
is the Nature of all things where Piety incanted would dwell.”
“Treacherous acts! Treasonous acts! Acts of traitorous infamy!” were cat-called.
“Those words you speak of servitude are not recognized by this Consul,” said
Minister-Cardinalis Taberd.
“His Lordship’s work,” muttered Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine.
“Anarchy!” bellowed Grand-Minister Nivard-Largillière.

†
Zoe waited patiently several minutes before she asked “Whom?”
“Mephistopheles.
“There shall ever be evolvements of black-hearted amusements by and
against Humanity. History illuminates this future sans text or characters
or stage-sets: Mystery. Messengers have come before; they shall come
later with different intrigues and plots.
“Mephistopheles, Satan and the Devil are said to wait for the cursed
assisting with their villainies but ‘tis merely their whispers spoken heard
by Faerie, Fey and Man.
“Five Potestates have Past existed: l’Aristocrate, l’Évêque, le
Président, le Juge and le Banquier; and, they shall continue in these
coming Modern Ages as they have come before. They seek those three.
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“These five which include — By necessity — Antinoüs l’Homme d’État,
due to this Modern Age, are represented in all places. They shall die to
be resurrected by others as themselves had done. There shall be always
those entities as defined by characters elegantly portrayed by Sade: Duc
de Blangis, Blangis l’Évêque, Président de Curval, Durcet le Banquier
and Antinoüs. They shall be known by different names but their plots
and intrigues wait for them.”
“More than one?”
“Many more than one,” replied Merle, “as Progress continues and
Titus forsakes tobacconists and cigars he shall assure more than one
when his nostalgie de la boue returns.”

†
“Grand-Minister,” said Merle. “Anarchy is a contrived state of Belief performed by
men. I do not traffic with contrivances.”
A general uproar ensued. Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine raised his hand which
quieted them.
“Nature is Anarchy,” replied Grand-Minister Nivard-Largillière contemptuously.
Merle laughed. “How does one render by anarchy a greater chaos against Chaos
which is bound by the Laws of Nature when those Laws are absolute: Chaos is Nature;
Nature, Chaos.”
“Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus,” derided Minister-Cardinalis Taberd.
“‘False in one, false in all’ is often spoken against those things with which one
disapproves through ignorance or guile, Minister-Cardinalis," replied Merle. “Men
generally believe what they wish to believe.”
Minister-Cardinalis Taberd would have spoken but the Lord-Chancellor frowned at
him and touched his arm.
“‘Flectere si nequeo superos, Achaeronta movebo’ was spoken by the Anarchist
Incarnate!” was shouted.
Merle did begin to speak but instead sighed. “Lord-Chancellor de Vircy, the
Incarnate was never an anarchist. These landgraves, servants and factotums seated with
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you have aged—tens of centuries—after Hades was raised and ruled; they and thou cannot
supplant those occurrences no more than you could invoke or restrain Chronos so as to
allow it. Simple proclamations were made.”
“Falsus in omnibus!” said Lord-Chancellor de Vircy defiantly.
Merle ignored him and continued. “I have been accused of treacherous acts,
treasonous acts, acts of traitorous infamy but not of subversion. How came this?”
“All prosecutions were duly processed,” said Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine.
“The Law of Suspects,” said Merle; and, Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine shrugged
gesturing with a single hand.
“Does not the Law of Suspects include Blasphemes?” asked Lord-Chancellor Jules
Laurent Louis Thomire with a polite indifference betrayed by his leering smile.
Merle stared at the Lord-Chancellor.
The théâtre was becoming colder.

†
“Why did you laugh when I read Titus’s note?”
“He has never been kidnapped in all of History. It was when we were
in Lyon and you asked who could have established these Impostors. He
established his own intrigue. I had not ceased wondering why dark
Gentlemen were to be seen in seemingly random cities; they were not
random: each cité had a Minister of some worth for him.”
Zoë was perplexed.
“He is the Anarchist absolute. He does not traffic in revolutionary
insurrections unless they further his amusement. Taberd and d’Aquitaine
weren’t amusing.”
“He is waiting,” said Zoë.
“He waits for he has the patience of Job.”
Zoë smiled wincing.
“His Station,” said Merle. “His nostalgie de la boue no longer
requires his service.”
Zoë frowned.
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“He a tobacconist was become and has returned to be.” She shook
her head in disbelief as Merle continued: “His note is not ‘Lucifer has
gone’ nor ‘I have to Lucifer’s estate gone’ but ‘I have gone to sell
lucifers and vesuvians.’” Merle held a single match for Zoë to see as
Merle continued: “Lucifers are matches.” He went to the side table and
Merle returned with a fusee he did hand to Zoë. “A vesuvian is a woven
cord soaked in chemicals used for lighting cigars; it smoulders.”
“Delightful,” laughed Zoë: “Lucifer and Vesuvius used as the
implements of fire.”
“It would be proper if it had been named ‘Venusian,’” said Merle as
he received and replaced it on the table. Zoë arched her eyebrows to
which Merle said: “Venus smoulders.”
Zoë winced.
“Lucifer and Venus are the implements of light,” said de Vienne.
“Dear Elfriede,” offered Zoë, “We must ignore him when he becomes
as this.”
“Ma’am,” replied de Vienne with grave uncertainty.
Merle smiled.

†
“All of those acts we issued resonate with Logic!” interrupted a Minister who stood
to speak.
Merle grimaced. “Honourable Minister Gallande.” He gestured for the minister to
sit. “All of those beliefs from centuries once held dear have waned in Modern Ages yet
still they would exist by those August.” A messenger entered with a silver tray on which
was a card and a sealed telegram. He approached Merle; Merle absently took them. “This
body has become but a Salon of Morbidities and so ensures them.
“History, gentlemen, is composed of commonalities. These common occurrences
occur every twenty or thirty years; and, in those intervening years, smaller—seemingly
insignificant—events occur. We are set in one of the larger cycles: Insurrection. It was
expected.
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“Décret N° 615 still exists as shown by my summons though the Revolutionary
Tribunal has taken different composition as you yourselves are shown.”
“Sir! If the parts of all things in the universe are interchained,” said Minister ClaudeEustache Toussaint, “as you have previously stated, will these proceedings be included as
one of the infinite causes for the fall of Order?”
Merle looked at Minister Toussaint and faint smiling raised his eyebrows while he
slowly shook his head. Minister Toussaint nodded.
“Excellency, what do you surmise shall be the result of this new war?” asked Minister
Perruque.
“Well asked, Minister Perruque,” said Merle softly laughing. He shook his head and
grimly said: “Alliances and ententes of Monarchies, Republics, Terrors, Consulates and
Empires which seek dominion over others shall be reformed under guise of different
mores; and, continue. Greed and Fear ever drive them.”
“Our positions?” said Minister Perruque.
“Whatever thou wouldst,” Merle replied. Merle glanced at the carte; he nodded to
the messenger who then departed.

†
“The report of the conflagration during the 6th Congress of Plenary
Bienfaisance was amusing,” said Zoë.
Merle with merry eyes turned to de Vienne.
“Minister Ollier,” nervously began de Vienne, “who was forever
victorious in farting jousts was he who caused the original fire during the
Trial. He was consumed in the flames; his carcass destroyed. Official
papers stated he was an assassin against Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine
committed the act and was burnt in hell-fire to hide his masters but the
ministry does not have any records of who gave him employment. All
dossiers of Citizens-dangereux became ashes.”
“And?” Merle asked as de Vienne became uncomfortably silent.
“You—Sir—are alone believed his masters,” replied de Vienne; and,
hurriedly said on seeing Merle smile: “Purportedly.”
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“And, Still— they delude themselves,” said Merle.

†
Lord-Chancellor Jean d’Aquitaine stood and faced those assembled. “L’Académie de
Bienfaisance will follow all scripture and edicts it has written over these many years. It’s
sôle purpose.” He turned to face Minister Perruque. “All Ministries and Ministers will
continue under liege of this ministry. All prosecutions of those who misregard and
interfere disconsider ignore usurp neglect miscounsel misappreciate misbeseem
miscensure misrespect mislie misinterpret misserve miswrought mistruth scriptures and
edicts of this parliament will be duly processed.”
“If you so desire, Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine,” said Merle as he was reading that
Trans-Atlantic cable.
Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine turned. He was furious but feigned indifference. “Of
interest?”
“It is a Trans-Atlantic cable. Lord-Chancellor Grillant was found.”
“Pray, read it.”
“Grillant found. Marionnette. Cheyenne. 2 months. Papers.”
Some nodded.
“That message?” said Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine.
“His body,” began Merle, “was severed and rearticulated as a marionette would be
with wires. It was found in the city of Cheyenne in the far States: Wyoming. He had been
dead for at least two months. A Courier-Attaché will deliver papers.” He gave the cable
to an aide of Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine. “The hands of thy Pandæmonium are
continuing reaching for all of thee it would seem, Minister Murat.”
There were gasps; there were whimperings. And, then— the Assembled sat silent. The
théâtre was become very cold.
An explosion. Electricity ceased. The théâtre darkened but for the gas-lamps on the
baseboards of the walls and those illuminating the stage. Numerous gentlemen began
screeching. “Absit Omen!” All was Confusion as shadows and shades did leap and cavort
on all the white-plastered walls.
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The Master-Worker strolled into the théâtre smoking his small clay pipe. Merle
nodded at him, amused; he sagely nodded his reply, and said with his booming voice:
“The steam pipes broke a few hours ago. As you know. Unfortunately. The furnace has
ruptured. It exploded. Be assured! All remains well! That building, though, will be an
inferno. Sadly. All remains standing are it’s chimney-stack. Fortunately, the fire will
approach this structure eventually not for several minutes.”
He bowed. The Master-Worker exited strolling from the théâtre smoking his small
clay pipe.
Panic ensued.
“Stay!” Merle whispered. All action ceased.

†
“There was a single aspect that had troubled me. Hiolle mentioned it
this month last. Emile Juste-Aurèle Mortaise was found murdered in the
desert in the Arizona Territory.”
“I am not familiar with him,” said de Vienne.
“He was of Mister Tetch’s Flying Squad.”
Zoë became perturbed. “How is that possible?”
“That is what I found troublesome. It was one from le Maréchal’s
guards or one of high rank from the Ministry. I believe it was one of le
Maréchal’s guards due to the brutality of his murder as well as they have
been sighted in places heretofore unseen. They continue.
“I telegraphed Verge and he replied many numerous desertions from
the Legions.”
“Who?” asked de Vienne.
“It was d’Aquitaine,” Merle answered: “He has become desperate. He
has trespassed all things in balance because he has no dominion over
ghoul or geist, demon or seraph-fiend; and, the lower malevolent entities
and beings who could be swayed would be of no service in this intrigue
he did plot.
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“He remains ignorant of l’Émissaire’s involvement with demons;
possibly malebranches.”
“Mister Tetch?”
“Aye,” said Merle. “He was told. His fellows are pleased with this
engagement and have been set forth to do as they wish seen fit.”

†
They were terrified. Lord-Chancellor was quietly furious; Minister-Cardinalis was
pale from wroth; several others protested loudly. Some had returned to their original
places; others had set themselves where they were standing. Some still stood. Some were
sobbing. Most were dumbfounded.
“My indulgence wanes,” said Merle grimly as he viewed them. They quieted.
“The governaunce over my affairs resides with this body. The grievances stated were
duly processed: the Maître d’État are those who drafted this bill, the Tribunate argued
this bill without voting it, and the Legislative Cabinet voted it without presenting
arguments nor discussion. My treacherous acts, treasonous acts, and acts of traitorous
infamy have been set by this Ministry. I shall consider them against that which I serve for
whom this Ministry obliges forgetfulness in this Modern Age.
“We are of Nature: neither superior nor lesser to all other things found in Nature.
All Laws of Nature are kept as Nature keeps all Laws of Existence. I follow and
prosecute those laws.”
Smoke began entering the chamber. The chamber grew colder and frost was seen on
the glass panes.
“Nature — Gentlemen — ‘tis whom serve I.”
“You would cast us into the abyss!” cried Arch-Chancellor Murat.
“Which?”
“I do not understand your meaning,” cried Arch-Chancellor Murat.
“An abyss of Nature? Or, Man? or, one invented by fearful assemblies?”

†
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“And, those assassins who strove against your existence? Which party
did so?”
Merle shrugged. Zoë looked stern. Merle ceased smiling.
“As you wish,— Each. They had their own reasons but they set their
machinations against me with secrecies from their adversaries as well as
their kin.” Merle laughed. “At one episode, assassins from each party
arrived at the same hour and, with patriotic fervor against each other,
murdered each other.”
“There will be others,” said Zoë.
“Yes,” said Merle; “Lord d’Aquitaine conspired with his assassin to
murder me. Evidently, he told no one. Taberd — unbeknownst by all —
had solicited the anarchists and assassins to murder those Low Ministers
who concurred and would keep d’Aquitaine’s methods or beliefs for
which Taberd considered weak: Taberd wished d’Aquitaine’s demise;
and, d’Orléans has his assassins for whom I am the sôle object in his
effect to ascend to Taberd’s station but d’Aquitaine or Taberd had him
murdered because he was come as an Unfortunate.
“And, Last— l’Invalide has his assassins are unbeknownst by all as
does Titus who has his anarchists and assassins for his amusement.
“Their emblems were the sôle method for knowing friend or foe,” said
de Vienne.
“The brothel coins and cuckold pins were easily found. The other
followers had no coin nor pin; or, so it was.”
“Yes?” said Zoë, intrigued.
“They did. I had told you the grand Blessé-Invalide had given me a
médaille in Saint-Étienne. It was minted by a counterfeiter in SaintÉtienne who was murdered by l’Invalide as was the maidservant Geneve—
the counterfeiter’s consort—after médailles were complete. Arrogance
and vanity: his profile was on the face and

Sic semper evello mortem tyrannis
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on the reverse of the médaille.
“The two assassins in Lyon: one had a brothel coin in his pocket; the
other did not. Le Cruel had been instructed to take the corpse which did
not have a coin to be dissected; a médaille was found: it had been
swallowed.”
“Swallowed?” asked de Vienne.
“I would surmise it had been taken as wafer,” said Merle; “All of the
assassins which had been identified as such were dissected or, in several
instances, disinterred before dissection. All had médailles. Some had
died from their médaille lodged in their throats which illustrates why all
numbers assigned for the conspirators are useless; they were found quite
by accident. One assassin was found in hospital after surgery; his
médaille had lodged in his colon.
“Those who were given brothel coins were given them by Titus. None
could remember his appearance nor voice when asked.
“Those given médailles of l’Invalide were done so by himself. Still, I
would state that some médailles given by him were given to others by
them that wished to no longer be party or that wished to recruit others.”
“Those of pearl pins are Taberd’s?” said de Vienne.
“It is a representation of a cuckold sign from ages Past,” said Merle:
“Lord-Chancellor wears a single pearl, a very rare blue pearl. He has
assigned some significance to it, but, like l’Invalide, it is of no
consequence except to those who make assignation.”
“How many assassins did you say?” said de Vienne.
“Thirty.”
“I have seen many in the ministries wearing Cuckold pins. It must be
more than thirty,” said Zoë.
“Undoubtedly.”

†
“The Abyss of Chaos!” cried Minister Duseigneur.
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“Chaos has existed since Nature; Nature has existed since Chaos. That union
immures us all,” offered Merle as he read the card.
“We cannot exist in Chaos!” cried Minister Treillet.
“We cannot permit this impudence!” cried High-Chancellor Cotgrave.
“Heaven and earth—of what are you thinking! Are the shades of Nubilus to be thus
polluted?” cried Lord-Chancellor Jean-Ignace Bouchon.
Merle turned his head towards Lord-Chancellor Bouchon as if to speak but was for
moments incredulously speechless until he turned to face High-Chancellor Cotgrave and
said: “High-Chancellor, all exist in the Chaos of Nature as all have done and—Still—the
Laws of Chaos do not change nor are they chaotic. That which you fear is a
Pandæmonium wrought from anarchy.
“‘Tis by thee invented.”
“Pandæmonium and Chaos are one. You would deceive us with your infamy and
lies!” Minister-Cardinalis hissed.
Merle unconcerned wrote his reply and placed the card on the tray; the messenger
exited.
“What Terrors would you bestow unto us!” cried another minister.
Merle continued: “If there were naught of Chaos in Nature, then we should all have
remained statues in the realm of chthonic Beauty for all of Existence. Pandæmonium has
often been alluded to as Hell.” He paused. “How frail are thoughts based on beliefs by
those illuded: Pandæmonium was by Man invented.
“That Science may be written disapproving Mythos and Myth does not imply they
have ceased existence: Science allows the pompous forgetfulness of them; false beliefs
and ignorance allow persecution. Science of a sort extols Pandæmonium which would
remain Myth were it not for those assemblies of the fearful Pious: false beliefs and
ignorance allow prosecution of those invented myths.
“All things once created that are deemed Myth do remain even if they be not seen.
There are far greater terrors unspoken of which Sciences know naught. Les Horreurs
inimaginables lurk eternal on the borders of this realm.”
There was general vitriolic outrage; Merle gestured them silent.
“Gentlemen, there are three phrases that when spoken as one sentence are suitable
for your belief: ‘Damnatio memoriae’, ‘De futuro’, and ‘De profundis’. These three thus
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are those Terrors you fear even as you here sit existing in them. They are written in the
Laws of Nature.
“There are two première Laws. The first are Laws of Chaos, or Nature if one prefers.
There are three sets in the Laws of Nature: laws documented; laws that have been
documented but for which no empirical evidence of application has been found in this
Modern Age; and, laws that are undocumented. It is so for all of Nature that these laws
are effecting all things including those things which too have not been discovered. Laws
of Nature affect all things. Laws of Nature may be explained simply as Physics found a
posteriori. The second of these première laws are the Laws of Existence. Laws of
Existence effect all things. The Laws of Existence shall be known ab antiquo.
“Thus, two simple Laws governing all things where Nature occurs in Existence.”

†
Zoë and Elfriede de Vienne were seated on a large Diné blanket on
the lawn of the Parc de la Cerisaie. They were picknicking. Zoë was
taking dessert of a pomegranate, selecting the seeds with her fingers. De
Vienne was attentive as Merle was addressing a comment she had made.
“There are four ages of Humanity.
“The First Age was the Age of Tempérance. It was Naissance. It was
of Nature. It was l’Ancien Régime. It was where Humanity and Dæmons
dwelt existing in that singular place of the four realms— Air, Water,
Earth, and Fire. All things of Féerie and Myth are from that place of
l’Ancien Régime with all other creaturae. They were the First-Citizens.
Les Citoyens immortels. Humanity followed centuries after.
“It was then between the first and second ages when Fey began slowly
to be withdrawn from Humanity.
“The Second Age was the Medieval Age. It existed for thirteen
centuries from the Second to the Fifteenth century when the authors of
Piety Tomes introduced the three spheres of Existence — Paradisus,
Purgatorium, Perditionem — and, Féerie and Myth to be ‘demons,’ in the
2nd Century. The common folk of Hades were delighted for they were in
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the realm of Fire and, from that realm, they enticed the naïfs of Church
and State with tall tales of lurid horrors and mad-cap fancies, devilish
amusements and balefull terrors which fueled those naïfs of Church and
State with imaginative fantasies of salacious torture they themselves with
charnel thoughts would wish. Purgatory was of Water and Earth;
Paradise, Air.
“The Third Age is the Steam Age. It was the First Industrial
Revolution from 1760 until ending in 1840. Fey did benefit from Man’s
inventions: steam engines; gas-lighting and stoves; glass works for
architectural pieces: large glass panes and curved glass windows; treadles
on sewing machines looms and phonographs. Sewing machines steam
driven. All manner of mechanical and domestic devices. They did so
until 1832.
“The Fourth Age is the Age of Cupidity. It is a play performed with
but prelude and coda. They opine this second age of Industry which
begins in 1870 shall cease in 1914. It does; but shall continue without
age as Humanity continues inventions in the arts of Science, Medicine
and War. It begins this year next. It shall not cease; they are and shall
there remain in that Age for centuries ever after.
“That’s tragic!” exclaimed de Vienne.
“It is neither tragedy nor farce,” replied Merle: “‘Tis History waiting.”

†
Merle slowly went to the side entrance which lead to the Night Chambers.
“‘Truth is only justice that is prompt, severe and inflexible,’” Merle read aloud the
inscription over the door. “I prefer the original lines.” He shook his head and sighed. He
took the dagger from his pocket. “I’ve been asked and given this writing instrument to
offer words germane for our evening’s salon.” He carved the ancient oak and, as he
carved, blood seeped from those wounds as flesh of the door—

H.S.E.D.M.S
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Merle slowly turned to face the Ministers as he tapped the door with the fingers of
his left hand. “‘Hic situs est dis manibus sacrum.’ An oath, gentlemen: ‘He lies here sacred
to the Ghost-Lords,’” said Merle; “I shall not interfere but them with which you would
make engagements against shall interfere with thee. Hours decay flowing; Change
advances. Beware.”
“Pray explain, if you would, how this orated vaguery pertains to your traitorous
behaviour?” said Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine with anointed politeness.
“That relevance remains finding by thee, Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine.
“Remember well,” Merle said with a soft fearsome voice that was without malice or
anger as he strode to the stage: “The purpose may be known but the end-game is seldom
as expected; and—Often—the consequential results are greater than at first believed.
Terribly greater.” He paused. “Gentlemen, as to the questions posed by Arch-Chancellor
Murat and Minister Duseigneur, the abyss you fear is that which was invented by fearful
assemblies as your’s from long ages passed for all who reside in Existence by Essentiae
unseen.
“Nature and Chronos are balances eternal in the revenant-states of Existence.
“Existence ‘tis l’Abysse.”

†
Zoë and Elfriede de Vienne had concluded their repast in the Parc
de la Cerisaie. They were walking to Gare de Perrache where Zoë and de
Vienne would return to Clermont. Merle and Zoë were walking on either
side of de Vienne. Merle had replied to all de Vienne’s queries
excepting her last.
“All things cease but Nature, Chronos, and Chaos.
“Chaos is Nature and Nature resides in Chaos. All things which
reside in Chaos are unceasingly ebbed by Chronos. Chronos itself does
not have a concept of Time but Decay: Time was an invention of Man.
All things decay.
“Eternity is but an appellation for Chronos: no beginning, no end;
and, neither Ouroboros-like whereas Immortality does have a beginning
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but no cessation though they les Citoyens immortels shall not exist
forever in a single place but do so in Eternity. Les Citoyens immortels
age and cease in those realms in that Existence of that sphere; and, that
this Life may lie on the plane of this sphære in a different century, and
you will cease, troubles thee.”
She nodded.
“Existence may be unknown as Promethean punishment, but that
conjecture depends on if every day is newly known and Past forgotten. If
not, and the Past is remembered on waking, it is a slow descent into
Madness.
“The confluence of loci are those hours between Past and Present,
Present and Future. One returns or one continues as and when they
wish. Chronos does not concern itself with Man’s invention.
“Thou shall soon prefer to be in the year of 1840 happily wed with a
gentleman of highest regard; yet thou hast seen thyself as MinisterCharites fifty years from this day and, in that place, reminiscing of a Life
once had in 1913.”
Elfriede de Vienne was startled uncomprehending his words. She
looked at Zoë with a pleading expression; and, Zoë smiled with her head
very slightly tilted; and, said: “You shall see.”
“Or, perhaps, Existence resembles an opium state of Dream where
nothing is the same but ever changing; and, if it is ever changing, then it
is much like Life, isn’t it.”
They went in silence as de Vienne pondered Merle’s words.
“Then, Reality is where one exists regardless of where it is,” said de
Vienne slowly as they arrived at the station.
“Mysterium Magnificum,” said Merle as Zoë pleased did smile.

†
Suddenly, there was a large explosion from somewhere in the building.
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“Lord-Chancellor; Minister-Cardinalis.” He stared grimly at each of them. He turned
and did exit from the théâtre.
The Fire Brigade Captain was small with his pressed leathern hat and his clothes were
large on his carriage as were his canvas and rubber cape wandered into the théâtre
smoking his clay pipe. “The wall’s caught fire. It will be saved or may not but you all must
leave! Allez!”
“Le Déluge! O! Le Déluge hath come! ô! Le Déluge hath come for my Life!”
“The chaos of Maëlstrom-Oblivion!”
“We art dormiraient become!”
“We are all Resonances!”
“L’Enfer! L’Enfer opens!”
“They are coming!”
“Celestial Horrors!”
“Lunacy flights!”
“Celeste-Terrors!”
“L’Abysse!”
Most fled in horrors but others proceeded as they would after assembled as they
discussed the proceedings which were concluded.
Merle had calmly walked to the statue. He read the inscription on the iron plaque.
“Indeed,” he laughed softly. He placed the dagger balancing on it’s point on the base of
the statue; the dagger began seeping blood on to the floor.
Merle collected his coat and hat and gloves and cane.
All hurriedly had exited but Minister-Cardinalis walked to Merle. “It was fortunate
that your friend had the blood of another on her hands and not her own.” Astolpho was
standing behind the minister when he spoke; Astolpho went pale. “Your Belle femme
should thank you for her protection,” said Minister-Cardinalis. Merle suppressed his
laughter but his amusement was seen by Taberd. Merle shook his head, smiling.
Merle peered at Astolpho and he said, kindly, “Let us leave.”
Minister-Cardinalis strolled with an overly-mannered saunter.
Merle got Astolpho’s hat and coat but Astolpho did not take his coat and hat as he
stood. Merle sadly aggrieved, smiled; and, Merle began walking.
“Come,” said Merle.
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Astolpho followed.

†
Themis la Grise and Zoë did exit from the Venus Salon.
“Have you read La Machine à explorer le temps written by the Englishman, Herbert
George Wells?” asked la Grise as they went strolling.
“No.”
“It is enjoyable insofar as it is a Féerie spéculatif of visiting Past by means of
Victorian science,” offered la Grise.
“Oh?”
“Monseigneur has it amoungst his shelves,” replied la Grise.
“A mechanical device for voyaging into a state of Existence which does not pass,”
mused Zoë.
They continued.

†
Merle and Astolpho were standing waiting at the kerb for a taxi-cab.
Two Porters diminutive passed behind them carrying a sedan chair without it’s sedan
box on which was seated an Ange blessé.
“Terrors are for they inventing them,” said Merle. Astolpho roused in his rêverie,
confused. “My answer to your question.”
“Shitelarks,” muttered Astolpho.

†
Themis la Grise and Elfriede de Vienne were waiting at la Gare de Perrache for a
tram électrique.
“He terrifies me!” exclaimed de Vienne.
“Oh?” said la Grise.
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“He does and I’ve been requested to accompany Madame as her Charge d’affaires
for a colloquy with him.”
“Yes?”
“I’m terrified!”
“Why on Earth would you be of him,” said la Grise; “You’ve been in his company
before and, if I remember, you were not so inclined with terror filled.”
“I didn’t know,” said de Vienne. “He is but he isn't!”
“My dear Elfriede,” replied la Grise, “please explain because truly I do not
understand your fright.”
“His Presence!” said de Vienne. “We are standing here and I am aware of your
presence as we are standing in the presence of all these others. I am aware of the trees
but not of those railings. When I was waiting for him to arrive in the foyer, I was not
aware when he had come even though he did and we spoke. I could not sense him! It was
as if I was standing by myself. Madame does. You do. All others do. He does not. That
terrifies me.”
“All living things have Presence,” said la Grise kindly. “Some minute; some greater.
It’s like entering, being aware you are being watched by a thing unseen until you see it is
a beetle in a corner of the room. Or, it is an awareness before entering a room, that some
imposing thing is in it waiting for you. He is there but his Presence is beyond
comprehension. You feel a shadow passing because Perception and Senses are
incapable; cognoscentia of his existence is impossible until he wishes it.”

†
“Titus lurks,” said Hooke; “His ploy against l’Invalide and Ministry has been set so
thus begins his true intrigue.”
“What event would be suitable for his announcement of it?” said Merle.
They named numerous events of the prelude to the Great War that would appear in
months forthcoming, but none seemed fitting.
They with casual intermittence continued.
“On July 19th, the Mental Deficiency Act 1913 is enacted,” said Hooke; “It replaces
the Idiots Act of 1886.”
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Merle grinned.
They stood silent as steles.
“On Saturday, Bohr shall finish his quantum theory of the hydrogen atom,” said
Hooke.
“No,” said Merle; “That has an elegance he shuns.”
“He does prefer grimoires and farce.”
“It would be more his liking in thirty years come,” said Merle.
They were silent.
“Thirteenth,” said Hooke: “Rafael Sancho Alegre makes an attempt of assassinating
King Alfonso.”
“Romania forms it’s first air force, the Corpul Aerian Romana on Sunday 20th,” said
Merle ignoring Hooke’s suggested incident.
Hooke stared at Merle who shrugged his indifference. They stood silent for a great
length of minutes until Hooke began triumphant laughing.
“On Thursday the 24th in Washington, the United States Secretary of State William
Jennings Bryan will meet with world diplomats to present his plan for world peace,” said
Hooke.
“D’accord!” laughed Merle. “The provision wherein all controversies between nations
must undergo investigation before a war may begin is haughtily noble.”
“That,” said Hooke; “Haughtily noble is both grandiose and farce.”

†
The tram électrique did arrive.
“I’d rather not be Charge d’affaires,” said de Vienne as they boarded.
La Grise smiled.

†
“Do dreams have currency of Truth or are they merely to be interpreted by Crone
and Sage?” asked Félix-Sebastien Vérard as he thought what should be done with his
final boule throw in their game of Pétanque.
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“Dreams are not visions of that seen in Psyche nor scenes performed for an oracle’s
prophetic divination,” said Merle as he waited with his hands in his trouser pockets for
Vérard’s final play. “Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes by Fontenelle is an exceptional
work from which one may extrapolate that dreams are set in a different world if one
considers that different worlds include familiar but ill-remembered places.
“Dreams engaged on this sphere exist in a different place on this sphære; or, a
different realm of this sphære; or, a place in the empire of which this sphære exists.
“It is for you to decide if those events viewed in that Reality are truthful: dreams are
viewed by the Somnambulist as witness and voyeur.”
Vérard nodded. He made his final throw.

†
“All things fouled in Nature are by the colonial powers of Europe and those with
heritage from that colonialism,” replied Merle.

†
Themis Grey-Witch stood on the boulevard. Her corsage was lilac satin; her silkstockings were mauve; and, her skirts were velvet of a sea-green colour. She wore grey
opera-pumps. “He appears.” She sighed wistfully sad.

†
The Skylands did abound leagues afar of agèd effulgences.

†
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Zoë in her Gala-Coupé with four-in-hand went on that road leading to Lyon in the
département of Rhône.

†
And all clouds were tinged from the Prusse and reflected by the Moon as Night was
in the act of ascension over Saint-Étienne.

†
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7

Lyon

Entr’acte: France, 1913 — Les Dæmons æternels in this play shall perform as they
have for centuries done; and, these acts, in which they are seen in this Modern Age,
that may have been written in custom-houses of Lunacy when in other times were
written in athenæums sublimis ab undaes, shall succor those affrighted and
dismayed.

It was midafternoon: Moon had set o’er l’Abysse; of relucent clouds that are as
reliquaries in Skylands were the clouds shown in the cobalt skies as Sun struck the
foundations of the clouds with pearlescences and brilliances. All of the land was set in
flourishing colours.

†
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Zoë went in the département Rhône.

†
Zoë stood on the Highway.

†
“Darkness at Night falls,” had been once intoned. “Les Illuminations
majestueuses and l’Illusion majestueuse are all that remain to be seen.”
“Les Lumières radieux, la Lumière lunaire, la Lumière pâle, les
Magnificences sublimes, and les Ténèbres pâle are shown and be seen
by them what all of that knows these things of voyages in the Lucidity by
Essentiae transgressing Pâle in the Past returning.”

“Pâle at Night, Dark at Light
Witches rise in raven-flight;
Pâle as Prusse, Prusse as Pâle —
Resveries of Shades in Tale.”
†
An elaborate decorated funeral hearse, of ebony frames and glass whose enclosure
was white damasks and silks, passed drawn by four black horses in their finest livery of
mourning. The driver was corpulent and dressed in his finest mourning livery.
Zoë watched as four porters were carrying an elaborate palanquin from which curses
and complaints were heard issuing from in the compartment as that sedan chair hurriedly
following the hearse came to rest where Zoë had paused.
The passenger poked his head through the curtains. Charles-Claude Mortnés was the
pew maker’s salesman. He was dressed in his finest funereal clothes.
“Demoiselle! The funeral procession! It has passed?” said Charles-Claude Mortnés
as he fumbled placing a monocle over his left eye.
Zoë gave him a queer look as she pointed at the hearse receding in the far distance.
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He had pulled himself to his waist in the window, staring down the road in the
direction she had pointed. He sneered. “Imbeciles.” He smiled ingratiatingly at Zoë as
though his face would crumble and said: “Perhaps, Demoiselle would wish to have a pew
blessed by all past popes.”
“Do you know of those set by Jean-Baptiste de la Somme?” said Zoë.
Charles-Claude Mortnés let fall his monocle. “I have not heard of these, my dear, but
they haven’t been blessed nor attested by saints. So I shall not speak further,” said
Charles-Claude Mortnés as he withdrew into the cab and said from behind the curtains:
“with you.”
The palanquin continued.

†
It was early Morning as the faint ground fogs were rising.

†
“Those Souvenirs,” was once spoken to one who was not there, “of
Mysterium Magnum—Orbis infernum, Orbis terrae, Orbis elisium—
staged since Chronos engaged by All: la Luminance sublime, les
Ténèbres pâle; les Lumières pâle, les Obscurités pâle, Spirit-immortalis
and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet, and Spirit of Existence; Noblesse
d’Existentia, Noblesse du Pâle, Noblesse de l’Illumination, Noblesse des
Ombres, Noblesse de l’Obscurité; and, all for those in Essentiae:—
“but ‘twas thee.”

†
Zoë had come to a turnstile in the middle of a field. The Turnstile-Keeper had
watched Zoë as she departed from the ancient Royal Trace and came to his gate. He
stood before the steps of the turnstile as she approached his ferry.
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The Turnstile-Keeper
The Turnstile-Keeper was large. The Turnstile-Keeper had a white beard that fell on
his bosom. He wore an Eighteenth-century General’s uniform and he wore an
Eighteenth-century General’s hat.
“Good Afternoon,” said Zoë.
“We hence know this,” said the Turnstile-Keeper in a deep and hollow tone.
“Your lands appear beautiful on this afternoon,” she said as the Turnstile-Keeper
stood with his eyes closed.
“Oft-whiles,” said the Turnstile-Keeper with a profound sigh but he did not open his
eyes.
“How lovely it is to see Lampe solus illuminated over your lands,” Zoë said.
“Pure and absolute,” the Turnstile-Keeper said: “The Sun’s luminescence is pure and
absolute as it is absorbed by all things on the Earth.”
Zoë smiled.
“Whither art thee bound?” asked the Turnstile-Keeper.
“Lyon,” replied Zoë.
He slowly opened his eyes. He stared at Zoë; he stared over his shoulder to where
Lyon would be; and, he frowned. “Incredulous,” he said.
“Lyon,” said Zoë, “is where I wish to be, Yes.”
The Turnstile-Keeper began pacing; the Turnstile-Keeper began muttering to
himself. “Sooth. My passengers spy the palisadic strands on their voyages but not
serpents nor the Edge of the Earth are spied. The earth’s neither weak nor palsied. Aye,
my Gate on the Land offers safe voyages for those who would tread in different realms.
Dreadnoughts and wherries on waters offer but death because on palsied waters
dreadnoughts and wherries on waters have fallen beneath the stillèd Sea where abysses
may be but they be abysses that be vaulted by weak dales or greens or vales or steppes or
glades or deserts or wastes which cannot support Man’s weights on it’s bosom and huge
flames ‘twere issued from fell maëlstroms at the Earth’s core that did then make stormcumulus be steam whence mountains rose,” the Turnstile-Keeper said. “Les
Somnambules de la Terre are those that be not buried.” His argument was concluded.
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“Carte de participation au cortège?” Zoë shook her head. “Billets for a grand Ombre
spectacle?” Zoë tilted her head, slightly. The Turnstile-Keeper began pacing; the
Turnstile-Keeper began muttering to himself. He raised himself to full height; and, said:
“My preferences are those on waves of gravity...”
“Over darkness,” said Zoë ending his sentence.
“Aye, ‘tis they.” The Turnstile-Keeper bowed solemnly. He went into his turnstile
stand; he placed his hat on his head. Zoë watched him through the windows typing and
stamping a round card of pressed paper. He gestured for her to approach the stile. She
did so. “My dear Madame, please accept this my humble token of safe passage across
these lands fearing naught of weak vaults nor fell foul folk.”
Zoë took the token and bowed from her shoulders, saying: “I thank thee for thy most
gracious act of Chivalry.”
The Turnstile-Keeper exited his stand. He removed his hat; and, he bowed solemnly
low as she passed.
Zoë walked until she paused a mile from the turnstile: the turnstile was gone. She
nodded.
She resumed her promenade.

†
“Shades induced at Night by Dark are les Ténèbraes du Paradis.”

†
The Mortality Brigade was attending the gentlewoman who had leapt from the heights
of la Basilique de Fourvière where she had left a note:

“I cannot continue Life. I was not to be
the painter who painted Sappho in 1877.”
†
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Zoë was walking on the small lane that went across the heather-lands leagues from
the turnstile. Corpses and dying persons were tied on to medieval wheels set on twentyseven-foot poles which bordered the brick lane; each had a titulus of name and the edict
of cause. Zoë would pause and read them.
Zoë came unto an elderly woman—Dame la Rouge—seated on a stool beneath one of
the wheels. She was brandishing bloodied farrier pincers. Her face was haggard wrinkled
with profound layers of face powders and creams and rouge; she had pristine Valentine
lips. Dame la Rouge wore an ill-fitting wig on which she had perched an odd hat;
volumes of ancient clothes; and, black stockings that had fallen at her ankles. Her
buckled shoes were three sizes too small. She was toothless.
Dame le Rouge leapt from her stool. She held the pincers as an épée.
Zoë waited.
Dame le Rouge stabbed the air before Zoë with the pincers; she hissed.
“Why are you here with these?” said Zoë.
Dame la Rouge took a single step towards Zoë; and, leering at her said: “The
Penance Lane you follow. Passage gave; Penance unmade waits. Bienfaisance blessed
Ministers.” Dame la Rouge took another single step towards Zoë. Zoë frowned. Dame la
Rouge was stood in rising alarm as her hand began twitching, dropping her pincers; and,
her arm began trembling; and, she did fall in violent convulsions; and, Madame fell on
the ground with grand mal shriekings.
Zoë did pass.

†
Félix Tatillon left his shop on rue Mercière in Loudun. It was closed impermanently.

†
“At Diluculo of Ténèbrae and Lumière, we are.”

†
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Zoë was strolling on rue Constantine.
The Hurdy-gurdy—Maximilien Rood—was dressed as a distinguished Impresario from
Pantaloon. He wore thick glasses due to his cataracts.
“Mademoiselle!” cried Maximilien Rood as Zoë was approaching. “My monkeys will
play Triomphe with those who would! would you?”
“How did you find them, Monsieur Rood?” said Zoë.
“I found them,” said Rood, “desolate one evening lost in the traboules and was
exceedingly surprised they spoke with words I could understand. They were seeking a
soirée which as happenstance would be it was where I was invited to be. I led them; and,
we all played cards for the evening. It seemed providential I found them after my
previous menagerie had fled. I offered them positions; they accepted; and, here they are.”
Zoë smiled.
They were gorilla-suited personages but Monsieur Rood could not see.
“What became of your previous menagerie?”
“It was very mysterious, Madame. My previous monkeys escaped with assistance from
a tiger. A mysterious tiger. A tiger in Lyon! Yes, Madame! it was a tiger as I said it was.
Your smiling countenance betrays you. It came one evening strolling down the lane.
Most unconcerned. It approached them as if they had been waiting; it spoke in a
language I have heard but couldn’t recall. They clambered on it’s back. It carried them
away. That was this.”

†
Mister Hooke was escorting Zoë, Marcelle and Félix Trique for they were recently
arrived from Saint-Étienne by train. They had ascended la montée de la Grande-Côte
until they reached No. 69; and, on that traboule, walked to a narrow arcade.

The Sciomancy Arcade
[ Éclaircissement attendent ]
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They entered. It was a very long hallway with chambers with various combinations of
candles, tapers and oil-lamps; and, gas-lit wall sconces. The exit at the rear of the arcade
they could see.
It was all dark excepting for the length of the hall lit by chambers casting shadows in
the fiery incandescence on the floorboards and walls and ceiling of elm unblemished by
the smoke of flames burnt over centuries.
“Two Sciomancies: voyance by viewing shadows; voyance spoke by ghost or spirit,”
said Hooke; “The tomes of wisdom state the shapes and movement of the shadows reveal
future. They do not foretell, those movements. No, those they are interpreted by
practitioners whereas movements are caused by wind; or, trembling vapours of wax and
tallow; or, poorly trimmed wicks; or, particles in the oil or gas; or, movements by the
shadows themselves.
“It is amoungst these shadows are Shade.
“Listen.”
It was silent. Their breathing was heard in that silence. Soon, petite zephyrs were felt
but there were not open windows, transepts or doors.
Zoe offered they should close their eyes; they did. They heard sounds as of faint
whispering songs sung by different voices.
“You shall,” said Hooke replying to the thoughts he heard had by Félix and Marcelle.
“It is a language ancient, far older than Virtue, in modal tonalities rising and falling as
the breathing of waves at Sea.”
Marcelle and Félix nodded with their eyes still closed.
They went entering into another chamber with different illuminations; the voices were
different in each of the chambers until they stood before the exit.
“One may listen to the voices heard in the Dark,” said Hooke. “However, to converse
with them, one must speak that language they speak; or, conjure them. One may speak
with shades after their language knowing; Shade cannot be summoned.”
“No more than a tree can be summoned after it’s voice is heard,” said Zoë.
“Spiritualism?” asked Marcelle.
“How many spirits and ghosts — and shades — do you suppose exist?” asked Hooke.
“More than every grain of sand on Earth?” said Félix hesitantly.
“Yes,” said Hooke pleased.
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“How does a single spiritualist converse with a single entity?” asked Marcelle.
“They confer with local spirits and ghosts,” offered Félix.
“If that spiritualist can speak—after ancient words and offering are given—with an
ancestor three centuries past, they are not who they protest to be, are they?”
“They conjure incanting,” said Marcelle.
“Goëtia,” replied Félix.
“Yes,” said Hooke delighted.
They did exit and were descending on la Cour des Voraces and, as they stepped
from it, they were returned to that courtyard in Saint-Étienne as Solis was in that zone of
final setting.
“It is the electric shadow arcade,” said Hooke: “Ombres artificielles.”
Marcelle and Félix heard no voices.
“These lights are not of Nature,” said Marcelle.
Hooke nodded to Zoë who nodding smiled at him.
“Mademoiselles,” began Zoë, “I know of a coffeehouse in the old quartier where fare
is delicious and unscrupulous persons in throes of Sins do frequent. Supper?”
They happily concurred; but, on turning to ask Hooke his preference, he was gone.
“He’ll return,” said Zoe as she led those two into the low quartiers. “He always does.
Then you may speak and wish of him all you wish to know.”

†
The arcade was on a traboule: it was three storeys in height with a narrow atrium,
wrought iron staircases and bannisters; and, a glass roof. Zoë and Merle were visiting.

Les Merveilles articulées
Cabinet de curiosités
Teasels and Smeuse were the proprietors of the Cabinet de curiosités.
All were displayed in vitrines, display cases, and curio cabinets except for the largest
objects which were hung from ceilings or stood in corners.
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They explained they had begun collecting their articulations in England but were
offered this arcade by a mysterious fellow who owns the structure.
“We only spoke with his solicitor,” said Teasels: “One Tempérance Hiolle.”
“We pay no rent,” said Smeuse.
“They give us wages,” said Teasels. “They paid for transport, too.”
“The price of admission pays our staff,” said Smeuse.
They had a Bestiarum vocabulum which they composed from specimens they had
received over from the years passed. “It is of all creatures,” said Teasels proudly. “We
arduously consulted Les Merveilles des Choses Créées et les Aspects Miraculeux des Choses
Existantes by Zakariya Ibn Muhammad al-Qazwini. And, as you’ll see, we have recreated
scenes from Antiquity with various skeletons as well as contemporary scenes such as
Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and l’après-midi d’un faune.”
“All sorts of actual beings?” asked Zoë.
“We receive bodies from various sources,” began Teasels: “hôpitaux; Mortality
Brigade if none wish the corpse; fields; family. Skeletons are collected from places but
none are disinterred. None care what happens to their bones.
“The displays are tableaux of skeletons and embalmed bodies with wax-infused flesh
very much life-like.
“We are not reliquary shrine.”
They strolled.
A few artists had set easels. A small group of surgeons were following a MasterChirurgien-Dwarf in lecture of the cases observed.
“Surgeons visiting have even invented new ills based on these skeletons of - Say naïades and that cyclopes. Very extremely rare diseases found in Fey. Le Docteur Pabst
is most generous.”
“Do you pay them?” said Zoë.
“We most assuredly do pay them, Madame,” said Smeuse. “We explain they the
family are not making money on deceased but the remains of that self; and, if one should
wish to purchase for medical or scholarly establishments, those monies will be given to the
family. We pay what a burial or cremation would cost. Or, if they wish, we donate that
sum to whom they wish. One wished for twenty Crowns after his death so his mother and
sister would have sufficient monies; we paid him then and there.”
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“Some are invented,” replied Teasels: “That Death-Ray Monkey was found by a
peculiar gentlewoman who brings us these exotic fancies which she requests one six-livres
Génie for each. This study is a wood sprite with the large end of a brass spyglass set into
the skull.”

“Satyr.”

A Nuckelavee stood akimbo over the grand staircase.
“A centaur, an alicorn and Harpies at play.”

“Hecatoncheires.”

“This is of one of the daughters of Mamala. They are of Mo‘o.” The portrait of her
set beside the vitrine showed her to have a gigantic crocodile body with the torso and
face of a beautiful woman.
“A recreation of Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and one of l’après-midi d’un faune
with ondines, melusines, kelpies, crinaeae, eleionomae, limnatides, pegaeae, potameides,
naïades, and oceanids.”

“Guajona.”
“An Al-mi’raj.”

A cyclopes stood in the corner.

“Cuegle.”
“Eloko.”
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“Shellycoats.”
“Futakuchi-onna.”

“Gamayun playing at Bluff with hippocampus and griffin as the blind-folded Blind,”
said Teasels as he gestured across the grand staircase.

“Hercule et l’Hydre de Lerne by Moreau.”

“The Nine Phoenix.”
“Trasgos of different representations of shape and form.”

“Moura-serpentes,” said Teasels as he gestured overhead to the half-women and halfserpents with wings suspended by wires. “They are bedeviled by a flock of penanggalans.”

“Ojáncanu.”
“Gwrach-y-Rhibyn as Nemesis by Albrecht Dürer.”
“Loogaroo.”

“Chonchon.”

“These four tableaux represent Nicolas Poussin’s Les Quatre Saisons: Le
printemps ou le Paradis terrestre, L’Été ou Ruth et Boaz, L’Automne, appelé aussi La
Grappe de Canaan and L’Hiver ou Le Déluge. They were created by a Mister Witkin,
while visiting Lyon after having had ventured into this arcade, at his charming insistence.”
“He spent days on each work selecting items for the backgrounds and he spent even
more time on which figures should be used for each scene. Remarkable.”
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“Three likho as deino, denyo, and pemphredo playing Piquet with a hitotsume-kozō.”
“Lutin.”
“Maero.”
“Matagot.”
“Nurarihyon.”

“The Magic of Pan’s Flute by John Reinhard Weguelin depicted by sylphide and satyr
as Pan.”

“Un dimanche après-midi à l’Île de la Grande Jatte with various Citizens. Please note
the particular use of kasa-obake in the scene.”

“Tsukumogami are wondrous,” said Merle. “All inanimate objects — an umbrella —
which after passage of one-hundred years attain Spirit; a kasa-obake. All inanimate
objects.”
“Spirit of Place,” replied Zoe.
Merle smiled.
“Madame?” asked Smeuse.
“If all inanimate objects, made by Man, after one-hundred years become spirits, as
kasa-obake do, then structures—This arcade—obtain Spirit, too. Do they not?” said Zoe;
“Spirit of Place.”
“We haven’t thought it,” replied Teasels and said to Smeuse: “Have we?”
“No,” said Smeuse perturbed with furrowed brow.
They continued.

“Patasola, Saci, and Monopod.”
“Qilin.”
“Manananggal in separated form.”
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“Bloody Cap.”
“Umibōzu.”
“Sea-Wyvern.”
“Monoceros.”
“Nasnas.”
“Ogre.”
“Ophiotaurus.”
“Wanyūdō.”
“Zburător.”

“That concludes this level,” said Smeuse; “Would you like to be shown the upper
levels?”
“Please,” said Zoë.
Messrs. Teasels and Smeuse led Zoë on to the next circle with Merle following after.

†
Merle was walking on rue de Gadagne as the street lamps did undulate and diminish
as he passed.

†
Zoë was seated in the lower chamber of la Bibliothèque Saint-Jean de Lyon where
she was reading an ancient tome.
The taxi-cab parked at the entrance and a gentleman of solemn appearance did exit.
He went to the office of the Directeur and requested admittance to the subterranean
hall. The Directeur acquiesced; he led the gentleman to the locked chamber and the
guard allowed them entrance. The gentleman followed the Directeur as he went to Zoë.
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“Madame,” began le Directeur, “this gentleman wishes to speak with you on a matter
most important.”
“I was requested that you should accompany me, Madame. A marvell was found by
the Mortality Brigade that one whom you know wishes you to see,” said Minister Ludovic
le Cruel solemnly.
“Thank you, Chenot le Directeur,” she said to le Directeur as she stood. “I shall go.”

†
Themis Grey-Witch went idle and leisurely strolled on the avenue.

†
They arrived at the l’Hôtel Ducasse on the rue Vivienne by taxi-cab. Minister le
Cruel led Zoë to an apartment, No. 15. The Mortality Brigade was waiting in the hallway;
they were alarmed. She entered the room after Minister le Cruel bowed gesturing to the
door. Merle was waiting. He stood in the chamber with his Cheshire smile.
“Thank you,” Merle said.
“A Marvell?”
“Indeed.”
They went to the salon.
Zoë was intrigued as she stood in the room. “You’re twice dead,” said Zoë
thoughtfully as she viewed the corpses.
The bodies of two gentlemen laid on the carpet of the floor: one held a knife; one
held a pistol; they had similar countenances; they were dressed in a similar Decadent
fashion; their height and weight were slightly different. Blood was everywhere.
“It seems so,” replied Merle.
Hiolle and Javelle arrived. They stood in silence until Hiolle roused himself and said:
“Who should be notified?”
“By my request: duplicates including photographs for Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine,
Taberd and d’Orléans are to be sent by messengers,” said Merle; “You and this company
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as well as the messengers with all and any with whom know or may be believed to know of
this set-piece are to silently depart from this continent. This hour.”
“Sir?”
“Witness lives are forfeit. The plots have turned. I wish to have them believe what
they will and continue their adventures in Terror. The corpses remain thus. They shall be
taken after your departure by Minister le Cruel.”
Hiolle nodded.
Merle and Zoë did exit from the apartment.
Zoë was puzzled as they descended in the electric elevator.
“The plots are exposed even as their plots have ceased being their’s. They would
arrest and murder all who now know,” said Merle. “They shall be sleeping standing in
oblong boxes.”
“Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine?” said Zoë.
“He shall seek and find me to converse on this amoungst other things,” Merle
replied.
“You will indulge him?”
Merle slowly shook his head.
“Astolpho?”
“He has ceased chewing tobacco leaves; he no longer spits,” said Merle. “And,
interestingly, he no longer acts as Mister Punch.” She looked at him. “He less so acts as
Punch.” She smiled.
They went strolling.

†
Zoë was walking in the Parc de la Tête d’Or. The wall was eight-feet-high, fashioned
of ancient Portland cement plastered over red-brick blocks, stained with rain-streaked
black mold. She paused. The tops of fauna behind the wall formed a second, higher wall:
banana plants, ancient Queen and King palm trees, bamboo, yew trees and a few oaks;
towering blue and black birds-of-paradise; plumeria and ginger plants; Spanish moss
could be seen. Honeysuckle, purple morning-glories, and blue morning-glories had
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found their way over the centuries and were in the highest most branches. She
approached the wrought-iron gate in the wall; it opened silently as she stood before it.
It was a magnificent lawn. In the center was a large Queen Anne Revival mansion on
a mound. She went to the main door and knocked. The door opened. A gentlewoman,
who was dressed in a morning suit with matching black waistcoat, a striped tie, striped
shirt with contrasting white turn-down collar and cuffs, and formal striped trousers; and,
black pumps, was standing several feet from Zoë.
There was a large basalt structure behind the woman. It was one-hundred thirty
meters wide and thirty meters in height: there was a twelve-foot-high door in the middle;
and, there were several doors of various heights and widths set in the façade of the
structure on either side of the large door.
“Papers!” said demanding Madam Frood as she her hand extended.
Zoë gave Madam Frood the token given her by the Turnstile-Keeper.
Madam Frood was puzzled. “Please,” Madam Frood said as she gestured to the
structure, “conduct yourself accordingly.” She gestured to the various doors. “I must take
this to the Magistrates.” Madam Frood exited.
Zoë looked at the numbers set on the doors; she could see they were not in a
discernible order. She went to No. 9; and, rapped gently.
“Number, please!” said a voice from behind the door to which Zoë replied: “Three.”
“Sorry, Miss,” said the voice from behind the door; “This is Number Seven. Move
along.”
Zoë looked and indeed it was the number ‘7’; the number ‘3’ had moved several
doors to the right.
“Fraudulent papers! They’re destroyed!” said Madam Frood as she was hurriedly
approaching, breathless. She stood with a tremorous hand extended before Zoë:
“Papers!”
Zoë gave Madam Frood the token given her by the Turnstile-Keeper. Madam Frood
was confused and alarmed; she took her exit, hurriedly.
“No. 9?” said Zoë. “Hist!” was whispered from the slightly ajar door No. 3; and, she
entered. The clerk closed and locked the door. “Madam’ll be here soon.”
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It was a small room illuminated by an overhead electric lamp. There was a tall writing
desk and a two and one-half foot tall door labeled “10/6” opening on to the clerks’
passage.
“Yes, Miss?” said the clerk. She was a small woman with red hair and blue-green eyes.
She was dressed in a dark grey jacket over a starched white blouse tucked into her long
dark grey skirt which covered her black mules. “How may I welcome you?”
“I was requested to visit with Her Ladyship,” said Zoë kindly.
“Oh!” replied the clerk, embarrassed. “That may be difficult, Miss.” Zoë smiled.
“Mistress departed several months ago. She simply left. They’re keeping her departure
secret ‘til she returns. Misery-galore it’ll be ‘til that she does! If she does!”
“She has done this before still she always returns,” said Zoë. “She’s easily bored,
Kleodora, as you know. And, it was Spring after all.”
The Clerk Kleodora nodded with a faint smile.
“If she is not here, I needn’t be either. May I go by the clerk’s passage? so as to not
trouble Madam Frood and those who will be accompanying her when she returns,” said
Zoë. “I know my way, if you would so allow me.”
Kleodora opened the side door.
“Tell them ‘She simply left,’” said Zoë.
Zoë went in the passage as Kleodora closed the door; and said: “Thank you, Miss.”

†
Merle led Zoë through traboules to an apartment where one of the errant Salons of
Jules-Louis-Hyacinthe de Trévise was to be. Themis la Grise was visiting with C.L. Nolan
who had brought his copy of De Quincey's Suspiria de Profundis for the elucidation of
de Trévise regarding passages into the Nether-realms for which de Trévise was compiling
all known methods of entrance.

†
They rode on the Fourvière ficelle.
“The Penance Lane?” said Zoë as they ascended.
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“Dame La Rouge!” Merle laughed. “She is—as so I’ve been informed—descended
from those Grand Dames who collected in their baskets the heads from those who knelt
before Madame la Guillotine. She was Tricoteuse. She stood at the barricades, 1848 and
1871. Minister d’Aquitaine accepted her services in 1848. That lane was laid under
auspices of Ateliers Nationaux when d’Aquitaine was made a Chancellor.”
“Even then,” said Zoë.
“Ever has d’Aquitaine self-seeking sought power,” said Merle.
“Monsieur Rood?” said Zoë. “He is an emissary.”
“No,” replied Merle. “His three monkeys: they—Charles-Claude Richelet, Jean
Matthieu Gallois, Hippolyte Paillette—were requested to remain incognito in Lyon and, if
they should travel on the streets, they must be disguised. They were to be attending a
costume ball; they chose gorilla suits which were—They deemed—suitable disguises. They
had become felled by ennui caused by boredom. They did but ask if they could attend as
Monsieur Rood’s monkeys.” He shook his head, laughing. “I could not refuse their most
noble request.”
Zoë shook her head and sighed with disbelief.
They reached the prominence.
“Would you not prefer life in Paris?” said Zoë.
They disembarked.
“La capitale des Gaules has ever been preferred,” said Merle.
They viewed Lyon.

†
Zoë was standing in the display room of Silling’s Voyage-Ascension Vessels.
A woman entered.
“I have seen your wares, Monsieur Silling and, by Happenstances, come visiting
Lyon,” said Zoë to le Président and Founder Théodor Silling, who having been
summoned by the clerk, arrived dressed in his impeccable funereal clothes and wearing
his very fine tallest stovepipe hat. “All our vessels shall be borne on Voyage-Ascension,”
began Théodor Silling: “Pure or Unpure — Cleric and Statesmen and Pious and
Blasphemous shall be ascended — unto — Paradise in Silling’s — patented zinc and oak
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ascension vessels. Silling’s — patented — coffins — floating in graves and out to the Sea.
One-Hundred Year Deluge and coffins shall be taken from the graves and sepulchres
and columbariums — on their Voyage-Ascensions for they are pure and honorable — on
their ascensions — down the rivers on the Sea to Acheron banks — for attended transport
unto Paradise in Silling’s Eternal Vessels!” He bowed.
“They’re charming,” the woman commented.
“Indeed, Madame,” said a gentleman who entered from the office of le Président.
“I’ve requested several.”
“Count Jean de Plessis,” said Silling as he bowed towards the gentleman, “has most
generously purchased several more of my Eternal wares.” Count Jean de Plessis nodded
with a leering smile in the direction of le Président Silling.
Count Jean de Plessis was tall. His grey hair was long and set in the fashion of a
pompadour. He was dressed in a black square-skirted coat and tight black trousers. His
shirt was white and his waistcoat was sewn of raven wings with iron bullion threads. His
boots were black.
Count de Plessis went to the woman. He observed her; he drew close, smelling her
hair. The woman was becoming uncomfortable.
“You are different than I supposed,” said Count de Plessis. “Very different. So
common. Disappointing.” He walked around the woman. “We are insulted.”
“Sir?” replied the woman, alarmed.
“Ah, Madame,” said Themis la Grise as she entered. “I have been looking for you.
We have need of your services. Please.” La Grise took the woman who was disconcerted
by the arm but pleased to leave.
They exited.
Count de Plessis was puzzled in turn. “That was not you,” he said as he stared at
them departing on the avenue.
“No,” said Zoë.
Silling was perplexed.
“I am unable to see you with clarity. I knew you had entered but I have seen you in
different appearances and guises. I thought my sight had improved. Sadly not.”
“It’s been spoken.”
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“You are not a child I’ve seen.” Zoë smiled faintly. “The agèd Empress crone before
me are you?”
Zoë did not reply.
“What has brought you?” asked Count de Plessis after minutes passed.
“Curiosity,” said Zoë.
“And—Madame—which would Madame wish to keep?” inquired Silling interrupting
and smiling in a forced manner as he gestured grandly but erratically at the varied
coffins.
“None,” said Zoë.
“How did you know I was in this place?” asked de Plessis.
Le Président and Founder Théodor Silling was beset with terrified amazement.
“Naturally, you jest!”
Zoë did not reply but continued peering at de Plessis.
“Madame never jests,” said de Plessis as he trembled moving further from her.
“Cher Dieu!” Silling cried: “How will you—dear Madame—be laid to rest — in eternal
sleep — if not slumbering in Silling’s Sleeping Sleighs!”
“Président Silling has his Voyage-Ascension vessels but bone-and-flesh carriages are
vessels, too,” offered Zoë.
De Plessis chuckled. “Carriages easily defiled,” he said as he stared at Zoë.
“Assuredly!” said Silling.
“My Pretty defiled for all Eternity,” said de Plessis.
Twenty-one black-and-red moulted screaming Imps arrived through doors and
windows of the salon, brandishing daggers. Le Président Silling as a statue stood. The
Count sneering tipped his top-hat to Zoë; and said over his shoulder as he took his exit:
“As before, Silling.”
“We thank thee thy gracious chivalry, gallant sires,” said Zoë as she bowed from her
shoulders and smiled.
They bowed low as she went continuing on the boulevard.

†
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Themis la Grise, Dame Hades, Fille d'Achéron, Marcelle, Gwendoline, Félix Trique,
Caroline d’Eirene, Mary la Toute-Douée, Snježana de Pasithea, Shiretoko-hantō
Miyabiyaka and Zoë were waiting at the la gare de Perrache for the train that would take
them North to Chalon-sur-Saône where they would be visiting the Necromantia and
Witchcraft arcades.

†
Merle was seated in a bistro.
Zoë arrived. Merle was holding a silver coin with his thumb and middle finger; he
offered it to Zoë. She took the coin and examined it.
“Interesting seal. Familiar but not,” said Zoë.
“That médaille was taken from a fellow who attempted my assassination in SaintÉtienne: no shadows.” He withdrew a second médaille from his waistcoat’s pocket. “This
médaille was taken from Minister-Cardinalis Taberd’s assassin in Saint-Étienne who was
trampled by horses.”
He handed it to Zoë who on looking at each, said: “They are identical. There are
others?”
“Yes,” said Merle. “We know of the Vampyre-Assassin, the Shadow-Thief, the Baker,
the Marchioness-in-Exile, the Cyclopes, that occultist with the great forked beard and
waxed mustaches, the Laity of the Third Church of Satan the Redeemer, the Sandwichboard fellow hawking Virgil’s Fabulous Tours in le Grand Canyon du Verdon, les
Agents Thermidoriennes, Under-Resurrectionists, the Beleaguered Woman, that fellow
who fled on Satan’s Stallion, the femme consumed by fire you saw in Grand Hôtel Dieu
de Vese; and, all those others; and, there are others yet to be found: we know this by their
acts. Mister Tetch is collecting those coins which are to be found; we shall know after.”
“The Sylphide-Collector?”
“I believe not,” Merle began: “He was guilelessly fervent about his acts. The others
were induced to behave as they did. Some have that intellect which compels them; some
have disillusionments on which were preyed. And, you said that he had met Devil. Those
others spoke of meeting someone of authority but not Devil. I shall be told by a young
man that he had seen Devil in Lyon. I spoke with a delightful girl whose paramour
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counterfeited those médailles. She related that he made them for several weeks. He was
murdered.”
“This delightful girl?”
“She was murdered.”
“What of those who have spoken with Devil,” said Zoë, “if—Indeed—it was.”
“A charade. These appearances have only been several years occurring. And, as to
the design of the coin, I shall elucidate but must show you,” said Merle. “Very amusing.”
They went.

†
The passenger locomotive filled with soldiers in uniform was tolling it’s mournful bell
slowly for those from gare Perrache departing.

†
“The Vampyre-Assassin has a silver coin on which was stamped the seal of the
speaker,” mused Merle. “You yourself were told but we have not seen it since it has been
displaced.”
“Yes?” asked Zoë with smiling curiosity.
“The assassins are different in behaviour and mien,” Merle said as he resumed his
thoughts.

†
It was Aube.

†
Zoë and Merle were walking on the rue Lanterne. Merle paused. He smelled
perfume fragrances suspended in the air.
“How do you know this fragrance has not been left by a stout Imperial Duchess?”
“It matters not. Perfumes and sweat are intoxicating.”
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“I’ve heard it said as well,” came a small voice from beside them.
They paused.
It was Astolpho. He was dressed in a monkey suit.
“Hercule’s?” Merle said.
“Hercule’s.” He presented Merle with an envelope. Merle took the envelope without
removing his eyes from the monkey.
Passersby thought it charming as they passed on the pavement that a gentlewoman of
regal standing was speaking with a monkey.
The Monkey shrugged. “Ministry is having fits against your temperance. Night
Chambers got brick and plaster. The Lord-Chancellor was reluctant to enter his
chambers until after searched. They are frightened beyond Reason. They cross
themselves the Ancient’s statue passing. Some have called for revolutionary abdication;
Tribunal révolutionnaire wants forming. They’re been horribled by Logic. Divisions have
formed. Plotters on one side; Reformists on one side; Augusts on the other side. LordChancellors raging but fearful. Them what were terror-filled by thee.” He paused. “Well,
those who ain’t dead’re raging. Those by ye undistinguished’re amused. Aquitaine’s
gracious pissing Order’bove all else. Orléans’s gone looney. And, Taberd’s gone secret.”
Astolpho maliciously laughed. “That statue monument they’re afeared of. At night —
Blood seeps — they murmur whispers — from wound ye gave and vampyres and
malebranches and ghouls with other Citizens from nether lands fell lap all the floor ‘til ‘tis
drunk gone."
Merle would have laughed but shook his head with disbelief.
“Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre?” asked Zoë.
“Bedlam went,” replied Astolpho.
Zoë slowly nodded.
“Perhaps,” said Merle.
“Oh?” said Zoë amused.
Merle smiled as he placed the envelope in his suit coat pocket.
“Chancellor Grandeville?” said Zoë.
“He was given an apartment in Madame Flourette’s. He is happy,” said Merle.
The Monkey shrugged.
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Merle turned and was about to leave with Zoë but turned back to the Monkey. “My
apologies. Have you met Madame?” asked Merle.
“I have never,” said Astolpho as he crossed his arms over his bosom.
“You must’n’t lie.”
“Never lies!” replied Astolpho as he turned away from Merle.
“We have not been introduced would be proper to say,” offered Zoë.
“Astolpho crosses his arms when lying directly; he turns with arms crossed from
deigned affronts when lying profoundly,” Merle offered.
Astolpho shook his head, ill-favored.
“Thank you, Astolpho.”
Astolpho bowed while standing with his back to them and ambled away. He
scampered up the water pipe of the building and on to the roof. He perched himself and
he watched as Merle and Zoë walked on the boulevard. He was unaware of the crowd
forming below him. He noticed them. He pissed on them. They fled with surprised
laughter.
He departed over roofs.

†
They continued walking.

†
Themis Grey-Witch was strolling on la rue Auguste-Comte watching a Gentleman
approaching on the opposite pavement: he was tall; he was thin and slight; his whitened
beard was tucked beneath his waistcoat, and it fell from beneath his waistcoat; he was
dressed in his finest habit of Evening-clothes; and he wore a weathered silk top-hat. He
held loose papers with his left hand. He, with a grand flourish of his right hand, flung a
single sheet of paper into the zephyrs on the rue; Themis Grey-Witched staring observed
he had done so erratically the length of the rue he had come as he went on his way to the
North.
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Themis Grey-Witch paused and collected a handbill which she read as she would
continue with her idle promenade.

†
“You do know we have not been introduced for all these years.”
Merle nodded. “Yes. That’s true; but there were many things I learned during and
from my Inquisition. Of which one was Astolpho.”
While they were walking, a young fashionable woman was approaching and she was
smiling at Merle. She passed smiling still as she turned her gaze on to the rue.
“She was smiling at you,” said Zoë.
“Oh.” He laughed. “I will never know if that smile is a smile or a smirk.”
Zoë laughed. “I should accompany you more often it seems.”
Merle smiled.

†
Merle led Zoë on lanes and traboules that became more low and criminal until he
stood on a lane and peered at various manses. He smiled. “Here,” said Merle and rapped
with his cane on the door of the house he sought.
The door was answered by Madame Flourette who asked: “By whose authority?”
“Thérèse of Lisieux,” replied Merle.
Madame Flourette stepped aside and allowed them entrance but was perplexed by
their elegance. Various clients and several prostitutes were lounging lugubriously about
the front room. Professeur-Maître Huillard was seated with a woman who wore skirts but
not blouse. As soon as Merle and Zoë entered, the Professeur-Maître attempted to stand
causing the woman to fall on to the floor but Merle pushed him back into his chair with
his cane. The unhappy woman attempted to stand but Huillard placed his hand on her
shoulder inducing her to remain seated
Madame would have protested. “We wish to speak with you, Madame,” said Zoë
before Madame could speak. “I have been promised an explanation of art.” Madame
Flourette remained silent.
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The gentleman came from upstairs, disgruntled. He said: “I have unremembered!”
"Hercule,” said Merle pleasantly.
Hercule startled spied Merle and stumbled down the stairs. Merle set him with a
knowing look; Hercule silently went and stood beside Professeur-Maître Huillard.
“Madame Flourette, if you please,” said Merle: “Your coins.”
Madame began grumbling; Huillard quieted her with a simple hiss.
Madame handed Merle all of her coins. Merle placed them on the table and with his
forefinger, he sorted them. He took one coin from the table and he took the mysterious
coin from his vest pocket. He held Zoë’s right hand with his left and placed the
mysterious coin on to her palm.
“Mysterious coin.”
Zoë looked. “Yes.”
“Madame’s coin.”
She held both coins in the palm of her hand. Zoë looked at the second coin and
laughed. “It is very amusing whether intentional or not. The mysterious coin has no
mystery when compared with an original.” She held Madame’s coin with her fingertips.
“Fucking.”
“Indeed,” laughed Merle. “Brothel token.”
She returned Merle’s coin and she placed the token on the table.
“Thank you, Madame Flourette,” said Merle. “You have solved a mystery that was
found on the bodies of disillusioned and deceased.”
“Joseph-Jérôme Rude’s?" said Zoë.
“We shall know soon,” said Merle.
All those in the front room were bewildered.
“Pardon my asking, Sir,” said le Professeur-Maître, “but how do you know such
things?”
“Simple balance,” replied Merle: “The more one knows of low and high stations in
Life, the more one may address it.”
“Address what?”
“Life,” replied Zoë pleasantly.
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They exited.

†
“How do you know of that place?” said Zoë as they went on the lanes and through
the traboules.
“‘Les Fleurs d’Éden’ employed by Madame Flourette underwent surgical sterility by
the League of Enlightened Heredity,” began Merle, “performed at the behest of the
Ministry of Public Déportements. Prostitutes and those Malformed or wrought in
Madness are popular subjects. All those found to be weakest, to be reversions, to be
commoners, to suffer from morbid Heredity, or to be implausibly different from Modern
mores or religious beliefs are deemed fit for the assistance of humane extinction where
natural selection has failed. Nobility and intellectuals, politicians are occasionally
selected. All are liable to be murdered on false beliefs or lies; rumours of crimes against
Humanity are an invitation for summons or kidnapping to the Heredity Asylum.
“Louis-Marie-Charles Bourgeant de Mazille has been noted in the Paris papers for
his Galton salons espousing solutions for those suffering of and from Dysgenics as well
as expounding on Jules Ferry’s 1886 declaration, ‘The higher races have a right over the
lower races, they have a duty to civilize the inferior races.’ These salons are become
fashionable in divers nations. Politicians and Nobility grow in attendance.”
They walked in silence.
“Of Night," said Merle as they went: “as tragédies silencieuses dans la douleur.”
“And, of these tragedies in silent sorrow?”
“They shall spiral ever-winding larger.”

†
Themis Grey-Witch had come to the passerelle Saint-Georges. She paused. She
watched the Gentleman standing at the middle of the bridge staring to the North. She
sighed wistfully as she began walking until she stood next to him.
“Your Majesty,” said the Gentleman as he continued staring North.
“William,” replied la Grise.
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He turned and gazed at her.
“As Beauty wouldst,” the Gentleman said as la Grise shook her head but smiling,
shrugged. “May I thee accompany for a while?”
“Yes,” Themis replied.
They went.

†
Merle entered his hôtel, l’Hôtel Parthénon. The desk-clerk hurried over to Merle.
“This arrived,” said the clerk as he held a silver tray with a small envelope. Merle thanked
the clerk as he took the envelope. It was a telegraph sent from New York City. It read,

Personage Custom House San Francisco 13 Avril found
Report follows
“This afternoon, I am expecting an intrusion,” Merle said to the desk-clerk: “You will
know them. Let them pass. Monsieur Decréquy should be informed.”
“Of course, Monsieur Merle, I will immediately inform le Directeur of this.”

†
Zoë came to a stone bridge over the Rhône.

†
Les Pleurantes shrouded in their white gauze shrouds as they wandered and wept for
all sins of Man were crossing from the opposite side of the bridge; they passed her.

†
The Mortality Brigade was raising the body of a woman from the Rhône: she was a
noyée for she had taken her life—
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“I am never to be the revered muse seen

in Henry Singleton’s painting Ariel on a Bat’s Back.”
†
The Bridge-keeper — Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare — was a twelve-foot-tall gentleman
watching their manoeuvres as he leaned on the wood balustrade. His moustache and side
whiskers were long and grey. His dark hair was closely cropped. He wore a black coat
and trousers; and a white shirt with a starched black silk cravat horizontally tied and black
stovepipe hat. And, black boots. He straightened himself and strode to the middle of the
bridge as he had watched Zoë approach from the opposite end.
“Good Afternoon,” said Zoë.
“Perhaps,” replied Pilare as he thoughtfully studied Zoë as she viewed him. “Wither
goest thee?”
Zoë crooked her arm and pointed with her finger towards the further side of the
bridge.
He frowned. “My passage is neither of Earth or Water but touches earth suspended
over water in air.” He thought. “I had kept the Pacific bridges until Sea became jealous
and rose against them. San Francisco unto Honolulu. Honolulu unto Kyoto. I liked
them. It was an interesting march, it was. It was walking backwards in Time from San
Francisco or walking into the future from Kyoto. Passages oft are terrible things if one
does dishonour them.” He closed one eye: staring, frowning. “All bridges are so.”
They stood several silent minutes observing.
“By thy admission, we are not of Earth if we stand on this bridge suspended in air
over water. If we are not of this Earth, Time should cease. If Present-Day has ceased,
how art we come to be speaking of these things?”
Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare stood perplexed.
“Of Future and Past, which direction does one voyage on your passage, kind sir?”
Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare peered over Zoë and he stared. He turned; and, stared.
He laughed boisterously basso. “We shall all ascend o’er on Doctor Ney’s carpet.” He
went silent in thought. “I wonder if she should be made noyée or sing for her,” said
Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare aloud to himself before asking: “Do you swim?”
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“Yes.”
“Ah,” said Pilare neither perturbed nor pleased. “Jean Ignace Isidore Gérard
Grandville took promenade on my bridges. It inspired his Le Pont des Planètes.”
“You speak your thoughts.”
“All the better to hear myself my thoughts.” He spoke further of many things; and
concluded, saying: “As Atlas with ghosts of the Past of Ages stood on shoulders.”
“Earth’s Gravity cannot affect the weight of ghosts,” said Zoë.
“Aye; but Moon’s does,” said Pilare.
Zoë nodded.
“All things of air are affected,” said Pilare, “as all things are existed in air and
Æther.”
They were interrupted by twenty of a Durante degli Alighieri Sojourning Tour who
were easily recognized by their crimson gowns and caps with seaweed crowns, marching
in a single file across the bridge.
“On Doctor Ney’s carpet will they go,” said Pilare absently.
“Do you have ghouls beneath your honoured passage?” Zoë asked after they had
passed and were gone from view.
“Ghouls?” He shook his head. “Most emigrated to Romania or Kyoto or Hookland.”
He thought. “Yucatan.” He thought. “Nyenskans and that desert in the Asia Major, I
believe, too.”
He pondered. “Kilwa Sultanate, perhaps.”
Zoë waited, pleasantly.
“You are not judged,” began Pilare, “on ghosts that are borne in Age but how you
represent those characters from Past and Heritage and Ancient Regimes; characters are
not immortalized by their performances but by the presentations that you yourself shall
make for them.”
Zoë gave him the Turnstile-Keeper’s paper.
He read it. “Very elegant penmanship.” He placed the paper in a trouser pocket.
“This you may use.” He gave her a sterling token. He took a 1793 pamphlet N'y allez
jamais sans lumiere from the breast-pocket of his threadbare surtout and a wax crayon
from a trouser pocket.
He queried Zoë for a poème; and, she replied—
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Of Life morbide, of morbidities found
in zephyr-exhalations from Paradise,
There all doth be;
Of Morbides and Morbidities therein creeps Man
by the rôle of Chance for whom ‘twould suffice:
Thus all do flee.
He shook his head forlornly. “Do you have another?”
“‘Flocks — of flying foxes — doth be flying with roses and poppies — tied with blonde
and hennaed and platinum lockses — for all that be sleeping in oblong boxes.’”
Pilare repeated aloud “Foxes — with lockses — be flying in flockses — for all art
steeping in oolong poxes crockses” as he wrote those words into those well-worn pages
that were his note-book.
“Your hearing’s ill, sir?”
“No. I prefer this.” He raised himself to full height and replaced the pamphlet in the
breast-pocket of his threadbare surtout; and, said: “My preferences are those on waves of
gravity...”
“Over darkness,” said Zoë ending his sentence.
“Aye, ‘tis they.” Pilare the Bridge-Keeper bowed solemnly.

†
The Horse Cavalry were at manœuvres. Citizens and populace had thronged in the
park on an auspicious display of Patriotism after Sunday services.
Merle and Silas Verge were seated on the bench on the hill viewing the parade
grounds of the park. A gentlewoman dressed in violets standing a few paces from them
was viewing manouvres and Citizens.
A young girl, dressed in a long sleeved black cotton dress that fell to her knees with a
white pinafore; and, black cotton stockings and black leather shoes, who had been
wandering on the hillside, determinedly went to speak with Merle; and, said: “Do you like
horses?”
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“Yes, I do, Marie-Éléonor,” replied Merle as he turned his head to face the girl now
standing at his side.
“The Street-sweeper has a horse. I forget his name.”
“It’s Molière.”
“Yes! That’s his name. I give it pears when Maman allows me.”
“Do you like pears?” She nodded. “I like plums. Do you like plums?” She shook her
head vigorously as she made her grotesque sour face. Merle smiled.
“Marie-Éléonor!” came an angrily shrill voice from Marie-Éléonor’s mother who was
stomping hurriedly across the hill. “Why are you always running away! This is too much!”
“I didn’t run. I walked. You forbade me running,” said Marie-Éléonor in a
bewildered tone.
“That’s quite enough! Come!” said Marie-Éléonor's mother taking her hand. “L’Abbé
shall hear of this. Such vexations!”
“Monsieur?” Marie-Éléonor implored.
“You must go,” said Merle gently as he gestured his helplessness in addressing the
matter.
Marie-Éléonor was perplexed but allowed herself to be taken away by her mother
who continued lecturing about running away and the vapours Marie-Éléonor continually
causes her to suffer.
Merle watched them until they were consumed by the crowds. He returned his view to
the manœuvres of the Horse Cavalry.

†
Two Porters diminutive who were dressed in dark clothes approached them carrying a
sedan chair without it’s sedan box on which was seated an Ange blessé. L’Ange blessé
was a woman dressed in white with large seagull wings attached to her back; she wore
blindfolds. Pilare stood resolute as they approached. “We are going to the hospice les
Sœurs de Bienveillance,” cried the two Porters in a single voice. Pilare allowed them
passage.
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Zoë would make her promenade after they had passed in haste but waited for one
arriving.

†
Félix-Sebastien Vérard carrying his Pétanque box balancing it on his left shoulder
with his hand did approach Merle and Verge seated on their bench.
“Sir,” said Vérard as he reached them. “Monsieur Verge.”
“Vérard,” replied Verge who continued watching the parade grounds.
“Monsieur Vérard,” said Merle as he turned to face him. “Queries, have you?”
“Sir.” Vérard smiled. He placed his box on the lawn and sat on it. “There may be
others but this I cannot resolve: ‘Dreams are viewed as witness and voyeur’ you
mentioned in Saint-Étienne. How? How are they viewed like that?”
“Do you remember those few dreams you remembered you had in childhood?”
“Three,” said Vérard, “are very vivid. I can remember how things felt in those places:
how it felt to be standing beneath the sun; how it felt in the shade; Ocean’s salty ether.
All of it.”
“But you were not witnessing all instances of that scene, were you?”
“No!” exclaimed Vérard as he remembered eidetically that scene of a day on the
pier. “No! I remember watching myself, too. From above, standing beside myself,
standing behind myself! Myself watching me!” He laughed heartily as he lept to his feet.
“Those dreams were mostly voyeuristic! They are now nearly all witness; I am aware of me
being in all those places in my dreams! Such lucidity! So coherent!” He lifted his box and
on his left shoulder balancing it with his hand. “I shall now be going to Mâcon by way of
the High Road with a lightness of heart,” said Vérard. “I look forward to another game if
by Chance you’re there.”
“If by Chance,” replied Merle.
“My undying gratitude!” said Vérard.
Merle nodded.
Vérard bowed and went.

†
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A Tri-Car Austral de Tourisme approached.

†
Titus was speaking with a ghôle on the plateau of Sainte-Foy beside the siphonbridge of the Aqueduc du Gier.
They were stilled with terror by the malignances spreading from the Shade appearing
in Dark.
Titus contorted and flailed himself violently as one would try desperately escaping
from Night-Terrors.
A Shade stepped from the depths of Darkness. The shadows receded from the rage
of the Shade; only pale darkness remained.
Titus did free himself and said to his companion “Bon voyage” before he frantically
fled in fright.
The ghôle watched as the darkness of Shade paled as it came towards him; but it
paused it’s steps and dropped an object in the earthen road; and, the road was rived
along it’s length following after Titus fleeing who diminishing screamed as he had fallen
into the fathomless cloven chasm. The Gentleman held his hand over the object, and, by
the pommel, the object upwards flew was caught by him.
The ghôle was loosed from it’s bonds. It ran towards Hooke with grim determination.
It raised a long iron dagger over Hooke and, as it would strike him, Hooke caught the
wrist with his left hand.
The dagger twisted rusting.
The King of the Ghôles stared.
“Thou art not to die by my hand,” said Hooke; “I send thee with a sign of mine
blessing given gargoyles should thou be found with other Insurgés lurking.” The ghôle’s
fingers withered shrinking and that withering went further creeping up it’s shrunken arm
until was ceased on it’s elbow: all that withered was necrosed. “He lies,” said Hooke as he
pointed with his dagger in the direction Titus had fled.
The ghôle stared defiantly and proud; it laughed. The King-Ghôle spoke.
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“If that be done, it shall creep slowly through your carriage and all it dies. Thy head
sôle remaining,” replied Hooke. “Those of you who touch thee in this state succumb to
thy disease.”
The King-Ghôle spoke.
“Those you murder are innocent of all crimes against thee and thine.” King-Ghôle
would speak but Hooke interrupted. “No! Plot was laid during la Terreur by you and he.”
Hooke flung the King of the Ghôles into the ancient sycamore trees which bound him
with limbs and roots. “You! He hath fled. Thou art abandoned. Clockworks set this full
Moon past were engaged during Là Bealltainn present.”
Hooke began walking from the King of the Ghôles. “We concord made in the snow
on Imaus Mount ere ‘twas given name.” And, was heard in faint echo as Hooke went
departing, “‘Tis ended.”

†
L’Équestre mécanique dismounted.
She approached Zoë. “Ma’am.” She bowed. “I have only learned of your visit. My
humblest apologies. If I may, presumptuous though it may be, ask you to accompany me
by returning to where you so recently were?”
Zoë turned to the Bridge-Keeper. “Monsieur Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare, shall we
continue?”
He bowed.
“Sir,” said Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne l’Équestre mécanique stiffly.
He nodded gravely.
They went.

†
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Themis la Grise and Merle were wandering on l’Île Barbe conversing on the arcades
continuing to be established on the two continents — Eurasia and Americas — and
through Oceania for her recitation at le Conseil des 13.

†
William Hooke and Zoë were visiting l’Abbaye de Lazare des Quatre Jours waiting
in l’Abbé Fournier’s private chambers. Hooke was glancing at the titles of books on
shelves; Zoë was seated regally on a wooden chair in the corner.
“I do not know why you have come Guillaume Hooke but it seemed of importance by
your bearing,” said l’Abbe Fournier with nervousness flecked by suspicion as he hurried
into the chamber followed by numerous monks.
“Do you know of Hermes?” asked Hooke as he was turning pages reading a
manuscript taken from the glass case of l’Abbé. Hooke held the manuscript to his nose
and said to Zoë: “Mulberry paper.”
L’Abbe Fournier shook his head very slowly.
She thanked him.
“He wrote in his Emerald Tablet the three parts of all wisdom are alchemy, astrology,
and theurgy.”
L’Abbe Fournier shook his head very slowly.
“This work—Speculum Lunaris Magnificentiae—about the effects of the Lunacy caused
by the Moon on dæmons and demons appears as a translation from HieronymusBaleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn of a most obscure treatise by Abu Musa Jabir ibn
Hayyan who was rumoured to have studied at Solomonanţă in the ancient forests of
Romania. You are familiar with that school, Yes?”
“No!” protested l’Abbé with rising alarm against Hooke. “Why are you here?”
“Curious,” said Hooke as he handed the manuscript taken from the glass case to
l’Abbé; “These notes scrawled with red ink are written in Română.”
“No,” said l’Abbé as he snatched the manuscript from Hooke and frantically
replaced it resecuring the lock of the case.
“I was requested. This was the earliest I could attend at your service,” answered
Hooke as he went and stood beside Zoë.
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“I was not informed.”
“No,” replied Hooke. He withdrew from the inside breast pocket of his cutaway coat
a single leaf of heavy twice-folded paper which he handed to l’Abbé.
“My apologies,” said l’Abbé who had begun perspiring as he read the document.
“Why is she here?”
A few of the elder monks interrupted with doubts of authenticity of the paper.
L’Abbé would have handed it to the monks but Hooke coughed. “It is as you read for
you alone are he who may read it.” He took the paper from l’Abbé. “And, as you did
read, it may not be spoken of unless it is to they who signed it.”
L’Abbé helplessly stared at the monks. “I must telephone!” He went from the
chamber in flight.
“Gentlemen,” said Hooke as he leaned against the wall with legs crossed and his
hands in his trouser pockets.
They waited in silence.

†
Hercule was walking. He had his hands in his trouser pockets. He was staring at the
stone paving as he was walking across the avenue towards the bridge.
“Come along, then,” spoke Hercule mumbling to himself. “They are never done—I
have'n't had happenstances—well, he believes so—we waited ponderously aloft—this way,
Sir — Pretty! — ten months’ time until then—les Fleurs aerials abandoned—it's never
enough—must'n't stare—where has she gone?—no performances—dark things in the dark—
all wars have unfortunates—we are waiting—coming?”
He ceased: he passed through a cloud of fragrances suspended on the bridge, and,
roused from his rêverie as he turned his head watch Zoë and Elfriede de Vienne on the
tricycle of l’Équestre mécanique as they went, he collided with Pilare who was standing in
the middle of his passage but, since he was oblivious to Pilare silently staring down at
him, Hercule walked around Pilare as one would a column set in the road, and continued
across the bridge with his hands in his trouser pockets, staring at the clouds.
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“I am besotted—Subtle as a flying mallet sent by Eros—Cupid, perhaps—That was—
From after and far—an unstoppable force met an object—They did!—All’s lost that ends—
And?—Well!” Hercule did continue until he fell silent in his revived rêverie.

†
Themis la Grise and Merle were wandering on l’Île Barbe when they were come upon
Laurent-Louis-Pierre Guipure standing over the winged remains of a jackdaw: the body
had been eaten and was maggot-rid but all which remained were the wings articulated to
the skeleton.
“How do these occur?” Laurent-Louis-Pierre Guipure said as they approached.
“Perhaps,” said la Grise, “a seraphim has lost it’s wings.”
Laurent-Louis-Pierre Guipure pondered and then knowledge of things unknown
crept over his countenance. “Possibly.” He thanked them for their visit and returned to
his observations.
They continued.
“How often it is to be on gallows at rest before knowing one’s Grace,” said Merle
after.
“Unfortunately,” la Grise replied.

†
Madame Jouffroy took her daughter Marie-Éléonor on the appointed day to l’Abbé
Fournier. They were accompanied by a nun who was carrying a large ornate box. They
were escorted by three penitents to the chamber of l’Abbé Fournier in his chamber
seated behind his desk. The nun placed the ornate box on his desk; and, did exit.
L’Abbé tapped the box, pleased.
Marie-Éléonor entered. She was dressed in a long-sleeved black cotton dress that fell
to her knees with a white pinafore. She wore black cotton stockings and black leather
shoes. She spied Hooke who was leaning in the far corner of the chamber with his
extended forefinger of his right hand covering his mouth and nose, slowly shaking his
head with merry eyes. He winked at her. She smiled and placed her right index finger on
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the tip of her nose. She spied Zoë; Zoë smiled. Marie-Éléonor smiled with her finger still
on her nose.
Clergy clothed in cassocks and birettas following filled the room standing amoungst
the monks.
L’Abbé pontificated.
L’Abbé asked particulars from Madame Jouffroy about her daughter’s mores and
sanity and that happenstance she witnessed at the manouvres on that day.
L’Abbé nodded at her replies.
L’Abbé pontificated.
L’Abbé asked Marie-Éléonor questions and she replied as best as she was able but
she could not remember the gentleman’s appearance except that he was dressed in dark
clothes.
“Did he wear a hat?” asked l’Abbé.
“No,” said Marie-Éléonor.
They were intrigued.
“Why were you speaking with this man?” asked l’Abbé.
“He was very nice. He likes horses,” said Marie-Éléonor.
“Did you see this man seated on the bench, Madame Jouffroy?”
“No,” replied Madame Jouffroy.
There were murmurs.
“Was there anyone else?” demanded l’Abbé as he pointed melodramatically accusing
Marie-Éléonor.
“There was a Lady standing by the bench. She was pretty,” replied Marie-Éléonor.
“Madame?”
“Yes, a very elegant Lady all dressed in violets,” replied Madame Jouffroy. They
stared. “Different violet colours. She was very lovely. She was watching the parade from
her end of the bench.”
“Nothing,” assured l’Abbé. They nodded.
L’Abbe Fournier stood. “Gentlemen! It is as we feared!” He directed her—MarieÉléonor—stand on his desk; she stepped on a chair and clambered on to the desk. She
was instructed to remove her clothes. She was alarmed. Her mother insisted. She did.
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L’Abbe looked minutely close over all Marie-Éléonor’s body. He nodded sagely to
the company of clergy and monks.
L’Abbé sat at his desk and was brought a commemorative silver spoon of the
Titanomachy. They blessed the spoon. He opened the box. He lifted the sterling chamber
pot from the box. He sipped with his commemorative spoon. He did contemplate.
“Yes. It is as we suspected. This wound.” He poked his finger below a darkened spot
on her back. It was as large as a centime coin and the skin had necrosed. “You - Madame
- believed it a spider’s bite,” he said dismissively. She nodded. “It is colloquially known as
‘The Fairy’s Kiss.’ It poisons followed by hallucinations which are experienced from that
poison because we know of no cure for which penance and purgatives are beneficial but
must be performed at sunrise and sunset since we have no cure for this insidious
condition.”
“Purgatives?”
“Flagellation.”
“She’s five!”
L’Abbé shrugged with arms extended to his side.
“Her water?”
“Collaborative,” he brusquely replied.
“Maman, I want my dress,” said Marie-Éléonor.
L’Abbé dismissively waved acceptance of her request.
“How long has she had this wound?”
“Two years.”
“Too late!” l’Abbé bellowed as he lept to his feet; “If you had brought her to us then
we could have saved her by simple flagellation and counter-incantations. It’s too late.
Simple measures are useless.” He began pacing.
“Why cannot you save her now?”
He sat.
“She’s poisonous.”
“Pardon?”
“She’s been poisoned!” shouted l’Abbé as he stood and contemptuously stared at
Madame Jouffroy. “We would bleed her all her blood from one arm which would have
then been mixed with Holy Water and powders from the bones of ancient saints and
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reinserted in the other arm by mechanical devices with tubes.” He sketched circles in the
air around Marie-Éléonor who was having difficulty dressing. “All depurations are
performed by Doctor-Surgeons of Divinity.”
“Why not now?”
“Her poison would poison the Holy Powdered Water and that in turn would
blaspheme our devices spreading Evil previously unknown by Humankind until it would
eventually cast itself into the depths of Hell-fire,” replied l’Abbé as he began pacing;
“They die.”
“What are we to do?” beseeched Madame Jouffroy.
“Prayer,” said l’Abbé; and, a laïque stepped from that congregation; and, gave her
papers. “However! These manifestations of her thoughts are vile evils which are
continuously growing which will cause her demise until she is finally placed in the care of
Mad Houses where she’ll die of Lunacy.”
Madame Jouffroy began sobbing.
Marie-Éléonor who had been having difficulty dressing dressed herself. She nodded,
triumphantly. “Hah!”
Hooke requested all leave. He pointed to the side door of the chamber. They did so
but compelled rather than voluntarily did they exit.
“Let us wait in the hall, shall we,” said Hooke as he offered his hand to MarieÉléonor. Marie-Éléonor took his hand and squinty-eyed looked at her mother and Zoë
before pronouncing: “Secrets!”
“Secrets,” said Hooke.
They entered the hall where several novices stood with mops and buckets of soapy
water at the furthest end with the Prior.
“Let us wait here,” said Hooke quietly as they stood by the chamber door.
“I remember her!” whispered Marie-Éléonor. “I saw her. I was brushing the Lady’s
hair. It was long.” She paused. “Poisoned?”
“Are you ill?” said Hooke raising his eyebrows wide-eyed smiling at her.
“No.”
“Then you are not poisoned,” replied Hooke: “They are foolish old men.”
“Such vexations!” said Marie-Éléonor, firmly.
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“You needn’t make such a face.” Hooke laughed. “Did you know that you are a very
favorite person of the green-haired gentlemen?” She shook her head. “They are waiting
for you. We will speak with your mother and you can tell her; she worries over you,
doesn’t she?”
Marie-Éléonor nodded.
“That’s what mothers do,” said Zoë as they entered the hall.
Madame Jouffroy picked up her daughter embracing her tightly; and, setting MarieÉléonor gently on the floor, they held hands.
“We are finished,” said Hooke.
They were escorted by the Prior through side passages as the novices were scrubbing
and mopping the floors on which Marie-Éléonor went in the abbey. On the steps down
to the side-street, a laïque was waiting who did pin a paper on her blouse—

SPUTATILICUS
The laïque entered the abbey; and, the large iron door was furiously shut and bolted.
On the pavement, Caroline d’Eirene was standing dressed in an elegant fashion.
Madame Jouffroy and her daughter stared at Caroline d’Eirene as she was smiling at
them. They were stunned. They each knew her.
“The Tent Revivals,” gasped Madame Jouffroy.
“The green-haired elves?” asked Marie-Éléonor.
Caroline d’Eirene pointed up at the heights of the church building: they were seated
there on the steeple and roofs. Marie-Éléonor happily waved at them; they happily waved
at her. “They were watching you,” said d’Eirene. Madame Jouffroy waved tentatively; they
stood and bowed. “They remember you.”
Mother and daughter were escorted by d’Eirene as Hooke and Zoë watched them
leave.
“Sadly infelicitous ‘twas that but all’s been returned well,” said Hooke, “with the
Cardinal’s blessing.”

†
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Mister Tetch, Mary la Toute-Douée and Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna had attended a
lecture on Teratogenesis which included arguments about the personages found in
Folklore and Myth. Mary la Toute-Douée and Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna did attract
much attention: Mary la Toute-Douée was dressed in an elegant gown of red; and,
Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna was wearing an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of
violet.
They were standing on the steps of le Théâtre des Célestins.
“He’s late,” said Tetch.
Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna excused herself. “He’s there.” She pointed and went on
rue des Archers in the direction of the gare de Perrache.
A person mused aloud how they painted those monstrosities as a small group of
patrons exited from the théâtre and stood on the steps.
“Teratogenesis is a universal study,” said the tall Tératologien. “I have been studying
the Great Masters of the Grotesque: Bosch, etcetera etcetera etcetera et al. Many of their
characters are found in tomes teratologic.”
“And, medical books of deformities,” replied the stout Tératologien.
“And, persons encountered displaying imaginative guises of Mythical beings,”
suggested the Tératologienne.
“And, folkloric representations,” offered the disheveled Tératologien.
“Though some of these are beyond human malformations,” replied the
Tératologienne, “and should not be considered teratological.”
“Teratology,” began Mary la Toute-Douée, “however, in the Seventeenth century,
savants and prodigies were once believed so different from commoners they were
deemed abnormal. Lunatics remain so. Grand mysteries were marvells and included in
the study of abnormal occurrences.” She looked at the Tératologistes. “How would the
annalist of these histories know such things?”
“We take all things in Faith,” replied the Tératologienne.
“The appearances?”
“We must believe them Imaginary,” replied the tall Tératologien. “Imaginative guises.
Those demons were beyond human malformations.”
“May those beyond human malformations be considered not of Humanity?” said
Tetch.
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“Yes, that’s possible. Of course, it is; but we have not experienced them,” said the
Tératologienne.
Tetch gestured for the Clavicula Salomonis Regis which the Tératologienne had
carried with her. He turned pages until he found the Ars Theurgia Goetia leaf he wanted
to display. He read:

Andras is a Grand Marquis of Hell. He is the sixty third of the
seventy two spirits noted by King Solomon, as having under his
command thirty legions of demons and thirty infernal legions. He is
considered to be one of the very few terribly dangerous demons who
shall murder all the practitioners of the arts of Sorcery and their
novitiates should they be of haughty or pompous or pretentious
demeanour in the presence of his Highness; or, should conjuration be
flawed. He walks with the head of a raven or the head of an owl on
the body of Seraph. He rides a great black wolf of a size seen in
stallions; and, when seated on this wolf of Hell brandishes a sword of
malevolent vengeance.
He showed them the engraving of Andras.
“Imaginary,” said the disheveled Tératologien affably. Tetch gestured. The naked
fellow with raven head and the body of a seraph was strolling across la place des
Célestins from rue des Archers, whistling. Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna walked beside
him.
“The Grand Marquis Andras comes,” said Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna as they
approached the théâtre steps.
“Maréchal,” said the Grand Marquis Andras respectfully as he extended his hand.
They shook hands.
“He was sightseeing,” said Theresa Aurélia de Phaenna.
Les Tératologistes were stunned. Tetch returned the tome.
“He isn’t imaginary!”
“No, not on all days at least,” said Andras reflectively. “It seemed like a proper day to
have a raven’s head. Lyon has progressed in my absence.”
The four Tératologistes and Andras were soon engaged in wondrous conversation as
they went across the place in search of a café.
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Those three followed.

†
After they had left the quarter, Madame Jouffroy paused. She removed the paper
from Marie-Éléonor’s blouse.
“What does that say?”
“I don’t know but my daughter isn’t wearing it whatever it is,” replied Madame
Jouffroy as she kissed the top of her daughter’s head.
Caroline d’Eirene took the paper and tossed it in the air as they went walking where it
became vapour on the zephyr which did appear.
Marie-Éléonor began crying.
“Why this?”
“I thought you hated me.”
Madame Jouffroy lifted Marie-Éléonor in a hug. “Never that. I was worried. I was
very frightened that something was very wrong with you. I was reminded I was once like
you by that gentlewoman who seemed so familiar even if I’ve never been in the company
of so regal a Lady like her before in all my life,” said Madame Jouffroy. “Come, MarieÉléonor. We must let your father know all things are well and good. He worries, too.”
Madame Jouffroy and her daughter Marie-Éléonor were walking hand-in-hand as
they went speaking animatedly with Caroline d’Eirene.
The green-haired elves following after.

†
“Did you enjoy the Emperor’s Arcade?” asked Zoë.
“Delightedly. Very much so. We shall visit les Trois Glorieuses since it was not here
during your last visit; it’s not far,” said Merle.

†
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They had come to the arcade. On the tympanum of the center salon was carved,

Les Trois Glorieuses
Foi, Espérance, Vérité ou la Mort
The arcade was three tableaux constructed as variations of La Liberté guidant le
peuple by Eugène Delacroix. The center tableau was seen through the large open
entrance and the other two had large glass windows for view by Public passing on the
stone pavement. It was constructed in 1830 and had not been closed at any hour.
Emile-Désiré-Gaspard Nourry—The Proprietor—greeted them at the entrance. He
offered Zoë a foliole which she accepted and she began reading it.
Zoë entered first and she nodded to the women; they did her a courtesy. Merle
followed.
The tableaux were different in scene. The three Goddesses were different but
dressed identically: they each were clothed in a linen himation over worn on their wool
chiton, draped in Doric folds. They each held aloft a flag fluttering made by the artifice
of winds from aligned electrical fans.
“The tripartite motto: Foi, Espérance, Vérité ou la Mort,” Emile-Désiré-Gaspard
Nourry le Propriétaire began, “are what all Citizens would wish for if the most evil of
Sins—Greed and Fear—were not have been created in the assemblage of Heaven and
Earth with all things therein; and, so— our simple stages offer Mementoes Mori for those
who have none or less so they may find that which was lost in their years on Earth where
all breathing things were invented with base instincts that have unceasingly and selfishly
given themselves to comport with those most evil Sins regardless that they themselves
have shunned the benefits offered with the greatest complaisance by Faith, Hope and
Verity.
“My Hope is the acceptance of les Trois Glorieuses into your lives.”
Emile-Désiré-Gaspard Nourry le Propriétaire led them about in the arcade.
“Madame Franval represents the goddess of Faith,” intoned Nourry le Propriétaire as
he elegantly gestured with his upturned hands to the large Rubenesque Femme-withdyscephaly who had a most exquisite face.
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“Mademoiselle Vaïsse represents the goddess of Hope,” intoned Nourry le
Propriétaire as he gestured with an elaborate movement of his arm glissading to the
woman who stood eleven feet tall; her body was of normal height; her legs were fully
formed in common proportions with a length of seven and one-half feet.
“You were one of the thirteen who attended Chancellor Grandeville?” Zoë asked
Mademoiselle Vaïsse.
“Yes,” said Mademoiselle Vaïsse pleased she was remembered. “He was a most
appreciated benefactor but, Alas, he has gone.”
“Madame de la Plâtrière represents the goddess of Verity,” intoned Nourry le
Propriétaire as he elegantly gestured with his upturned hands to the woman of common
stature but whose her right arm was very large and her left arm was very stunted small.
“Are they always on display?” asked Zoë; “The photographs in your foliole are
different: those here are not those in the photographs nor are the men arrayed about
them as those seen in the foliole.”
“No. They all come as they please to pose for which tableaux is required. Madame
Franval?” said Nourry le Propriétaire: “You have posed in each of these, have you not?”
“Indeed,” Madame Franval replied. “On more than one occasion, sir. I do not much
like The Three Miseries since they are so far.”
“And you, Mademoiselle Vaïsse, as well have posed often,” said Nourry le
Propriétaire.
Mademoiselle Vaïsse nodded.
“They do not represent each Sense singularly,” said Zoë.
“No, Madame,” said Nourry le Propriétaire; “To assign a single representation
diminishes comprehension by the Masses. They would enter and view three tableaux, and
exit believing they had seen the personifications of Faith, Hope and Verity and, by so
believing, they would remember only those statues they had seen even as themselves are
representations of Faith, Hope and Verity though they may not believe so; and, Sadly—
there are those who would believe they’d seen the goddesses in their majesty tamed by
captivity.”
“The Anatomy Act had removed them from the streets,” interjected Merle; “They
were placed in Saint-Lazare, Holy Innocents, and Vêpres. Edicts of Perdition were
served. Those lucid were given public engagements.”
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“You did this,” said Zoë softly.
“I facilitated this—and, others—on your behalf with the assistance of la Grise and
Dame Hades. Very recently, Astolpho. And, there are others who volunteered in your
service: Mister Tetch and his Flying Squad.
“You had mused during our sojourn in the Chuska Mountains about the animus and
loathing the Masses hold against Unfortunates while keeping sanctity for those dead
from wars. It was a small sad statement made in your wistful tone.”
“Twenty-three years ago.”
“It was in that year we were taken on Holiday touring cénotaphes and Señor Tweed
was escorting us where at Monumento a la Revolución you were grievously saddened—
while we spoke of states of those Unfortunate and Ancient—for which I had seldom seen;
more so. You had not been sorrow-filled when visiting Castillo de Chapultepec nor
Edificio Basurto: ‘twas the monument.
“This intrigue began that very evening.”
“The Unknowns,” said Zoë sadly.
“Aye,” Merle replied. “Proper moments were and are waited for until each act of
insurrection would be made.”
“All those years,” Zoë said thoughtfully until she regained her composure and
declared with mirthful scolding: “Such secrecy.”
“None was intended, Ma’am. No decree was made. For what reason you had not
been informed, I cannot guess.”
“Nourry le Propriétaire does not know,” said Zoë.
“Nor Herr Jekel,” Merle replied.
Zoë began laughing.
“And, the men and boys?” asked Zoë turning to face Nourry le Propriétaire.
“On Sundays, they are on display during the matinée, after Citizens having attended
their Divinities, may come and see,” said le Propriétaire: “Sundays are busiest.”
They thanked le Propriétaire for his tour. Zoë smiled grandly at each woman who in
their turn blushed and curtsied.
They departed.

†
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“The Law of 22 Prairial was enacted in 1794,” began Merle: “It codified those acts
performed in previous years by monarchies and sects under guise of judicial process for
which le Comité de Salut Public was thus enabled.
“Georges Auguste Couthon’s pronouncement ‘For a Citizen to become suspect it is
sufficient that rumour accuses him’ was duly followed and hundreds were brought before
le Tribunal révolutionnaire. Those arrested were guilty of numerous treasons against
patriotism, state, and public morals. Public morals remains most commonly enacted.
“Le Tribunal was efficient: jury, prosecutor, and two substitutes; three-day trials; no
witnesses were allowed; no public counsel for the accused for the accused must speak
pleading their own defense to the jury who were selected by le Convention nationale.
And, judgements were final: acquittal or death. Death was most common.
“Two months later, it was abolished. Still— these tribunals had been established in
other départements and continued. They did cease their appellation of Revolutionary
Tribunal but have continued prosecuting those laws of the Terror until these years; and,
beyond.
“‘La Morale dépravés’ has endured. All Unfortunates offend Masses ‘tis proclaimed
centuries o’er. It is as you have witnessed from the proclamations and edicts issued by
the Ministry of Public Beneficence and the Ministry of Colonial Affairs and printed by
public newspapers as beneficial amendments for the safety of Citizen-Masses.”
“How are such laws continuously passed?” asked Zoë.
“The Maître d’État are those who draft Bills of Conformity, the Tribunate argues
these Bills of Conformity without voting them, and the Legislative Cabinet which votes
them without presenting arguments nor discussion. The Maître d’État are led by
Minister-Cardinalis Taberd; the Legislative Cabinet is Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine.”
“All nations follow those laws publically or tacit,” said Zoë. “Governments and
Citizens.”
“Yes,” Merle replied: “The Law of 22 Prairial shall e’er be enacted in different forms
by different States as decades progress.”
“They all cannot be removed,” said Zoë after several minutes had passed.
“No,” Merle said. “If an Unfortunate wished departure, they were; if an Unfortunate
wished death as departure, it was performed by the act of falling asleep; if one were
fearful of both, they were let remain but given the contentment of Serenity which would
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be deemed incurable madness by others; if one were fearful of death and life, they are
subject to scrivenings of les Hobgobelins couchage until such hours when they decide.
And, there are those for whom we do not know.”
They stood silent.
“You have engaged in these acts against thy sovereignty on my behalf.”
“My Honour would be false if I did not do so,” said Merle as he softly smiled with
compassion.
Zoë smiled tenderly.

†
Merle was standing on the embankment at the Ocean. Saint-Georges arrived on a
Motosacoche. He was dressed in a loose-fitting brown-checked lounge suit and hobnail
boots; he wore a black bowler. He stood taller than Merle and his width was twice.
“Have you seen Titans, Saint-Georges?”
“Couldn’t say, Sir,” he replied as he removed his bowler hat with both hands.
Merle nodded, staring at the edge of the sea and sky.
“Mister Tetch said I was sent for,” offered Saint-Georges hesitant: “It’s an honour for
me to be sent for by you, Sir.”
“It’s what you choose it to be. Simply that.”
Saint-Georges handed Merle a paper-wrapped parcelle. “Mister Tetch sent this.”
Merle unwrapped the parcelle: it was a book, On Beneficent Demons. “Mister Tetch said
he was queer folk. He kept speaking and spit-shining this small glass ball,” said SaintGeorges.
Merle nodded. He rewrapped his book. “This evening, I would you go to Hambourg.
There in the low quartier, you are to lodge at Die Krummen Könige; and, wait. You may
be visited; you may be delivered a trunk; or, carriage. You are to remain inside of the
house until delivery has been made. How you comport yourself, I leave to you. Your
clothes shall be there before you are arrived. Mister Tetch knows that you will be in my
service until released; none may know of that service.”
“Mysterious request, Sir.”
Merle had returned to his viewing over the sea; and, did not reply.
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Saint-Georges nodded uncomfortably and he bowed, and did exit.

†
Zoë passed three burnt stone buildings as she went in the meadowlands and forests
of Monts de la Madeleine. The enameled by Champlevé method tin signs which when
read were,

Hermannus Heremitus
1229
and

Malleus Maleficarum
1486
and

Récollets
1585
†
A steam locomotive passed in the Night on a cast-iron trestle-bridge as Zoë walked
beneath.

†
The old Woman was strolling on the pont Vaise as Moon rose. Her face was
weathered. She was of common height. She was bent from age. She was dressed in widow
weeds and appeared as la Clocharde as she was come approaching four youths standing
at the middle of the bridge. She paused. They would throw an object into the river and
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laugh boisterously after hearing infant-screams submerged. She continued. They were
arguing what to do with the last cat crying in the sack.
“I’ll take it,” said the old Woman in a reedy voice as she stood but a few feet from
them.
They laughed derisively.
The youth holding the sack swung it over his head.
“We decided already. Fire’ll do.”
The old Woman blew gently at the stick match flame after lighting the tobacco in the
bowl of her small clay pipe. The old Woman took the sack hung from the leader’s statue
arm. The four youths stood motionless; their eyes moved. She carefully lifted the infant
cat. She smiled at it and shook her head: the cat was calmed. She viewed them. She held
the cat in the crook of her left arm and, with her right hand, she took the small clay pipe
from her clenched teeth, saying: “Do you swim?”

†
Zoë took her exit as descended she in her passage at Twilight and was departed in
the Night.

†
La Clocharde with the sleeping cat she held did continue her stroll as Moon was
rising seen.

†
Merle was seated in his parlour. He was listening to On Hearing the first Cuckoo in
Spring when there came a rapping at the door. “Please enter, Mister Tetch.”
Mister Tetch was agitated.
“I did what your telegraph instructed. It wasn’t me!"
“I know,” began Merle: “I have read the London papers. A White Chapel reenactment in a single night.” Merle stood. “It was not you, Mister Tetch, who committed
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those crimes.” Tetch started. “I believed you when you told me you would do no
murderous acts. Did you happen to meet someone on the channel ferry who was very—if
not overly—friendly?”
“Yes,” replied Tetch flustered.
“She was very pretty, wasn’t she,” said Merle: “You were followed from the moment
you exited Saint-Étienne.” Tetch began speaking but Merle waved him silent. “And, you
were followed here,” said Merle conversationally. Merle went to the balcony and viewed
the street; Tetch followed him. Merle pointed to several gentlemen in the scene below.
“They are waiting for the constables before approaching these rooms.” Merle shrugged.
“Taberd leading them. Please visit de Trévise until I send for you.”
“How will I know it’s you what sent for me?”
Merle ignored him.
“Please set yourself in the lobby until you have seen Taberd with his followers ascend
the stairs. Then, you may leave safely.”
“What about outside?”
“They are few. They will be secluded at the rear doors. They shall not notice even if
they should know you.” Tetch was about to speak but Merle interrupted: “They are illdisposed. Those murders were committed under pretense of arresting you. All agencies
seek you. ‘La Morale dépravés’ has been invoked against you in their efforts against me.
They shall find me. They shall not find you.”
Merle walked Tetch through the apartments to the foyer and opened the entrance
door, “Good afternoon, Mister Tetch.”
Tetch exited.
Merle went to the balcony.
Taberd arrived and entered the hôtel. Moments later, Tetch exited and he crossed
the avenue and went northwards.
Rough pounding was made on Merle’s door. An elderly gentleman appeared from
one of the rooms. Merle gestured and the man stood silently.
“Enter.”
A company of gendarmes entered followed by Taberd and his followers.
“Where is he!”
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“He’s gone northwards along the avenue. He was seated in the lobby when you
entered; he exited after you departed.”
Taberd was furious. “This!”
“My valet.”
“We must search!” said the Head Gendarme in a stern but timorous voice.
“No,” said Merle calmly. He gestured to where Joseph Karl—his valet—held open the
door they had just entered.
The gendarmes stared at Taberd. “He has gone. I will meet you in the lobby,” said
Taberd as he continued staring at Merle.
They did exit.
“‘La Morale dépravés’ has become most popular for use by Ministers,” said Merle.
“Blasphemes and blasphilopses — all are same!” sneered Taberd. “Your incoherence
last month alerted all patriotic and sane Citizens to your true malevolent character
against Humanity of which all Ministers already knew you to harbour.” He paused in the
hall. “Guillaume Nicodème Merle shall fall from his station most pleasantly.”
Taberd exited. Joseph Karl closed the door and returned to one of the rooms.
Merle watched as they left the hôtel, walking hurriedly northwards.
There was a light tapping at the door. Karl opened the door. He nodded to the
gentleman; and, gestured. Tempérance Hiolle entered. He was dressed in a simple dark
blue suit. He wore pince-nez. He carried a large collection of molded papers fastened
with braided cords; and, his case.
“I apologise for my lateness. I thought I should wait until Citizen Tetch and they had
left,” said Hiolle.
Merle nodded as he stared at the clouds.
Hiolle offered Merle the papers but Merle waved at the writing table; Hiolle placed
them there. “I’d prefer your thoughts,” said Merle as he moved to the sofa and sat.
Hiolle reviewed a ledger he had removed from his large portmanteau case and said:
“Those Errant-Ministers remaining were found in Mérida, Vijayanagara, Lake Bosomtwe,
Mauves, București, Hokkaido and Lyon. They were enjoined with minor engagement
though one was wounded and taken to hospital; and, one jumped into the Rhône where
he drowned before he could be rescued. Their names are noted in those papers. Those
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twelve not entered were found in Nevers. They had been mutilated but identification was
made.”
“Lord-Chancellor Grillant has been included?”
Hiolle nodded; and, continued: “West Pier-Brighton, Chiswick, Ile de France,
Brussels, Vosges, Hambourg, Sofia, München, Somogy, Luxembourg, and Venice are
those Agents voluntarium remaining for which we know except for the last who has been
under guard in the Arizona Territory; he was not approached.”
“Mortaise?”
Hiolle nodded and read through the papers bound with braided cords. “Citizen
Emile Juste-Aurèle Mortaise was found in the desert in that Territory.” He placed the
papers on the table.
Merle sighed. “Mister Tetch shall grieve.”
Hiolle did not understand the statement but remained silent.
“Who was found under guard?”
“Roger de Reims was found in a tuberculosis sanatorium in the Sedona hills,” said
Hiolle. “We found his name in a different tome: Gilles de Retz, Consul de Fidèles.”
Merle smiled with pleased understanding.
“Sir?”
“Circumstances, Hiolle. Circumstances!” He laughed. “Odd, was it not, that no
others were guarded but a low minister. Odd, that one should be murdered overtly while
the murderer remains in hospital for rest yet is found without difficulties.”
“What is it that you understood?”
“Where were you interviewed, Hiolle?”
“Chambre de Fidèles,” replied Hiolle but, as soon as he said those words, he
understood. He nodded knowingly.
“Magister-Regent d’Orléans received me,” continued Hiolle: “Consul-Secrétaire
Javelle was in attendance. Minister-Cardinalis Taberd interrogated me before a ConsulTribunal; Astolpho was in attendance. Several I didn’t recognize. Do you know who
arranged these murders?”
Merle shook his head.
“The difference between supposition and knowing, Hiolle, is that supposèd facts may
be dismissed but knowing cannot. Plots and Intrigues, Intrigues and Plots; but the
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conspirators are many so thus unknown. For three years, we have known of these
machinations but none of the particulars were discovered until those few months passed
after Ministry murders began. Lord-Chancellor d’Aquitaine’s position gains clarity but
remains murky; Taberd was exceedingly blatant for reasons unfathomable. There was
come a third; and, perhaps— a fourth conspirator.”
“These acts are becoming more hurried.”
“They are,” said Merle; “Unraveling, if you would. Their wretchedness caused by
fear.”
“They are taking different avenues?”
“Les Insurgés, les Pyracanthes, les Résurrectionnistes, les Constitutionnels, les UltraLoyalistes, les Préservationnistes, les Exégèses. Les Funambules.” Merle shook his head
slowly as he smiled; and, said: “Les Enragés.”
Hiolle stood perplexed.
“Have you dined, Hiolle?” said Merle as he suddenly stood from the couch. “You
must be weary of this conversation more than I am delighted by it. The fare below is
exceptional. Please, let us have supper and speak of other things: Of shoes—and ships—
and sealing-wax—Of cabbages—and kings—and why the seas do trespass take ‘neath
Nature’s beating wings.” He strode to the door with Hiolle following and said: “Most
delighted!”
“A pleasure, Sir.”
They went.

†
Merle read papers as Zoë sipped her Pimm's cup from a water glass.
“Murders occurring at an alarming unimaginable pace.
“Lord Morley has visited Berlin incognito to discuss an entente between those two
states. Great Britain and Turkey are expected to sign a convention setting regarding the
railway of Bagdad, of Koweit, of the Turkish-Persian frontier and other concerns
remaining between the two gouvernements. London continues to be terrorised by the
Suffragettes.
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“Ministry members are being murdered. Stabbed repeatedly. Eyes and mouths are
primary wounds; throats last as they are left bleeding unto death.” He read further. “And,
the occasional Captain of Industry.”
He selected a different paper.
He turned pages.
“The Commission of the Budget of the Douma refuse further discussion. The
Princess Victoria-Louise and her fiancé are expected to be wed in the Palais Royal of
Berlin. El-Hiba was defeated by loyalist troupes. All countries are increasing militaries.”
He selected a different paper.
“Ministers have been found cholera-infused; others, poisoned; and, others still were
found in advanced stages of leprosy.
“The temperature continues colder this season. Pénélope remains popular.”
He folded them.
Zoë took an orange slice from the glass with her fingers.
“Cordialities between Germany and England waver.”

†
Cannon fire was heard from afar.

†
Themis la Grise and Elfriede de Vienne were standing in a rising crowd watching as
a group with axes was demolishing the narrow arcade.

The Sage Mécanique
She was Rubenesque. Her eyes were glass. Her face and hands were hardened wax;
she was bewigged. She was dressed in a fantastical manner of ancient Greek peplos and
in an extravagant fashion from Bohemia.
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She was a mechanical fortune-teller seated in her wood and glass-encased booth,
when after a coin was dropped, her hand would slide a small card printed with one’s
fortune beneath the glass for one to take.
All metropolises entertained one.
La Fraternité pour la Préservation de la Vie contre Automates were anarchists
against Le Progrès mécanique. Charles le Paladin was handing handbills to the gathering
crowd, speaking:
“Rise up! Rise up, Citizens!
“Automata cannot replace humans. It is unholy. What will become of us! All of us! if
they are continuously allowed. Industrialists! Capitalists! We are Everyman vandals for
Humanity!”
“Lunacy,” said la Grise.
“Lunacy works mysteriously” was heard said by a familiar voice from behind them.
They turned. It was Merle. “They are very—Sadly—prescient.”
“I have long come to expect you most unexpectedly.” Themis la Grise laughed.
Elfriede de Vienne was uncomfortable.
“I was passing. I did pause because, if Mademoiselle de Vienne and you were
interested in this scene enough to watch it so, I should do so, too.” He smiled. “This is
but the sixth; the Horatio Novelty Company will be displeased.” He doffed his hat.
“Mademoiselles.” He vanished through the crowd.
La Fraternité pour la Préservation de la Vie contre Automates fled from the ruins of
the arcade: the police were coming. The gathered crowd dispersed. Some had taken
coins from the floor; some their fortunes.
Elfriede took one. She read it.

Whatsoever is contrary to nature is contrary to reason, and whatsoever is
contrary to reason is absurd.
—Baruch Spinoza
Themis took one. She read it.

The order and connection of the thought is identical to with the order and
connection of the things.
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—Baruch Spinoza
“I like your’s,” said Elfriede.
La Grise handed her card to Elfriede. “I prefer that.”
They exchanged cards.
They went.

†
La Grise returned and collected numerous cards while de Vienne waited at the
corner for her return.
She returned.

†
Zoë was passing the St. Lupicinus monastery: she witnessed a naked Minister
running from the structure and into the gardens. She had passed the monastery on
several occasions and, on each occasion, witnessed this scene performed by different
naked Ministers and, on occasion, this scene was performed by numerous Ministers. She
paused. Merle approached. She turned to greet him. He offered that he had received a
telegraph from one who has accepted his invitation to speak his thoughts on a subject she
mused several weeks ago. “He is in the city. If I may I would take you to him?” She
nodded, saying “Momentarily” as she turned to watch the path the Minister had taken.
The Minister reappeared weeping as he approached. He had bloody scratch-marks
and punctures on his already much-scarred body.
Zoë inquired of the Minister his actions.
He explained he had broken his most Holy vow of silent susurrations: he suffered
flatulence and flatulence had been deemed by Papal-Citizen’s Bull as Goblin blasphemes
against all things Holy of State and so it was atoned by a passage of penance through
bramble and thorn before leaping into the forgiving embrace of the roses planted by
Florus Lugdunensis.
“This occurs often?” asked Zoë.
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“On Cabbage Tuesdays inexplicably.”
He hurried away.
Zoë looked at Merle who merely shrugged. She took his arm; she shook her head.
They continued.

†
The First Balkan War was ended.

†
Ulysses Huckle was standing on the street.
The tall man was speaking. “On the green. Yes. Same green. Yeah. The one on the
northside like he’s done before.” The tall man replaced the receiver back into the castiron box; and, locked it. “Ulysses, let’s you and me take a walk.”
The tall man walked slowly. Ulysses Huckle shuffled after him; he liked that place but
it was not that which he sought in his sleep, walking.
The tall man was pleasantly speaking but Ulysses Huckle only heard him from a
distance as if he were underwater like when he would lie in the bath listening to the
evening radio programs from the living room.
The doctors had prescribed laudanum for his nervousness but Ulysses had
continued his nocturnal promenades to the park when he remembered he had missed
someone.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Melville were waiting standing in the lobby of the brownstone
apartments.
Mrs. Melville née Mary Huckle wrapped a blanket over her father’s shoulders.
Mr. Melville thanked the foot patrolman.

†
They arrived at the entrance of the Bois de Verdun in Parc de la Tête d’Or.

†
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Themis la Grise and the Gentleman she had met on the passerelle Saint-Georges
were seated on the northern tower of the Basilique de Fourvière; their legs over the edge
of the tower.
He pointed; and, said: “Mont Blanc.”
“I thank you for bringing me. It is a breath-taking view,” said Themis but became
silent and silent they sat until Hooke replied: “I was requested my early return.”
She nodded.
“Your dance card is filled?”
“No,” she replied as she shook her head smiling at his ruse. “I would like that.”
She placed her hand on his as they sat there silent beneath the objects in motion by
the celestial mechanics set.

†
They began walking to the Conservatory but Zoë paused, noctilucent. She viewed all
of the grounds of the park.
“I like these. Parks, arboreta, botanical gardens and even those small gardens kept.
They are museums of Nature. Natural History Museums are zoos for the Dead until—one
evening—parks, arboretums, botanical gardens and even those small gardens kept shall be
Natural History, too.”
“And, libraries are museums of Thought,” offered Merle, “until that hour they are
History ceased.”

†
They strolled to the Conservatory and, as they entered, Zoë laughed softly. It was
filled with fragrant flowers and all manner of those orchids which could be found and
grown in intemperate climes.
“I doubt, Sir, Jean des Esseintes could ever invent perfumes as these,” said Zoë as
Merle stood silently with his eyes closed; and, breathed slow.
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Merle, after a moment, opened his eyes and smiled.

†
Caspar de Bruges—Master Antiquarius—was an agèd gentleman of thirty years. His
brown eyes were pallescent. His dark auburn hair was straggled on his shoulders. He was
shaved. His flesh was pallid of an Iridescence that could be but seen by few. He was
dressed in a two-piece sack suit with grey stripes and a white shirt. He wore black boots.

Le Somnambule aveugle
Caspar de Bruges hurried to meet them as they were come into the Conservatory.
“My dear Sir!” said de Bruges cheerfully as he reached them.
“Her Ladyship,” said Merle.
“Sir,” said Zoë; and, de Bruges replied: “Madam.”
Zoë seated herself on a bench as de Bruges and Merle remained standing.
“His Lordship desires me to speak with you of my work. I was allowed a holiday
departure from l’Hôpital Coulmier albeit temporarily under proviso to converse with
none but you. L’Hôpital is anciently built. Those who once resided there in Life were
taken to their true and proper homes. It has found solitude.”
“You study Pâle existence.”
“Yes, Madam, as you see. I prefer the oblivion of Chaos to that which can be sussed.
On the train, things were as supposed but walking to this place I was walking in this today
and fifty years ago on this day. That is how I’ve become.”
“I do.” Zoë did smile with compassionate sadness. “We have not been introduced
until this moment though I have seen you thrice before.” He started. “I watched you
disembark from Saint-Lazare many forgotten years ago. I passed you in the Holy
Innocents some months hence; you were entering.”
“I may remember you but it was not those,” said de Bruges.
“We discussed avenues of passage one would take from fearful and foreboding
places unknown yet familiar when you went strolling in Port-Artur on Liaodong Peninsula
in 1860.”
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Bruges nodded solemnly.
“By Essentiae unbeknownst.”
He commented on only knowing the final minutes of his travels; perhaps, ten
minutes. He does not remember her. He remembers meeting Merle in Saint-Étienne
because he had returned by passage. He was intrigued and turned to Merle: “Have we
met previously?”
“No,” said Merle; “We have not been introduced, if you are asking that. I have—
However—seen you in Antwerp, Lugano, Paris and several less Modern arrondissements
of the continents while you were in the company of others. One tableau in particular was
of very great interest to me. It was in Sofia. I was seated plein air at a cafe. You were
strolling on the pavement. You were aged; fifty years, perhaps. Lunatic in appearance
though you were speaking lucidly aloud to yourself your thoughts until you had come to
the table where you stood very still staring at a gentleman seated with his companions. By
behaviour, you knew this old gent but he—Seemingly—did not recognize you. You spoke
to him. You were surprised to see him after thirty years apart; you concluded. You
departed satisfied he understood your discourse. They laughed after you had departed.”
“A true recollection! I do remember that encounter!” cried de Bruges astounded. “It
was the first time that I thought I must be thought as Lunatic when transgressing in Pâle!”
He laughed. “I’ve been informed by numerous High Physicians to have occurrences of
remembering things from a supposed previous existence but never are they several
existences traveled on different latitudes of Time in the present day.”
“I most recently met another gentleman in Saint-Étienne several months ago,” offered
Merle, “who was in similar states.”
He began pacing.
“I see those things which are meant to be seen but not by all. Lucidity. Do we see
things as others do? Exactly see them. I do not know; I do not believe so. Lucidity seen
through frosted glass; lucidity seen through panes of ice. Lucidity as seen as Clair de
lune.
“Lamps are not submerged in darkness in chambers where one walks: chambers are
rooms in manse; chamber as manse as structure in city; chamber as structure in city in
realms. All are chambers. Nautilus labyrinth. Exit ends.
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“I sometimes will be standing still thinking until I realize I am entering that trance
entangled state where all things are fallen away from me as they are becoming larger as I
am approaching them, as I am standing perfectly still.
“I often reach for things that are moved from where I have placed them as if I were in
one Existence but when I reach for them, I reside in a different one.
“Paintings where faint breathing can be seen. Statues that move until you move your
eyes to them. Lines of text flow slowly like water. Reflections seen in your eyes viewed on
all surfaces. Depth perception is altered. Newspapers grow huge and you become less.
Distances grow greater as you stare; objects retreat. Voices are heard in commonplace
sounds: locomotive wheezings choirs for a single voice.
“To have dreamt of places seen in photogravure magazines is not uncommon. But to
know the avenues of a place and to find one’s way towards a destination in those realms
of Morpheus is all together different.
“Or to see a structure and enter it and know to what room one needs to venture.
“To recognize an engraving of an ancient city in ruin but be reminded of things once
occurring in it.
“What did people dream fifty or one-hundred years ago when photography was not
invented, and engravings were poor.”
He stood in thought.
“I imagine they dreamt of these same things. They dreamt without knowing what they
were nor how they were there. Encyclopædias of Dreams were popular for a time. They
were written interpretatively. Oracles interpreted dreams as they would after having been
declared messengers of the Essentiae unbeknownst.
“There were those painters and writers who documented their travels of Pâle.” He
laughed brusquely. “I wonder how many viewed Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly
Delights or The Last Judgement and saw things familiar and were reminded of familiar
things or recognized themselves.”
He began pacing.
“If I die here do I continue to exist elsewhere? If I should die elsewhere do I
continue to exist here? Perhaps, as before; perhaps, naught. If I should die here, will all
be revealed for those places I visited but do not remember excepting those few final
moments? If I die here shall I be able to visit as I please or wish?
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“Die is a flimsy word. Convenient but flimsy. It is the impermanence of a Life. It
ceases here; it may cease in Past; it may cease in Future. Or, not.
“The impermanence of Life? How does one know they’re dead? To cease existing
does not mean Death; it means one never existed.”
He was muttering to himself. He stood becalmed. He continued.
“I am stuporous in each. All this gains sight which makes my present - which ever it is
- stupor. Still. My stupor diminishes as years progress.” He laughed. “‘Stupor diminishes
while his madness increases as his years progress’ was noted in my papers at SaintLazare. Lucidity by Essentiae hidden.
“My lunacy of appearance deemed by others in Pâle.
“The impermanence of Life has been noted until inducing nauseous disgust.
“The dialogues of the different states of Life are forbidden. To do so has led all of
them to asylums or fear-adhering deaths or superstitious murders. Interesting is it not that
I study things that people lie about experiencing.
“If we use devices for the measurements of the length of Time, how do we measure
Time itself? How do we measure Time in Pâle existences? Time is eternal for all things.
All places.
“Time does nothing. It does not move; it does not pass. More importantly, it does not
differentiate between Past and Future. It is Time. Time does not age. All things and
objects age in Time. Morpheus portals bridge scenes in different theatres deemed Past or
Future which are neither.
“Senility very often indicates that person is spending their hours elsewhere.
“It is - I was told twenty years ago - a savant state. It is not fifty years in the Past. I am
fifty years in the future; that I see is my Present. I am now turned thirty in either but it
weighs enormously on me.
“I shall remember this ending but not all occurring before this moment. My passage
will’n’t be remembered. Perhaps, one day I shall but not this afternoon.”
Caspar de Bruges had concluded. His eyes were given by pallescent device white,
returning from Pâle. He peered at his strap watch. He bowed.
“I must hurry. My train departs.”
“I believe you have not read On the Plurality of Sphæres in A Life Existent,” said
Merle; “It is the title of a work by Louis-Aldonse Milot. It is very enjoyable but not wholly
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truthful. Perhaps, you should introduce yourself to Milot. I will write a letter of
introduction for you, if you wish.”
He accepted.
“If you would,” began Zoë, “we would like your company dining this evening and if
you should agree, arrangements shall be made with Monsieur Guise for your return by
morning.”
Caspar de Bruges bowed. He placed prusse-glass goggles of platinum frame and
filigreed black calf-skin over his eyes.
Zoë stared intrigued. “Good sir? How came you those spectacles?”
“I cannot say for I do not know,” said de Burges; “They were on my bureau replacing
my glasses with a written note attached:

Pâle in Prusse and Prusse in Pâle — Night ever thus:
These.
Zoë knowingly smiled.
Zoë and Caspar de Bruges began walking as Merle stood silently with his eyes
closed; and, breathed slow.

†
It was raining.

†
Les Pleurantes stood beneath the canopy of the twisted and old oak tree barren of
leaves. They wept for those corpses and dying persons tied on to medieval wheels set on
twenty foot poles which bordered the Penance Lane.
They took no notice of farrier pincers rusting on the ground.

†
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Merle arrived. They had been waiting in his study: Zoë had seated herself in the Art
Deco club chair; and, Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne who held a large over-filled
folio was standing beside her. Elfriede de Vienne was six-foot three inches tall. She had
blonde bob-cut hair and dark blue eyes. Her face was lovely but remained fixed with
stern expressions. She was dressed in an opera-coat coloured of Persian indigo over a
white tunic tucked into tan Jodhpurs which fell to her bejeweled Mojari slippers.
Merle sat himself on the couch. The folio contained photographs, various telegraphs,
signed statements and numerous reports. Elfriede de Vienne offered it to Merle who
received it from her; he did not open the folio.

†
Ulysses Huckle walked on the pavement until he had come to the grand park, le
Jardin du Luxembourg. He remembered vaguely that he used to visit the park. The
doctors had performed an experimental surgical treatment that had been developed for
the eradication of dementia, but Ulysses Huckle still continued his nocturnal
promenades to the park when he remembered he missed those whom he could not
remember.
Merle was standing on the deserted rue de Vaugirard in the Odéon quartier reading
affiches and broadsides and adverts pasted on the walls.
Ulysses Huckle hesitated entering the garden; he was not fearful nor timorous but
merely hesitant. He saw Merle and crossed the street to speak with him.
Merle pointed to a broadside he was reading. “This is novelty.”
The old man viewed it.
Merle went a few paces from the elderly gentleman. “What do you think of this?” said
Merle as he pointed to another broadside.
The old man followed and began reading it.
“Why are you here?” asked Merle as he continued reading.
“This is my place even if it is only a dream. I’ve been here before,” replied Huckle as
he continued reading. “I felt I should speak with you since you came here to speak with
me.”
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“No,” said Merle kindly as he perused the papers pasted on the walls. “You came to
me; I did not go to you.” He glanced at Huckle. “It isn’t Dream; it is not Death.” He
returned to his reading. “You are not asleep in this place and neither are you become
deceased. Simple cognizant differences. Those who dream and those who dream in
Death merely observe for they are but sleeping; those in states of Clarity converse with
their sense of Reason and Logic. We are conversing.”
“Why?” asked Huckle as he turned to view Merle.
“I am waiting for someone,” replied Merle heedless of the actual question.
“Me?” Huckle said after standing mute confused.
“No. An other,” said Merle pleasantly as he consulted his pocket watch. “She
approaches.”
“Then what?”

†
Themis la Grise and Elfriede de Vienne had walked until they turned on to rue Pierre
Sala. A gent was standing in front of a large white flag set on the wall; the text was written
in an invented runic fashion above a red Amalfi cross.
He was standing on a crate speaking of the creeping incursions by foreign elements
set on the overthrow of all revered. Several brutes were watching the few of those who
stood watching the speaker.
“Pardon, monsieur,” interrupted la Grise: “but what is the meaning of your flag?”
“It is a secret language from unknown Antiquity,” replied the speaker. “The
translation — Vigilance-Strength-Victory — is our motto. We are those crusaders who
stand against all those who should wish to be standing amoungst their Sovereign
masters.”
“How did these people you so revile come to reside in this city?” asked la Grise.
He was startled. “They were slaves.”
“May these not be Free Slaves who became Frenchmen and Frenchwomen by
monarchical and papal decrees?”
“They do not belong here! We have no monarchs! We recognize no popes!”
“The Great Revolution recognized slavery was against all men; they freed slaves.”
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He was gravely startled.
“They are children of slaves! Ancestral sin precedes them!”
“Surely. Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité is to be honoured since it is the republican
spirit.” She tossed him a one-franc coin. “An aide-mémoire. It is everywhere. It should be
simple to remember it.”
He fumed. He gestured.
“Fortunately, there are those not as insipid and weak as you. What jealousies do you
harbour?” said la Grise. “You suckled at the teat of Fear of your own design; your words
announce your Hatred.”
One of the large brutes approached la Grise from behind and was about to reach for
her when de Vienne held the man’s arm with her left hand: she crushed the bones in his
forearm; and, as he would cry out, she place the extended index finger of her right hand
over his lips: he whimpered sobbing silently.
“An irony. They did not belong here when their ancestors were brought from all parts
of the continent of Africa as slaves yet you brought them. It was you who brought those
who you so despise.”
Themis la Grise and Elfriede de Vienne began walking from them.
He threw the coin at la Grise’s head as she walked from him but before it could reach
her, it turned vapourous.
“It is Japanese,” said la Grise to de Vienne as they strolled on the rue; “It means
‘Tourist Bus.’”
Elfriede de Vienne laughed.
They went.

†
“There shall ever be evolvements of black-hearted amusements by Humanity. History
illuminates this future sans characters or stage-sets: mystery. Messengers have come
before; they shall come later with different intrigues and plots.
“Four Potestates have Past existed: l’Aristocrate, l’Évêque, le Juge and le Banquier;
and, they shall continue in these coming Modern Ages as they have come before.
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“Five now thus exist for it now includes—by necessity—Antinoüs l’Homme d’État, due
to their Modern Age: all five are represented in all places. They shall die to be
resurrected by others as themselves had done. There shall be always those entities as
defined by characters elegantly portrayed by Sade: Duc de Blangis, Blangis l’Évêque,
Président de Curval, Durcet le Banquier and Antinoüs. They shall be known by different
names but their plots and intrigues wait for them.”
“More than one?”
“Many more than one,” replied Merle, “as Progress continues and Titus forsakes
tobacconists and cigars, he shall assure more than one exists when his nostalgie de la
boue returns."

†
The dark Gentleman was addressing the Crooked Kings who were standing in a halfcircle: they were dressed in black burqa-style silk garments worn over their robes; they
wore iron crowns. They were tall; they were each of identical height and girth. They did
not speak; all were hunchbacked.

†
“Why did you laugh when I read Titus’s note?”
“He has never been kidnapped in all of History. It was when we were in Lyon and
you asked who could have established these Impostors. He established his own intrigue. I
had not ceased wondering why dark Gentlemen were to be seen in seemingly random
cities; they were not random: each cité had a Minister of some worth for him.”
Zoë was perplexed.
“He is the Anarchist absolute. He does not traffic in revolutionary insurrections
unless they further his amusement. Taberd and d’Aquitaine weren’t amusing.”
“He is waiting,” said Zoë.
“He waits for he has the patience of Job.”
Zoë smiled wincing.
“His Station,” said Merle: “His nostalgie de la boue no longer requires his service.”
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Zoë frowned.
“He a tobacconist had become and so returns.” She shook her head in disbelief as
Merle continued: “His note is not ‘Lucifer has gone’ nor ‘I have to Lucifer’s estate gone’
but ‘I have gone to sell lucifers and vesuvians.’” Merle held a single match for Zoë to see
as Merle continued: “Lucifers are matches.” He went to the side table and Merle
returned with a fusee he did hand to Zoë. “A vesuvian is a woven cord soaked in
chemicals used for lighting cigars; it smoulders: a fusee.”
“Delightful,” laughed Zoë: “Lucifer and Vesuvius used as the implements of fire.”
“It would be proper if it had been named ‘Venusian’,” said Merle as he received and
replaced it on the table. Zoë arched her eyebrows to which Merle said: “Venus
smoulders.”
Zoë winced.
“Lucifer and Venus are the implements of light,” said de Vienne.
“Dear Elfriede,” offered Zoë, “We must ignore him when he becomes as this.”
“Ma’am,” replied de Vienne with grave uncertainty.
Merle smiled.

†
Zoë paused in her steps as she had come to the Century House on the embankment
of the River Thames.
It was a massive but unassuming granite structure with it’s Doric columns. It was set
on the stylobate at the end of one-hundred and thirty limestone steps.
Zoë had entered into the antechamber but, as there were none to greet her, she
began walking to the Great Hall.
“Madame! Madame! Madame! Women are not permitted,” bellowed a wizened ViceFootman who ran hurriedly after her. Zoë paused; and, said as he approached her: “I was
unaware.”
The Vice-Footman panting nodded appreciatively; he gestured Zoë to follow him.
Zoë smiled as she continued into the Great Hall.
Furors occurred.
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Merle was smiling as Zoë walked to where he was seated in his large leather chair and
contentedly smoking a cigar. She was dressed in a milky-pale jade green silk gown over
which she wore a heavy dark Lincoln green satin coat with beaver cuffs and collar. Her
stockings were green; her shoes were green. He stood as did the old gentleman seated
beside him.
“La Femme verte,” said Merle.
“Father Christmas,” Zoë replied.
“Such familiarity,” said the old gentleman wearing a simple black suit with a white
shirt and black necktie; he frowned. “We are in arguments over Chance and Vice. You
have come serendipitously.”
“It is my pleasure.”
“And you,” Hieronymus Virge le Maître bowed.
“Why do you smoke those?” asked Zoë.
A red fox ambled across the Great Hall.
Le Directeur with numerous members of staff approached as their raucous
protestations had been heard heralding their long advance across the Hall.
“Gwendoline,” said Zoë with faint reproach.
“Mesdames are unpermissable! Foxes are unpermissable!” le Directeur declared.
“Mister Clemens, if you recall. We dined at his table on the Gallia and afterwards—
on that first occasion—he offered me one. Most enjoyable. He directed me in New York
City where to purchase them.”
“Do you see, Gwendoline,” said Zoë; “Femmes and foxes are beneath this lofty
station of Fraternité.”
“Have you read Mister Clemens, Virge le Maître?” inquired Merle.
“My fond memory of that voyage was the lunar rainbow,” offered Zoë.
“No.”
Zoë extended her arms towards the fox. The fox leapt into her arms and was
transformed into a stole which Merle placed on her shoulders as he said: “The Innocents
Abroad, or The New Pilgrims’ Progress is recommended.”
“Delightful man.”
“Then, perhaps I may do so,” replied Hieronymus Virge le Maître, “on Madame’s
assent.” He bowed before Zoë.
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Le Directeur continued his protests. The staff continued their recriminations but less
so as they were become wary, frightful, for the fox-stole had winked at them.
They were ignored.
Virge le Maître led Zoë as they began wandering about the Hall conversing as Merle
wandered off.
Le Directeur and staff continued their protests amoungst themselves.
Virge le Maître led Zoë as they began wandering about the Hall conversing it’s
history as Zoë viewed the opulent splendour of the Hall.
Le Directeur in his frustration reached for the arm of Virge le Maître but, before he
could grasp him, the old gentleman stood to his full height and gestured after Merle and
he said in a loud sonorous commanding voice: “Him! Speak with him! He is of no
importance while I and she converse. Flee!”
Gwendoline barked.
They ran after Merle where he had gone.
Zoë thanked him.
There was a general displeasure festering in the Hall. Several with profound petulant
indignation tossed their newspapers on to the carpet and stomped from those intruders
against Order and Rules.
“It was one of few structures to have survived the Great Fire,” said Virge le Maître.
“You have not been in the Hall before this evening?”
“No.” Zoë shook her head. “Gentlemen are rarely in attendance."
Virge winked, smiling.
“It was originally a natatorium drawing fresh water from the river until that was spoilt.
This work you see was completed in 1565.” They continued their tour for Virge was
become the Guide and spoke of the obscure woodwork of the Mahogany boiseries; and,
spoke of the sigils engraved in the tracery; and, spoke of the tableaux wrought in the
friezes on the Corinthian columns and arcane words inscribed on the architraves. He
spoke of the curvatures and on the curves of the architecture. And, of the rib-vault
ceiling with it frescoes.
“If you should like,” began Zoë, “we will be playing card games later and would wish
you to attend with us.”
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Virge grumbled in amusement. “You have transcended house rules in your desire to
speak with me? on this!”
“No. Monseigneur is he I have come kidnapping from his leisure but, had I known
you’d arrived, I would have come for you.”
Virge bowed.
Merle returned: he had his overcoat, hat and cane.
They took their exit while Gwendoline who was left to her own devices went
wandering through the Century House delighted with all she saw and highly amused at
those who would chase her.
“Have you been le Directeur of this establishment?” asked Merle.
“Distasteful whimsy thinking,” Virge replied.
“Themis will be playing,” said Zoë.
“An amusing girl,” Virge grumbled in amused laughter: “Stone.”
They stood on the embankment.
“I should like to have words with Mademoiselle la Grise,” said Virge. He was
frowning but his eyes were merry. “Aye,” said Virge as he wandered in the opposite
direction.
“I shall come.”

†
“Necromantias of Spirit and Shade,” said Zoë; “come from Æther
and void. Why are they included?”

†
Zoë wandered through the library and entered into the garden. She
entered into the labyrinth: she amused herself and wandered unerringly
until she had come to the Court of Miracles. On the Court was found a
large cabinet with an obelisk and glass spheres which contained tin-plate
figures of lithographed appearances and in each skeletal-figurine were
secreted magnets.
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And, by operation of the large magnet, the figurines performed at
their danse macabre.

†
She passed several buildings: “Le Bureau de la Putréfaction” and “Les
Trépasses Contagieux” and “La Commission Médicale des Amants
Paranoïaques Syphilitiques liés par la Lune” and “L’Académie des
Pathologies Morbides” as two Pies carried a stretcher on which was the
corpse of a Doctor-Citizen whom had expired in the throes of Extase
vénération by Resveries.

†
She read each typeset tract, by the light of a single gas-lit lamp above
the iron doors, which were titled Toute Connaissance ment jusqu'à ce a
trouvé, nailed to the left of each door; and, as she read, at each door a
different voice was heard:

“By Appointment to Her Majesty Only.”

†
“Then you must be on the ledger of Dictionnaire Raisonné et
Bibliographie des Fous.”

†
They were personifications of the Nine Earthly Temperaments:
Ónirisme, l'Illusion, Hystérie, Idiotie, Melancholie, Melancholie
érotique, Narcissisme psychopathologique, Paralysie, and Sérénité.

†
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“No, le Demi-Monde not of the Demimondaine but I would like to
be of Flâneuse,” said Zoë pleasantly.

†
The Serpent thought silently as the Priest-Confessor read his
pamphlet breviarium, L’Aube spirituelle: Le Léthé, Le Mort joyeaux et les
Tristesses de la Lune.

†
“That sense of déjà-vu or true familiarity for one unremembered. Or,
places and things unknown.”

†
The light from the windows of the triforium fell as directed by glass
and mirrors on the Femme standing on the column. The Femme was
rendered in moulage of ivory and marble and wax; and, in her upward
held palms, she held bell-jars. The light fell on to the bell-jars in her
hands. The Femme stood at the height of the rotunda and her upturned
face peered through the glass of the basilica. The Femme-moulage was
stood on the column of basalt and the column was stood on a pedestal
of black polished granite.
She stared upwards at the Pleurante of Logic; it was not at the
moulage she watched: it was the pendulous corpse had who made his
gallows on the Femme’s arm which held the bell-jar of Æther of lurid
Reason.

†
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Zoë led Merle as they went on the pavement of the embankment against the Thames.
She offered that Merle had alarmed various cabinets more so than ever before. “May
you not have them cease these acts?”
“They lack efficacy for what they want to accomplish.” Merle sighed. “I may mitigate
but not prevent nor censure.”
“Dolphin scales,” said Zoë at they passed cast-iron lamps. “It has been mentioned
that you returned their letter-opener in a most grimoire manner,” said Zoë as they walked
arm in arm to which Merle replied: “Grand-Guignol—Perhaps—would be more accurate.”
She smiled.
The lamps were extinguished as they passed.
Merle idly struck with his cane a lamp on the balustrade as they passed it; it toppled
over. “Oddly placed,” he replied to her glance.
“Why are they so?” Zoë asked as they walked.
“Paradise has but two constants—Avarice and Fear—which all but few embrace,”
replied Merle. “Colonialism and Imperialism are from these made. This War which
approaches is wrought from those constants which have been progressing over the last
twenty years and, for some, over one-hundred years ago clockworks were set.”
“Ignorance?”
“Those stood with Avarice and Fear shall feign ignorance of circumstances as they
have forever improvidently done; and, so shall forever do.”
“It is my incomprehension which causes me to ask you these things. My disbelief
ended many ages ago.”
“Modernity advances Horror and Terror until it is exposed.”
“The London Matchgirls’s Strike.”
“Yes, Ma’am,” said Merle. “What was the currency worth of a Life in 1888?
Statesmen and industrialists by their avarice and through fears induced by own their
invention make Life to be as pennies. Men, women and children are the automata of
Industry and State. Citizens—lower and bourgeois—shall be kept in divine indifference by
that Nobility through organs of information under their provenance. And, as Modern
Ages are replaced, Nobility shall thus take new forms and continue; and, indentured,
servus, and fief shall have new names.
“It remains unchanged.”
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“I remember,” replied Zoë distantly.
“All by State and Church—excepting they themselves—are deemed persona leprous
from ancestral sin: Church has taken depravity though it often wavers between including
deficiency of Piety and individual indulgences in sin; Nobility has taken poverty for which
all who are born in mean stations shall always collectively remain with this deficiency of
Piety.
“Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyon—in the Second century—was the first to allude to ancestral
sin; monarchs were the second. And, so— seventeen one-hundred years has this sin
grandly progressed by Church and State.”
He paused.
“Experiment or Entertainment.”
“Pardon?”
“I was recently reminded of a thought gamboling passing which has not been
resolved,” replied Merle as he turned to face Zoë.
“Thy rage rises,” said Zoë.
Merle nodded.
“Since mid-century last.”

†
“The brute who shall carry High Physician Thomire’s Silla chair is one; those who
were attending with Louis-Jean-Marie l’Évêque are brutes, too. Verge has been accosted;
la Grise has been accosted.” He turned to de Vienne. “You have been followed by
Malebranche.” She stared in disbelief. He again spoke with Zoë. “Lord d’Aquitaine may
have used them as assassins and spies against those he suspected of treason against his
intrigues; the Messenger may have used them as assassins. There are others yet found.”
“You’ve been accosted,” said Zoë; Merle laughed.
“They all trépas,” said de Vienne.
“Indeed,” said Merle. “This play has nearly ended for all but the principals.” Merle
stood and he said melodramatically: “However!” He laughed. “However, as are all things
of these intrigues and plots now become less, they are becoming more muddled and—
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Consequently—less understood. We shall never know if all of the assassins were found
since we know not how many were engaged. There may be some still lurking years anon.”
“D’Aquitaine’s desperation was untoward. He has never before been frightened but,
if after all these decades he should become desperate, it would from fear be. There was
another who first set d’Aquitaine’s intrigue in motion with beguiling words of deific
Grandiosity; and, there was one who instilled d’Aquitaine’s fear.”
“So vexatious,” laughed Zoë. She thought until she realised: “We are Coming!”
Merle smiled.
“Ma’am?” said de Vienne.
“They were being for the benefit of d’Aquitaine,” said Zoë merrily at the amusement.
“They were seldom seen thirteen years ago but have increased in display over those years:
they are pasted in every cité everywhere!” She laughed. “Poor d’Aquitaine.”
“Poor d’Aquitaine?” mused Merle amused.
“The errant Komusō-Messenger was coming for him,” said Zoë. “It was poor
d’Aquitaine who brought the titanic Hideousnesses on to this place.”
“They’re gone,” said Merle.
“How did you know it was not Titus?” Zoë asked.
“Titus cleaves to a Gentlemen’s Agreement,” replied Merle, “in his fashion.”
“He’s never strayed?”
Merle slowly shook his head.
“The Malevolences followed coming to this place was cause for Mister Hooke’s
entrance,” said Zoë.
“Hooke’s entrance was thrice reasoned,” said Merle: “Malevolences; Beseechings;
and, an Eidôlon he wished visiting to see.”
“Thrice entranced,” replied Zoë. She smiled as she thought; and, happily laughed.
"Those affiches!”
“We are coming,” said Merle, “has three figures—Yes; but for whom they represent
one must know who commissioned those affiches and had them pasted in every cité
everywhere where they who would be influenced with fear on seeing them would go.
“On first sight, I imagined them as le Maréchal, al-Jinn and Charon. Later—la Grise,
Virge and Hooke. You surmised they were intended for d’Aquitaine: The Messenger,
Titans, and the Malevolence. Others have deduced the Blessèd Invalide, Devil and
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Death. Citizens believe it to be a burlesque-grimoire — in the Modern-style — théâtrepiece to be performed in that cité pasted. Lively arguments for the identity of those
figures are made and lost even as we speak.” He laughed. “A most amusing carte de
visite: all believe what they will.”
“What did you believe they advertised?” asked Zoë to which de Vienne replied:
“Grand-Guignol.”
Merle stood and, after he had stared from the window in thought, turned to Zoë.
“His finest dupe.”
“Indeed, Sir,” said Zoë with merry eyes. “‘Tis!”
“Who commissioned them?” asked de Vienne.

†
A motorlaunch ferried by the Mortality Brigade retrieved the body that had fallen
from the promenade into the river.

†
“Hooke.”

†
“And, those assassins who strove against your existence? Which party did so?”
Merle shrugged. Zoë looked stern. Merle ceased smiling.
“As you wish,— Each. They had their own reasons but they set their machinations
against me with secrecies from their adversaries as well as their kin.” Merle laughed. “At
that one episode, assassins from each party arrived at the same hour and, with patriotic
fervor against each other, murdered each other. Secrecy at it’s finest.”
“I have this sense we have done this before,” said de Vienne.
“Déjà-vu?” asked Merle.
“Yes,” replied de Vienne.
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“A remembrance of a dream from hours passed? or, that we are in a dream of those
events occurred?” said Merle.
“You may ignore him and Mister Hooke when they muse on such things as this.”
“Ma’am,” replied de Vienne.
Merle smiled.
“There will be others,” said Zoë continuing.
“Yes,” said Merle; “Lord d’Aquitaine conspired with his assassin to murder me.
Evidently, he told no one. Taberd — unbeknownst by all — had solicited the anarchists
and assassins to murder those Lower Ministers who concurred and would keep the
methods of d’Aquitaine or beliefs Taberd considered weak: Taberd wished the demise of
d’Aquitaine; and, d’Orléans has his assassins for whom I am the sôle object in his effect
to ascend to the high station performed by Taberd; but d’Aquitaine or Taberd had him
murdered because he was come as Unfortunate.
“And, hence— l’Invalide has his assassins who are unbeknownst by all as does Titus
who has his anarchists and assassins for his amusement.”
“Their emblems were the sôle method for knowing friend or foe,” said de Vienne.
“The brothel coins and cuckold pins were easily found. The other assassins had no
coin nor pin— or, so it was.”
“Yes?” said Zoë, intrigued.
“They did. I had told you l’Éminence malus had given me a médaille in SaintÉtienne. It was minted by a counterfeiter in Saint-Étienne who was then murdered by
l’Invalide as was the maidservant Geneve—the counterfeiter’s consort—after médailles
were complete. Arrogance and vanity: his profile was on the face and

Sic semper evello mortem tyrannis
on the reverse of the médaille.
“The two assassins in Lyon: one had a brothel coin in his pocket; the other did not.
Le Cruel had been instructed to take the corpse which did not have a coin to be
dissected; a médaille was found: it had been swallowed.”
“Swallowed?” asked de Vienne.
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“I would surmise it had been taken as wafer,” said Merle; “All of the assassins which
had been identified as such were dissected or, in several instances, disinterred before
dissection. All had médailles. Some had died from their médaille lodged in their throats
which illustrates why all numbers assigned for the conspirators are useless; they were hid
until that hour in which they would be found. One assassin was found in hospital after
surgery; his médaille had lodged in his colon.
“Those who were given brothel coins were given them by Titus. None could
remember his appearance nor voice when asked.
“Those given médailles of l’Invalide were done so by himself. Still, I would state that
some médailles given by him were given to others that wished to no longer be party or
that wished to recruit others; they were not swallowed.”
“Those of pearl pins are Taberd’s?” said de Vienne.
“It is a representation of a cuckold sign from ages Past,” said Merle: “LordChancellor wears a single pearl, a very rare blue pearl. He has assigned some
significance to it and, like l’Invalide’s médailles, it is of no consequence but to those who
make assignation.”
“How many assassins did you say?” said de Vienne.
“Thirty.”
“I have seen many in the ministries wearing Cuckold pins. It must be more than
thirty,” said Zoë.
“Undoubtedly.”

†
Les Pleurantes numerous passed in a long column.

†
The Mortality Brigade was attending the plainly dressed gentleman who was seated
on a bench in a park on a rainy morning in Saint-Étienne who had carved his throat.
They found the note which read,
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“My Life must end for I was not to be the model posing as Sappho painted by
Charles Auguste Mengin.”
†
“There have been plots and intrigues before this but less in grandeur,” said Zoë.
“It is not these Present-Day affairs which induce my rage; my grief exists in those
things which are yet to befall,” Merle replied. “There shall—in years hence—come wanton
disregard for all things set in Nature sent spiraling in descensions of Inferno and they
will continue with neither naïveté nor ignorance.”
“Your grief becomes wrath,” said Zoë.
“From Nubilus and Scopulus,” Merle nodded: “These escapades are antecedent for
the greater evils waiting.”
He sighed.
“I do not worry about your or my safety,” said Zoë, “but that of those innocents who
would be caught between all of these actions and those counteractions brought by the
cabinets and assassins.”
Merle leaned on the granite retaining wall as he viewed the vault of the sky beyond
the river. His left hand was placed on the base of an extinguished lamp. “Those who are
not party have been or are in the process of being removed by Mister Tetch. Those who
are participants are being allowed their own deaths for amoungst them there are no
innocents. Those who have been made bewildered are being sought and found and set
in the structured gardens of Asphodel Meadows on this sphere as you would have
wanted. It is those who are murdered by assassins for unascertained reasons for whom we
cannot do but wait.”
“Do they know not what they do?” said Zoë.
“They know what they do but do not concern themselves their consequences,” said
Merle grimly; “They shall, Ma’am, know them when all the beauty of the unrestrained-inbalance Marvells of Chaos have risen.
“This Modern Age above all others shall begin the acceleration of depravities by
Industry, Science and Medicine. Order and rules established during 1773 continue in
hurried locomotion against that which was given Man. ‘Tis my Grief.”
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“This was foretold,” said Zoë: “It is the funiculaire which after having risen to the
peak begins descending les Montagnes Russes by gravity on the opposite side, without
brakeman nor brake." Merle would speak but Zoë gently shook her head. “Thou are not
Conductor.” His grasp had been tightening on the iron base of the lamp; the brightness
of the lamp flickering grew as he was continued speaking until it was become a lamp of
dark.
“Come,” said Zoë as she took his hand from the lamp and led him into the deepening
Night as light slowly diminished.

†
The lamps were extinguished as they passed.

†
They had strolled in silence when she stopped and looked kindly in Merle’s eyes,
saying: “What would you have me do?”
“As thou wouldst as thou doth do.” He bowed his head with sincere formality. “My
apologies.” He sighed. “Forgive me.”
He offered her his arm and she accepted.
They sadly solemn went they the length of the Thames until that twilight-lit Zone—
l’Aube—was risen in the silence.

†
Zoë and Elfriede de Vienne were seated on a large Diné blanket on the lawn of the
Parc de la Cerisaie. They were picnicking. Zoë was taking dessert of a pomegranate,
selecting the seeds with her fingers. Elfriede de Vienne was attentive as Merle was
addressing a comment she had made.
“Quatuor Aetatibus Hominis.
“The First Age was the Age of Tempérance. It was Naissance. It was of Nature. It
was l’Ancien Régime. It was where Humanity and Dæmons dwelt existing in that singular
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place of the four realms— Air, Water, Earth, and Fire. All things of Féerie and Myth are
from that place of l’Ancien Régime with all other creaturae. They were the First-Citizens.
Les Citoyens immortels. Humanity followed centuries after.
“It was then between the first and second ages when Fey began slowly to be
withdrawn from Humanity.
“The Second Age was the Medieval Age. It existed for thirteen centuries from the
2nd to the 15th century when the authors of Piety Tomes introduced the Three Spheres
of Existence — Paradisus, Purgatorium, Perditionem — and, Féerie and Myth to be
demons, in the Second Century. The common folk of Hades were delighted for they were
in the realm of Fire and, from that realm, they enticed the naïfs of Church and State with
tall tales of lurid horrors and mad-cap fancies, devilish amusements and baleful terrors
which fueled those naïfs of Church and State with imaginative fantasies of salacious
torture they themselves with charnel thoughts would wish. Purgatory was of Air, Water
and Earth; Paradise, Æther.
“The Third Age is of Steam. The Grand Mortality begins. It was the First Industrial
Revolution from 1760 until ending in 1840. Fey did benefit from Man’s inventions:
steam engines; gas-lighting and stoves; glass works for architectural pieces: large glass
panes and curved glass windows; treadles on sewing machines, looms and phonographs.
All manner of mechanical and domestic devices. They did so until 1832.
“The Fourth Age is the Age of the Long Great Withering. It is the final age of
Humanity. It is a play performed with but prelude and coda. They opine this second age
of Industry from beginning in 1870 shall cease in 1914. It does; but shall continue as
Humanity continues inventions in the arts of Science, Medicine and War. It is the Age
of Cupidity. It begins this year next. It shall not cease; but they are and shall there
remain in the Age of the Long Withering.
“That’s tragic!” exclaimed de Vienne.
“It is neither tragedy nor farce,” replied Merle: “‘Tis History waiting.”

†
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Merle and Zoë were passing the Basilica of Notre-Dame de Fourvière.
Archbishop Anne-Jacques-Pierre Ollivier was standing on the steps speaking with
several persons, who after concluding their speech with the Archbishop, departed.
Merle led Zoë towards l’Archevêque.
“Your Grace,” said Merle: “A moment.”
L’Archevêque Anne-Jacques-Pierre Ollivier paused. He viewed them with grave
suspicion as they approached yet nodded.
“How does one know if their beliefs lie in ignorance?” said Merle.
“We are in argument over ignorance,” offered Zoë as reply to l’Archevêque AnneJacques-Pierre Ollivier’s stare. Ollivier l’Archevêque smiled weakly at her.
Ollivier l’Archevêque turned to speak with Merle.
“Truth is a standard both of itself and of falsity,” replied Ollivier l’Archevêque.
“Baruch Spinoza,” said Merle.
Zoë thanked him.
“Who then makes that assignation?” Merle asked.
“What assignation?” queried Ollivier l’Archevêque.
“Of that which is truth itself or falsity.”
“Everyone’s complicitous. Self-evidence is all one needs,” replied l’Archevêque
coolly. “I became a servant of this gospel by the gift of God’s grace, given me through
the working of his power.”
“Éphésiens 3: 7,” said Merle interrupting.
Zoë thanked him.
“We are to keep watch over ourselves,” continued l’Archevêque, “and all the flock of
which the Holy Spirit has made us overseers for they were bought with blood because
demons and devils will come in among them and will not spare the flock; and, even from
our own number men will arise distorting truth in order to seduce disciples made
following after them.
“All before us is self-evident.”
“Actes 20: 28-30,” said Merle.
She thanked him.
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“The single deity of monotheism?” said Merle; “or, the Great Mystery expressed by
the first people of the Americas? Which is truth? They are each self-evidenced by the
believers of those deities.”
“Properly stated would be plural, ‘witches,’” said Zoë attempting not to smile but—
startled, Merle turned his head so as to peer at her. He shook his head and was intending
to speak; but, broadly smiled.
“They are few,” said l’Archevêque; “They could never conceive of a pantheistic deity.
Self-evidences.”
“They did,” said Merle as he continued viewing her. “They were many before
genocide was waged against them by the colonialists welcomed on their lands but, Yes—
they are few.” He turned to l’Archevêque. “Self-evidence? Witches?”
Zoë smiled.
“The single God of monotheism,” replied l’Archevêque.
“The Great Mystery is a single deity,” Merle replied
“A false god.” He slowly shook his head and gestured with his hand the hopelessness
of continuing their conversation. “Truth — therefore — is a single monotheistic deity
proven by falsity.”
“They turn a faith, which may be true, into superstition,” said Merle in reply; and, to
Zoë said: “Spinoza.”
She thanked him.
“Why destroy their way of Life, remove their language from use,” said Merle; “and,
make them in the image of pale-skinned apostolic settlers who believe themselves clothed
with divine power from the Holy Spirit?”
“We go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature; and, whoever
believes and is baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe will be condemned.”
“Mark 16: 15,” said Merle.
Zoë nodded.
“We are taught not worshiping their gods, nor serving them, nor do according to
their deeds; but utterly overthrow them and render destruction of all their sacred pillars,
practices and thoughts in pieces.”
“Exode 24,” said Merle.
She nodded.
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“Must you do that!” stammered l’Archevêque.
“Yes,” Merle replied.
“There are false prophets among the people,” continued l’Archevêque, “just as there
will be false teachers among us. They will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even
denying the sovereign Lord who bought them—bringing swift destruction on themselves;
and, many will follow their depraved conduct and will bring the way of truth into
disrepute, where after, in their greed, these false teachers will exploit them with tales they
have concocted. The longstanding verdict against them remains in force, and their
destruction does not sleep for he did not spare the ancient world when he brought the
flood on it’s ungodly people as he too will not spare those who blaspheme in matters they
do not understand like unreasoning animals, creatures of instinct, born only to be caught
and destroyed, and like animals they too will perish for false messiahs and false prophets
will appear to the people and perform great signs and wonders to deceive them as they
have since Genesis; and, they will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to
myths; and they shall perish for there will be sent his Terror, and throw into confusion all
the people whom blaspheme to be caught and destroyed.
“Blackest darkness is reserved for them.”
“Peter 2: 1,2,3,5,12; Matthieu 24: 24; Timothée 4: 4; Exode 27 ending with Peter 2:
17,” offered Merle before he turned and asked of l’Archevêque: “They are given Last
Rites before the rituals of Salvation begin?”
“They are given redemption in all things,” replied l’Archevêque. “Heathenness
replaced by Modern mores by learning Gospel and baptism for those alone if we retain
the sins of any, they are retained; if we forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them;
and that repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to all nations
when the Holy Spirit comes on them to the ends of the earth who is able to establish
according to gospel and the preaching of scripture, the revelation of the mystery which
has been kept secret for long ages past, but now is manifested, and by the scriptures of
the prophets shall be made known to all the nations.”
“Good day,” said Merle to Ollivier l’Archevêque as he escorted Zoë from that place.
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L’Archevêque Ollivier was puzzled and vexed beside himself to be so importuned as
he ascended the steps to the basilica.

†
Zoë and Merle continued.

†
“Jean 20: 23; Luc 24: 47; Actes 1: 8; and, Romains 16: 25-26.”
“He is not an ignorant man,” said Zoë.
“No. It is his profound understanding that all should follow his deity. It was the lands
in which he was raised in childhood that begat Prejudice, Truth and Folly. But even so,
strands of those Sins—Prejudice and Folly—are in all holy tracts. He was raised where
surroundings were evident in his belief. He cannot conceive—It is impossible—for him
that any other than his faith is not false. They are all false by his understanding and his
knowledge.
“He is well versed. He uses scripture as his words. Chapter and verse were noted but
as fragments: he uses the sentences of others to speak his thoughts.”
“Hypocrisy?”
“No. Texts of death for all following false gods and idols, false messiahs and false
prophets are inherent in all holy texts where one man’s true god is another man’s false
idol.”
“Self-deception? Self-ignorance?”
“Self-ignorance and self-deception are concepts for which those who suffer them
shall never know they do. However, self-induced ignorance and self-induced deception
are commonplace. No. It's akin to Sweeny Todd saying ‘Every day, in every way, I am
getting better and better’ as he stands before his mirror in the morning shaving while
Barbe bleue sits in the tub reminiscing on romance.”
“If this state is neither self-deception nor self-ignorance, what then?” said Zoë.
“There are three: the Cardinal believes in a monotheism under which lay the doctrine
of pantheism which admits all gods and prophets, spirits and wights seen in the various
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epochs of Mysticism and on the four continents are truth; Ollivier l’Archevêque believes
in a monotheistic religion of a single deity; and, the dearly departed Grégoire
l’Archevêque in the cathédrale city of Weychester, he being a member of Ordo Novi
Templi, for which those words spoken by Ollivier l’Archevêque in Peter 2: 1-3 would be
concise excepting they were not followed, is the false teacher.
“All Piety works were written for that Present-Day where after all Modern Ages
deduced divining their Truths with modern perceptions, Reason and Logic through
analyses and interpretation of secret references—Presumably—made in those texts.
“Original words are seldom changed but meanings constantly do to suit a hypothesis
invented by Man in Modern-Day and thus—from Schools of Thought—are risen les
Abattoirs of Belief.” They walked in silence until Merle was smiling. “‘Wise Man?’ and
‘Witches Truth?’ shall stay with me for all ever after days.” He began laughing. “Madame
Saboteuse.”
She smiled.

†
Zoë and Hieronymus Virge le Maître did stroll from the eaves of the ancient woods.
They had come to a magnificent lawn surrounded by the ancient trees. The gravel path
they walked was radiating from the reflecting pool.
“We did not visit here during your previous visits,” said Zoë as they approached the
pool.
The reflecting pool of concrete and mortar, two leagues in length and one in width,
was fed by water flowing down the terraced landings at the northern end of the vale. A
crushed gravel path was set on each side; other paths radiated from the pool.
“Artifice?”
“Yes,” said Zoë. “It is for that which is their artifice that I enjoy them as monuments
of Nature; and, as amusement.”
“Ma’am?”
“Artifice has two forms. Those which are created for others who may not ever visit or
long for water and woods; and, those created privately for the grandiose improvement
over the order of Nature which was believed to be beneath their own grandeur. Étienne
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Dupérac, Israel Silvestre the Younger, Louis Le Vau, Tommaso and Alessandro
Francini, François d’Orbay, Antoine Lepautre, Charles Le Brun, André Le Nôtre,
Claude Mollet, and Christopher Wren offered services on this estate.”
Virge smiled. “Monuments of Nature.”
“The Giambologna fountains and the Bartolomeo Ammannati fountains are favorites.
There are several. It was a Giambologna you appreciated in the farthest dale when you
last did visit.”
Virge nodded.
They went northwards ambling along the lake.

†
Zoë and Elfriede de Vienne had concluded their repast in the parc de la Cerisaie.
They were walking to gare de Perrache where Zoë and de Vienne would return to
Clermont. Merle and Zoë were walking on either side of de Vienne. Merle had replied to
all de Vienne’s queries excepting her last.
“All things cease but Nature, Chronos, and Chaos.
“Chaos is Nature and Nature resides in Chaos. All things which reside in Chaos are
unceasingly ebbed by Chronos. Chronos itself does not have a concept of Time but
Decay: Time was an invention of Man. All things decay.
“Eternity is but an appellation for Chronos: no beginning, no end; and, neither
Ouroboros-like whereas Immortality does have a beginning but no cessation though they
les Citoyens immortels shall not exist forever in a single place but do so in Eternity. Les
Citoyens immortels age and cease in those realms in that Existence of that Sphere; and,
that this Life may lie on the plane of this sphere in a different century, and you will cease,
troubles thee.”
She nodded.
“Existence may be unknown as Promethean punishment but that conjecture depends
on if every day is newly known and Past subdued but not forgotten. If not, and the Past is
eidetically remembered on waking, it is a slow descent into Madness.”

†
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“When did these intrigues and plots begin?” asked de Vienne with visible
nervousness.
“1789 was Jean le Lumineux abdicated; Lord-Chancellor Henri Eugène Filloux and
Lord-Chancellor Robert-François Anthoine—one of which was to have been installed as
le directeur—were kidnapped by villains of d’Aquitaine after which d’Aquitaine installed
himself after having presented Cahiers de Doléances from the various delegations during
l’Assemblée Constituante de la Raison.”
“Mephistopheles,” sighed Zoë.
Merle nodded.
“They were written by him,” said de Vienne.
Merle smiled.

†
Zoë paused. She watched water fall down the cascade. “Dear le Maître, I am
honoured that you have come but wonder it’s reason.”
“I was requested the history of things to come speak with you," replied Virge with
sadness. “You never summoned. You have never commanded me your presence. You
have only ever requested for an audience with me. It is I now who comes to request an
audience with you. Depravities by Industry, Science and Medicine were foretold but not
the finite particulars.”
“I see.”
She nodded solemnly as she continued walking with Virge by her side.
“Pray, begin.”
“Ma’am.”
He thought briefly.
“The Age of Discovery was nascent colonialism and imperialism after which
monarchies in Europe would fully embrace for the glory of Empire from which the
Thirteen Colonies would thus engage. Colonialism and Imperialism forgo Morality.
“Genocides were done on all continents. Europeans brought diseases and poxes to
all lands they found. Smallpox infections on those of Humanity who lived before citystates were created were loosed. Internment camps were established for the safety of
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those whose lands were taken. Infection and internment became methodical by Science,
Medicine and Industry.
“These things you know. If you would indulge me, I shall lay before all that lead to
the two Great Wars.”
“Two?”
Virge nodded. He began.
“The Russian and Circassian War was fought between the years of 1763 and 1864.
“The Russia and Ottoman Empire War was fought between the years of 1828 and
1829 was begun by the War of Independence in Greece.
“The Treaty of London was in 1839 signed.
“The Crimean War from October 1853 until March 1856 by Russia’s defeat by an
entente of France, the British Empire, the Ottoman Empire, and Sardinia.
“The France and Kingdom Prussian War was fought between the years of 1870 and
1871.
“It was in the year 1871, the German 27 constituent territories were become
Deutsches Reich under the guidance rule of the Kingdom of Prussia.
“The Russia and Ottoman Empire War was fought between the years of 1877 and
1878.
“The Congress of Berlin of 1878.
“The Dual Alliance was formed by the German Empire and Austria-Hungary in the
year of 1879.
“The Triple Alliance was formed when Italy joined the Dual Alliance in the year of
1882.
“The France and German Empire Colonial Entente was signed in 1884 and did fall
in 1885.
“The Reinsurance Treaty by the German Empire and Russia on June 1887 was
signed in secrecy.
“The France and Russia Alliance in the year of 1892 was signed.
“The 1899 Hague Convention.
“The Great Britain Entente Cordiale with France in 1904 was signed.
“The First Moroccan Crisis occurred between the years of 1905 and 1906.
“The Great Britain and Russia Entente in 1907 was signed.
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“The 1907 Hague Convention.
“Austria-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908.
“The Second Moroccan Crisis occurred in April 1911.
“The Tripolitanian War was waged between the Ottoman Empire and the Kingdom
of Italy during September 1911 and October 1912.
“The First Balkan War was fought between October 1912 and May 1913.
“The Second Balkan War shall be fought between June 1913 and August 1913.
“Of these you know. All of those diplomacies were based on mutual regard for each
state’s colonial lands, protectorate lands, and future imperialistic intent. Avarice was
tempered by fear; fear was tempered by these events and signatures on paper which were
as steadfast as tides, for conspiracies and plots and intrigues were engaged by all States.
Fear-become-Hatred wallows. Ignorance shall ever be.
“Avarice, Fear, and Fear-become-Hatred fester greatly in these decades coming shall
be played as was done in centuries precedent.
“The First Great War begins this year next in July.”

†
The white tiger appeared. He bent on one knee, bowing. Zoë introduced the white
tiger—Vallisi Udege de Khabárovskiy kray—and Virge le Maître to the other. They
solemnly nodded.
Vallisi Udege strode beside Zoë as she walked listening to Virge le Maître.

†
“The Triple Alliance ends when Italy aligns with the Entente in May 1915.
“The Central Powers were formed of the German Empire and the Austro-Hungarian
Empire become allied by the Ottoman Empire in 1914. The Kingdom of Bulgaria shall
adhere in 1915.
“The Triple Entente of Britain, France and Russia to be later followed by entry of the
United States.
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“These are the principle States performing in this play though others are at
performances in Africa, Asia Major, and the Pacific Ocean.
“The First Great War continues as the Treaty of Peace of Brześć Litewski shall be
issued in March of the year 1918 between the new Bolshevik government of Soviet Russia
and the Central Powers. Soviet Russia abandons the Triple Entente.
“The November Revolution caused Monarchy and Nobility to fall whereby the
German Empire becomes a republic and the Kingdom of Prussia becomes the Free State
of Prussia under German rule during the years of 1918 and 1919.
“The First Great War shall be given armistice in the November of 1918.
“The Versailles Treaty shall be issued 28 June 1919.
“The First Great War ends.
“The Saint-Germain-en-Laye Treaty in September 1919 is signed.
“The Neuilly-sur-Seine Treaty in November 1919 is signed.
“The League of Nations is founded on the 10th of January in the year of 1920.
“The Trianon Treaty in June 1920 is signed.
“The Treaty of Sèvres shall be issued the 10th of August in the year of 1920 whereby
the Ottoman Empire after 600 years ceases.
“The United States–Austria Peace Treaty in 1921 is signed.
“The United States–German Republic Peace Treaty in 1921 is signed.
“The United States–Hungary Peace Treaty in 1921 is signed.
“The Lausanne Treaty in 1923 is signed.
“Revolutions are common. Small wars shall be common. Empires shall fall. Colonies
shall fall. Imperialism shall continue but briefly. Territories change.
“The Treaty of Versailles was harshly written against those states in the Triple
Alliance by colonial and imperialistic victors. However, it is the vindictiveness against the
German Republic which accelerates demise of already fragile stabilities on this continent.
In the third decade of this century events shall further causation of the Second Great
War.
“My dearest Virge le Maître,” said Zoë as she placed her hand on his breast. “These
events?”
“This war year next shall beget the Second Great War.” He paused in his attempt to
find the proper words. She her hand removed.
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“Those causes of events prior to the First Great War remain and shall continue as
influential causes of the Second Great War inclusive with those treaties issued after; and,
acts performed by other nations in this third decade. All nations shall be consumed.
Progress shall continue for all things but one. Industry shall prosper as it destroys.
Medicine shall prosper as it seduces. Science shall prosper as it fractures. All things of
Humanity’s invention shall prosper far well into it’s remaining centuries. Morality never
shall prosper.
“The Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei rises during the years of 1925
and 1933.
“The stock exchange of the United States shall collapse in October of the year 1929.
Global institutions shall fall. Currency wavers; however, in the German Republic, it
becomes useless. Poverty becomes paramount. Misfortune follows all. Wretchedness
awaits. A single decade shall it remain. It is cogitable, even probable, that if the United
States had not caused this global ruin, the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei
may never have risen to such prominence as they did and emerge ruling body of the
German Republic.
“The Second Great War shall begin in 1939.
“All of these you shall witness,” said le Maître.
He ceased walking.
“These events are necessary for you to hear so you may know what Monseigneur
grieves.”
Zoë had gone several paces from where le Maître stood before she paused. Zoë
stared at the Skylands. She nodded.
“I shall amend my soliloquy.
“From those years in the Second Age of Discovery, by Science and Medicine, there
lie two inventions of great significance which auger Future’s decay.”
“On January 25th in the year 1939, a small particle of Creation shall be damaged.
“On August 2nd in the year 1939, a letter will be sent to the Président Roosevelt of
the United States.
“The Président Roosevelt, in October of the year 1941, approves study regarding the
possibility of the invention of that carcass shell device as Progress improves Greek Fire.
“Science progresses.
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“The first explosion of that carcass device occurs on the 16th of July in the year
1945. Greek Fire has been replaced by Sun.
“Two ordnances shall fall from aëroplanes: on the 6th of August in the year 1945,
one shall fall on the city of Hiroshima in the country of Japan; on the 9th of August in
the year 1945, one shall fall on the city of Nagasaki in the country of Japan. Those cities
are destroyed by flaming light. The virus made by Humanity from those ordnances shall
infect many lifetimes on divers continents until infecting all.
“Decades after their childish experimentations in vivisection are surpassed for, they
shall invent devices and methods of Present-Day alchemy to create the life of a human
and the life of an animal in Utérus artificiels.”
“Chrysopoeia,” said Zoë.
“It is in this year all Life changes,” began Virge; “Humanity’s atrocities and villainies
are no less than before but only grow ever increasing which makes disapprobation and
censure improbable.”
“Experiment or amusement,” wondered Zoë aloud.
Virge asked if he should continue. Zoë shook her head; and, whispered: “‘They shall
know them when all the beauty of the unrestrained-in-balance Marvells of Chaos
approach.’” She silent stood. “I understand the grief of Monseigneur.”
Virge le Maître bowed.
“My gratitude, Virge le Maître,” said Zoë as she extended her hand to Virge. Virge
accepted her hand and bent over it.
Virge le Maître would return to the house and so did part from her.
They continued silently.

†
“Forbearance,” said Merle with sombre impression; “Thy passions and
grace shall consume thee.”
“You have seen this!” she entreated.

†
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The garden had a view of the Oceanus Gallicus.

†
“He wishes for Pandæmonium, Maëlstroms of horror and fear, wars,
Maëlstroms-Oblivion, l’Abysse. It is an act of vengeance.
“He chose this year, this year when l’Académie de Bienfaisance was
fraught with intrigues and plots, l’Éminence malus and le Sainte
Malveillance were come, Humanity was set in it’s inevitable progress,
Night Horrors appeared, and les Treize were in conseil.
“He knew.”

†
“La Sorcière de la lumière has come to speak with His Majesty,” said
Hooke with an imposing tone. “She does not come as envoy; she does
not petition audience. She comes of her free Will to speak with His
Majesty on behalf of all Fey. I but request her the safety and honour
once afforded me.”

†
“That view was of Nature; this view is of Humanity. The Great
Mortality was the Black Plague; la Grande Mortalité began with the
Industrial Age.
“The axis of Existence changes; and, these are not provoked by
passing Seasons nor Moon nor meteor processions but all cohered: it is
an undulation of concentric waves spreading in the kingdom of Chaos.
“The dark of Chaos is pale by comparison. Hence, of the Pâle.”

†
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“Balance exists for all things. I have told you this. For every joyful
moment, there tragedy follows; for every tragic moment, there joy follows.
Immediately or much later but they always appear. Always. It is these
small mysteries which, after having been, are understood as balance.
Some lives begin in Tragedy; others, Happiness. Those who find
Contentment unwavering are those who begin with each in equal
measure; as you did.”

†
“Ritualistic conjurations performed in chamber of those summoning
are master-and-servant,” said Hooke. “Conjuring rituals performed in
Nature are requests: l’Évocation absolue.
“Those may be ceremonial; or, offers as simple as placing a Sainthonoré on a decorative plate at the base of an ancient tree.”

†
The sky was filled by full Moon lit on the Midsummer’s afternoon.

†
Merle was speaking with Mister Tetch as they walked lanes and avenues until they
had come to rue Lanterne and had come to a gentleman dressed in a simple dark suit
with white shirt seated on a small bench with his one leg stretched comfortably extended;
the vacant trouser leg was pinned at the knee. His crutches leaned against the stone wall.
They paused. Merle began speaking with the gentleman.
Magister-Regent d’Orléans who had been following them as they walked avenue and
lanes approached.
“I have caught you in the seditious act of your plots against Chancelleries and
States,” cried d’Orléans triumphantly.
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“Please wait until my colloquy with Monsieur El-Adjouad has finished,” replied
Merle. “Then you may speak.”
D’Orléans kicked the hat Jacques El-Adjouad had set on the ground scattering the
few coins held by it.
“Perhaps now,” said d’Orléans.
Mister Tetch shrugged and began collecting coins.
“Why are you like this?” demanded d’Orléans.
“Congenital abnormality. Amputation,” said Jacques El-Adjouad. D’Orléans kicked
him causing him to fall from his bench.
“Deformity!”
Mister Tetch stood menacingly but Merle shook his head. “Momentarily.” Mister
Tetch assisted El-Adjouad with his bench.
“Why are you concerned?” said Merle
“Who is this! Why does he talk like that!”
“Jacques El-Adjouad,” said Merle. “He is Algerian.”
“Why is he here!”
“Colonialism. France invaded. France captured. France installed it’s Imperialism in
the affairs of North Africa states of which Algeria is a département of the nation since
1830,” said Merle: “He is allowed.”
“He’s foreign! He's crippled! Impaired! He’s Unfortunate!”
“He’s Citizen El-Adjouad,” Merle replied calmly.
“We liberated their country, brought them into the Modern age of Civilization and
they believe they are worthy of stepping on our soil.” He laughed and d’Orléans spat on
him. “All wretches should and must be excised!”
Merle stared severely at Tetch. Tetch stood silent.
“Why are you here?” said Merle.
“I come for the arrest of him!” said d’Orléans gesturing at Tetch. “I found him! I
found you! Minister-Cardinalis Taberd could not but it was me who did!” He laughed
gleeful. “They are coming!”
“You would care to offer coins?” said Merle.
Magister-Regent d’Orléans he would have spat but Tetch caught him by the neck
and so he could not speak. He went paralyzed. Magister-Regent d’Orléans watched as
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Tetch grew in height until he stood fifteen feet tall. He took d’Orléans by his left ankle,
turned him upside down and shook all his pockets empty.
Merle idly moved the coins with the tip of his cane. There were no médailles.
“Minister d’Orléans offers coins,” said Merle. “Please take them and go.”
Citizen El-Adjouad took his bench and the coins, horrified; and, departed in haste
with his crutches.
A pamphlet had been worked loose from a coat pocket. Merle was handed the
pamphlet by Tetch. “L’Académie des Pathologies Morbides,” said Merle. He stared in
d’Orléans’s eyes and said, “Irony, perhaps.”
Tetch nodded.
Merle proceeded to read the pamphlet, Genius Mediocrity Delinquency.
Mister Tetch began crushing every bone in the left foot of d’Orléans. Then slowly he
began methodically crushing sections of bone with his thumb and forefinger until he had
reached the hip. The weight of d’Orléans’s body began stretching the skin of the broken
leg. Tetch did ministrate the right leg. D’Orléans could not scream but all he knew was
agony and terror: he wept incessantly. Tetch changed holding. Tetch held d’Orléans by
his collars: he gently shook him side-to-side, watching the legs pleasantly sway to and fro
until Merle discretely coughed. Tetch smiled. He lowered and sat d’Orléans the
Unfortunate against the wall where Citizen El-Adjouad had been sitting.
“They shall find him so. They are coming.”
They began walking.
“Hey!” was heard a voice from behind them.
They paused. They slowly turned to face their accuser. It was two Urchins. The tallest
strode up to Mister Tetch who stood remaining fifteen feet in height. “How come your
clothes didn’t tear when you got big!” he demanded.
“Moon during Là Bealltainn,” replied Tetch as he bent his arm at the elbow pointing
skywards with his forefinger. “Magic phenomena.”
“He dead?” asked the second Urchin.
“Nah,” said Tetch.
The Urchins looked at each other and nodded, sagely. “Very well,” said the tallest.
They went walking back in the direction from whence they had come.
Magister-Regent d’Orléans stared at the Moon waiting for their coming.
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Merle and Tetch, who had returned to his accustomed height, continued on their
way.

†
Zoë was wandering avenues until she came to an official building: it was the War
Ministry. Numerous women were outside on the steps and the pavement in protest. There
were hundreds. They were Vivandière. Vivandière from the recent Wars: the Crimean
War, the Second Italian War of Independence, the French intervention in Mexico, the
Colonization of Cochinchine, and the Franco-Prussian War. They were Cantinières who
were present during the Paris Commune. They were protesting the refusal of the Ministry
to allow women in the looming war. They were protesting the Ministry for ignoring their
services. They were protesting the Ministry for the refusal of proclamations after their
services in the previous wars.
The papers would later write the Ministry was terrorised by Suffragettes.

†
Zoë was seated reading one of the tomes.

†
Zoë was seated in the Library.
“Herr Heckel,” announced Karl.
Herr Heckel was a bald gentleman with longish hair on sides and back. He had a
distinguished moustache, and side beards which fell below his shoulders. He was of
gentlemanly demeanor though his face was fixed with frowns. He was dressed in the
proper Prussian fashion for Imperial Ministers.
Herr Heckel entered. He was followed by four hôtel clerks who brought a barrelstave Saratoga trunk and a steamer trunk.
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“Madame,” said Monsieur Heckel as he bowed. “Mr. Jekel could not attend. Sadly, a
most unfortunate accident occurred wherein his leg was broken,” replied Heckel.
“Perhaps, it is best since we may speak freely.”
“Have you read La Machine à explorer le temps by Herbert Wells?”
“No.”
“It is speculation of a peculiar method for visiting.”
“Ma’am?”
“How does one return back into the vents of the Past in Time if one has not
departed?”
“Time passes.”
“Does it?” replied Zoë as she replaced the tome on the shelf.
Monsieur Heckel stood confused.
“We have two hours,” Zoë said.
“These are not your rooms?”
“No. I have graciously been allowed them for this visit.”
Karl entered with a tray on which were refreshments he had prepared in the kitchen.
“Thank you, Joseph,” said Zoë.
Karl nodding smiled faintly with his eyes.
“Do we have marmalade?” asked Zoë as Karl arranged tableware, plates, bowls and a
porcelain jar on the side table. Karl took the porcelain jar to Zoë and offered it to her.
Zoë breathed the fragrance from the marmalade; and, said: “Joseph knows all.”
Karl blushed and Karl made his exit.
“Herr Heckel,” Zoë began as she walked to the divan and seated herself: “how many
arcades have been established under my aegis?”
“If I may,” said Heckel. He went to the Saratoga trunk and, after some moments,
returned with a sheaf of papers. He found the appropriate pages and he began reading
aloud the names and villes where the arcades were to be visited.
She waved him silent. “The number of arcades will suffice for the moment.”
“Six hundred and thirty-seven currently.”
Zoë sighed as she began laughing before she composed herself and shook her head.
“Asylum-gardens?”
“Nine hundred and seventy-one...”
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“Currently,” said she completing his sentence.
“Yes, Ma’am.”
“His magnificent treachery.”
“Pardon?”
She stood.
“Refreshments, Herr Heckel?” said Zoë as she walked to the side table.
Heckel acquiesced.
“The Charites?” asked Zoë as she spooned the orange marmalade on buttered her
sourdough toast.
“Sang-mêlés births and Citizens du préjugé contre are noted as increasing at the
expected pace. Populace of asylum-gardens fluctuate acceptably. Mortality Brigade
records indicate recent greater involvements or incidents. Benevolent, Malevolent and
Mischief acts remain common. Citizens affected by Faeries’s Kiss are on the rise but
remain within acceptable levels. Visitations are increasing.”
They had seated themselves. They had set their repast on the low Moroccan table in
front of the long davenport. Heckel continued speaking until he ceased.
“Javelle the Amanuensis was consulted.”
Zoë, with her fingers, supped her buttered toast with marmalade. Heckel dined. They
spoke of continents, cities and states; and, discussed radio and paper announcements of
the things they wished discussed.
After they did conclude, Zoë asked: “How was Herr Jekel’s leg broken?”
“It was sadly broken by a madman dwarf with his voiture.”
“Sadly.”

†
Merle was walking across Pont Lafayette. A young soldier hurriedly approached him
from behind, yelling “Good sir!”
Merle paused and turned to face the soldier. Merle stared at the delighted face of
the soldier.
“You do not know me?” said the soldier smiling.
Merle shook his head.
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“My father spoke well of you. I had wanted to thank you for what graces you gave my
father. He was happy once again.” He laughed. “Even after dying he smiled. Maman was
very thankful that his suffering ended.”
“His name?”
“Antoine-Maximilien Descépeaux.”
Merle smiled as he remembered. “You were not, perhaps, ten years, Claude
Descépeaux.”
“Nine. I was nine years old when you were with him. You attended to him at his
bedside.”
“And, ten years after, you are here.”
“I saw you from that side of the rue. I had to speak with you because I knew it was
truly you. I thought I had seen you once but it was only a man dressed as you dress.”
Merle smiled broadly. “Fashions. Where did you see this man?”
“Here. In Lyon. It was several months ago.”
Merle nodded.
“I must return from my errand before I am late for my departure," said Claude
Descépeaux. “Thank you again, sir.”
He parted.
Merle stood silent as he watched the young soldier disappear into the populace. “All
fall down.” Merle began his continued walking across Pont Lafayette.

†
Zoë standing with Madame Minerva née Mary Merkley from Missouri, a TranceMedium who had been conversing with those buried beneath the carrefour which led to
Swain’s Lane in Highgate, le cimetière Terre-Cabade in Toulouse, le cimetière des Rois
in Genève, and Cimetière de Robermont in Liège, had paused her promenade when
enquired.
“The Earth is dying?” asked Madame Minerva as she showed Zoë a page from a
pamphlet with colour photographs of desolate landscapes.
“No,” said Zoë.
“Only demons and devils will like it,” said Madame Minerva.
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“No. They too like Terre as you see it,” said she laughing. “They each have their
favorites of the realms. All do. Those images of brimstone and fire are the West Lands.”
“Wastelands?”
“West Lands. Primordial lands unchanged. They may be found, as your guide des
visiteurs notes, by taking passage in a stagecoach from the dock at Acherusius. All sorts
engage there but devils are not found.”
Madame Minerva thanked her and returned into her trance.
Zoë continued.

†
“‘Language shows clearly that memory is not an instrument for exploring the past but
it’s théâtre’,” said Merle as he and Zoë went strolling in the parc of Saint-Cloud; and,
she replied: “Walter Benjamin.”
Merle laughed.

†
William Hooke and Themis la Grise were strolling on the ridge of Manaslu as Moon
was shining on them from the Sea of Dark.
“I never know,” replied Hooke. She nodded. “I was requested to present a lecture,
On Dream Embodiments in the State of a Life in Madness.” He stopped walking. “It was
kind of you to bring me here.”
“I do come often waiting,” said Themis, “for the solitude and for the light changing
colours of the ice. You’ve not been in ages.” She thought. “My Mother told me of
attending that lecture ages ago."
The ice once silver by moonlight was changed, as l’Aube was raised, to gold by the
alchemy of Nature.
“I wait still.”

†
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Hercule stepped from the vespasienne. He was buttoning his trousers but fumbling
with the final button as he strode across the boulevard. “Sir!” The gentleman to whom he
addressed paused in his stroll and turned. “Hercule?” Hercule did stand at the kerb as he
fumbled with the final button before he replied: “I’ve told ye knowests arcane things.”
“I shall endeavor,” Merle replied.
“How does it — I’m pissing — and the piss goes” — He gestured waving his hand to
the right side. — “from my prick? It’s straightened but I’m pissing” — He gestured. —
“…there!”
Merle leaned on his cane with each hand; he thought and he began tapping the
réverbère with his cane; he watched passing clouds. He smiled; he had remembered
something Astolpho said regarding Under-Orderlies and, as he watched clouds, asked:
“Delicates?” Hercule unbuttoned his trousers; he let them fall to his ankles. Hercule was
wearing numerous white lace delicates. “Those,” said Merle. Hercule stared at Merle; he
stared at his delicates; he stood aghast and gasped: “Never!” Merle bowed from his
shoulders and Merle continued with his stroll along the boulevard as Hercule buttoned
his trousers.
“Bent continence’ll do,” said Hercule as he fumbled and buttoned the final button
before following after Merle.

†
It was early Evening.

†
Karl stood at the door. It was a Mademoiselle dressed in an ivory satin fitted gown
with low décolleté and open back, and slightly flaring silk skirt of chartreuse yellow. She
had a small puncture wound on the right side of her back.
“I have a package for Monsieur Merle,” said the Mademoiselle hesitantly.
Karl nodded and motioned for her to remain in the foyer before he went through the
rooms; Merle returned.
“This package was sent for you, Sir,” she said as she handed him the parcelle. Merle
recognized the wax seal.
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“Paul Poiret?” asked Merle.
She blushed.
“I have not met you,” said Merle.
“Fille,” she replied timidly: “Fille de la Soirée.”
“You are she of who she spoke,” said Merle. He gestured her to follow him into the
parlour. “Please.” Karl was standing discretely by the doorway. Merle opened the paper
and twine wrapped package as he walked: it was a box of Russian cigarettes. He smiled.
He went to the large table and placed his gift on the table and collected the two small
paperboard boxes. He presented them to Fille de la Soirée, saying: “One of these is for
you; one for your mistress.” She was embarrassed. “I was informed neither of you had
dined on one for many years,” Merle replied to her bewilderment: “These should remedy
that malédiction.”
“Sir?”
“Choux à la crème,” replied Merle.
She took the two serviettes and boxes Karl offered her.
She curtsied and fled.

†
Zoë was walking on the boulevard but went on the avenue that led to the Brasserie
Montparnasse.
Merle was seated at a small table beneath the awning. He was sipping his Italian
coffee; his cigarette case was on the table; and, he was reading his newspapers. He stood
when Zoë approached him.
“I was told that you would be here,” said Zoë.
“And, you’ve been expected.”
Zoë smiled.
“The Concierge telephoned.”
“He is very considerate.”
Merle assisted Zoë with her chair; he waved to the waiter: the waiter brought a
demitasse on saucer and a coffee press. He set the demitasse on saucer before Zoë and
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poured her coffee; and, he set a small plate with pastries. A second waiter brought Merle
bread and cheese.
“Les Négociations Franco-Allemandes, la Guerre Italo-Turque, British Navy arrives
in Toulon, d’abdicaton du sultan, l’inquiétude du sultan, prohibition of calves from Italy
for public health safety, a conspiracy for the restoration of the monarchy in Portugal,”
began Merle but Zoë laughed as she interrupted him: “History repeating repeats?”
“Two Octobers passed,” replied Merle smiling. “The kiosque had them. This paper
has an interesting brief: a pastor in the Arizona Territory was hung after delivering a
sermon in which was said ‘Man’s base instincts merely illustrate we are and shall forever
remain merely another species in the fauna of Nature.’”
Zoë shook her head.
The waiter brought a covered plate of sausages and ham slices.
“If only l’affaires du monde were as this,” said Zoë: “Bread and fromage from France
with Stilton from England; pastries from the marvellous bakers of Indochine and
Bulgaria; Italian café; and, your sausages from Portugal and slices of ham from
Westphalia.”
“Russian cigarettes,” Merle offered.
“And Russian cigarettes,” replied Zoë.
Merle took his case and offered Zoë one of his Russian cigarettes; and, she
accepted.
They took their morning repast as Merle continued reading aloud from his papers.

†
Zoë was standing at the sea-side on the white sand beach. She watched that zone
where the tranquility of sky and sea met.
The woman came striding across the dunes to the sea. She was dressed in a tan
jacket, grey vest, white shirt, brown trousers, canvas gaiters, and boots. She wore a wide
straw hat.

The Naturaliste
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Louise-Aldonse Denônes la Naturaliste began her complaints against Nature as she
approached Zoë with arguments and statements that Nature was unremarkable and dull,
boring and tedious, monotonous and tiresome, wearisome and unvarying; and, these
complaints were spoken for ten minutes before she concluded, saying: “In short,
ordinary.”
“Have you ever simply stared at the marvells of Nature?” asked Zoë.
“I would do those foolish things when younger. My work is too important for such
imbecilic behaviour.”
“Have you never seen fireflies in flight and smiled?”
“No.”
“Have you never seen Perseids in flight and smiled?”
“No.”
Zoë observed Louise-Aldonse Denônes la Naturaliste.
“The patterns of the iron in the sands of the plage are identical to the patterns of
delicate clouds in the late-Spring sky are identical to the patterns of the snow dunes,”
said Denônes la Naturaliste: “Mundane and dull.”
“That displeases you,” said Zoë.
“Irked,” fumed la Naturaliste.
“All things in Nature follow those laws of Nature,” offered Zoë.
“That’s something else,” began la Naturaliste: “Who created those laws of Nature!
Those perfect, unerring Laws! Those laws assigned to all things! And, Please! don’t say it
was Newton. Newton merely documented them. All of them did! What about those laws
we haven’t seen? What about those things in Nature we haven’t seen to which those laws
are assigned?” said Louise-Aldonse Denônes trembling. She stamped her foot; and, said:
“You have looked into a microscope?”
“I have not,” replied Zoë.
“Minute bodies are similar!”
“They are not similar but identical in the rules of Nature,” said Zoë.
“Flora have veins and capillaries; Man has veins and capillaries,” replied la
Naturaliste bitterly.
“It is thus for all of Nature,” said Zoë as she watched the colours of the Earth change
by cajoling clouds.
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“Man should be superior to those things in Nature! Every person should be
different!” began Madame Naturaliste but Zoë, turning to face Denônes la Naturaliste,
replied sweetly: “Man is of Nature: Man is neither superior nor lesser to those things in
Nature.”
“Flying creatures have wings! Man should have wings!”
“What use would they be?”
“Man should fly!”
“I’ve been informed that ‘Nature sufficeith unto herself; in no wise hath she needs of
an author,’” said Zoë.
“Who said that!” demanded Madame Denônes.
“Sade.”
“Cities are built over bitumen pools. Man’s authorship! Man’s progress!” fumed
Madame Denônes.
“And pitch seeps from those pools into those villes,” Zoë replied.
“Nature’s progress, I suppose,” replied haughty Madame Denônes.
Zoë said kindly: “Nature’s eternal patience.”
Madame Denônes raised her hands in exasperation. “Eternal!”
“Those things in Nature that Man does not have but should ought to have been
given Man to be superior to lesser creatures. That is your belief.”
“Fervently.”
“Your jealousy of the perfection caused and found in Nature and your chauvinism
that Man should be things they were not meant to be is becoming increasingly common.
It is a horror you keep knowing that Nature was created by an unknown and not by Man.
Things are at work you cannot control. That is terrifying for you, isn’t it?"
La Naturaliste smiled contemptuously.
“The Black Plague is believed to have been caused by rats but fleas are those which
carry Plague; therefore, for Man to be superior to the Xenopsylla cheopis parasite, Man
must be an even more terrible Plague.” Louise-Aldonse Denônes stood silent. “By your
Logic, it must be done if Man is to be supreme on this sphere.”
“You’re mocking me!” said Madame Denônes with grand protestations.
“No. ‘Tis your belief. I have thought but a single possibility from which it would then
be said that all lesser creatures are formed from Man,” said Zoë; “If you should find rue
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Saint-Jacques in Mâcon, you will see a display of several possibilities of Man’s
superiority, at the waxworks. Speak with Noailles the Propriétaire who shall be very
pleased showing them to you.”
Madame Denônes was shaking with her vehemence. “I haven’t time. Man must and
will be superior! They have no other purpose fit for Earth! After fifty years, I detest
Nature. Perfect laws of Nature are applied with an absolute impunity in their guidance
for all things! against Man.”
“Then, you are similar to les Anatomistes who are merely dilettantes and pédants.”
“You are amused!” said Madame Denônes.
Zoë considered Louise-Aldonse Denônes la Naturaliste.
“Perhaps, you would wish to be an author of Nature and so change Nature in Man’s
image.”
“I would!”
Zoë observed her.
“Then—Louise-Aldonse Denônes la Naturaliste—you should take comfort and rejoice
for that time when Men of Science and Men of Medicine do so; and, knowing that
hence, after you have been forgotten long years after, Man shall become more virulent
than Xenopsylla cheopis.”
Zoë continued.

†
Themis la Grise and William Hooke were standing in the ward—Les Cénotaphes—
where bodies were laid in beds and covered as if in slumber.
“These are one reason for my visit,” said Hooke.
“They are Fey,” said la Grise; “Are they deceased?”
“They are neither ceased nor sleeping,” said Hooke who shook his head slowly as he
viewed them. “These bodies are sépulcres waiting essentiae.”
“Why are they in this place?” said Themis.
“After this state occurs, they are returned as Fey found and kept by l’Hôpital
Coulmier until those succumbed may understand what was incurred by them in those
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days when they did fall and fell in their maelstrom of Despair. If they do not, they are
tended and sent unto far Meadows.”
“Asylum in Asphodel,” said Themis; Hooke nodded.
“They heard voices as children,” began Hooke. “They were diagnosed as fraught-set
with overly agitated imaginations: no one could hear voices except those by Madness
tormented as was duly stated and noted by Surgeons in those eras.
“They were sympathetic to the plight of others. They are from those who wished
befriending their assistance to those suffering in the dark distresses of Despair.
“As they aged, more spirits, ghosts and geists were attracted. All were speaking:
voices heard in agony; voices heard speaking from far places when each are wakened;
voices heard by one in waking hours said by another from in the realms of Morpheus;
voices from different realms; voices in different hours. All sought salvation from their
plights and woes.
“They became — Unknowingly — lighthouses of Hope attracting spirits, ghosts and
geists, from wide and far, that sensed those with sympathy; and, they went.
“There comes a moment when those voices overwhelm their own thoughts and then it
will then be said they were succumbed fully Mad.
“It isn’t Madness.
“They themselves suffer the agonies of all. All. They realize there shall be no salvation
given them. They are despairing.
“They — Eventually — end; and, Cénotaphes they become.
“The light that shown is gone: spirit, ghost and geist depart with their sorrows and
pain; they who once heard those pleas — Those once hearing having heard all of the
voices — are at peace.
“Those from Humanity and Fey speaking of suffering, grief and woe can hear no
others speaking.
“They do not know the suffering endured by those listening and are heartbroken
when those Bénévolence phares are gone believing it was for rejection of them only.”
“They are not deceased,” said Themis, “yet here they lie in a state of fathomless sleep
from which they may not ever wake.”
“All have reasons,” said Hooke as he led Themis to those Cénotaphes recently
arrived in l’Hôpital. “These three by straight-razors. Mademoiselle de Messarges does not
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know how to end this play. Claude de Signy—Foolishly—does not wish to end this play for
he would like to return in later hours; he shall be entombed many years after his burial.
And, George-Louis de Gerardmer shall wake in Winter.
“The Mortality Brigade’s overwhelmed.”

†
The Ministers-Doctors of the Mechanicals Physicks with funnels as crowns and the
Ministers-Doctors of Lunars scientifiques with their crowns of closed tomes bound in
blue leather were hurriedly running for the ficelle at Saint-Jean which would take them to
the height of Fourvière where, in the Cathédrale Saint-Jean-Baptiste, Baron von
Münchhausen was to lecture on his Speculum Alchimiae Magnificentiae.

†
Les Pleurantes shrouded in their white gauze shrouds as they wandered and wept for
all sins of Man were following after.

†
The Monkey and the Dodo were dueling.
They had been for hours dueling on the Pont Bonaparte: the Monkey with a dagger;
the Dodo with a straight-razor.
The Monkey was obligingly fencing with his opponent, yet it only parried.
“Why are we dueling?” asked the Monkey as he stood still with sword at his side.
“For Honour!” cried the Dodo, pausing.
“I have asked you this twice before and I hereby ask again,” the Monkey replied:
“Whose honour have I besmirched?”
“If you still do not know I still cannot possibly tell it to you!”
The Monkey sighed.
They once again saluted each other with their weapons; and, fought.
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Merle and Zoë had watched the duelists as they approached but Merle ceased
walking.
Zoë would interrupt those two but Merle placed his hand gently on her arm: “Thy
Honour is at stake.” She looked unhappily at Merle. He smiled: “They shall draw.”
She was not pleased but allowed herself to be taken by Merle as they went further to
the passerelle Saint-Georges before they could cross the Saône.

†
Zoë, Dame Hades, Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne and Themis la Grise were
seated in the cabaret, Les Calligrammes.
Zoë had Chartreuse. Dame Hades had Limoncello. Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de
Vienne was sipping her crème de mûre. Themis had her Absinthe; and, a large black
panther was sleeping at her feet.

†
George was the piano player playing accompaniment for the dancers dancing and
singers singing and the interludes of his own compositions. Helga and Olga—his nieces—
were singing.
“I’ve heard George writes his poetry,” said de Vienne.
“He is very accomplished,” replied la Grise.
The Grand maître des cérémonies, Uncle Zoltán, as everyone called him, came to
their table. “Everything is to your pleasure, Ladies?” They assured him everything was to
their pleasure. He nodded well-pleased and went to the next table.
They resumed speaking of things.

†
Hooke was seated on the sofa in the library with his legs extended and
his eyes closed, waiting.
He abruptly stood.
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He strode with long strides from the library to the large expanse of
lawn where a tall winged figure was standing.

†
The waves of frightfulness went radiating from where the figure stood
until all of the woods and Fey in all of Barrowcross were frightened.

†
Hooke gestured as he went to the figure. He whispered: “My guest.”
All was quieted.
It stood fifteen feet tall. It had the body of genus Homo. It wore a
crown of iron. It’s visage was fair with black sclera and iris. It’s flesh was
grey and leathery. It had arms and hands but legs with large talons
instead of feet. It’s wings were huge like those seen in the steel plate
engravings of Lucifer in Cocytus.
“It is of les Séraphins de pierre,” said Themis for all to hear as she
walked from her house.
They watched as Hooke and it were speaking.
“His game has begun. The king’s movements are near played. We
wait on one unlooked-for to appear in this tragedy.”
Hooke listened.
“Al-Jinn shall know after audience with the king and after le Maréchal
will be informed by al-Jinn: this shall be their campaign. After al-Jinn tells
le Maréchal they are to be informed of the movements of les Insurgés by
thee. Do what you wish with those you find acting the part of belligerent
against l’Infernal or la Pastorale.”
“Man?”
“Humanity, too,” replied Hooke. “If you desire thy remaining eleven
for these mean engagements, so be it: summon them. All are to be
treated équivalence sans grâce.
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“L’Émissaire shall separate from the others. It is they I wish you
engage in any manner you’d like so as they may be returned in
blackthorn boxes.”
Hooke listened.
“His serpent expects you. It shall depart on your arrival for it has a
greater task to have done before all nine boxes are delivered.”
Hooke listened.
“Single eyes suffice.”
The Séraphin gargouille placed his right hand on his breast; and, as it
ascended slowly with it’s great wings, it bowed and then to Lyon it did fly.
Hooke sombrously went to Themis.

†
“They fear everything,” said de Vienne.
“It is understandable,” began Dame Hades, “since they offer nothing in return and
cannot defend themselves against others in their station. What purpose do they serve?”
“It’s still a wonder how they fear things who are indifferent to their existence,” said la
Grise; “Ghost and Spirit are from their species. The beings of Ghost and Spirit are often
malevolent because their existence was of fear and terror; their Hope ignored. All the
others ignore them.”
Zoë was amused.
Dame Hades laughed. “I suppose my prejudices are exposed.”
Zoë smiled.
“Evil returns as bitterness with impotent rage whining about injurious slights made
against them even as they would conspire in Hatred others to harm,” replied Themis.
“They complain about their burlesque portraits made with turds not being the true
resemblance of their majesty; it is not the pastel used but the likeness which offends them.
They return consumed by the maggots of their vanity, spiteful.”
“By eating the fruit,” began Zoë, “they inherited good and evil from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil. Original sin was invented as a ruse to make the act the sin
and so ignore Humanity having become both good and evil. Satan was invented so all
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acts of evil would be caused or induced by him alone. Humanity could then remain
blameless.”
“They tend to contradict themselves quite often,” said de Vienne, “do they not?”
“Why could they not have written it to be a pomegranate?” bemoaned Dame Hades
merrily.
They laughed.
“It is their species which is to be ignored,” said Dame Hades gravely.
“It is they who have summoned demons and devils because their prayers unto Celeste
are ignored,” said Themis.
“Or, are not heard,” rejoined de Vienne.
“Or, are false,” Dame Hades offered. “They truly know not what they have done or
do to elicit such reprobation.”
“I suppose,” said de Vienne. “There are those who assign original sin on all
Humanity simply because they are born of Man.”

†
Merle was standing in his library.
Tetch arrived with Saint-Georges. “Mister Tetch, please ask Monsieur Saint-Georges
to wait in the hall while we speak,” Merle said.
Tetch and Saint-Georges were become bewildered. Tetch erratically pointed his
finger at the door and gestured with his head. Saint-Georges walked several paces but
returned to Tetch. He whispered as Tetch bent to hear him. He went into the hallway.
“Did Saint-Georges explain how his friend happened to be in Hambourg?” Merle
said.
Tetch shook his head.
“Saint-Georges was followed. His friend stayed. His friend, Mister Tetch, whom you
have not met, works assigned to the Beneficence Ministers.” Tetch startled and would
begin speaking but Merle smiled. “Saint-Georges shall have his own Flying Squad
regardless of the trunk being purloined by his friend’s accomplices. Please do not scold
or converse with Saint-Georges about his friend’s occupation.”
“What was the purpose of the trunk?”
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“It was not a test of his abilities, if that is what you are asking,” Merle said: “As you
had seen, it contained nothing more than random insignificant objects. That information
was then passed on to others; information which had no meaning other than what they
wish to infer. And, they have inferred majestic malevolencies.” Merle began walking from
the library. “Did you not find it queer that the two elderly porters— Monsieurs Filloux
and Anthoine—who delivered that objet de subterfuge would later request
accompaniment with Saint-Georges on his return passage to Lyon?”
“Filloux! Anthoine! Fucking Hell!” replied Tetch as he began laughing before he
could compose himself, and say: “Thank you, Sir.”
Merle nodded.
Tetch exited.

†
“Verily as so often they do,” replied Themis: “It is their conceit which allows them the
temerity for summoning—Summoning!—others and not requesting audience as if they
were Royalty of the same order!”
“Though one cannot fault them,” de Vienne suggested.
“Yes! One can fault them!” said Themis. “They who request audience are thoughtful
of Station; those who summon are pompous maggots dining on the cadaver of
Arrogance!”
“Manners, you mean,” said Dame Hades.
“Whatever you like!” laughed Themis. “All their juvenile tomes of incantation and
sorcery summons as if they are greater than those being sought. They view all things they
do not comprehend to be lesser.” She laughed. “I so long to witness their expressions
when a fell rage-filled demon steps across their scrawled lines.”
“It is amusing,” said de Vienne. “Do you still take residence in the county of
Hookland?”
“I adore it,” exclaimed Themis. “Meg and Tess, and The Nine Sisters send their
regards to all.”
“I enjoy Mister Nolan’s lectures,” said Dame Hades. “His tomes are truthful. His
knowledge grand.”
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Themis sighed. “I do so wish he wrote of things less dour. I imagine it’s to be
expected from an Englishman, even one who has been imbued by Fey.”
“He has no humour,” Dame Hades said curtly.
“He does!” retorted Themis. “A very proper English humour. His humour is as sly as
an obsidian edge. His tomes may be truthful, his knowledge may be grand but it’s always
those others with their witless writings and books which debase knowledge of Truth.
“Their books apostolic are contradictory. Their exegesis is contradictory. Their
gullibility would be amusing were it not cause for such great Horrors.”
“That Pandora loosed sins,” said de Vienne. “Sins which were first created by tasting
from the Tree of Knowledge are taken and set in a box? Pandora opened her pithos-box
and released Hope.”
“Why was Hope imprisoned?” Dame Hades mused.
“Who can say. Perhaps, they wanted suffering eternal sans Hope,” replied Themis.
“Hope is cruel.”
“It often is,” said Zoë; “Those who would embrace Hope, even knowing Hope shall
not ever come for them, are quite content to wish for Hope for all their days remaining.”
“They’ve written,” began de Vienne, “they ate from the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil yet later they write Satan whispered them to do all these things.”
“That it was written Man was created in the image of a Deity denigrates that deity by
imposing vanity on it,” said Zoë; “or — Perhaps — ‘twould be Demiurge.”
“It’s insipid arrogance they have,” said Themis.
“Arrogances,” Zoë corrected.
“Arrogances,” replied la Grise nodding in acceptance.
“Man’s atrocities cannot be induced by Satan because their thoughts and capabilities
of doing such acts already exist in them.”
“All these contrivances!” bemoaned de Vienne.

†
Merle and Verge were standing at the door of the Night Chambers. The inscription
carved by Merle was bleeding still as if the ink were smoke wraiths through the plaster
rising in delicate vortices of black blood.
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“Bloodletting?” asked Verge.
“It seems so,” said Merle: “I’ve been accused of purging the sins of those who have
evil done in this house.”
“Bloodletting sins?” said Minister-Cardinalis Taberd standing behind them; “Who
accused you! Idiots!”
“Les Imaginists,” replied Merle.
“What does that mean?” asked Taberd conversationally as he pointed to the
markings.
“It is the first inscription etched on the dark of the entrance of Night,” said Merle;
“These chambers were once an avenue. This inscription is a blessing of Contentment for
those who would take passage and enter the chamber of Night.”
“He is not allowed,” said Taberd without conviction as he placed his hands in his
trouser pockets.
“He is my Guest.”
“I’ve done my service trying to persuade you that he must leave.” Taberd shrugged.
“Lord d’Aquitaine’s demand.”
Taberd began sauntering.
“Minister-Cardinalis,” said Merle: “If you your Life should value, I would not l’Asile
des Innocents visit.”
Taberd waved his hand over his shoulder; he was gone.
“Taberd?” asked Verge after he had departed to which Merle replied: “Lord Jean
d’Aquitaine.”
Merle and Verge strolled to the main hall with the statue; Merle tapping his cane on
the stone floor.
Merle and Verge arrived and were standing at the statue. The dagger had remained
balanced on the stone until one took it. Verge laughed. “None dared attempt to remove
it even at the insistence with curses and threats of Lord-Chancellor and Taberd who they
themselves did not dare. It was mentioned you returned Hooke’s razor in a gruesome
manner but I see none.”
“It was bleeding when I left it and formed a lake about the plinthe.”
“Grand-Guignol,” said Verge.
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“It was taken by he who has oft found it missing from his care,” said Merle. “It will be
returned ere long.”
“You have changed it’s meaning yet none have seen it,” replied Verge as he viewed
the engraving before he turned to Merle. “Does he know what it is?”
“No,” said Merle; “It suits his needs when need arises and that is all he wishes.
Ghôles are fond of him.”
Verge stared.
“He addresses them as ‘Sirs,’” said Merle. “Al-Jinn’s influence. He shall have one
further and last adventure before it shall again rest in the Chambers.”
“Who shall open the Chambers?” said Verge.
One of the Chancellors who mocked Merle at the inquiry sauntered across the hall
followed by two brutes.
They stopped numerous paces from Merle and Verge.
“Lord Jean d’Aquitaine was informed you were here with him,” said Louis-Jean-Marie
l’Évêque contemptuously. He gloated at length over tragedies and pain he had caused
for all beneath his station which to him were all Unfortunates as decreed by the Ministry;
he gloated over his depravities. He reveled in the suffering and sorrow he caused les Fées
humaines and les Métis humains. He insulted Zoë. He concluded. “There’s nothing you
can do about it.”
Merle stood icily. Verge was alarmed but could not interfere. Merle was frowning
tapping his cane on the stone as he strode to the gent.
“What’re ye intending,” leered Chancellor l’Évêque. “Your cane doesn’t work here
inside these walls. Taberd told me. L’Article d’Annihilation forebodes it!”
Merle stood before Chancellor Louis-Jean-Marie l’Évêque.
He removed his hand from the cane; the cane stood. Chancellor l’Évêque gasped as
he stared at the cane; the raven skull slowly became a raven’s head and it’s wings
appeared on the body which was slowly turning into that of a serpent with scales. It flew
circling the statue.
Chancellor l’Évêque was motionless as he stared at the cane in metamorphosis and
then followed it rising up to the vaulted ceiling, watching with his head moving circular at
the raven-serpent’s flight.
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Verge watched l’Évêque. He was intrigued that l’Évêque, after gasping, had taken his
gaze from the cane on the floor and was now following the path of a thing not seen by
him. Verge shrugged. He viewed the two large brutes; they were acting as l’Évêque. He
coughed. They suddenly were aware of his presence and did flee.
Merle tapped with his right index finger l’Évêque’s manubrium and pale undulating
coils of vapour languidly rose, rising until they vanished as the Minister then did collapse
and lay on the floor, blinking; the skull and spine had remained in his flesh but all other
articulations had vapours become.
Merle turned as he took his standing cane from where he had placed it and began
walking, tapping it; Verge followed.
“His Eminence Lord Hooke,” Merle replied.
They did exit.

†
“Their deity already knew they would eat it’s fruit. It already knew what Humanity
would be. To believe otherwise insults that Deity since all Deities are omnipotent,” said la
Grise.
“Though, if one were to declare that statement, they would be considered
blasphemous against their omnipresence,” replied de Vienne. “Against their books.”
“Augustine was the first Apologist,” offered Zoë. “He wrote that the fruits from the
tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil were not evil since everything in Existence was
created Good but it was the act of Adam and Eve, who ate the fruit from the forbidden
tree after enticed by a Serpent, which caused evil, and so Humanity would suffer the Sin
and Guilt of Sin from Adam and Eve.
“The quaintness of their philosophies, based on singular thoughts, would be
commendable were it not for their disbelief that others could be possible.”
“How sad Lilith was excised.”
“Or, other philosophies could as well be true, too,” proposed de Vienne.
“She would have adored playing the Good Wife for his peculiarities,” said Dame
Hades with feigned piety.
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“Petulant children,” said la Grise smiling. “To then write she flew from that Garden
and fucked all the djinn she could fuck so as to conceive hundreds and hundreds and
hundreds until it was realized she would never return and the second wife for Adam
could be taken alchemically-formed from a rib of his and—So—subservient be.”
They all laughed.

†
Merle was walking on Cours Charlemagne. He stepped aside from a low branch and
nearly collided with a young woman.
“My apologies,” said Merle as he paused to face her.
“It’s no matter,” replied the young woman as she airily passed beside Merle.
Merle paused as he watched her in her unhurried leisurely stroll.
She had short red hair. She wore fashionable clothes of a stylized gypsie manner; she
was barefoot. She was lithe and of gracefulness as she went on the boulevard caressing
the trunks of plane trees and holding her hand inches from the small trees and shrubs as
she passed.
Merle began walking as a gentlewoman wearing an 1873-style ball gown in varying
shades of red appeared beside him; and, Merle asked as he pointed to the young woman:
“Who is that?”
“Isabella Hester Yule,” said Mary la Toute-Douée. “Charming, isn’t she. She is
taking studies at the Collège-Lycée Ampère which is her reason for being found in Lyon.
She prefers ‘Hettie.’”
And, Mary la Toute-Douée did explain all of which she had observed and knew
about Hettie Yule as they went walking on Cours Charlemagne where la Toute-Douée
caressed the trunks of plane trees as she passed them.

†
“She leaves Adam?” said de Vienne in contemplation. They laughed. She thought
and waved them silent with both hands. “This eludes me. It is written - in a book - of
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apostles and prophets - she abandons him in that Garden even though they were created
the same in all respects.”
“She leaves Adam because she would not be an inferior to him.”
“Yes, I know,” said de Vienne. “Then, his patriarchal behaviour existed before he ate
that fruit with Eve.”
“I’d suppose so,” replied Dame Hades who was becoming intrigued.
“She left. And, thereafter—Immediately—copulates with all in Kingdom Come.”
They laughed.
“Funny that. Demons were created at the identical conveniently time-set hours as
Lilith and Adam.”
“She couldn’t very well seduce seraphs and thrones.”
“How does one fuck thrones?” Dame Hades asked coquettishly.
They laughed.
“So — as punishment over Adam — she screws the only other things that were in
Lower-than-Heavenly creation when that walled garden — Eden — was made with the Tree
of Knowledge inside those walls.”
“If she copulated with Heavenly beings those Heavenly would have gone beneath
their station,” said Dame Hades.
“It’s done,” replied la Grise: “Nobility fucking scullery maids.”
“So, a deity knows this will occur but allows it anyway,” said Dame Hades.
“Yes,” said de Vienne.
Those three turned their heads to stare at de Vienne.
“Wait!” cried Dame Hades. “Adam was impotent; and, limp!”
“We know from her tragic melancholy over her loss of Eden, Lilith wasn’t barren,”
said Zoë laughing.
They all laughed but agreed.
“One other,” said de Vienne in serious tone. “Lilith and Adam were not created the
same in all respects since he had patriarchal thoughts and would be superior to her.
“So. Adam was given Eve. One rib was taken from Adam. It was taken from his flesh,
flesh which would have influenced creation of another, but it was not done.”
“Twenty-four!” Dame Hades interrupted. “Humans have twenty-four bones in their
cavea thoracis.”
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“Maternal influence,” drily replied la Grise.
“And,” continued de Vienne: “the serpent persuaded Adam to become as sadist
since his prick’s flaccidity required violence and blood when Lilith was the First Wife.
She would have none of it.
“Consequently, Adam encouraged Eve to taste from Good and Evil—Justine and
Juliette—as one would begin seduction with a room filled with Greek statues.
“The First Seraph was cast from Paradise for it’s wanton abhorrence of these clay
figurines. Satan is invented. Satan changes into a serpent and seduces the Second Wife,
for whom no ceremonies were performed so instead she is made the First Concubine,
even though they were rife with gullibility and the accursèd tree was set in the garden and
not grown in some far distant land like it is written in other märchen and contes de fées.
“These contrivances!”
“I prefer that version where one being was created ex nihilo and from it’s
counterpart was created,” said la Grise.
“That would be Lilith’s version,” offered Dame Hades pleasantly.
Themis shrugged.
“I prefer the version of Azrael bringing clay from all regions which represent all of
Man,” said Dame Hades.
“That suits ‘All in his image,’” replied la Grise.
“It does.”
“My dear,” said Zoë to de Vienne who was sitting silent: “What purpose?”
“An argument conversed was resolved,” said de Vienne. “I’ve been wondering those
things for quite some whiles even if they are simply tales. It’s as Themis says: ‘Their
apostolic books are contradictory; their exegesis contradictory.’ It is these contradictions
which are cause for horrible tragedies. They are contrived, by vanity, to write and speak
these things in their own image. All things about them are intentionally contradictory!”
“All tales have some truth in them even if modicum,” Zoë offered gently.
“What if Lilith had refused to take that fruit from that tree?” said de Vienne.
“Impotence or not, her demeanour would certainly have made her leave that place if she
was intended to reside for all Eternity with such a scoundrel as Adam, which could
explain why a docile femme was then chosen.”
They went silent.
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“A plot?” asked Dame Hades after several minutes.
“Or, a petition,” mused la Grise.
De Vienne shook her head as she shrugged.
“Dear Elfriede,” said la Grise: “We have all had this argument and it cannot be
resolved— it is a tale.” She smiled affectionately. “You have sussed several appendages of
which we were unable to do.”
“Indeed!” Dame Hades continued: “You have thought greatly more on this than we!”
Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne blushed at such compliments from those two. She
looked at Zoë who was smiling sweetly at her; and, Zoë nodded pleased.

†
George had exited. Monsieur Debussy, who often attended as the piano player as he
had done in previous years, was playing piano.
“I do hope he plays Golliwogg’s Cakewalk,” said Dame Hades.
“It is a wonderful piece though it’s historical reference is unfortunate for future
listeners,” opined la Grise.
“Monsieur Debussy must have heard Madame’s request,” commented de Vienne.
He had begun playing it.
They were delighted.

†
Zoë went to the long traboule directe in the quartier Saint-Jean to the arcade where
she was expected with Megan la Fae who had asked to be shown the arcade.

The Last Vestiges of Deity
Dame Hades, William Hooke, Themis la Grise, Antoine-Augustin Guise and Virge
had been speaking with Doctor Pabst who was the curator of the arcade when they did
arrive.
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Doctor Pabst was late in his years. He was of average height and slightly stout. He
was set with a mien of kindness. He used wooden crutches assisting with his gait walking
with the brace and three-inch sole on his right shoe.
Doctor Pabst had taken Guise to view a recent display.
“I would want that we shall be written as Life in a romance novel,” said Dame Hades:
“Imagine if we were written about in a purple prose three-volume novel instead of
reduced to single paragraphs in encyclopædias of a scene once experienced in History!”
“Demonology books are patriarchal,” said la Grise. “Which is a benefit for
Matriarchs who are free to wander spreading happiness and sunshine.”
They laughed.
“All these wailing crying weeping women! Everywhere we are referenced in asides.”
“Or, as Myth,” said Hooke.
“I loathe myths,” said Dame Hades.
“Perhaps, we should write our own novels of myths instead of them,” said la Grise.
“They must be in the manner Les Diableries!” pronounced Dame Hades.
“Le Poitevin’s Les Diables de Lithographies? or, stereoscopes?” asked la Grise.
“Wonderful!” exclaimed Megan la Fae: “They are each to be done! my dears.”
They laughed as Megan la Fae had arrived come escorted by Zoë who then
introduced her to Doctor Pabst.
“Le Docteur maudit,” said Megan la Fae.
“Naturally,” said Doctor Pabst amused. “Prejudices created on ancient superstitions
and suspicions by ignorance are given tithe to witchcraft. A polio-boot is always the sign
of the Devil. Just as a woman with flaming red hair is always the mark of transcendent
deviltry and demonic mischief.”
“Naturally,” replied la Fae with laughter.
La Fae greeted the others and thanked them for accompanying her in the arcade
since she would be in nonattendance at the Card Salon.
“They always inquire about what happened to the invalide,” began Doctor Pabst as
he escorted la Fae as the others came after; “That – I do not always know. It could be
this; it could be that; or, anything else. It could have been in the water; or, it could have
been in the air. Or, it could have been in themselves.
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“Morbidity exists in all. Nothing is safe which makes accurate diagnosing of diseases
difficult. There is so much we do not know. Lives are so delicately balanced. It may be
dormancy; or, heredity; or, from Nature; or, caused by Humanity’s progress. It could be
anything known in this age or it could be some virus we are not capable of knowing with
present tools and tests.
“Rather, the potential for morbidity to be exposed in everyone is very possible for
those diseases which are dormant.
“Everything is safe if the body is sound. Old age does not cause these things.
Immunities slow down and those things in the body – things always there – rise.
“Have you ever thought of everything endangering, kept concealed and dormant by
the body of any living creature, which could burst out from it? but does not. It is a
wonder.
“It’s fortunate not many read coroner reports or medical encyclopædias or mortuary
records.”
The galleries were filled with large nearly life-sized photographs of the persons
afflicted. Some were clothed; most were not. The scenes in which they were staged were
elaborate in Renaissance, Victorian, and Symbolist settings. All were signed in the plate,

JPW
Lengthy descriptive texts of the lives and afflictions of the person or persons were set
in type on vellum fastened beside the framed in glass photographs on the walls.
“I participated with the redoubtable Bassompierre when the Asylum Saint-Lazare of
Reason and Grand Hôtel Dieu de Vese were abandoned. He assisted me with my
request for review of his Cabinet of Obscurities.
“Those which would and could be saved, Docteur Guise received. Those deceased
were brought to us and documents produced or prepared. Proper burials were made.”
“Pauper? Common? Sacred?” asked la Fae.
“All were buried accordingly. Sacred ground. Cremation. A few had once in their
earlier lives wished drowned-burial at Sea; it was done. One wished a sky burial which we
did perform.”
“Consecrated ground?” asked Dame Hades; and, Doctor Pabst replied “Sacred” as
he would begin speaking as they walked.
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“We do not include self-induced artifices: cranial deformation or corsets used for a
wasp-waist or foot-binding or scarification; those sorts— None.”

“Phocomelia.”

“Elephantiasis.”

“Dwarfism.”
“Polymelia.”

“Macrocephaly.”

“In 1886 Jules Ferry declared,” said Guise, “and I paraphrase, ‘The higher races have
a right over the lower races.’ The Unfortunates are never considered to be Citizens
because of their appearance whether from disease or War. The higher races are much
less of Humanity itself.”

“Scaphocephaly; or, commonly known as Pinhead.”

“Lionitis.”

“Poussin in Hell.”

“Marfan.”

“Gigantism.”

“Conjoined Twins.”

“Rhinophyma.”

“Ichthyosis.”
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“Acromegaly.”

“These three are of interest,” noted Doctor Pabst: “the first is a dwarf, dwarfism; the
middle is a midget, proportionate dwarfism; and, the last —Homo floresiensis — is in point
of fact not a victim of dwarfism.”
Doctor Pabst and Doctor Guise spoke of the many diseases, syndromes, conditions
and afflictions during the two-hour sojourn in that salle of Ills unsuspectingly suffered by
Humanity.
“Those are the simple Ills,” said Doctor Pabst; “Diseases are not only covetous of
Humanity. Fey can be infected. Malebranches and lesser demons are susceptible due
poor living conditions. I’ve seen one particular case where a winged fairy had two sets of
wings; perhaps, a twin did not mature and was absorbed in the womb by the other. Two
headed giants are rare but oddly consistent in that they do have two functioning heads.
Géants themselves are a popular argument: gigantism or children of Titans.
“Cyclops are indeed cases of géants with synophthalmia.”

†
“There is a second salle I should like to show you,” said Doctor Pabst.

†
They went down a staircase to a very large expanse lit by candlelight. He showed
them articulated skeletons in a single glass case with black-lacquered wood of Art
Nouveau design extending along one wall and engravings by Paul Gustave Doré, Louis
Le Breton, Franz Stuck and Félicien Rops were hung on the opposite wall of what was
supposed of their appearance in Life: all were deformed beyond human or demonic
carriage and skull.
“It was discovered Martin Schongauer and Albrecht Dürer had created works quite
similar if not exact which included characters as those exhibited here three-hundred years
before.
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“The first salle illustrates simple abnormalities existing in Nature but caused by
Chance. This salle illustrates complex deformities defiling Nature consequently not
caused by Chance. These are true Grotesques.”
Doctor Pabst led them through the salle discussing the complex nature of the
deformities; the guests in turn queried him and Guise about what they saw.
“It is not possible. It isn’t. I begin again. This is... I cannot say... that this is...” He
sighed. “How does one expect that these are...” He paused. “No. I renounce them by all
Holy...” He paused. “No. I deny.” He sighed. “No!” was heard from the first salle.
“That would be Jean Pierre Barthélemy Pagès,” remarked Doctor Pabst. “He is a
Medical Doctor of Divinity. He arrives. He is overwhelmed by the displays. He leaves.”
The elderly fellow entered the second salle oblivious to those present and went
continuing with his disbelief at all that which he spied in the cases before departing.
“As you can see, there are five ages of mutations. Notably the final three are those
most hideously degenerated in proper or expected growth.
“Most all of this came from a county in England until 1816,” said Doctor Pabst as
they entered. “All of those most weirdly formed were from that county. None after. The
fellow who arranged for their transfer here was unscrupulous to say the least but he did
have proper documents about which we did contact the Hook Coroner; he vouchsafed
them.
“All of those in the previous salle exhibited single probable variances present at
birth. These exhibit numerous variances of all the previous viewed diseases and ills on
each with the expected consistency after Noble marriages; and, congenital and the four
stages of syphilis. However, due to the state of the subjects on arrival, cutaneous
conditions could not be identified.”
“They were charred,” said Virge interrupting that pall. “Their features, muscle and
skin were melted, and organs internally were made ash beneath that smouldering
sépulcre.”
They stood silently.
“The members of the Flesh of the Church of the Holy were destroyed by flames not
of fire,” said Megan la Fae.
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“Oh?” said Doctor Pabst without surprise.

†
Zoë went further. She spied a shrine: on the road-shrine was a post of polished
ebony: the shrine on the post of thirteen foot height was Régence and delicately carved
of polished ebony where slept the skeletal-carriage of a corvus articus; and on the post
was nailed an affiche for the Théâtre de l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis which was
presenting Les Fantod Séries by Edouard Gorie, Germinal, 1843.

†
Zoë and Merle were escorted by Doctor Antoine-Augustin Guise in
l’Hôpital Coulmier. They arrived at the room.
Merle noticed the letter of introduction for Louis-Aldonse Milot he
had sent was unopened.
“He fell comatose several weeks ago,” said the Nurse who stood by
the bed.
Merle and Zoë looked on the body. He was dressed in his suit with
grey striped trousers and white shirt without collar or cuffs over which he
wore a hôpital dressing gown with blue and white pin-stripes; he was
barefoot. Caspar de Bruges, Master Antiquarius was sleeping peacefully
on his side.
“Will he wake?” asked the Nurse.
“He may’n’t,” Merle: “for is it not the labyrinth of Memory after one
enters the Kingdom of Morpheus—after one traverses the chamber-zone
of avenues and rues, alleys and lanes—where one may at it’s furthest
abyssal level in their state of Dream—find remembrance of all places in
Pâle existences one has traveled.” He looked at Zoë. “He entered un
passage de Mémoire-Rêve; and, went to the place remembered; and,
there he saw, during his Morphean journey, that which he sought in it’s
Reality.” Zoë smiled. “The body shall weaken and that passage shall by
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Chronos decay until eventually collapsing after this l’Emmarchement.”
He turned to Guise. “He has found what was sought but in this year of
1883.”
“No, he shall not wake,” said Guise to the Nurse who nodded and
adjusted de Bruges’s blanket before she exited saying “Madame” to Zoë
and “Doctor” to Guise.
“He hasn’t need,” said Guise.

†
Zoë went unerringly through the woods for the High Road had ceased by slights
beneath the leaves and heather and bracken and long trailing branches of thorns.

†
Zoë had come to the flat meadow in the plum orchard set in the center of the woods.
The Théâtre was set on the meadowlands.

†
The Théâtre de l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis was the architectural model for the
Opéra-Houses in Vienna and Paris.

†
The Mortality Brigade in the regions of Auvergne and Rhône-Alpes were become
overwhelmed by self-murders of Commoners and Citizens.

†
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She walked and as she strolled on the lane, she witnessed a small Polichinelle with his
broom sweeping the meadow.

†
The Polichinelle gentleman was intent on his occupation and he did not realize the
approaching figure of Zoë until she was but a few feet from him. He looked up. He
screeched with joy. He ran towards her. “Elle-même! Elle-même! Elle est arrivée!” He
stood before her. He bowed exceedingly low. Monsieur Corveille was extremely excited
to see Zoë. “Exceedingly!”
“Good sir, sweeping?”
“The Leimoniads requested it,” replied Corveille; “It was my pleasure acquiescing. I
offered to sweep the woods but was informed a fellow would come with a battalion of
besoms performing that task on the equinox at Spring.”
Corveille stuck the handle of the broom in the soil. Two ten-foot-tall herons — one
white, one blue — landed and stood on either side. Corveille gestured. “It’s no use
arguing with them as sentries: they ignore me.”
They went strolling.

†
Monsieur Corveille explained what occurred after the funeral procession.
“I was being sought by police and gendarmes for that affaire about the pregnant
woman in Vese.
“I had taken residence in Nevers.
“Unexpectedly, there was to be another accident in Nevers. The gentlemen stepped
from the pavement in the course of my voiture. His leg - I imagine - was - Surely broken. The other - an unpleasant nefarious leaking fellow - was rendered senseless. I
was intending to administer their conditions but — Alas! — whistles went shrieking.
“A very large brute visited me on that very evening. He asked me to follow him. It was
a command rather than a request. I followed. We met a gentleman standing in amoungst
the shadows. I could not see him but he seemed dark.”
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“A dark gentleman in shadows but not Devil you once mentioned you had seen?"
said Zoë smiling.
Corveille frowned in thought. “No.” He paused. “He was not Devil.” He thought.
“He seemed clouded by dark.” They continued. He paused. He thought. “Interesting.
Very interesting. I could see him plainly but it seemed as if my eyes were becoming
accustomed to see it was he through the shadows and about his presence moved slowly
swirling shadows which were less dark than he. His presence nigh but as though from a
far off distance it seemed.” They continued. “Do you not find that interesting?”
“That gentleman does do interesting things,” Zoë replied. “His appearance does his
graciousness and beneficence belie.”
“That would be appropriate. Very gracious. Odd fellow. He informed me I should go
to the Plum Orchard near Lyon. It would be advantageous for me in innumerable ways,
he said. I asked him his intent; he replied I had done him a generous service and he
wished to repay my generosity. He was most sincere. I haven’t any idea what I may have
done for him. He’d purchased a train ticket for me and, his associate — Mister Tetch —
that most large brute, would assist me with my travels.
“I met Madame Corveille on my travels. My voiture had broken down and unhappily
was trampled by horses of a cavalry hastening North. I had never thought that one so tall
would bring happiness or joy because all tall folk — Your Pardon — are commonly” — He
thought. — “stenchy though not as horrible as Lemuel Gulliver wrote about during his
travels in Brobdingnag. Joyful happily ever after I’ve become with Madame Corveille.
We wedded. Mister Tetch was our witness. We continued until Mister Tetch left us in
Villeurbanne with instructions I was to follow Madame Corveille who was privy as to how
to arrive at this place and he gave me a carte with a sigil of unfathomable meaning saying
I was to present it to the Théâtre-Maestro who was needing someone since the previous
Ticket-Attendant had abruptly departed but he later wrote months later he was given a
very rare memento needing safekeeping from spies and thieves and other innuendos
lurking about in troublesome disguises of Citizens and Nobility.
“He departed; I arrived. It was only after I had taken this position I was informed that
we may expect your attendance.” He bowed very low, saying: “It is my greatest honour.”
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Zoë laughed sweetly as she said: “You embarrass me, kind sir. Madame Corveille is
your greatest joy and, that I may be considered in her gravity of influence, I thank thee.”

†
They had arrived at the ticket-booth.

†
“How lovely it is to see Mare Tranquillitatis in these Woods,” said Zoë; and, said as
she looked upwards at the edges of the roof: “They’ve gone.”
“Madame Corveille has shown me from the roof of the Théâtre.” He sighed happily.
“We have lain hours watching it.”
Zoë smiled. “I have’n’t admittance-papers,” said Zoë sweetly. “I have a handbill from
les Trois Glorieuses Arcade; and a pamphlet given me by saintly persons asking if I had
found Rédemption, standing on the platform.”
“Handbill, please,” replied Corveille; and, conversationally said: “I read, in a gazette,
Rédemption is a town in Guinée française. That may be their reply.”
Zoë handed Corveille the handbill from les Trois Glorieuses Arcade, smiling.
Monsieur Corveille bowed. He with great ceremony entered the ticket-booth. He
read the handbill; he nodded approvingly. He selected a carte-admittance. He selected
an ink-pen. He scribbled on the handbill. He wrote and signed the card. He selected an
embroidered ribbon, he selected a long black lace ribbon, he selected a thin purple
ribbon. He poured scarlet sealing-wax on the ribbons and set the seal on the wax; he
stamped three impressions in red ink by inshō chops. He handed the card to Zoë; she
accepted it.
She took the card and she went from the ticket-booth.
He stepped down from the ticket-booth. He went running to the first entrance and
stood beside it.
It was a Persian carpet of a Torūnj design of many different sized and shaped
medallions made with silver threads, and white and maroon silk threads floating on a field
of blue found in the Oceanic zone.
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Zoë walked on to the carpet.
“Carte-admittance?”
Zoë handed him the carte.
He ticket-punched it in several places. He returned her carte-admittance.
“Maestro will be pleased to see you,” said Corveille; “He has for days and nights
been pacing in the woods beyond the orchard disturbing dryads and sylphides and
kodama and fairies and elves waiting for your presence. He told us this morning of your
impending visit.”
“They should be pleased, too,” said Zoë cheerfully. “Please tell them I shall be there
soon.”
Corveille bowed; and, he went hopping running to the woods.

†
Zoë went from the first entrance; and, Zoë did enter the Théâtre de l’Opéra des
Ténèbraes du Paradis.

†
The Lobby was Régence and in dark resplendencies as Sun was at settings beneath
the ancient fortifications of clouds.
Zoë entered in the Lobby-Foyer as the Théâtre-Maestro stood in the silences of the
gloom.
The Orchestra was seated in the orchestra-pit and they performed a triumphant
Overture by Hector Berlioz as Zoë entered the Lobby-Foyer.

The Théâtre-Maestro
He was tall. He was thin and frail. His face had been set by his ancient rictus frown.
His white eyebrows were large and bushy. His whitened beard was tucked beneath his
waistcoat and it fell from beneath his waistcoat. He was dressed in his finest habit of
Evening-clothes.
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The Théâtre-Maestro stood at the small bronze 1850 study of Satan by Jean-Jacques
Feuchère that was to be erected as phare-colossus of three leagues in height in Paris.
Zoë went and stood before the small study in bronze. “Still he pouts but frowns
presently more so,” said Zoë.
The Théâtre-Maestro took the carte-admittance: he read the card-ticket; he held the
carte against a gas-jet lamp to view the water marks; he licked the pressed paper; and, he
inspected the ribbons. He bowed.
Zoë was led by the Théâtre-Maestro: they ascended in the steam-operated elevator.
He led Zoë to the Royal Box.
Zoë entered her balcony box.
The Théâtre-Maestro placed salt beneath the cushion; Zoë smiled and seated herself
on the cushion. The Théâtre-Maestro smiled weakly as he stood before Zoë; and,
solemnly bowed as he returned the carte-admittance.
He did exit.

†
Zoë sat in the Royal Box: the théâtre lights were ceased; the footlights were shown as
the Théâtre-Maestro stood on the Stage before the Ferronnerie velvet curtains; and, the
Orchestra concluded with solemn silences.
“Mirths! Merriments!” began the Théâtre-Maestro: “Merry entertainments! for our
blessèd invited Guests! Enlightenments! we offer for all in attendances! Simple tales!
Sacrèd tales! and we all know that sacrèd is merely scared vicariously spelled.
Entrancements! we offer for all in attendances! Mirths and merriments and merry
entertainments that are to be seen: Méliès's Satan en prison, and Les Tempéraments de
solitude dans Chaos by Mesmer and Sullivan; and, Holiday in Purgatory as staged by
Vaslav Nijinsky with music by Erik Satie.
“We present them.”

†
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The curtains of blue silk Ferronnerie velvets were raised.

†
The Méliès’s piece, Satan en prison was projected.

†
The Théâtre-Maestro entered after the film had concluded.

†
“We offer the Méliès’s piece, L'Alchimiste Parafaragaramus ou la Cornue infernale.”

†
The Théâtre-Maestro entered after the film had concluded.

†
“We offer Le Royaume des fées by Georges Méliès for your pleasure,” said the
Théâtre-Maestro.
Zoë commented that she had seen the féerie La Biche au Bois, by the brothers
Goignard, on which the Méliès piece had borrowed, at the Théâtre de la Porte SaintMartin in March of the year 1845.
The Théâtre-Maestro smiled his weak crooked smile. He bowed and departed from
the Stage.
The piece was projected.

†
The Théâtre-Maestro tempted Zoë with delicacies from his serving tray: salt-cured
maggots; candied Monotropa uniflora; weasel eyes set atop sugared lard on powdered
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toast points; Swiss-chocolate covered peyōtl decorated with it’s flower; and, grey
marzipan confections wrapped with blue-foil papers.
“It is explained,” said the Théâtre-Maestro, “that the Confectionary Girl has taken a
position in the Asphodel Meadows.”
Zoë declined sweetly.

†
The Théâtre-Maestro entered on to the Stage after they had concluded.

†
“On this eve-Night,” began the Théâtre-Maestro: “Of eidetic remembrances, we offer
thus.”
The Théâtre-Maestro bowed low and lower as the limelights were iris-done and the
footlights were slow in extinguished.
The curtains were raised: the first Backdrop was of vulcanic-lands set in the Heights
of the North: all were frozen; all steam was become rime-encrusted fonts; ice-basalts were
erected of ice ashened by vents.
The lands were set beneath the dark prusse skies where meandered clouds of brilliant
whites.

†
The first Backdrop was raised.

†
The Théâtre-Maestro appeared on the Stage and stood at the unlit footlights.
The Nude stood in the limelight. The raven-tressed Nude — Laure-Victoire Lenoir —
of the palest flesh stood in black mule-shoes at the edge of the Stage and held placards.
She stood with the letter-pressed panels of the work. The panels stated:
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THE WITCH-LORD
or,

The King-Vampyre of Night and Dark takes Holiday in Hades
therein
as given
by
Le Théâtre des Ténèbraes
Laure-Victoire Lenoir with the palest of flesh curtsied and did exit from the Stage as
the curtains and portières were parted and raised.
The second Backdrop was set in clockworks by Praxinoscopique with pantomimes
lumineuses projected by lens-and-glass apparatuses.
The Théâtre-Maestro stood and said: “This then shall performed be from the folio of
foul-papers printed Octobris, 1600.” The Théâtre-Maestro stepped forward and, as he
perched on the edge of the Stage, said:

The Théâtre Tale
It was late-Night: ascensions had been set by the Dawn-goblins. The sky had erected
towering cumulonimbus through which betwixt and beneath altocumulus meandered in
the Skylands.

†
The Stage-settings were changed by illuminations and the Dramatis Personæ entered
from a trap-door and were in the Woods at Night. The backdrops were fashioned of
looking-glass and plate-glass painted with diverse and various illustrations and electrically
manipulated things and celluloid-induced movements.

†
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The Backgrounds and Stage-set works were set in mechanical operations by
apparatuses.

†
The lands were illuminated by bluish effluences but neither lamp nor candelabra
were to be seen; the light appeared by naught known nor remembered nor invented by
Man.

†
The gates were opened.

†
L’Asile des Innocents was once Château des Vêpres.
It was designed similar in the style of the Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte in a great
park with parterres and allées and reflecting pools as drawn by André Le Nôtre, in 1661.
The main allée was gravel and lined by poplars.
The chateau was situated at the eastern end of a three-kilometer-long East-West axis
with the entrance facing east. The entrance was avant-corps. The entrance vestibule was
set at the east end and the Grand Salon was set at the west end; and, were separated by a
long hall from which the large chambers could be accessed. Large pavilions were at each
corner of the building. The exterior arches were closed with iron gates.
The long hall was supported by three arches so one could view the gardens and allée
from the steps to the vestibule. The allée of ash and birch trees behind the chateau led
for several miles to the Murmuring Woods.
The Murmuring Woods were those where demons and Citizens who trespassed into
the gardens of the Hesperides had been transformed into trees: their legs become roots;
their bodies become trunks; their arms become branches; and, their heads remained at
the crotch of the branches but their mouths had been stitched closed.
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The Trespassers were scattered within the woods which were the walls of the gardens
existing long before demons and Citizens arrived, at the place they trespassed so that
their voices would echo harmoniously in hymns for the Nymphs of the West would sever
and retie their vocal cords for more pleasing sounds.
The choirs from the Woods could be heard in the zephyrs and winds carried passing
across the landscapes of the département on Spring and Winter nights.

†
The Backgrounds were set.

†
The earlier Wealthy and Bourgeoisie Party had gone.
The lately arrived Party’s members were paying two sous at the Main Gate for
entrance to the l’Institut. The gay and blithe expeditionary Party were come for audience
with the Mad and the Foreign and those bereft of the knowledge of Reason. The
Aristocracy and the Bourgeoisie were all come so that they could witness and have spied
those that the Morality Act had removed from the streets.
The Party was led by Link-Boys with their lanterns.

†
The Backgrounds and Stage-set works were set in mechanical operations by
apparatuses.

†
Zoë, Themis la Grise, Dame Hades and Fille d’Achéron waited for the GuideOuvreur. Zoë read the plaque beside the main entrance but noted it’s date: 1665. Dame
Hades was viewing the moat.
‘The moat represents a lake on which this Sacred Bureau sits unbesmirched by the
influences of Society,’ said the Guide-Ouvreur.
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‘It is as allegorical as château de Silling was set in the mountains secluded by forests,’
replied la Grise.
‘I am unfamiliar,’ replied the Guide-Ouvreur.
‘Madame Wreath,’ said Dame Hades.
‘Dame Hades,’ replied Madame Marie-Giselle Wreath.
Madame Marie-Giselle Wreath explained she was paused on her way to Nancy for a
conference at le Bureau intransigeant, and she was included in the early Neaps tour with
the Wealthy and Privileged for their Elucidations while she was attending as Governess of
Morality but now that she was concluded, she must part.
‘Amusements,’ said la Grise.
The Guide-Ouvreur directed them to the Minister of Intelligence.

†
The Backgrounds and Stage-set works were set.

†
The Messenger-Errant began wandering in the long alleys and halls as tall conical
heads were seen in shade and cast in shadows as they marched in the halls.

†
The shades and shadows were moved on the walls and ceilings as if reflected from
Ocean’s surfaces by the erratic workings of the gas-discharged electric lamps.

†
The Backgrounds were set.

†
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Zoë stood relucent at the booth beneath the light of the basilica of the Ministry.

†
They went to the Minister of Intelligence in his spherical-booth in the rotunda. The
Minister in the Booth polished his lapel pin: it was a small pin of stamped tin with
lithographical printing. It was of a pearl with horns that extended underneath it’s operahat.
Zoë smiled.
The Intelligence Minister stared at Zoë and those three standing behind her through
the port-hole of his booth.
‘You have come for our Tour, Demoiselle?’ said the Intelligence Minister in his
mantis-praying pose.
‘No,’ said Zoë: ‘I wished to speak with Emile Trique whom I was informed was given
residence in this asylum.’
The Intelligence Minister telephoned and spoke whispering. ‘Please wait.’ He began
reading an issue of La Caricature morale, politique et littéraire.

†
The Président arrived. The Intelligence Minister hid his magazine. The MinistrePrésident de Curval was sixty years old. He was tall and thin. He was dressed in a tallcollar white shirt with a wide burgundy tie, brown three-piece suit with wide lapels and
pressed cuffed trousers. He wore tan spats over his brown boots.
‘You have come for our Tour, Demoiselle?’ said Ministre-Président de Curval in his
mantis-praying pose.
‘No,’ said Zoë: ‘I wished to speak with Emile Trique whom I was informed was given
residence in this asylum.’
The Intelligence Minister telephoned and spoke; he listened.
‘He refused to eat,’ said the Intelligence Minister.
‘He died,’ said le Ministre-Président: ‘Very common occurrence.’
‘The Heredity Asylum?’ asked Zoë.
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He — le Ministre-Président — dismissed her question with a shrug and several flaying
gestures with his hands. ‘We preserve Honour and Dignity in these days of Woe. We
preserve Volitions. We tend those Diaspora expulsed by Society: the chronically
diseased; the feeble minded; les démons de la cocaïne; the drunkards; the opiumbesotted; the agedly infirmed who are abandoned by families; and, Naturally—prostitutes.
‘L’Institut National de Préservation addresses all. They are charged with protecting
the ignorant Masses from things capable of disrupting the innocence made by their
ignorance. Ignorance complaisant; or, eagerly sought and cherished. Do you not
remember the Rebellion of 1789 and it’s August Insurrection? We must diligently
prevent those episodes from ever again occurring. We must guard the balance of things
vigilantly!
‘They arrive in their hours of l’Aube.’ He pointed to the East. ‘They are departed in
their hours of Dark.’ He pointed to the West. ‘They stay sedate.’
‘The Law 22 Prairial allows this by it’s benediction,’ said Zoë.
‘We observe all rules of Order,’ said le Président. ‘Please allow me to show you our
benevolence.’ He began walking. Zoë walked beside him as la Grise and Dame Hades
strolled side-by-side, and Fille d’Achéron followed after. The Intelligence Minister
returned to reading his magazine.
‘Why prostitutes?’ asked la Grise. ‘Are not courtesans to be included?’
‘Prostitutes may serve some purpose; but their very presence weakens the fortitude of
men’s Piety. Courtesans are of higher stations until they fall lower to become merely
prostitutes. Feminine wiles.’
‘Hypocrisy abounds,’ said Dame Hades.
‘Indeed,’ replied le Président. ‘Well said. It does abound. That these women are
given silver from unfortunate fellows is hypocritical since they should willingly give their
Venus-boxes gratis.’
Dame Hades placed her hand on la Grise’s shoulder before la Grise could speak or
move.
Fille d’Achéron was embarrassed and appalled.
‘These women have a classification?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘Vénus-Méduse,’ replied le Président. ‘Their ensorcellments do not turn men into
stone—Naturally—but into the lusting marionettes of Eros.’
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Zoë had read the titulus over the entrance of the Ministry.

Beware of friendship of the vile, of the wretched,
or of the loathsome
Zoë had read the inscription of inlaid iron in the marble on the threshold of the
entrance.

All who enter shall enter by their own Free Will
shall be given Providence
‘Sir,’ began Zoë. ‘Do you not fear that those who are allowed passage—by your own
free Will—may be of a far more terrible character than those which await them?’
Le Président shook his head solemnly. ‘There are none because Science states they
are none existing.’
Dame Hades rolled her eyes. She removed her hand from la Grise’s shoulder.
‘I cannot fathom His Lordship’s continued patience allowing insipid Existentia in this
kingdom,’ said Dame Hades.
‘‘Tis’n’t patience,’ Zoë offered quietly as they began following le Président.
‘It frightens me knowing what he could do,’ said la Grise.
‘Their families send money for their continued internment,’ continued le Président.
‘All internments benefit society. Elderly are divested from the turmoil of Progress; their
children are divested from pain of watching their parents age.’
‘Will cures be found?’ asked Zoë.
‘Heavens!’ replied le Maître des Cures—High Physician Jules Laurent Louis
Thomire—who had arrived by silla chair fastened on the back of a large brute. A blind
Barber-Orderly followed carrying the ladder. They stopped; the ladder was placed, and le
Maître de Cures descended. He approached le Président. They spoke. Le MinistrePrésident de Curval did exeunt.
‘Of course not,’ replied High Physician Jules Laurent Louis Thomire: ‘Daily cures
are much more profitable. We — in our eternal vigilance — continue medications after
they decease. We continue charge for our services, Grand-mère. Pharmacology is not in
the business of prevention!’ He smiled. ‘Nor cures. They’re curse!’ He laughed. ‘Cures
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are Curse for well-being. Suspensions of olive oil are often offered oppressed Citizens
and they these Citizens are pleased. Trifle at one gold coin.’
‘What price do you give Life?’ said Dame Hades.
‘Paupers have weak price. Nobility has great price. Royalty may afford the cost of a
single cure. But even for them it would be a cure lasting until new variations of disease
are found,’ said High Physician Thomire.
‘Or, invented,’ said la Grise.
‘And, So— it is nothing more than continuous leech work which makes Man continue
on their course,’ said Dame Hades.
‘Of course,’ said la Grise.
‘My work as High Metaphysician has given me unfathomable knowledge.
Unfortunately, few realise the grandeur of my work. It defies Logic and Reason.’
Dame Hades and la Grise agreed.
He bowed.

†
Two Major Nurses—Madame Duclos and Madame Desgranges—arrived. The walked
side-by-side in a single identical cadence of stepping.

†
‘We shall be begin on this ground floor,’ said Thomire; ‘The present Tour is
progressing slowly. You are honoured this day for it is Lord-Chancellor Louis-SébastienBarnabé Belleau and Vice-Minister Yves Claude d’Alençon, his Secrétaire des
Solennités, who accompany these illustrious persons. Their condescension alone infuses
all with benevolence. Did you know the Vice-Minister was he who proposed this
sanctuary and Lord-Chancellor Belleau who — with his munificent Consul — wrote those
laws amended in the Law of 22 Prairial.’ He sighed. ‘Generosity personified.’

†
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Dame Hades excused herself and went.

†
They entered a small théâtre-chamber.
‘This presentation is made so all may understand the machinations of Lunacy and are
fidèles des scènes.’
The projection pièce was shown:

The Three Stages of the Mutiny of Piety
A gentleman was sleeping in his bed chamber surrounded by spirits spiraling around
him. One by one they entered the body of the gentleman.

The Guest-Congregator has been infected.
The gentleman was writing on the walls of his bed chamber with red-clay pastels, and
vine and willow charcoal sticks and his writing he scrawled and smudged and blurred as
he continued writing until, after finishing writing and the writing was rearranging itself on
the wall, he began walking in a small circle, gesturing with hands.

The Guest-Congregator was possessed. He wrote on the walls of his
cell with feces. His cell glowed an eldritch green.
He walked on his Magician's circle.
He was summoning Evil in his deranged state.
The gentleman was lying on his bed in that chamber as a single large ghost was rising
from the body. The ghost flew directly at the viewer filling all the screen before it passed
showing the gentleman waking briefly and collapsing returning in his sleep.

The Guest-Congregator had his chest cavity sawn open by Surgeons
and was cured of his Lunacy. He died pleased.
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‘Pardon, Monsieur le Métaphysicien,’ said Zoë: ‘This projection is the
prestidigitation Maestro Plum Dreams from 1901 but has been changed from burlesque
to this novelty of a cure by use of new inter-title cartes.’
‘I am unfamiliar,’ replied Thomire. ‘This film has been approved by the Standards
Bureau as you clearly noted by the facsimile stamp on the title page and title cartes.
Poetic justices, perhaps.’

†
Dame Hades did return.

†
‘Lord-Chancellor Louis-Sébastien-Barnabé Belleau and Vice-Minister Yves Claude
d’Alençon were pleased,’ said Dame Hades. ‘They send their regrets and so shall be
ascending by other stairs.’
Madame Duclos and Madame Desgranges smiled sternly.
Thomire was pleased.

†
‘That we know Spirit-Geists may enter capriciously with nefarious reasons for causing
Lunacy, we also know that once the Spirit departs from the body, Lunacy has been
banished insuring Lunacy shall never be spread in Kingdom Come.
‘They are cured of Lunacy before their death so they may enter eternal Rédemption.
And, if they should die immediately after cure, it is to be preferred.’
‘There are those who believe Spirit-Geists are those things which enter Kingdom
Come,’ offered Dame Hades.
‘Superstition,’ said Thomire; ‘Superstitions and nothing more.’
‘Are you superstitious, Monsieur Thomire?’ asked la Grise.
‘Certainly not!’ Thomire replied. ‘We august men of Letters of Medicine and
Science are forbidden such frivolities!’
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‘Does prevention exist for this act of immurement by Spirit?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘None,’ said Thomire dejected. ‘It is done by Probability and Chance.’ His hands
flourished in a gesture of his dismay.
‘I would believe that his dream-state self is returning, and he hurriedly draws and
scribes what he has seen,’ said la Grise; ‘and, in the last, he is returning to that dreamstate.’

†
‘That concludes,’ said Thomire as he leapt to his feet. ‘This way.’
The Major Nurses had remained standing at the rear of the théâtre.
‘If that is your belief it is your belief, I suppose,’ replied Thomire as he stared sourly
frowning at la Grise who brazenly winked at him which caused him an apoplectic fit. ‘That
presentation was made so all may understand the machinations of Lunacy and are fidèles
des scènes.’ They stood in the center of the Grand Salon. ‘That person — Trique — you
requested, Grand-mère, was mired in Lunacy caused by the evil he performed against
those with faint-of-heart or lack of Moral fortitude who succumb to their inherent
baseness, depravity or wickedness; corruptness and evilness.’
Zoë was viewing the gardens seen through the West entrance of the chateau; she
made no reply.
‘He did not write those works,’ interrupted la Grise.
‘He did not,’ said Thomire: ‘No, he was much more dangerous. He touched those
letters: selecting them from his type cases, using his composing stick and typesetting
formed them into words which would be printed on paper for bookbinding. A very most
dangerous sort. He gave life to the impossible and perverse. If he had’n’t done so, those
opiate-infused scribblings would never have been read by the unsuspecting populace,
thereby causing grave doubts about the written words in the State-ordained educational
edicts and laws, speeches and written things of divine contentment and prosperity.
Anyone can stand on street corners espousing heretical and theoretical theorems of the
Strange; Public Safety will find them easily. Printed works are a different sort. Cunning in
their treachery; treacherous in their cunning. Typesetters are more dangerous than those
who print. Truly, he was evil. His fingers were black from his evilness.’
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‘They were stained from life-long printing inks!’
‘Ignorance would have one believe so but No,’ replied Thomire. ‘This way.’
The Major Nurses had remained standing at the rear of the Salon.

†
They passed though the antechambers with couches and divans on which for guests
to reside. Thomire showed them the large ward-chambers in which were set rows of iron
tube beds laid with feather-filled mattresses covered with starched white sheets; the head
pillows were stuffed with goose down. The windows were open and Spring zephyrs, as
they would, filled the rooms. They were empty.

†
‘This floor keeps those who confessed to having committed minor sins of Blasphemes
as noted and authorized by the Laws of 22,’ said Thomire. ‘And, as you may have noted,
we have none.’
‘Who are those who would reside in these rooms?’ asked la Grise.
‘Nobles. Those ascended in the nobility of State and those from the nobility of
Industry,’ said Thomire.
‘Have any resided here?’ asked Zoë.
High Metaphysician Thomire shrugged and turned to the two Major Nurses; they
shook their heads sternly.
‘Nobility does not trépas,’ said la Grise.
‘No.’
Fille asked if l’Asile des Innocents consoled les Métis humains.
He waved her off. ‘They are savages. They could not display Psyche faculties beyond
a horse. We have none.’
‘Centaurs?’ asked la Grise sans humour.
‘The Ministry established three asylums under it’s aegis of Bienfaisance,’ began
Thomire ignoring her question: ‘The Asylum Saint-Lazare of Reason, l’Asile des
Innocents and l’Institut National de la Diaspora. Les Fées humaines are kept in l’Asile
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for their safety. All three are for deformities both physical and mental as it so often has
been noted as complementary.
‘Les Fées humaines are in the second floor.’
They ascended the staircase to the first floor.
‘Minor cases are in the ward-chambers: Blind, Fantasists, Futurists, and Savants,’
informed Thomire. ‘The largest populace of the guests are from the impoverished, and
those stricken by Madness. The most dangerous are those from Philosophy,
Mathematicians and Futurists who have written impossible tracts of an insanity beyond
comprehension.’
‘Les Métis humains?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘Incubus copulating virgins,’ Thomire pronounced.
Zoë, Themis, Dame Hades and Fille d’Achéron reacted in character.
‘Are not other characters from thy mythologies to be included?’
‘There are none,’ replied Thomire.
‘May not natural and biological circumstances be the cause?’ asked la Grise.
‘No’ he said assuredly. ‘Nature does not do such things; Evil does.’ He paused.
‘Though,’ he continued with hushed tone; he peered very slowly turning his head looking
behind over his shoulders. ‘Though,’ he said wagging his left hand with his index finger
extended at the space between them. ‘Though, it was once written — centuries ago — in
Vulgar Latin — a scholarly article — under pseudonym — of grave importance —
submitted for publication in an esteemed journal but was rejected for profane
blasphemies — wherein it was proposed that the swan would have been given swan-like
children after impregnating Leda. It — Further — held that this seduction was Zeus’s
jealous belief of which he should have seraphim, too.’
‘It was rape,’ interrupted la Grise.
‘It cannot be rape when that seduction was allowed,’ replied Thomire. ‘It was noted
that Leda produced two eggs — albeit Anatidae Cygnus circumstances are novel — so the
lineage of the swan remained even though there are versions of this tale that stated the
seduction took place on the same night she slept with her Tyndareus King.’
‘We’ve heard tell,’ said Dame Hades.
La Grise was incredulous.
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‘It may have been the seed from Tyndareus which kept the true Cygnus influences
from occurring as speculated by Science but Zeus - a god - would have had superior
seeds as corroborated by the very many effusive anatomical engravings of the various
poses and acts performed by appendage and engorged Venus-box.
‘As all things are possible — it was noted by the appendices of the Probability tables
— that event was highly unlikely in that Zeus as a swan would have been a godly swan
whose progeny would — Therefore — have godly swan-like appearances.’ He threw his
hands in the air. ‘They didn’t!’ He sighed.
He had concluded.
Zoë, Dame Hades, la Grise and Fille were silent.
‘The reason for this thoughtful excursion?’ asked la Grise astonished.
‘Incubus are demons; demons are accepted as existing,’ replied Thomire. He crossed
his arms. ‘Mythologicals aren’t.’
‘Please,’ said Zoë as she began walking, ‘High Physician Thomire, may we continue.’
He assented. He went to the fore followed by Zoë, and Dame Hades and la Grise.
Fille wandered after.
‘My dear Themis,’ said Dame Hades; ‘You composed yourself well, indeed!’
‘As thirteen-meter white Limax maximus would his intellect benefit,’ said la Grise.
Dame Hades paused and closing one eye she narrowly stared at her. ‘He taught me.’
Dame Hades began laughing with delight; la Grise frustrated, sighed. Fille d’Achéron
viewed la Grise ever differently from that moment.
High Physician Thomire continued unawares.

†
Zoë smiled.

†
Antinoüs, the assistant to Ministre-Président de Curval, arrived after having sought
High Metaphysician Thomire; they spoke whispering. Antinoüs exited.
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‘The Bishop l’Évêque, an esteemed benefactor, was recently told his brother the
Honorable Louis-Jean-Marie l’Évêque was transformed into a limace. They are currently
attempting to identify his genus so proper treatments can begin,’ said Thomire; ‘He will
be indisposed and cannot see you.’
Dame Hades winked at Themis who shrugged her indifference.
They nodded.

†
‘We are not barbaric,’ stated Thomire: ‘Trepanning can oftener lead to drilling into
the grey matter by serious depths. However, pronounced venesection reduces oxygen to
the brain which is immediately followed by Galvanism treatments which reconfigure the
electrical patterns flowing for which we are certain exist but have yet to ascertain nuances
caused by this method. Memory and Sense are defeated. All great men, of which I was
included, of Medicine and Science, are willing to make these risks.’
‘These methods are necessary because of Law N° 22?’ said Zoë.
‘Truly!’ said Thomire. ‘The ignorance set forth by the fantastical writings of the Mad
must be quelled; our methods expunge those thoughts. We must protect the intelligence
of the Masses! They have common sense but nothing more. They wish to wander in the
grasslands and woodlands and are troubled only when shearing comes.’
‘They are uneducated,’ said Dame Hades contemptuously.
‘They are educated,’ replied Thomire. ‘Statesmen and clergy continuously strive to
better educate them with edicts and laws, speeches and written things of divine
prosperity.’
‘And, fear!’ interjected Dame Hades.
‘Merely this. We wish to keep their docility safe from the wolves of all imaginary
things.’
‘Baron Münchausen?’ asked la Grise.
‘He would have been prosecuted under Law N° 22 due to his exploits having been
written in his journals later printed and made public with the publication of Baron
Münchausen’s Narrative of his Marvellous Travels and Campaigns in Russia by his own
hand!’
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‘That was fictional,’ replied la Grise disdainfully.
‘Impossible!’ declared Thomire; ‘Hieronymus Karl Friedrich, Freiherr von
Münchhausen was born on 11 May 1720 in Bodenwerder as official papers wrote and
deceased on the 22nd of February in the year 1797.’
‘There are those who write of future things. Jules Gabriel Verne and Herbert George
Wells are popular,’ said la Grise.
‘Yes, yes, yes,’ replied Thomire: ‘They became known before we could install them
here for their safety. The softness of mind creates docility for unsuspecting Citizens
whereupon, after reading, when reading such works of fancy, they are susceptible in a
belief that such things could actually occur: hive consciousness’s spoilt.’
‘Those who write of Marvells and Fey?’ asked la Grise.
‘They are based on folklore from Degenerates imbecilics and written by Citizens of
low intelligence lacking or shunning the knowledge brought forth by Science.’
‘Galvanism was invented by Science,’ said Dame Hades. ‘Mary Shelley’s work
references Galvanism, nevertheless, it may be considered a written work of Marvells. She
would have been your guest.’
‘Assuredly,’ replied Thomire.
‘Edgar Rice Burroughs has written of travelling to and life on Mars,’ said la Grise.
‘Last year. All-Story Magazine.’
He scribbled with pen in a notebook held close to his nose. ‘I am unfamiliar.’
‘Lucian’s True History in the 2nd century?’ asked la Grise.
He shook his head vigorously as he was scrawling.
‘Ibn al-Nafis’s Theologus Autodidactus in the 13th century?’
He was horrified.
‘Permit me,’ said la Grise. She took his notebook and pen, and she wrote in an
elegant style:

Lucian of Samosata, Vera Historia—2nd century
Ibn al-Nafis, Theologus Autodidactus—13th century
Margaret Cavendish, The Blazing World—1666
Voltaire, Micromégas—1752
Johannes Kepler, Somnium—1630
Ludvig Holberg, Nicolai Klimii Iter Subterraneum—1741
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Edgar Allan Poe wrote a story about a flight to the moon
She returned his notebook and pen.
‘How embarrassing these names are unfamiliar to you, High Physician Thomire,’ said
Dame Hades; ‘It is apparent that none of them were given safety in this residence.
Verne, Wells and Burroughs may never had written their fancies, if you had; they’d never
be popular reading for the Masses.’
‘Voltaire was a court favorite; we could not,’ said Thomire sullenly.
‘What of those who propose different mythologies and histories?’ asked la Grise.
‘Idle speculation,’ began Thomire: ‘They are less dangerous until they envision a
Modern Age as such filled with mythologies and history in a different manner than their
Fate-induced end.
‘It is those who say they have traveled in time. Or, visited Hades. Or, gone to a
different world much like ours. Or, who say they have visited loved ones in different
places at the same time that loved one is visiting Earth. Or, be taken by creatures from
Ether. Or, who have written scientifically possible means of time travel or voyages to the
Moon. Or, visit with witches and féeries. Or, see spirits and ghosts. Or, converse with
things unseen by others. Or, speak with fiery objects.’
‘Religious texts speak of such things,’ said Dame Hades.
‘Unfortunate circumstance.’

†
They viewed the first floor. It was similar but less majestic than the entry floor. The
antechambers were sparsely populated with the Sequestered. A single Common Nurse
was attending.
Zoë was greeted by smiles from a few.
‘Why are blind considered minor offenses?’ asked Zoë.
‘They cannot read,’ said Thomire. ‘If they have others read for them, they themselves
continue thoughtlessly thinking of only things they will think.’
‘What constitutes minor?’ asked la Grise.
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The Major Nurses replied: ‘They have spoken forbidden things. If after observation
they are shown to be dangerous, they will be moved into the Criminal wards.’
‘Does that occur?’
‘Very often,’ said Thomire. ‘It is surprising how many enter disguised harmless only
to be revealed as provocateurs. Or, they were identified as suspicious by Law of
Suspects. Citizens who have nothing to hide need not worry about being on the list;
Citizens who have something to hide are those that ask about the list and will be placed
on it.’
Le médecin de Blangis and Durcet le docteur were passing.
‘Gentlemen!’ said Thomire. ‘Le médecin de Blangis and Durcet le docteur are High
Practitioners of Cures,’ he said to those four. He turned to the surgeons. ‘Gentlemen,
please inform these Ladies of our practices, if you would be so kindly generous.’
They spoke of many things. They spoke about the efficacious treatments of
Galvanism. They spoke of the benefits of venesection when performed on weak minds of
the imbecilic. They spoke of the opiate-induced states which all Modern Age Medicī
concertedly believed were the cure that enormously, wonderfully, astonishingly and
impressively removed all evil memories and thoughts. They spoke of arcane treatments.
They concluded.
Zoë replied. ‘No, you have merely removed their ability to converse with thee; but
Perception, Memory and Sense remain. All those in comatose poses listen and remember
while they remain immured in their state of effigial simulachres. Thy cruelties allow the
clarity of Perception absolute to return and thus they may abandon their form as Effigies
simulachres taking passage into the realms of Dream in Reality.’
Durcet le docteur felt chilled. He strenuously frowned as he peered about the
chamber. He went to the open casement window; he extended his hand through it but he
could not discern any difference.
‘These Citizens are dangerous for the safety of the public due to their thoughts, such
as Futurists,’ said Durcet. ‘These ilk are not languishing for they are all medicated with
laudanum and opium infusions.’ He closed the window. He turned to face them. ‘They
are content.’
Le médecin de Blangis and Thomire concurred; Dame Hades shook the hands of de
Blangis and Durcet as she thanked them; and, they continued.
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Zoë asked about the pavilions on the floor. Madame Duclos and Madame
Desgranges stood in front of the door of the closest room; they were become chilled.
‘They are locked,’ said the Major Nurses.
‘Please,’ said Zoë to the nurses who nodded and stepped aside. She turned the
handle and opened the door: ‘No,’ she said to the nurses. They became disconcerted.
‘It is forbidden! Dangerous! Must’n’t!’ screamed Thomire.
The Major Nurses remained standing in the antechamber and looked at one another.
‘It was,’ they said.
‘Orderlies! Orderlies!’ screamed Thomire until finally shrieking: ‘Le Président!’
Those four Guests entered into that chamber. Thomire followed after screaming
incomprehensibly in fits of hysterical annoyance.

†
They counted twenty-nine. Some were clothed in worn and soiled gowns. Some were
naked. One stood silent with his face pressed into a corner of the walls; a few were posed
in silent cataleptic positions; one stood staring at the ceiling; several walked pacing in
circles of which one was frantically gesturing with each hand as she spoke; several were
seated on the floor with their backs against the wall, indulged in different amusements;
and, those not standing or moving were sedated unconscious on their iron-frame and
springs bed with a simple straw mattress. There were six box beds. The floor was covered
with sawdust.
Zoë was thoughtful, Dame Hades and la Grise were angered; and, Fille d’Achéron
was softly tearing from sorrow.
‘If you please, Thomire le Maître des Cures,’ said Zoë.
Thomire nodded.
She turned and looked at the nurses who were standing in the doorway; and, they
nodded.
‘There are four criminal Pavilions at the corners,’ said Thomire; ‘They are with major
Sins: Simple Passions, Complex Passions, Criminal Passions, and Murderous Passions.
Soothsayers, Fantasists, Futurists, and Savants as well as others are accorded entrance to
one of these four by the gravity of their sins.
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‘This is the Simple Passions.’
‘Those?’ asked Fille as she pointed to a box bed.
‘They are for those who wished to be removed from Reality,’ replied Thomire.
‘And, those?’ Fille asked pointing to those suffering catalepsy.
‘Magnetic Somnambulism,’ replied Thomire. He expounded. ‘I espouse further.
History has shown common masses are ignorant, gullible and fearful. They are easily
swayed by the most absurd explanations of simple circumstantial circumstances.
‘Those kept cloistered in the pavilions are dangerous against Public Safety. They are
not ignorant. They speak and they write of things which will cause panic amoungst the
masses. They unsettle the balance of Order which leads to Chaos.’
‘All passages lead to Chaos for all paths are set in Chaos,’ said Zoë.
Thomire ignored her and continued: ‘The proper term for these sorts of villains is
Spiritus praedonum wherein they are confidence tricks; hence, Cons - in the English - with
Piracy equate to conspiration. Masses see and find cons-piracy in all manner of things.’
‘Do you not find that these treatments from the 13th century Western Europe are
dangerous?’ asked Zoë and, as Thomire shrugged in his ignorance, said: ‘The Dark Ages
in Europe.’
‘The obscurity,’ said Thomire, ‘caused by the scarcity of written texts does not mean
they were not written and hid nor would it impugn our treatments since they are indeed
taken from practices found in the earliest Medieval ages. One may take Hope in knowing
that the Dark Ages affected all civilizations.’
‘It was a European, Francesco Petrarca, an Italian scholar, who coined that name,’
protested la Grise. ‘It was not known in Persia or Chine nor found amoungst places in
any hemisphaerium of Terre; it was in Western Europe sôlely!’
‘Obscurity was prevalent.’
‘Unbelievable!’ stammered la Grise.
‘It is, isn’t it,’ replied Thomire, pleased. ‘However, Medicine of the brain follows
strict adherences to Logic and Reason with metriculous attention to historical
precedents.’
‘Historical precedents from Western Europe,’ said Dame Hades, disdainfully.
‘Naturally.’
‘Men and women are kept together?’ asked la Grise.
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‘Naturally. We are of a progressive belief. We are Progress. And, so that may be my
wish.’
‘Thy wish?’ asked Zoë.
‘I wish to have future pass me as I view it receding,’ said Thomire. ‘My progress.’
‘Those naked?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘They may be being laundered,’ said Thomire; ‘or, they are waiting for their new
gowns delivered in December.’
Those four stood silent until Zoë took exit and went to the chamber of Complex
Passions. They were followed by le Maître des Cures and the two Major Nurses.

†
They entered the chamber of Complex Passions. They counted thirty-one. The room
grew colder.
They stood silent in grave airs.
Zoë was saddened, Dame Hades and la Grise were set in their rising anger; and,
Fille d’Achéron began sobbing in anguish.
They, after several minutes, took exit and went to the chamber of Criminal Passions.
They were followed by le Maître des Cures and the two Major Nurses.

†
They entered the chamber of Criminal Passions. They counted ninety-seven who were
languished in mechanical stupor from their cures. The room was colder.
They stood silent in grim airs.
Zoë saddened sighed, Dame Hades and la Grise did stand seething in their rising
anger; and, Fille d’Achéron began crying uncontrollably for she was succumbed in Grief.
Zoë went to Fille and embraced her; she was calmed but sobbing on Zoë’s neck.
‘Eudora. Coronis.’ said la Grise. Two nymphs appeared. ‘Please, tend her.’
Zoë held Fille at arm’s length and smiled. ‘Dearest,’ said Zoë sweetly; ‘You who have
known horrors unspeakable in all the realms of Immortelle yet still do weep for those in
Despair and pain.’ She kissed her forehead. ‘Go, now.’
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Eudora and Coronis each held one of Fille’s hands who softly sobbed with heaving
breaths. They with her departed from that place.
Zoë, Dame Hades and la Grise—after several minutes—took exit and went to the
chamber of Murderous Passions.
They were followed by le Maître des Cures and the two Major Nurses.

†
They entered the chamber of Murderous Passions. They counted one-hundred and
thirteen. The room was colder.
Zoë stood silent. Dame Hades was in a rage while la Grise was calm in her terrible
fury.
‘Why are these numbers inverse of Probability?’ said Zoë.
‘Chance,’ replied the High Physician exasperated.
The chamber was filled with Somnambulists of Hope in grieving pain amoungst
bodies of the decomposing and mummified.
‘Do you not fear that there may be those who were allowed passage in this Heredity
Asylum shall do you harm for these atrocities?’ asked la Grise as she stared him—the High
Physician—in his eyes.
High Physician Jules Laurent Louis Thomire immediately aghast and frightened
declared the tour to be over and feverishly went to the ground floor believing they would
do so too: they did walk slowly after to where he tremulant stood tapping his foot waiting.
Major Nurse Madame Duclos and Major Nurse Madame Desgranges stood
shivering with cold from behind him.

†
‘Mesdames!’ said Thomire le Maître des Cures perspiring as he melodramatically
pointed to the entrance when they had descended to the ground floor.
‘It was most informative,’ said Zoë; ‘You may go.’
They acted queerly but agreed they should attend pressing matters in the gardens.
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Dame Hades shook hands with Major Nurse Madame Duclos and Major Nurse
Madame Desgranges.
They three exited.

†
Zoë, Themis la Grise and Dame Hades went to the staircase which led below and
descended beneath the floor where kitchen and sculleries and domestics were found.
They had come by the stone steps to the entrance of the Mysteries.
They entered. It was a mithraeum. It’s size was of the length and width included the
moat on the surface; the height of the vault was fifteen meters. Water seeped from the
rib-vaulted ceiling.
All was silent. All was dark.
Bosch, Brueghel the Elder, Holbein the Younger nor Symbolist nor Decadent nor all
those others would have been able to paint the nightmarish tableau they viewed.
They found les Métis humains beset by horrors invented from the imagination of the
evil that Man has forever conspired during the stately progressions during all of the
Modern Ages.

†
Themis la Grise screamed. Zoë placed her hand on the forearm of la Grise and she—
Themis la Grise—was calmed even though her vengeful fury was not abated. Dame Hades
shook in her anger.
Zoë turned to those imprisoned and said: ‘If thou would heed, for arrangements shall
be made this Night, that soon there shall come those who would escort thee from here, I
wish thee sleep until that hour.’
And, one by one, they did fall into forgotten dreams of peace.

†
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They exited.

†
They passed through the Grand Salon and made their entrance on to the terraces
and gardens. They crossed the bridge of the moat.
‘I wonder what Pilare his thoughts would be of this passage,’ said Dame Hades
darkly.
They had come to the crematorium in the lane of the woods. The lane rounded it on
each side to be a single lane after passing.
Thomire le Maître des Cures was staring at the smoke rising from the crematorium.
He was surprised to see those three. He did act as if he remembered them from a
previous time. He was stuporous.
‘Guests blessés are cremated there,’ said Thomire le Maître des Cures. ‘They are set
free from their Earthly body confines.’ He gestured to the fumes rising. ‘Their ashes are
cast about the woods on Thursdays.’
‘Not Solstice nor Equinox nor when she the Moon stands pregnant with light?’ said
la Grise.
He stared at her puzzled by her words. He shook his head and shuddered his
carriage with dangled hands.
‘They are not set free after the act of Dying?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘Heavens, No. Buried bodies are heinously well-invented,’ replied Thomire blithely.
‘Temporal entities—spirits—cannot pass flesh?’ asked Dame Hades.
‘No.’
‘It must wait until taken aloft by the smoke of their corpse rising unto Paradise,’ said
Dame Hades.
‘Yes.’
‘After rising, can a spirit transgress walls?’ asked Dame Hades; ‘Or, water?’
‘No.’
‘Earth?’ asked la Grise.
‘No.’
‘Air alone,’ said Dame Hades.
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He nodded.

†
Two Porters diminutive passed behind them carrying a sedan chair without it’s sedan
box and departed from the crematorium bearing a large wooden box on their chaise.

†
‘Those bones which are not to ash reduced are taken for proper reliquaries in the
Catacombs,’ offered le Maître des Cures.
‘What is the proper cure for les Stryges?’ asked Dame Hades with barely contained
vehemence.
‘The Shrieking Women are waited until they die. It is then the cure may be
administered,’ began le Maître des Cures pleasantly:
‘Sleeping Orders are obtained.
‘The body is exhumed by professional Resurrectionists.
‘Those attending grave-side perform surgical processes: they remove it’s heart and
cleave it; they with mallet pierce it’s forehead with a nine-inch spike; they set a clove of
garlic under the tongue; the body is anointed with pig fat of the animal butchered on a
certain High holiday.
‘Undertakers (Second Class) place the body face down in a pinewood coffin which
ensures with confidence it will descend to Hades if it should wake. The coffin is secured
and buried.
‘The cure given.’
He was concluded.
‘The Stryges kept in the mithraeum were so cured but not buried,’ remarked Dame
Hades.
‘They are waiting burial,’ replied le Maître des Cures pleasantly. ‘Others are waiting,
too. State-affirmed Resurrectionists are much in use; Undertakers (Second Class) are
common; the Highest-Most Surgeon-Dwarves are rare.
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‘Some are deceased; some are difficult to presume they are so, so they are buried for
Safety.’
‘There were femmes who were not Stryges and yet were murdered in that chamber;
they were not disinterred,’ said la Grise.
He shrugged in his vapid manner.
‘Satyrs were by this cured, too,’ said Dame Hades.
‘An unfortunate common occurrence,’ replied le Maître des Cures: ‘Stryge and Satyr
are confusing: Sleeping Orders are often misread or issued with incorrect nomenclature.’
‘The Dryads!’ screamed la Grise enraged.
‘They would have been shrieking,’ replied le Maître des Cures puzzled by their
ignorance of these matters.
Dame Hades and la Grise would have continued but Zoë said: ‘Let us go.’ They
were silenced becalmed.

†
They came to the entrance of the Catacombs. ‘All they need do is pass and the exit
shall be found on the further side,’ said High Physician Jules Laurent Louis Thomire le
Maître des Cures as he sauntered from them.
They descended the stone steps for one-hundred paces.
‘Pardon!’ cried la Grise who turned and ran ascending the stairs. ‘His wish!’
Dame Hades and Zoë waited for several moments until la Grise did return.
They continued their descent.

†
Zoë, Themis and Dame Hades had come to the bottom of the steps: calvariums were
seen as they were all bricks of the walls and vaulted ceilings. They had been inked with a
number and date.
There were numerous wealthy and contemptible Citizens giddily enjoying the
labyrinth of the Catacombs.
Themis read aloud the numbers and dates as they wandered.
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‘These have no order,’ said Themis in frustration.
‘No,’ said a passing guest delightfully. ‘Guests are allowed to take these mementoes
home. Some collect them. Numbers change.’
La Grise ceased when she randomly read one

Nº 994,591
12 Mai 1896
‘The oldest was from 1783. 22 Août. Number 327,’ said Themis. ‘No. It was the
oldest I found. It may have been since 1665.’
Zoë was silent; la Grise and Dame Hades were become wrathful. The air grew colder
about them.
The passage concluded at the opening of le Cabaret immortel.

†
They entered.

†
Le Cabaret Immortel was fashioned with similar designs as Cabaret du Néant,
Cabaret de l’Enfer and Cabaret du Ciel in Paris.
The Citizens in the cabaret had been aware of the cold which began creeping along
the floor when they—Zoë, Themis and Dame Hades—entered the catacombs. It was
growing.
All believed it was an effect of the place.
Those who were making their first visit were delighted and amazed at the decor.
Numerous Ministers were dining in the various chambers; several Lord-Chancellors
were sitting in the Absolutions bar.
Dame Hades gestured a large ensō incomplete as she stately entered into the main
dining hall. Themis excused herself and did go to the kitchen. Those in the cabaret
tending guests removed themselves to the kitchen, compelled by a woman’s voice.
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‘Mademoiselle,’ said Taberd accosting Zoë. Taberd was seated at a table with several
Ministers including Grand-Minister Nivard-Largillière, Lord-Chancellor de Vircy, LordChancellor Jean-Ignace Bouchon, and Honourable Minister Gallande. MinistrePrésident de Curval was with them. Taberd stood from his table and approached her. ‘Do
you know where Bassompierre may be?’ said Minister-Cardinalis Taberd with an
unctuous smile: ‘You were last to see him.’
She stared at him and those seated at his table. They blanched; their smiles decayed.
The air grew terrifyingly cold about Zoë. Many of the personages collapsed; three LordChancellors were covered in ashes of frost. All who could did flee. Those in the sidechambers were unawares.
‘I was the last to see him before you escorted him under arrest for Treason pending
execution after Tribunal verdict.’ Taberd was trembling. ‘Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre
shall be where he wishes. All of the others shall too be where they wish to be.’
Taberd collapsed. Those at his table who could rushed to his side. That chamber was
become an inferno of shadows and ice.
Zoë turned and went to where Themis and Dame Hades were waiting.
They went.

†
The lights were extinguished. A single footlight shown as Laure-Victoire Lenoir
reappeared. She displayed title cards of the Minister-Cardinalis Taberd’s future days:

His Excellency was taken ill
His Excellency was fevered
His Excellency was fraught
His Excellency lies abed
His Excellency dreams
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Laure-Victoire Lenoir did curtsy and exit from the stage.

†
The stage lightened.

†
They were standing at the beginning of the allée of ash and birch trees behind the
chateau which lead for nine leagues to the Woods of Murmuration on the banks of the
Lethe.

†
The Murmuring Woods were watched over by hamadryads. The Trespassers were
scattered within the woods which were the walls of the gardens existing long before
demons and citizens arrived, at the place they trespassed so that their voices would echo
harmoniously in hymns for the Nymphs of the West would sever and retie their vocal
cords for more pleasing sounds.

†
‘The mithraeum is old,’ said Dame Hades.
‘The original structure and grounds were constructed so perfectly they would not
harm the trees from the Elysian Fields,’ said Themis.
Dame Hades and la Grise discussed the history of the land and of the chateau but
could form no conclusion as to what must be done. Zoë remained silent. Dame Hades
and la Grise could not answer. They three began walking toward the woods.
‘Ruins,’ said Zoë softly. ‘Horrors and tragedy, sorrows and fear condemn this place.’
Dame Hades and Themis ceased walking. They watched Zoë as she continued on the
allée of ash and birch trees until she was gone.

†
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The shades and shadows as if reflected from Lake’s surfaces by the erratic workings
of the gas-discharged electric lamps departed.

†
The Théâtre-piece was concluded: the curtain of blue silk Ferronnerie velvets were
lowered and the Orchestra performed at the triumphant and exultant funeral March by
Mallarmé.

†
The lights were dimmed. The Théâtre-Maestro stood on the Stage at the footlights
and bowed.

†
The illuminations in the Théâtre were extinguished as Zoë did descend on the grand
staircase.

†
And, as Zoë did exit from the Lobby-Foyer, the gas-discharged electric lamps were
extinguished.

†
It was Night. The Sky was hidden by a single vault of whitened clouds; thin and pale
luminous coloured clouds were seen before the vault and one-hundred ravens were
suspended in flight at heights before the noctilucent clouds.

†
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Zoë from the Théâtre de la Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis did exit.

†
Corveille, who had removed his costume with hunchback and paunch, was dressed in
contemporary fashion, was very much pleased and the Raven-tressed Nude—LaureVictoire Lenoir—standing beside him was very much nervous as they were stood waiting.
“Did Madame enjoy her entertainment?” asked Corveille hopefully.
“They are always enlightening,” said Zoë in a pleasant but distracted tone. “Some
are farces; some, tragedies. Grim-infused and a few have been the scènes of commedia
from le Théâtre du Grand-Guignol.” She thought. “This contained all of those.”
“Mademoiselle Lenoir found me in Mauves,” said Corveille extending his right hand:
“and, Madame Corveille she became.”
“Madame Laure-Victoire Corveille,” said Zoë nodding with a smile.
Madame Corveille curtsied.
“We shall leave you to your thoughts, Madame, and we return to our wedded bliss
sweeping leaves,” said Corveille.
“You are most generous, Monsieur Corveille,” replied Zoë. She wistfully smiled as
she looked at them. “Monsieur and Madame Corveille shall quintessentially happy be for
all these years to come.” She nodded at them; and, departed.
They were by her benediction dumbstruck.

†
It was a looking-glass sky of cobalt and azure with clouds.

†
“Humanity goes to it’s future; Fée keeps it’s Past.”

†
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Zoë walked on the allée of ash and birch trees behind the Théâtre and was led for
several miles into the woods beyond the orchard conversing with dryads and sylphides
and kodama and fairies and elves awaiting her presence.
The hamadryads bowed and would bow as she went passing in the woods.

†
“We should adjourn, as done by Honoré d’Urfé’s characters, on the banks of the
river where Astrée and her lover Céladon were led by the casuistry of their ideals of
Romance,” said Themis as they were strolling arm-in-arm in beside the fountain at the
feet of the Grand Cascade of the Palazzo Reale di Caserta.
“Perhaps,” replied Dame Hades.

†
“Les Trois Alchimistes,” Merle said as he viewed the monuments of Père-Lachaise.
“Baudelaire’s corpse was interred in the Cimetière du Montparnasse during 1867. The
corpse of Mallarmé was interred in le cimetière de Samoreau during 1898.
“Apollinaire shall die on the 9th day in November of 1918 from Spanish Influenza
compelled by the shrapnel wound to his head received in Patriotic service. The third
Alchimiste here shall lie.
“The lands and forest and sea shall keep them. The corpses shall be grieved by others
at monuments as they do; monument and corpse decay harmonious ever after.
“How sanctimonious that they should grieve corpses; it is those in Life who should be
kept safe and well. They grievingly speak for those less fortunate; but they do not succor.”
“The Card Salon?” asked Zoë interrupting his soliloquy of spleen.
“I shall enjoy his company,” said Merle, startled.
“Perhaps,” began Zoë softly with a mischievous smile, “he may be induced by an
admiring and grateful audience request read by Tarot arranged on the table by your
Fortune.”
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Merle laughing bowed.

†
Themis la Grise and Elfriede de Vienne were strolling on the
esplanade to the pier in Brighton where William Hooke was waiting.
“What is that to be?” asked de Vienne.
“That will be the West Pier in a few years,” replied Hooke as they had
arrived to where he stood.
“Mister Hooke, may I present Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne,”
said la Grise.
“Delighted, Mademoiselle de Vienne,” replied Hooke as he bowed;
“Pilare’s daughter?”
“Elfriede and Themis will do,” said la Grise slightly vexed. She turned
to de Vienne and said: “His formality.”
She nodded.
“‘Tis true,” replied Hooke pleasantly. He gestured towards the
entrance of the pier. “Shall we?”
They strolled until de Vienne said: “Themis said you were
knowledgeable about things. Things like the mysteries Chronos has
devised. Those sorts of things, Mister Hooke.”
Hooke was smiling with one eye closed as he peered at her.
“Sir?”
“William’s preferred,” replied Hooke.
“Decay?” said de Vienne.
“All things decay as you were informed,” said Hooke; “Past never
ceases, Past never decays; yet it shall continue to decay only if one is in
the Past and observes it’s decay. If one should remove themselves into
the hours of the Past one wishes, they too shall continue in their decay.”
Hooke spoke at length on the minutiæ of Chronos defined by
Humanity as Time in regard to Nature and Chaos as they stood at the
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end of the pier; and, la Grise asked her own questions and did offer
interpretations for the things with which de Vienne had difficulty.
“If you think,” began la Grise, “of Existence as an ocean where
Nature is an ocean in the ocean of Chronos in the ocean of Chaos, it
may simplify your thoughts.”
“Greek philosophers wrote Chronos is Time,” said de Vienne.
“They did, did they not. There are many marvellous arguments about
what Time isn’t and is.”
“He has written several,” interjected la Grise. Hooke bowed from his
shoulders before concluding saying: “Antiphon the Sophist wrote ‘Time
is not a reality, but a concept or a measure.’ It’s simply that. Chronos is a
measure of decay for to age is to decay.”
“If I were to ask you to return to the hôtel by yourself,” began la
Grise, “you could now return along the way we had taken which you now
know.”
“Why is Time decay?” mused de Vienne.
“You would be walking returning into that which has become Past,”
said Hooke. “If one knows where in the Past they wish passage to be, one
may return.”
“If you sit in a garden in the forest for the length of four Equinoxes
passing,” said la Grise: “you’ll know.”
“It is a voyage to different places in Time?”
“It is passage to places in different Time,” said Hooke. “If we were
come to this place wishing to stand on this cast-iron pier in hence fifty
years, we would in the Ocean standing be. Then, it would be seen as a
different place—Changed—because it was found in different Time.
“This first instance of your visiting Brighton could be thought as
voyage.”
“I have recurring dreams where I am searching for someone or
something or someplace,” said de Vienne.
“Voyages.”
“How would I find passage for a place in the Past?”
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“The entrances are many. Dreams are one; l’Emmarchement ‘tis
another used by others.” Hooke continued his reply until he noticed de
Vienne was troubled in thought and wished to question him but was
hesitant.
“What

do

you

wish

to

know?”

asked

Hooke.

“Mortality?” replied de Vienne. Hooke’s demeanor became
exceedingly grave and he stared at her until she was made uncomfortable
before he nodded to himself.
“She may be told; but, elsewhere. You know of a place in a forest
enchanting unseen on this isle, do you not?” said Hooke with his pleasant
tone to la Grise who replied: “Shall we?”
They went.

†
“I have been informed that Saint-Lazare had had a fire which only affected the
Ministry of Wars wards. All other wards–Miraculously–were not touched by flames.
Sadly, it must be reported the Président-for-Life died in the flames attempting to rescue
patients even though he had been murdered months before.”
“Sadly,” said Zoë. “They all cannot be l’Abbé de Coulmier.”
“No.”
“What shall you do in these four years coming?”
“I shall remain in Lyon as I am accustomed,” said Merle. “And, thee?”
“I shall be in Asia Minor,” Zoë said. “Afterwards?”
“I had considered the Pacific Ocean passage from San Francisco,” began Merle: “I
would welcome your company on those voyages.”
“Master Pilare offers that that passage would take one into the Past when traversing
Poseidon’s Bridge,” she replied. “We shall see if steam ships do so, too. How were thee
expecting to arrive at the edge of the Pacific?”
“As thou wouldst wish, Madame,” said Merle who smiled; and, bowed.
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“Do you suppose we could traverse those colonial States by motorcar? visiting folk
from European ancestry who crossed the sea immigrating on that land and visiting those
as well from l’Ancien Régime of the Americas who welcomed them.”
“They lack sense of Place,” said Merle; “Place derives from Antiquity and l’Ancien
Régime for which they shall with continuance suffocate their History breathing.”
Zoë made her countenance of crooked smile with eyes widened.
“Aye,” replied Merle. “Natchez Trace in Spring would be.”
“All of the Traces would be, too,” replied Zoë.
“They would,” said Merle. “Holiday in Enchanted places set in that park of
Amusements we shall do.”
“Aye,” replied Zoë with laughter.

†
“There are twice Sphæres made one: Chaos and Nature; and, the
confluence at the Palisades of those sphæres. The order of Chaos affects
Nature; the order of Nature is found in all things found in Nature. All
the manifold minor and major sphæres of Existence are set in all things
which issued forth from Nature,” said Hooke; “And, if thee would, on
this sphære, consider that all in Nature are beneath the Saeculum
obscurum of Man which was begun in and continues from early Fifth
century.
“It is from their perceptions of Reality one may faintly—Poorly—
comprehend those concepts of which they cleave unto of Existence. The
philosophers of Man seek to know Existence and Reality whereas the
scholars of Fey know them.
“And herewith lurks Man’s manifest apotheosis concerning
comprehension of that which does not comply with their despicable idée
fixe of Existence: they are incapable of forming a rational, complete
conception of an object when thought of in all it’s essential elements or
constituents, and are given with the necessary metaphysical or
constituent attributes and relations, conceived in the abstract.
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“Theourgia and Goëtia are absolutes; Contes de fées of those in Myth
are abstracts as are hallucinations, illusions, and dreams.”
“We do know of their lack of comprehension and madnesses,” said
Morrígan, “but it does not account for our attendance here.”
“No indeed, Madame, it does not account for your gracious
acceptance,” said Hooke; “Did you know that there are those of Fey who
are set upon by Madness? and, that all of Fey are with a knowledge
unremembered?”
She shook her head very slowly as she peered with disbelief at Hooke.
“Descartes declared mistrust of his perceptions of thoughts given that
they could have been whispered by an Evil Genie,” continued Hooke.
“And, Man’s belief that all dreams may be created from thoughts
whispered by an Evil Genie or created by Demiurge is the prevenient
enticement for all dreams to be considered illusion.
“That dreams are to be investigated by those dreaming for
authenticity, of that state they voyage, remains laughable. That Senses—
since they are incapable of knowing differences of Reality and Illusion by
observation—are to be gravely pondered with deductive Logic and
Reason because all states dependent on Senses, which may lie in
attempts to disguise Reality from hallucinations or illusions and dreams
as Reality, are suspect.
“The standard declaration of dreams, hallucinations and illusions is
that they are all in one’s Mind—Gewissensfreie Gedanken—as writ in
System des transzendentalen Idealismus by Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph
Schelling in 1800. Those from an inconscient Mind are thoughts. Thus—
between Descartes, Jung, and Freudian psychodynamic theories—we
arrive at the end of the allée where all Man’s dreams are found to be.
“If we are to understand that the individual keeps Descartes’s doubt
of their perception but believes all of their own truth-borne thoughts
exist in Reality, and since they believe all dreams are merely thoughts
gathered from the depths of their Unconsciousness, it signifies that—
Indeed—all dreams exist in Reality.
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“All thoughts exist in Reality and all dreams are thoughts; therefore,
all dreams exist in Reality.
“Hallucinations and illusions—by that identical syllogism—in Reality
exist, too.
“Religious texts prefer Visions instead of hallucinatory experiences;
secular visions are delusions caused by Madness. And, so we are
returned to Theourgia and Goëtia: Visions found in dreams and
hallucinations deemed sent from the Divine and beheld by the Holy
Theurges are accepted — think thee of Grünewald’s la Tentation de Saint
Antoine — visionary hallucinations; and, dreams experienced by the
Profane are deemed illusions sent from l’Infernale beheld by the Mad
who are thus imprisoned.
“Therein lay le Paradoxe des Rêves embraced by them.
“Perhaps, those in sacred and profane Madness are witnesses of an
absolute Reality while those waiting in blissful nescience—by Perception—
have no perception of Existence nor comprehend that these conjectures,
envisioned by their Intellect conjoined with their thoughts of Memento
mori, conspire demise. Their own Madness.”
“How so?” asked Morrígan.
“It is that single concept—Subjectivity—from Man’s beliefs in their
superiority of Reason which separates their perceptions of Reality from
Fey.
“It was commonly postulated in the first Ancient World that a single
spirit—or, soul—was of two states during sleep: one would voyage in
dreams; one would remain in the body.”
He musing paused.
“Two states.”
He paused
“Two states of being as archetype. It would seem that all things in the
main have duality: life and death; moon and solis; sorrow, mirth; tragedy,
comedy; malevolence, benevolence; falsity, truthfulness; Reason, Logic;
female, male.”
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He smiled.
“Nature.
“Chaos.”
“Angels and demons,” offered Freyja.
“No. Seraphs, archanges, and all other orders of the Heavenly are
hermaphrodites,” said la Grise. “Mister and Mistress Demon are
normal.”
“My dear!” said Morgause la Fey.
“I was shown,” replied la Grise pleasantly.
“The single thing which could be without duality would be an
Absolute or Demiurge since they are amoral and would lack the sex of
female and male,” said Ceridwen.
“It may very well be,” said Hooke. “It is dreams Humanity’s scholars
and philosophers promulgate with puerile exegeses; Fey do not speak of
dreams. Dreams for Man are created from les États inconscients while
they slumber; Fey have resveries.
“Hallucinations and illusions—by Man’s definition—are appearances
of others as well as places from the depths of unknown Memory: dreams
in wakeful states; Fey have rêveries.
“Man has Ars moriendi; but Fey do not in that they know all things
wither.”
Hooke paused.
“Le Démon diabolique, Solipsism, Fatalism, Amorality, Apatheia,
Apotheosis venal, and all-things-that-are are work of Mœræ instead of
their own devices.”
“I believe Man, as a single entity, suffers precocious madness:
Dementia praecox,” said King Belial. “How else could one reasonably
explain their paranœac, delusional behaviour.”
“How else,” said Hooke.
“There isn’t another possible reasonable explanation,” said Morrígan.
“Man has coined the peculiar expressions of ‘Déjà vu’, ‘Déjà rêvé’
and ‘Jamais vu’ which carry no significance by Fey,” continued Hooke.
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“Humanity and Fey have commonality in many instances except those.
‘Tis Man’s unwarranted bias that they are superior wights which does not
lend them to believe there are things beyond their Reason and Logic;
they must besteer all manner of the unknown unto themselves and claim
subconsciouses of themselves or‚ in temperament, fascinous work by Evil.
“What if la Tentation de Saint Antoine was not painted after visionary
hallucination? but because Grünewald had empirical or — Perhaps —
nativistic knowledge of that act.
“What if all authors and painters of those years did?
“Spinoza and Leibniz found fault with Descartes’s Duality but they
did not note arguments against le Malin génie.
“‘We are all mere Empirics in three-fourths of our actions’ was written
by Leibniz against Spinoza and Descartes. Thus, exposing that
philosophers too are influenced by Passions. Later, Kant believed a
priori concepts do exist; but argued if they led to the enhancement of
Knowledge they are to be in alignment with empirical observations. A
posteriori concepts are set by empirical observation.
“How does one invent an a priori concept without having a priori
knowledge?
“Rationalists.”
Hooke paused as the butler entered delivering a telegram to Merle.
Merle read the telegram smiling faintly. He nodded to the butler who
excused himself and silently departed.
“Thy feint succeeds,” said Merle.
“Knowledge from Thought,” continued Hooke faint smiling at Merle’s
declaration, “by intuition and deduction, or innately known, is absolute
and pure because they are not perjured by emotions, Passions.
Knowledge from empirical evidence of Sense is false because of the
pernicious prejudices inherent in Sense.
“How is this possible? That thoughts may be made from intuition and
deduction by a creature bound by Senses yet are not influenced by
them.
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“Nature is simple after one singly understands it’s complexities.
Man’s ignorance of the clockworks of Nature allows them paramount
denial that dreams, hallucinations and illusions could be beyond their
Reason while still persisting with their delusions of higher intellect. All
psychosis is predicated on Logic and Reason of which they have none of
Nature. All things in Nature and all things in Chaos are bound by
Reason and Logic. It is their belief that a deity created them to be the
highest thing created; and, yet they have not sought reason for their
purpose during Life other than superior races have a right to establish
colonies and engage in cruelties because they have a duty to civilize
inferior races and species.
“We are led by a dichotomy — or, duality — and so again we are
returned to the Great Mystery.”
He paused.
“It was once understood by Man conjoined twins were guardian
angels who were properly unable to separate into their leading-before
and following-after states.
“Those scholars had an innate knowledge of early ancient Mythos but
‘tis gone these Modern days.”
“Do you suppose Man’s innate knowledge dwindles purloined by
foxes flying in flockses?” said Zoë.
“Inane Knowledge rises,” said Silas Verge.
“It’s been rising inane for centuries," said le Maréchal. “They forgot
how to remember early Knowledge.”
“Her Majesty’s high-spirited as of late,” said Hooke quizzically
delighted.
Zoë gestured smiling her concurrence.
“They believe,” continued Hooke, “they have the knowledge of some
truths because of their rational nature: innate knowledge.
“However, innate knowledge does not colligate with ignorance.
Stupidity, perhaps. Not ignorance.
“We have returned to that Conundrum.
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“Plato and Descartes were adherents of innate knowledge which holds
well with their beliefs in the doctrine of the Mind and Body Duality
wherein it is stated all Knowledge is not alone found in experience and
by Senses; but, that the Mind is born with conscious and unconscious
Knowledge: Rationalists’s rational nature.
“Experience simply makes unremembered knowledge hitherto
unconscious consciously known. And, as le Maréchal observed, they’ve
been forgetful over centuries of discovering that unremembered
knowledge.”
Le Maréchal smiled.
“Resverie and Rêverie were vehemently excluded from the
Encyclopædia of All Things Known by Innate Knowledge, when presented
in 1187. Why was Fey excluded?”
He paused.
“Knowledge gabbled shriveling ‘til ‘twas gone?” said Zoë in a blank
manner.
Hooke startled and began laughing unabashedly as he went to the
overstuffed chair in the corner; and, after slightly composing himself,
said: “Thy spirits are infectious, Ma’am.”
Zoë smiling nodded with a single emphatic inclining of her head
down and up.
The chamber was silent until Hooke cheerfully sighed.
“Why are you speaking of this now?” said Chang’e.
“‘Twasn’t asked,” replied Hooke. “I have been approached by nearly
all in this chamber following my return requesting answers for things
which have been held mildly curious or indifferent over centuries but not
inquired of until this Saeculum obscurum was come greatly darkened by
le Saint diabolique and Modern Age; and, so wished convocation with
all in attendance. Yes,— their Knowledge withers.”
“Did you know this?” asked la Grise; Zoë shook her head, “No.”
“The Mind is the spherical encasement of Thought,” said Hooke as he
sat in the overstuffed chair in the corner. “The brain is merely an
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alchemical device divulging thoughts. However, what becomes of that
device when the Mind had departed on voyages?”
“Chaotic?” said Zoë in a blank manner.
Hooke bowed from his shoulders.
“William,” said Morgause la Fey interrupting; “What is — I have
forgotten this curious belief of Man — duality?”
“Madame,” replied Hooke: “It is from the Latin, dualitas. It is stated
thusly in 1911 Encyclopædia Britannica, Volume 8: ‘Dualism is a
philosophical term applied to all theories which attempt to explain facts
by reference to two coexistent principles.’
“Those principles are Mind and Substance, or Matter.”
“All cardinal things have opposed parts but form single objects,” said
Ceridwen.
Hooke smiled.
“Monism is the belief that a single thing like an Absolute—or, Great
Mystery—exists.
“Or, it is the belief that existing things are to be explained in terms of
a single Reality or a single substance wherein substance—as stated by
Descartes—is either mental substance—‘Res cogitans’—or, as defined by
him, ‘thinking thing’ which is an immaterial substance commonly known
as consciousness, or corporeal substance—‘Res extensa’—or, as defined
by him, ‘the thing that exists’ commonly known as the body.
“Metaphysical dualism postulates the eternal coexistence of Mind and
substance or—in this argument—body.”
“Aeons?” asked Buer.
“‘Tis said,” replied Hooke.
“Pandeism?” asked Chloris Delilas Sasa-zamani.
“All beliefs are variations on a theme. They are formulated by likeminded individuals from Knowledge assisted through their Reason, their
Perception and their Sense; Logic cannot be used to decipher which
variant is true since all originating conjectures are based on
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Imaginationis and par ouïr dire. All these variations on a theme illustrate
Man’s Démence précoce.
“One may think what they like. I prefer those two—Duality and
Monism—because they suit these Contes des fées.” He laughed.
“Though, it doesn’t matter as such since all arguments resolve themselves
with the Mind.
“And, therein lies our answer for Moverant Quaestionem— the
Unanswered Query: ‘What is Reality perceived?’
“Plato considered the Psyche—Mind—to be the Essence of a person.
He considered this essence to be an incorporeal, eternal occupant of
our being. Socrates says that even after death, the Mind exists and is
able to think. He believed that as bodies die, the Mind is continually
incarnated in subsequent bodies; Plato believed this as well. Though,
they did not state whether the Mind was separated from the body as
Descartes inferred. It simply existed.
“This belief — Psyche as Spirit — is no different than those set by
philosophers before them nor those following after.
“However,” said Hooke. He paused. “However, Western philosophy
sets a single spirit for the Mind being implication that dreams reside in
Thought during sleep whereas philosophers of the first Ancient World
postulated that a single spirit was of two states in which one would
voyage in dreams, one would remain in the body during sleep.
“That second belief has two possibilities: there is a single state of spirit
while waking and the second state appears only whilst sleeping; or, a
single spirit is composed by two half-states of consciousness: sleeping
and waked.
“All philosophies acknowledge that Thoughts are Ideæ and, for
argument’s sake, are encased in the Mind. If — by presumption — we
agree with the ancient belief of Mind as Spirit immortality, it is
insignificant if the Mind and Body are not separate or separate; it is
insignificant if we are here as immortal Minds seeing all corporeal things
that are in actuality illusory.”
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“Are we?” asked la Grise.
“I haven’t inclination,” replied Hooke as he shrugged, “I do not
believe it possible for it is beyond my Reason.”
Hooke stared at Zoë with merry eyes: she smiled.
“Pray continue, my dear Hooke,” said Merle with a broadening grin.
“If the Mind is immortal,” Hooke nodded smiling at Merle; and
continued: “it has two avenues after the body ceases: go to a place in the
form of Spirit; or, as Spirit take subsequent bodies.”
“If it’s immortal, then innate knowledge could have been acquired
from Sense after all,” said Dame Hades.
“Indeed.”
“Innate knowledge does exist?” said Morgause la Fey.
“How does one in early age read a single work on a previously
unknown subject yet they are able to ponder it’s merit—albeit in a
conceptual manner—and conclude with Reason prejudicial thoughts
against it?” replied Hooke. “Yes. It does exist; and, whether by
Demiurge, Absolute, Transcendence, Revelation or Morpheus invented,
it’s Inventor has no relevance. All Knowledge is formed from the innate
and the empirical.
“Man keeps belief of their Essence, Consciousness, Mind, Psyche,
Soul, Being, Spirit—whichever you prefer—even when the fullness of
comprehension of the complexities of that belief escapes them. They
have a small singular thought of Reality.”
“‘Spirit-immortalis and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet: all bound by the
Spirit of Existence dans un voyage du Rêve éternel,’” said Charon.
Hooke smiled. “How many faces from all Life you’ve ferried are
similar or identical?” he asked as he turned to Charon who could but
laugh.
“By that reply, it may then be postulated that Man with it’s infinite
wisdom does not know their Spirit has continually been returned to new
vessels after deceased as Homunculi-in-Golems-on-parade in Existence.”
“Nor of the finite appearances of Corpus humanum,” said Poseidon.
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“Or, all things!” exclaimed Dogoda.
“Assuredly so,” said Hooke as he stood from his chair. “All psychoses
found in Humanity are true. They are not hallucinations nor illusion; but
actual occurrences. Man’s belief of the influent of evil demons coupled
with a Modern Age rational nature prevents perception with clarity.
“That small singular thought of Reality.”
“You have a hypothesis confirmed by theories but no empirical
observations,” wryly said Murmur.
Hooke went to the end of the sofa where la Grise sat. He gestured at
the arm of the sofa to which she acquiesced: he sat himself on the arm of
the sofa beside her.
“There are—if one is to believe their doctrines, Count Murmur—two
sets of Illusion bound by two sets of methods: dreams and sleep;
hallucinations and wakened,” began Hooke. “I have shown that dreams
are Reality using Man’s theories. Dreams are empirically known by Fey.
The Mind and Body Conundrum is empirically known by Fey as you
yourself can attest.”
“Oh?” said Count Murmur curious.
“Nukekubi seen strolling in somnambulism," replied Hooke.
"Dullahan seen riding. Ikiryo, or shoryo, seirei, ikisudama as spirits
having exited their bodies visiting they wished visiting. Kechibi as floating
balls of fire, with the face of a human and kosenjōbi – kechibi — that
float over former battlefields which may be bánánach possibly though
none have written of having body or a head disembodied. Okubi. And,
ophanim as evidenced by the existence of wanyudu.
“You’ve seen them all and others.”
Count Murmur smiled.
“Les Docteurs Pabst and Guise shall illustrate observable evidence.
They shall explain psychoses, hallucinations and delusions without
cause.”
“Cause?” asked Jérôme-Sébastien Huillard.
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“Traumatic incidents damaging the brain or Psyche,” replied le
Docteur Guise. “We should like to begin with Cotard delusions. The
Cotard Delusion is assigned when a person who believes they are with
dead organs rotting is merely one who is acutely perceptive of their body
decaying unto death; their Mind remains. This would be Monism
believers since Mind and Body are encased; Dualists would merely watch
that sépulcre wither.
“The four stages of illusion experienced by the hallucinatory: the
eidetic emergence of the Past in everyday Life; seemingly phantasmagoric
and distorted visions occur; the vestiges of Modern Reality diminish; the
last vestiges of Reality are gone allowing for pantheistic, spiritual or
religious experiences; and, other psychoses.”
Les Docteurs Pabst and Guise spoke of all the afflictions known by
them: Intermetamorphosis, Reduplicative paramnesia, Fregoli delusion,
Somatoparaphrenia.

“Those conjoined twins who were Guardians unable to separate would
suffer from Somatoparaphrenia half-body missing as well as foreign arms
and legs after they did separate. Fachan would be another illustration.”

Capgras

syndrome,

Anosognosia,

Doppelgängers,

Delusional

parasitosis, Confabulatory psychosis.
“Confabulatory psychosis is very common. Humanity defines it as a
disturbance of Memory: bizarre fabrications, subtle distortions and
minor misinterpretations of memories are given without the intent of
deception, despite contradictory evidence.”

Prosopagnosia, Visual anosognosia, Chronoganglia.

“Chronoganglia is difficult to address,” said Guise. “It is that avenue
by which one may reside in comatose-states while in Resveries visiting
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places for an unknown length of time. The spirit does not wish to return
to it’s somatic state.”

They spoke of the Spiritualistic, the Mystic and species of the
Psilocybe genus hallucinatory experiences.

They spoke of Bonnet syndrome and Peduncular hallucinosis.
“Rêveries,” said Madame Gallardo to which all agreed.

They spoke of Hypnagogia.

They spoke of Somnambulisme.

They spoke of Hypnopompic state.

“Hypnagogia is their singular concept for entering Resverie,” said
Hooke. “Somnambulisme is for Resverie, and Hypnopompic state for
Resverie departing.”
They spoke of Fey and Man beset by all schizotypal behaviours with
an apparent cause until all was said and done.
“All of those are caused by Anamnesis. Anamnesis is a concept
established by Plato which states Man possesses innate knowledge from
incarnations during Life and that the process of eidetic remembering
Knowledge is learning. As one’s age decays, societal conventions and
mores imposed on them wither. They are capable of remembering Life as
it was but not in this place nor time. Two realms are simultaneously
remembered. They age further and the clarity of remembrances Present
are overshadowed by those of the Past,” concluded le Docteur Pabst.
“Sir?” asked King Belial. “Who do you speak of?”
“All les Métis humains,” said Hooke. “All those of Fey who had
traumatic causes damaging the clockworks of that alchemical encasement
of the spirit; they remember but lack Anamnesis: les Fées humaines.”
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They, of those one-hundred and sixty three in attendance, who had
not been privy to this knowledge were by measure of their character:
concerned, astounded, horrified.
“Les Métis humains and les Fées humaines,” said Hooke, “are of a
single spirit composed by two half-states of consciousness. Les Métis
humains dream and sojourn in resveries and rêveries; les Fées humaines
can but dream as Man does dream as one of les Observateurs.”
“Intrigues and plots against our dominion!” declared Dame Hades.
“It is a Duality of Spirit: Milot l’Encyclopédiste knows he is of les
Métis humains where others do not know they are of les Métis humains;
Hercule is of les Fées humaines as was Claude Maximilien Bassompierre
until his death whereupon he remembered himself of Fey.”
“He was a most jovial passenger,” interposed Charon; “We played
cards spiritedly.”
“No, Madame,” said Hooke, “these things simply were not spoken
because those who’ve known did not speak them. There was no intrigue,
neither was there plot.
“You have seen these afflictions during thy royal Visits of the Realm,”
said Hooke; “Les Hôtels-Dieu d’Obéron et Titania: on the great far
Waste of al-Barzakh, in the northern edge of the woods of Yomi-noKuni and in the long dark vale of Nyx.”
“I remember!” said Dame Hades. “Malebranches and ghouls with legs
and arms amputated on crutches; sylphides lacking wings. Elysium and
Limbo sojourners in states of detached melancholy. All of them.” She
shuddered.
“How many hospitals are there?” ask Oana la Verte.
“Three of each on each continent excepting l’Hôpital Coulmier which
is as you’ve visited,” replied Obéron. “Les Docteurs Guise and Pabst are
les directeurs extraordinaires.”
“Majesty,” said Hooke, “Monseigneur, Megan la Fae, Charon,
Hieronymus Virge le Maître, King Belial, Azazil, le Docteur Pabst,
Morgan le Faye, le Docteur Antoine-Augustin Guise, Tempérance
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Hiolle, Samael, Javelle the Amanuensis, Silas Verge.” Dame Hades
became seethingly distraught on hearing Verge’s name. “ProfesseurMaître Huillard, le Maréchal, Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din alJinn, Morgause la Fey, Lady Constance, Baell, Orphiel, Obéron, Titania,
and Themis la Grise are party.
“Joseph Laurent Tupinier the Ferryman, Henry de Saint-Cyr the
Turnstile-Keeper and Louis-Aimé-Honoré Pilare the Bridge-Keeper—as
are all les Observateurs on this globe who you have heard not spoken
of—are ever watchful. This plight le Cardinal knows.”
He contemplatively paused.
“Les Treize are redoubtable.”
“Who summoned this?” asked Mary la Toute-Douée. “I was given a
carte printed with date and place signed, ‘At thy request if yet Thou
wouldst.’”
“And, you?” said a disdainful Dame Hades.
“There were none summoned,” replied Hooke: “It is as written: ‘At thy
request.’”
“Those like Caspar de Burges? or, Hercule?” asked Zoë.
“They are surfeit, Ma’am,” said Hooke. “Caspar de Burges suspected.
Hercule becares himself with naught.”
“Monsieur Bassompierre?”
“They are few.”
“I do resolutely ask Hercule not be told of this,” said Zoë. She
nodded to Hieronymus Virge.
“Hercule shall know Contentment if he by himself comes to know,”
said Virge; “he shall not, if told.”
“How do you know who is Fée humaine?” asked Caroline d’Eirene.
“Ghôles.”
She was perplexed.
“They sense,” said Hooke; and, Hooke, turning affably interrupting,
said “No” to Professeur-Maître Huillard who would speak, as he walked
to where Merle and Zoë at the side of the chamber were seated. “We do
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not know all of les Fée humaine or les Métis humains until they by
happenstance are known. Those not known are often affected with great
sadness or depression; the Mortality Brigade attends them after selfmurder. Tragically, they are increasingly found because self-murder by
this increasing Melancholia absolute increases at an unrepentant pace.”
Hooke leaned down and whispering spoke with Merle; Merle nodded.
He stood and leaned against the wall of the alcove.
“I — in reply to your thought, Dame Hades — with the Ghôles
allianced have ne’er waited for the arrival of Chance; nor Malevolence.”
“Why did you return?” said Dame Hades.
“I was requested.”
“By whom?”
Hooke stood and gazed with his head slightly tilted at all who were in
attendance; he stared directly at Dame Hades.
“All of you.”
Dame Hades made her reply by confused stammering before she
went silent with her sulking.
“I embarrass myself but who is the Captain of the Brigade?” said
Verge.
“Tempérance Hiolle,” said Hooke.
“I should have known,” replied Verge amused turning stared at
Hiolle, “after all your visits to my study.”
“Highness,” said Hiolle smiling.
“Supper is waiting for they who wish,” said Hooke, “Afterwards, if any
are interested, Reynaerd will show you passage for l’Hôpital Coulmier
where les Docteurs shall able be to further illustrate the effects of
hallucinatory experiences. Carriages are waiting for who must themselves
adjourn elsewhere. Rooms are prepared for those who’ll stay.”
He paused for all before him were staring, silently stunned, wishing to
know how it could be. “Thy resveries.”
He formally nodded.
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“We are concluded.”

†
Zoë, Dame Hades, Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne, Fille d’Achéron and Themis
la Grise were undressing on the banks of le Lignon du Forez in the abandoned woods.
Sylphides and melusines, naïades and noyées were on the banks in repose or in the river
at games and larks.
Perseids and Arietids were frolicking.
Zoë was shown in radiant opalescence as she stepped into the water.
The full Moon fulsome blushed wan with jealousy.

†

The Sortes Sanctorum Arcade
Toute Connaissance ment jusqu'à ce qu'elle soit a trouvé
Merle and Hooke were standing in the arcade. They each had selected their tome
and laid them on the table opening by Chance which page would have the random
passage to be read.
Merle read aloud the passage on the page Hooke indicated with his index finger;
Hooke read aloud the passage on the page Merle indicated with his middle finger.
They replaced their tomes on the shelves; and, from that place they went.
“All set by Chance,” said Hooke: “Fates confused.”
Merle smiled.
“Pascal’s Folie.”

†
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They spoke parting words did Zoë and Merle before she boarded the steam
locomotive train at the gare de Perrache on which she would take passage to ClermontFerrand.

†
Merle stood on the platform watching the train receding until it was embraced in the
brumes of Dark.

†
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8

Clermont-Ferrand

Confluence: France, 1913 — Plots made forfeit; intrigues abated; guests from Orbis
infernum and Orbis terrae congress in introductions, confidences, spirited
colloquies and ebullient exultant games of Chance; and, the Grand Mortality
caused by baleful withering once believed by les Citoyens immortels as but a conte
d’horreur is divulged to be.

It was a midafternoon of relucent clouds shown in the cobalt skies as the light from the
Orb-lamp in locus caelestis struck the foundations of the clouds with pearlescences and
brilliances.

The vault of that locus was leprous with variant shades of Prusse and blues.

All of the land was set in flourishing colours.

†
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Zoë had arrived by train in the city of Nemessos surrounded by Chaîne des Puys in
the département of Puy-de-Dôme. It was known in the Common language as ClermontFerrand.

†
Zoë was standing on the emmarchement of the cathédrale fashioned from igneous,
volcanic rock where once was the city of Nemessos. The shadow of the Gothic monument
fell but not on her as she in dulcet sadness stood as if by Moon bathed as she stared at
the foundation where below was the crypte from the Tenth century. And, after some while
had passed, she sighing bowed from her shoulders, departing.

†
The Mortality Brigade had arrived.
Seven of the brutes from Mister Tetch’s Flying Squad had been idly standing
discussing Philosophy as they waited for the Brigade to tend the bodies of the deserters
who had refused arrest.
“Did you know there was a gent named Nicolas Malebranche?” asked one.
“Yes?” replied an other. “Did’n’t you know that?”
“No,” said the first. “How is it then this oratorian has his family name Malebranche, I
should like to know.”
The malebranches shrugged.
“You lot know?” asked Henry the Brute.
“One of Life’s many mysteries, Henry,” said the Captain. “I’ve been told you were
named after that priest and rationalist philosopher what with your Piety and Grace and
all.”
“Va te faire foutre!” bellowed Henry.
Everyone laughed except Henry the Brute.
“Imbéciles!”

†
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“It was a conspiracy of the Highest Order. I myself only was told of it yesterday,”
Merle began: “Dame Hades, Themis la Grise, le Maréchal d’Empire, HieronymusBaleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn, Verge, and the Half-Sisters. Tempérance Hiolle was
intermediary. Karl was a most thoughtful gallant spy. And, Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de
Vienne was aide-de-camp who did not know the object of intrigue.”
“They know you’ve been told?”
“They shall not,” replied Merle; “Verge informed me and was asked not to tell the
others of my knowing. He acquiesced.”
“Why?” asked Zoë slowly in an extended monotone of disbelief.
“They did something for me which I would not have done for myself,” replied Merle:
“The intrigue sub rosa was well laid and, though glances and tones of voice betrayed a
plot, I did not pursue it’s significance. The intention was all Honour and Grace.” He rose
from the couch and stood before her. “My chivalrous state—I believed—was suppressed
and hid from you but it was impudence. I erred. It was ill kept. My silence on that matter,
regardless of an honourable intent and selfish thoughts of protecting thee, by sorrow
wounded thee.” He bowed. “Forgive me.”
She stood from the couch and did set her hand on his breast.

†
Merle was standing in the Woods of Murmurs and they were silent as they were when
Merle attended.
Merle stood the cane on the forest’s bosom: viscous dark seeped from Earth and did
entwine the cane in place. Merle extended his left hand. A form took shape.
It had the head of a crocodile with tiger’s whiskers; it had the eyes of a demon. It had
the antlers of a stag antlers. It’s body was that of a scaled serpent with the large leathern
wings of a bat; it had a single pair of ōkami forelegs where it’s shoulders would be and
the talons were those of an eagle.
Merle brushed the Serpent’s head with his right hand. The Serpent purred as
dragons would do and stared at Merle; and, smiled.
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The Serpent grew in size and it began slowly moving it’s wings, lifting itself as it’s
head was facing Merle and it’s body was laid for the length of the woods; it had grown to
the size of Leviathan.
“They are coming,” said Merle.
The Serpent raised it’s head to view the dark of Night; it stared. The Serpent
returned it’s gaze to Merle.
“As you wish,” replied Merle; “nine approach but he must be let to pass; eight come:
les Séraphins gargouilles are nine sent against them. Do as you please. Yes, those under
thy liege would be spectacle.”
The Serpent narrowed it’s eyes.
“We will speak after which he shall be returned as an eye and teeth in a small wood
box of blackthorn.”
The Serpent laughed and the trees began swaying in a frantic manner from fear.
Merle remained silent until the Serpent ceased it’s mirth. “Thou canst speak with the
Lady on the Moon who would wish speech with thee; or, perhaps, the Sages of
Poseidon’s court who have long sought thy consul,” said Merle: “‘Tis thine.”
The Serpent languidly as if by cat it’s eyes it closed and opened slowly. The Serpent
bowed from it’s shoulders before it stately ascended—as if rising from the ocean of Chaos
depths—in a slow ponderous ever widening vortex-gyre unto the darkness of Night in
ascension.
Merle stood watching the long dark shape of the Serpent recede in the sky.
The trees as silent sentinels stood.

†
They were standing. Their eyes were open but their irises were gone. They held their
arms at an angle downwards with their palms towards the structure; they whispered with
voices mellifluous.

†
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The Arietids were flourishing as were the Zeta Perseids continuing on their journey

†
Flames in vortexes of different sizes were raging about them as they there were
standing but smoke did not appear from the green flames and the flames of black. Their
flames were twined as the abyssal inferno grew with the elegance of kelp forests swaying
in ocean currents.
The mithraeum was set afire. The flames rose and filled the first floor. The flames
which were on the outside were changed in vortices: green flames turned black; black
flames, red. And, though the flames consumed all of the structure, the structure was not
burning. The roof was gone. The ground and first floors were gone: the walls of the
chateau and the vaulted ceiling of the mithraeum were all that remained.
The flames as tide rising went forth in all directions from the chateau; and, the
crematorium was consumed but neither woods nor gardens were burnt; and, through the
catacombs was the cabaret reached: they were submerged by flame until naught remained
of the horrors and tragedy and fear which had condemned that place. Sorrow would
fade.
And, then— jets of blue and lilac flames of fire rose in the descending Æther. At
first, they were insignificant and small, erratically appearing in the sea infernalis of pyre,
but they rose greater and larger with empyrean grandeur as the ceremony diminished was
done.
They departed.

†
Zoë was seated in Merle’s study reading Candide, ou l’Optimisme in the 1759 edition
by Sirène.

†
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Themis la Grise was standing on a dune in the Rub’ al Khali.
“Your summons, Sir?” asked la Grise concerned.
“Forbearance,” said Merle with sombre impression; “Thy passions and grace shall
consume thee.”
“You have seen this!” she entreated.
Merle ignored her. He gestured. “Turn.” She turned with her back faced towards
him. He fastened a necklace garland of snowflake-petals brought betwixt two ravens from
o’er the Sea, around her neck.
Her eyes closed. She inhaled deeply and slowly made her exhalation as that delicate
wreath sank beneath her flesh.
She turned. “They are not gone.”
“They are not gone,” replied Merle, “nor made content.”
They viewed each other.
She courtesied.

†
Terrors and horrors and pall fell on the département of le Puy-de-Dôme as an ancient
fear was descended from the darkened Heights.

†
Merle was standing at the monument on the plaine de Merdogne. He shook his head
with disbelief. “Thy symbolic grandeur is to be expected by feckless pedantocracies.” He
replaced his pocket-watch.
He turned from the monument on the Plateau and descending entered les forêts
primaires de hêtres des Carpates in the Forêt de Stužica.

†
Merle strolled until he stood at the edge of the clairière. The fog was light where he
stood; it was dense fifty paces from him.
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The dark shape was standing at the far side of the clairière hidden by brume and
mist.
All of the forest was filled with the airs of Melancholy and Sorrow. Birds of the forest
were dead before they fell.
Merle bent down and held one of the birds.
The dark shape stepped forward; the earth did tremor as it stepped. It stood nineteen
feet tall. It was humpbacked. It appeared as komusō. It wore a tengai-gasa. It wore a
voluminous white kazhāgand which covered the hands with long sleeves and covered the
feet with a long train. It ceased eleven paces from Merle.
“‘Tis sôlely thee,” said Merle as he viewed the birds on the ground. “Thy eight others
shall not be visit coming.”
It spoke with hideous echoing tones. It was fury threatening. It was of an ominous
terrifying power.
“Acta est fabula,” said Merle as he lay the bird on the ground.
He raised himself and he entered the clairière.

†
Marie-Éléonor and her mother, Madame Jouffroy, sat in chairs as Antoine-Augustin
Guise le Directeur was leaning against his desk speaking with them. Hooke and Caroline
d’Eirene, who was dressed in a tailleur of matching jacket and skirt in vermilion and white
blouse, stood at the rear of the office.
Madame Jouffroy would be staying with Marie-Éléonor for several days while
Madame Jouffroy’s sister would care for the others in the family.
“It is purportedly a spider’s bite,” began le directeur Guise: “For some individuals, it
heightens the Senses of Perception and Reason. It is quite remarkable. It has a great
effect on children; it has less effect on older persons, as you may attest Madame Jouffroy,
who are able to neglect or refuse it very readily.
“We are as yet unaware of the chemical properties which cause this divergence if
only because we do not know which spider bites—if they are indeed—these are; but we
progress.”
He paused.
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“L’Abbé Fournier was once our guest many years ago,” said Guise sadly; “He was
bitten. He grew and — One day — wished to be a Șolomonar; and, so— he was sent to
Solomonanţă but was frightened during his first year at that school: he denounced
himself. His crusade is to save others from the tragedy he befell as a boy even if those
bitten as he are sentenced death for after which then they shall be made pure by Death.
“Very unfortunate.”

†
Merle stood with his hands in his trouser pockets and he viewed the desert and the
mountain ranges far in the distance.
It spoke.
Merle stared at the figure. After several minutes, Merle said: “It was once said: ‘They
abhorred the truth when the truth was brought to them.’”
The Messenger howled.

†
“How did they surmise Fairy’s Kiss?” asked Madame Jouffroy.
“An astute Doctor-Scholar,” said Guise. “The commonality was a mark on those who
were progressively acting different in each by small but myriad ways. Some theories were
very fanciful: umbilical cord was attached; diseased imps; changelings. Incubus was quite
popular an explanation; it still remains so. There are others.”
“They believed in fairies.”
“They did but they held fairies to be small demons nor did they understand people
could be fairy-like or changed into being fairy-like until the 1300s. Fairies were fairies,
humans were humans. Malformed infants were not believed evils until that time. Devils
and incubi were blamed; cursed by witches: all manner of things not of Man were cause.
Humanity absolved.
“Naturalists had long known of these malformations in all other fauna for ages and
never did consider them the nefarious work of devils.
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“Lead, mercury, cyanide, arsenic in the water was unknown; please remember: St.
Vitus, Black Plague and all of those outbreaks of viruses were by some thought to be
deviltry. Remarkably, there are those, who in this day, believe demons are the cause of
these incidents and not the things found in Nature.
“Sideshow performers are viewed not only as an aberration of Nature caused by
Humanity’s follies. They are also believed to be the Devil’s work.
“Fey-like is considered an aberration but classed as la Folie bénigne which is treated
in the manner you have witnessed: Sputatilicus.”
Guise went to the anteroom. He returned with Marcelle. “Marcelle, I would like you
to help all that you may our newest guest, Marie-Éléonor. She has one, too.”
Marcelle raised her eyebrows. Marie-Éléonor squinted. Marcelle raised her skirts and
displayed her calf with a Fairy’s Kiss. Marie-Éléonor pointed at the mark.
Marie-Éléonor and Marcelle were left in the care of a nurse who with Marcelle would
introduce all things of the hôpital to Marie-Éléonor.
They went.

†
It was lit afire with light. The tengai-gasa and the raiments were burned by flames of
Pâle.
It had six wings with white feathers. It’s face had one-thousand eyes and a mouth with
talon-like teeth set in the funnel of it’s maw. It wore a crown of iron. The adamantine
armour was of Persian and Japanese designs. It stood commanding and merciless in it’s
imperious true form that when seen caused death by Madness. It wore a brigandine of
rectangular scales; and, spaulders. It’s right arm and hand were foetid with putrefaction
by gangrene; it’s left arm and hand were skeletal with translucent flesh in a state of Livor
mortis: vambraces it wore. Haidates and suneates protected it’s legs. It’s legs were genus
Homo, coloured by the rivulets of black viscous bile secreting from it’s torso, but the
feet, covered by armoured kôgakes, were talons. Runes and glyphs were of fire etched on
the armour.
It held a fiery harpe in it’s right hand and a longsword hung from it’s belt.
It spoke.
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“Thou comes as a Priest of Nothingness,” Merle replied smiling. “And, revealed
behold: l’Éminence sublime is l’Émissaire maleficent appeareth as Messenger from it’s
masters sat comfortably afar in their cowardice and deceit.” Merle sighed.
It bellowed. The flames from it’s harpe were become with coruscations as they
erupted consuming the Messenger. It could not move. It cursed. It howled. It screamed.
It fell.
The column of flames ascended piercing the vault of the sky.
And, black flames rose ascending from fissures in the Earth as the valley became
caldera; and, the mountain ranges far in the distance were obscured by those flames
swaying in titanic extents amidst the pillars of scarlet and purple flames with branches
extending lithe tendrils rising in helices: all in ascension.
And,— all was silent.
Merle approached and, as Merle did approach, the flames humbled themselves where
Merle did walk so that he might see and he saw revealed the naked thing with the skeletal
structures where it’s wings once were, blackened flesh and muscles in steam, smouldering
as it lay on the sand. It’s armour was gone in vapours. The flames they waited in their
respect for he who had summoned them.
“Hic iacet in terrorem,” said Merle as he looked on the body.
The melancholic and sorrowful airs began diminishing.
It stared at Merle. “Resurgam.”
Merle bent low over the body.
He stood. He wrote with his finger on the object he held and he placed it in his
waistcoat pocket as he walked away through the flames which grew fiercely larger until
they had become a single column of spectral radiance that filled all of the desert
ascending far into the furthest depths in that Ocean of Dark; and, that body was made
ashen dust.
“Requiescat in pace,” said Merle as he walked from the glade with his hands in his
trouser pockets.

†
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Themis la Grise and Gwendoline departed from Madame Gallardo’s Salon in Paris.
They carried several yellow-green and indigo-blue striped boxes of different sizes.
They had purchased and were wearing new clothes for the fête on the l’Île Barbe.
Themis wore a hobble skirt over which she was wearing a wide tunic. The tunic was of
cream linen and the hobble skirt was of a paisley design embroidered on lavender silk.
She wore numerous bracelets and several long necklaces; and, grey silk stockings and
black leather shoes with stiletto heels.
Gwendoline was amused. Themis la Grise had become her singular vendeuse and
dressed her. Her long black hair fell to her waist. Her pale face was white; her eyes were
set with kohl; her lips were Valentine rouged. She wore a sultana jacquard skirt of pale
absinthe green wool and gold threads. She wore lime green cotton stockings. Her shoes
were pale green high-heeled mules with pointed toes.
They began conversing in Japanese about the influences of Les Chants de Maldoror
on contemporary writing as they were waiting for a taxi to the gare for the train to Lyon.

†
Hooke, Caroline d’Eirene, and Madame Jouffroy followed Guise as he would tour
the hospital for the benefit of Madame Jouffroy.
“Some are born with Fey— les Métis humains; some are born with an intelligence
itself being a different form of madness that grows when kissed by the Fairy.
“There are some who are Fey but not by fairy kissed: les Fées humaines.”
“Some have doors, some do not,” interrupted Madame Jouffroy as they went.
“Doors are for those who wish their solitude is to be undisturbed; those without are
for those who would not be kept in confinement,” said Guise. “It is their choice.”
“They are given such freedom,” said Madame Jouffroy surprised.
“Certainly,” said Guise; “but all must adhere to the single rule we have during their
stay.”
“One?” said Madame Jouffroy puzzled.
“All may do what they please providing it does not harm others or themselves,”
replied Guise.
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A gentleman was standing in the open doorway on tip-toes waiting for someone. He
saw Guise as they were walking in the hallway and lowered himself.
“Sir le Directeur,” said the gentleman. “May I have more paper? I have finished that
chapter we spoke of as you can see but all paper has gone.”
“May we enter?” asked Guise. The gentleman proudly agreed.
The white plaster walls and ceiling were tattooed with scrawls and runes of colourful
designs.
“Of course,” said Guise. “We shall have more but please be patient as it may be a
few days until you can write. Did you select the title for your next chapter?”
“Père Davide-Guillaume was dancing at the Sea-side,” said Gresset: “Vaudeville en
un acte.”
“I like that title,” said Guise.
The gentleman smiled broadly and did bow with his hand on his heart.
They thanked him and continued on their inspection. They passed numerous
chambers with doors open for the Charges-visiting were gone elsewhere as they would so
do on pleasant afternoons.
They came to a closed door. Guise gently rapped. “Madame Lesage may I be allowed
to enter with my friends?”
A door in the chamber was heard opening on rusted hinges. The hall door was
slightly opened ajar; that door in the chamber was heard shutting. They entered. The
room was deprived of a person.
“Madame Lesage?” said Guise; “How are you feeling?”
“I am well, sir,” came the gentlewoman’s voice from the wardrobe. “Very well. Thank
you.”
“I am very pleased to hear you say so, Madame Lesage,” said Guise. “Thank you for
allowing us a moment of your time. We shall retire and leave you to your thoughts. I shall
close the door behind us.”
“It was my pleasure to have your visit.”
They took their leave and Guise firmly closed the door. “As you have seen all rooms
are identical. Bed, bureau and wardrobe; sofa and water-closet.”
They continued.
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“Monsieur Gresset writes of his transgressions in Pâle; Davide-Guillaume was his
grandfather,” said Guise. “Madame Lesage ponders her trespasses in the safety of her
wardrobe. They are happy. Here all are different in clarity yet similar in their wish to
return.
"Your dreams? Madame Jouffroy.”
Madame Jouffroy abruptly stopped.
“I seem - I believe - to have had one like those Marie-Éléonor has when I was her
age. It was years ago. They’ve gone.”
“All should come to be in their Life at rest with Peace,” said Hooke.
She faced Caroline d’Eirene. “I am happy.” Caroline d’Eirene nodded, smiling.
“Thank you,” said Madame Jouffroy as they embraced.

†
Merle turned from his view of Night as he was standing on Puy de Dôme and began
descending from that place of temple ruins.

†
Elfriede de Vienne was riding on her Motosacoche in the département of Sarthe, the
end of her journey visiting Sages mécaniques that were remaining standing.

†
Merle was strolling in the Woods of Murmurs and they were silent as they were when
Merle attended; he had collected his cane.

†
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Hooke and Caroline d’Eirene had departed. Madame Jouffroy had been shown — in
the Women’s wing of the hôpital — Marie-Éléonor’s chamber where she would sleep in
the bed and Madame Jouffroy would sleep on the couch until it was observed Madame
Jouffroy could depart when her daughter was happy.

†
The Second Balkan War began.

†
The Cards Salon was held on l’Île Barbe. Merle and Zoë strolled on the pont de l’Île
Barbe as l’Aube was setting. Zoë wore her 1897 silk ball gown of black.

†
The structure—les Merveilleux—had a corps de logis from which two shorter aîles
were adjoined. Louis Le Vau and Jules Hardouin-Mansart collaborated on the Classical
design and construction; it was completed in 1693.
It was set in a parc behind seventeen feet in height hedges of wild fragrant roses
planted during the years of le Siècle des Lumières. The gardens of the parc were
designed by André Le Nôtre in such a manner as to misrepresent their formality but yet
remain artifice.
The entrance to the parc was a wide wrought-iron gate on the lane.
The exterior of the main hall—the corps de logis—was fashioned of the black lava
stone from Riom, roches plutoniques; and, the two aîles were polished orbicular granite
from ocean's edge of Chile near the port city of Caldera.
Honeysuckle and night-blooming jasmine were allowed to errantly ascend the walls of
the structure.

†
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Hieronymus Virge le Maître and Themis la Grise—who was dressed as she had been
departing from Madame Gallardo’s Salon—were wandering about the lawns when Zoë
and Merle arrived.
“I must compliment your choice of this new name,” said Virge as they approached,
“after these years.”
“Her name it was in the Spring of 1901,” said Merle smiling as he gestured to Zoë
who laughed and said: “It is much better than ‘L’Arcade’ as you’ve been fondly wont to
say for after all these years.”
“L’Arcade ‘tis still preferred,” Merle replied as he returned her mirth with laughter.
They entered.

The Cards Salon
The hall—the corps de logis—was one-hundred twenty meters long and thirteen meters
wide and twelve meters in height set on the ground floor of the aîle du midi of
the arcade.
The décorateurs Pierre-François-Léonard Fontaine and Frédéric Nepveu composed
a very simple design for the interior with two rows of three Doric columns along the
length of the hall supporting the ceiling. All stonework was white marble; the flooring was
oiled black oak. It was simple but not austere.
The coffered ceiling supported the three meter wide glazed roofing established for
the length of the hall which had the effect of the hall seeming like an iron-andglass covered arcade as well as a peep-show Nature would view peering down from the
sky.
The two aîles had interior walls of white plastered brick and black oak floors; the
windows were portes-fenêtres as tall as the ceiling.
The West aîle was La Salle des Orchidées. Orchids and tillandsia were everywhere.
Fragrant flowering plants were of honeysuckles and jasmines.
The East aîle was three rooms: formal dining; tables of cold buffet and libations; and
a cloak room. They were connected by doorways.
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The kitchens and bains were downstairs.

†
The stage was constructed for the orchestra, which was assembled from musicians
found on the continent and England, at the North of the hall.
André Messager and Bruno Walter would be the conductors for the evening.

†
Thirty-three tables were set.

†
Two-hundred and twenty nine guests had been invited by Merle who accepted
suggestions from Zoë, la Grise and Silas Verge.
They were expected beginning late afternoon.
The guests were of Literature and Arts; and: Demi-mondes, statesmen, philosophers,
poètes maudits, courtesans, Scheherazades and Cynics; Lords spiritual, Ministers of
War, Hereditary and Life peers were represented in attendance from various countries;
and, those of a particular importance for the Humanities.
The Clergy continued their centuries old custom of returning regrets with their
invitations. The occasional philosopher or scholar of liturgical affairs would attend.
And, numerous persons known.
The guests presented their invitations to the large gent from Mister Tetch’s Flying
Squad who stood at the gate on the lane and directed them they follow the bricked path
to the door where they would be announced by the Steward.

†
“Image is psyche,” replied Carl Jung.

†
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The early arriving guests were found in the dining room or at the cloak room; a few
were selecting foodstuffs from the buffet; and, several tables were occupied with four
guests who were at playing cards; and, a few tables were set with couples waiting for
another pair before they would begin playing cards. The guests in the Orchid salle were
amazed.

†
“All for but a théâtre-piece acted in Terror by Man that ‘tis viewed as Comedy,” said
Verge.

†
Guests were arriving increasingly as it was closer to the hour at which the fête was to
begin.

†
The orchestra members began seating themselves. The conductor arrived; they began
tuning.

†
Guillaume Apollinaire arrived with Marie Laurencin. They were announced.
“Monsieur Merle?” asked Apollinaire.
“He’s expecting you,” replied the Steward as he motioned to one of the passing
footmen. “He shall take you.” The footman came; and the Steward said: “Monseigneur.”
The footman nodded and gestured for the guests to follow.
They did.

†
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André Messager raised his baton and selections from Handel’s Water Music were
heard. He conducted then numerous pieces from his opera-comic days concluding with a
suite of songs.
“This conductor?”
“He has been conductor of the Folies Bergère and musical director of the OpéraComique,” replied Merle.
“Folies?” replied Verge skeptically.
“Any one or another who begins conducting as conductor at the Folies Bergère shall
be welcome,” said Merle; “It is the same for a composer who was café pianist.”
“All the greatest composers were once Folies and café pianists!” declared Erik Satie.
“Rightly so,” said Merle.

†
The Lumière brothers — Auguste Marie Louis Nicolas and Louis Jean — were
announced.

†
“I was visiting presidents and generals, emperors and archdukes, ministers and sages
in their chambers during their meetings of War. Hatred seethes but has been bound
mute by pragmatic machinations. They are passionless,” Merle replied to Dame Hades’s
remark as he played his card.
“War as Industry,” said Dame Hades. “It was become commonplace last century.”
She played her’s.
“The Americans—as you know—will not arrive for several years,” continued Merle;
“The particulars are not seen. The tragedy for that nation is they shall soon believe they
are majestic rulers as Britain and German Republic and French Republic and Spain and
Portugal and Belgium once were. After the Second Great War, they shall become that
what they wish but they have not had regional wars on their continent over centuries as
these countries have had where ruling nations rise and fall in predictable intervals. They
shall sôlely assist with conclusions of two Great wars. They shall not believe that they were
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culpable in creating the second war with their stock market collapse of 1929 which will
cause the Great Depression. The understanding of the intricacies between all nations
eludes them.”
Zoë discarded.

†
Merle noticed guests were standing watching the orchestra. He went to the Steward.
“I have been gravely negligent. Would you be able to find more chairs to set for those
who wish to view?” said Merle as he gestured to the orchestra. The Steward smiled. He
raised his right hand and with his index finger tapped the air in the direction of the band.
Immediately, a ballet of waiters and staff appeared and arranged rows of chairs for guests
who wished to view. Merle laughed. “I am surrounded by the supremely competent.” He
strode away.
The Steward nodded, smiling.

†
Caroline d’Eirene—who wore an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of orange—
and la Grise were walking arm in arm as they were conversing on the endeavors of le
Conseil des Treize.

†
Marcelle was escorted by Antoine-Augustin Guise from l’Hôpital Coulmier and
Hercule Némésis and Joseph-Marie-Victoire Fleury were following.

†
Dilys d’Euphrosyne la Vermiculus wore an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of
crimson, Oana la Verte wore an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of green,
Snježana de Pasithea wore an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of blue, and Hélène
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Eunomia la Jaune who was wearing an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of yellow
were speaking with Zoë and Merle.

†
Virge asked after Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn whom could not be
seen amoungst the guests.
“He is in the coach house playing at dice with several illustrious personages. They
cheat well,” replied la Grise.
Virge smiled grandly.
“You cheat?" asked la Grise amused as well as surprised as she viewed his face.
“Everyone does when playing dice,” said Virge. “‘Un Coup de Dés Jamais N'Abolira
Le Hasard’ but sleight-of-hand may.”
“Thou?” inquired Virge.
“Trifle,” answered la Grise.
“We should play cheating,” offered Virge.
“I would need charm and spell and... Luck!” laughed la Grise.
They laughed.
“Hercule it’s said is very good at cheating,” said Merle.
“He’s masterful!” said Themis.
Virge turned to Zoë and said: “You no longer visit.”
“Oh?” she did reply.
“When did you last visit?”
“That mask of the malformed skull and green-flamed eyes was pleasantly different
from the vapourous Shadow with Ten Thousand Eyes.”
Virge placed his cards on the table. He stood. He solemnly bowed, saying:
“Diogenes’s Lamp offers his humble regrets for not recognizing you, Madame.”
“Sir,” she replied and bowed from her shoulders, smiling.
“Morgause is not attending!” Dame Hades demanded from Virge who shrugged and
replied, “She and her sister shall visit with you at the lake. They are detained.
Mademoiselle la Grise, if she would since she was attending, shall speak to you of all their
lurid adventures with their sordid gruesome ends.”
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“I would be delighted, Madame,” said la Grise as she led a much-surprised Dame
Hades from the others.

†
Monsieur Paul Jérôme de Loudun was attending as an ecclesiastical emissary chosen
by the Cardinal on behalf of Citizen d’Orléans who would no longer visit.

†
Octavien Trouvère, Guillebert Duguillet, Françoise-Aurore Marivaux and
Mademoiselle Antoinette Vaïsse were escorted by Oana la Verte who wore an 1873-style
ball gown in variant shades of green.

†
“They do know!” insisted Dame Hades. “Stupidity is preference. They are not
ignorant of their acts.”
“They know what they wish to know,” replied Merle. “Simply that. All other facts may
be deemed lies or falsehoods or things they do not wish to know. They are not ignorant
of things they wish to know and what they do not know shall not be borne.
“It is—Rather—of Causality which they are ignorant.”

†
Zoë asked Caroline d’Eirene where her guides were this evening.
“They are in the kitchen,” replied Caroline d’Eirene; “They are terribly fond of
washing.”
“Oh, yes,” said Zoë. “Bowls and cups?”
“We’ll see,” said Caroline d’Eirene and leading Zoë as they went to the kitchens.
The small Gentlemen with lime-tinged hair were washing plates and saucers, flatware
and glasses.
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“Gentlemen, if I may,” Caroline d’Eirene said and all did cease in absolute stilled
silence: “Her Majesty wonders if you remain steadfast against bowls and cups.”
All at once their reply was made: one fainted; one covered his ears with his hands
and went whistling; one threw his forearm against his eyes and waved his other arm
frantically; a few covered their heads with their aprons and began various recitations,
albeit words were missing, of The Charge of the Light Brigade; several clutched their
throats with both hands, gasping; one clutched covered his heart with both hands; a few
began gagging; a few spat indiscriminately and wiped their mouths with coat sleeves; one
slowly walked to a corner of the kitchen and leaned his head; several turned their backs to
them with their arms folded over their chests; several made motions as if they were
hanging themselves; and, Lastly— one grimaced at them while gesturing his thumb across
his throat.
“Tureens?” asked Zoë.
Shrieks and bellows and curses from the kitchen were heard, by those in the Salon,
for most had melodramatically grandly swooned in the fashion of marionettes when wires
were cut: fallen and groaning; shrieking curses.
“Gentlemen,” said Caroline d’Eirene softly.
All furor immediately ceased as they resumed their tasks as if nothing had happened.
“Bathtubs?” asked Zoë.
They nodded.
“Thank you,” said Caroline d’Eirene.
Caroline d’Eirene and Zoë returned upstairs.
“They like lounging in bathtubs.”

†
“Tía Leonora could not attend; she is busy painting The Meal of Lord Candlestick.
Dora is off somewhere with her photography. María de los Remedios Alicia Rodriga
Varo y Uranga ignored her invitation. Dorothea cannot be found,” Madame Vivianolala
Hinojosa said informing Merle of those who would not be in attendance. She wore an
elegant gown of Cardinal red.
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“It is fortunate then you could attend,” replied Merle pleasantly.

†
Joseph Conrad and his wife Jessie were announced.
“What are Silling’s Sleeping Sleighs?” Conrad asked of the Steward.
“Coffins,” answered the Steward. “Specifically, a safety coffin for the noblesse and
wealthy who wish to be not found breathing after Last Rites.”
“Ah,” replied Conrad disappointed. “A fellow was standing on the Pont Bonaparte
bridge bell-ringing and singing his funereal shanty wearing a signboard displaying that
name.”
“Yes, they do do that.”
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad proceeded towards Merle’s table.

†
The Salon de la Section d’Or were represented by most members and announced.

†
“Those that would destroy others are all eventually consumed by their hatred,” replied
Merle. “It destroys others; it shall destroy them.
“And, still— they blame others.”

†
Themis la Grise excused herself from the table after hearing a name of one she
expected; she did return with a young woman. The Gentlewoman with her short hair
cut square with a fringe was dressed in the manner of les Garçonnes.
“Who is that woman with la Grise?” asked Virge le Maître as they approached.
“Fille d’Achéron,” replied Zoë. “She was offered and has taken tutelage by Themis
with the greatest approval by her father.”
Virge frowned and shook his head; he was puzzled.
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“The Sorceress’s Apprentice,” said Zoë.
Virge nodded, “Oh.”

†
“I have entered a constellation,” Walter Benjamin said as he entered and selected a
card which read,

Les esprits ternes ne sont ni intuitifs ni mathématiques.
— Blaise Pascal
He laughed amused as he went in search of Merle.

†
Gilbert Keith Chesterton arrived with Gabriel Syme the Poet-Detective, Lucian
Gregory the Anarchist, and one Mister P. G. Northover, founder of the Adventure and
Romance Agency, Ltd.

†
The Gentlewoman entered and she carried a yellow-green and indigo-blue striped
box. She was dressed in an opulent gown of indigo-blue silks. She greeted several of
those she knew as she went through the standing groups of guests.
“Obaa!” she heard and watched as Gwendoline, who was pulling a young girl by the
sleeve, hurriedly came to her. She and Gwendoline hugged happily.
“I would like to present Mademoiselle Fille d’Achéron,” said Gwendoline proudly.
“We are friends.”
Madame Gallardo viewed her. “Themis — la Grise — does have her preferences.”
“For me?” asked Gwendoline. Madame Gallardo laughed.
“Your’s and Mademoiselle d’Achéron’s clothes for Lake Geneva are in your rooms,”
she replied. “This is a hat for Marie Laurencin. Please let us find her before she thinks me
late.”
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“My clothes!” whispered Fille to Gwendoline. Madame Gallardo winked in reply.
They went.

†
“The Enlightenment was founded and ceased interestingly enough,” replied Merle: “it
began in the year which Louis XIV died, 1715; and, ceased in 1789 during the
fomenting months of the Révolution française. A monarch dies, Enlightenment begins;
Masses revolt, Enlightenment dies.”

†
Mater Lachrymarum, Mater Suspiriorum, and Mater Tenebrarum were announced.

†
Der Blaue Reiter members were announced. “They are the Impressionists of this
Modern Age,” said one of the guests in passing.

†
Marcel Allain, Pierre Souvestre, William Hooke and Gaston Leroux were in
arguments over oneirology addressing the psychopathic nature of those who carry out
extraordinary but improbable deeds of villainy, which once were confined in the dreams
of Celestes, do lurk manifested in Reality.
The sôle point on which they agreed was that Sade’s characters were not psychopaths
but bored.

†
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Henri-Robert-Marcel Duchamp and his sister — Suzanne Duchamp — were announced.

†
Mauricio Montiel Figueiras was presiding as moderator between G. K. Chesterton
and Georges Bataille in their arguments over the significances Dialogue entre un prêtre et
un moribond offered Humanity in Humanity as viewed by de Sade.

†
Zoë was speaking with an English gentleman, “And where is His Highness?”
“He is presently playing dice with a dodo, a small monkey, three very large monkeys,
and a tall gent with a squid perched on his head. The Squid is the banker.”
“Ah,” Zoë replied surprised. “The gent is Orphoses Dominus. He is the Lord-High
Alchemist in Poseidon’s court. I did not expect he’d attend.”
“He and His Majesty are conversing famously. The others are less sanguine about
His Majesty’s play.”
“I was told you by one who delights in arcades that you yourself have an arcade in
Barcelona?”
“Yes, Ma’am,” replied Mister Knight. “I have modernised and greatly improved on
Professor Grieve’s Spectralröntgenphotography Method. Séances are no longer needed.”
“I have been to numerous of Professor Grieve’s Séances. I should very much like to
visit with you in your arcade, if I may, sir,” said Zoë.
“My honour.”

†
Elfriede de Vienne was pleased. She went to la Grise and Fille d’Achéron.
“What is this?” asked Fille d’Achéron.
“This is a cards salon,” replied de Vienne smiling; “I have brung my own.”
Fille d’Achéron took one. She read it.

Cherish those who seek the truth
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but beware of those who find it.
—Voltaire
La Grise took one. She read it.

Carpe noctem.
—Anon.
†
The Right Honourable Edward J. M. D. Plunkett and Lady Dunsany were
announced.

†
“I was so disappointed when, after reading about the effects caused by Ardent
Spirits, learning it was a proscriptive warning but not of spirits violently in love,” said
Marguerite Vallette-Eymery.
“Those effects are accurate,” replied Dame Hades; “for each.”

†
“Coincidences are spiritual puns,” replied G.K. Chesterton.

†
John William Waterhouse and Jerome K. Jerome had concluded speaking with Karl
Valentin and were walking away stating how he spoke surprisingly fluent English.

†
Misses Justine and Juliette de Bertole were announced.

†
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“If you think of Nature as the anatomical form of Chaos,” Zoë replied: “Life may be
better understood. Flora and all other—unknown and known—things are of that anatomy.
All fauna are parasites: some are symbiotic; some are disease.”

†
F. W. Murnau was announced.

†
Jerome K. Jerome, Erik Satie, Octave Mirbeau and Franz von Bayros were in
conversation over Decadence.

†
“Language shows clearly that memory is not an instrument for exploring the past but
it’s theatre,” Walter Benjamin suggested to something Emil Nolde had remarked in reply
to a statement pronounced by Jean Delville.

†
Handel’s Water Music was concluded. The guests applauded; some stood, some
remained seated. André Messager conducted numerous pieces selected from his days at
the Folies Bergère, at the Théâtre des Folies Dramatiques, and at the Opéra-Comique.

†
“The whole secret of mysticism is this,” stated Chesterton: “that man can understand
everything by the help of what he does not understand. The morbid logician seeks to
make everything lucid and succeeds in making everything mysterious. The mystic allows
one thing to be mysterious, and everything else becomes lucid.”
“Myths, however, consist of symbols that were not invented but happened,” said
Jung.
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“Man cannot comprehend such things have happened; and, when presented with
empirical evidence, as they have seen with their own eyes, they shall deny such things
exist for fear of being thought as Mad or strange,” said Merle. “Myths are vilified and
feared by the common Masses.”
“Consciousness naturally resists anything unconscious and unknown,” said Jung. “I
have already pointed out the existence among primitive peoples of a deep and
superstitious fear of novelty. The primitives manifest all the reactions of the wild animal
against untoward events. But civilized man reacts to new ideas in much the same way,
erecting psychological barriers to protect himself from the shock of facing something
new.”
“The simplest truth about man is that he is a very strange being,” replied Chesterton;
“Almost in the sense of being a stranger on the earth. In all sobriety, he has much more
of the external appearance of one bringing alien habits from another land than of a mere
growth of this one.”
“The ordinary lunatic is generally a harmless, isolated case,” said Jung; “since
everyone sees that something is wrong with him, he is quickly taken care of. But the
unconscious infections of groups of so-called normal people are more subtle and far
more dangerous.”
“Men do not differ much about what things they will call evils,” said Chesterton; “they
differ enormously about what evils they will call excusable.”
“Their base treatment of ordinary lunatics,” began Merle, “of ordinary citizens bound
by congenital appearances, of ordinary peoples from far-off lands deemed primitive, and
therefore uncivilized, and of Myths are excusable evils. They are capable of greater evils
still.”
“It is not that present-day man is capable of greater evil than the man of antiquity or
the primitive,” said Jung; “He merely has incomparably more effective means with which
to realise his propensity to evil.”
“As thus shall be witnessed in these years coming,” replied Merle.

†
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“Pasithea,” replied Jean des Esseintes when asked which of the Grâces he does
pursue. “And, you?”
“All of the Horae Serenae,” answered Madame de Lorsagne.

†
Themis la Grise went to the entrance after hearing Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre
was arrived. “Mademoiselle la Grise,” Bassompierre said as he kissed her offered hand.
“You did not attend,” said la Grise.
“I did telephone. Your maid-in-waiting wrote my message of the possibility,” replied
Bassompierre. “I did think about attending but found my heart was not lonely after all’s
been done and said; it may not revel in solitude, but I am content.” He remembered
rêveries. “Nicchia.” Themis raised her eyebrows and she shook her head. “La
Castiglione.” He sighed. “Virginia Oldoini, Countess di Castiglione. She was the
enchantress of all enchantresses.” He gestured with his hands his sad acceptance. “It was
not to be.” He thought. “Circumstances.”
“It has been said circumstances are but Chance coincidences.”
“Yes, I would agree since coincidences are no such thing.”
“Allow me,” said la Grise as she wrapped her arm around his and led him.
“Nicchia.”

†
Guillaume Apollinaire and Marie Laurencin were playing a game of Vint with Merle
and Zoë. Zoë had stated Il Pleut was the finest written work she ever read. They had
conversed on Cubists; on his theft of the Mona Lisa and Egyptian statues; on Orphism;
on Alcools; on Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel; on theatre and cinema. It was Zoë who led the
conversation having been intrigued by la Grise’s reflections of Modernism in literature
and art. And, they concluded on the matters of Patriotism and War. They played their
final hand.
“Perhaps,” Apollinaire said in musing: “existence is a théâtre-piece performed for the
amusement of the Gods.” He added: “Shakespeare appeared to know something of this.”
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“What do you mean?” asked Marie Laurencin.
“‘All the world’s a stage. All the men and women are merely players: they have their
exits and their entrances where the Last Scene of all is mere oblivion.’ My translation,” he
replied.
The game was done.

†
“What if all galaxies are Entities discophorous?” retorted Satie.

†
Charles-Claude Richelet, Jean Matthieu Gallois and Hippolyte Paillette, who were
commonly known as the Hurdy-gurdy—Maximilien Rood—Impresario’s three very large
monkeys, were not dressed in their monkey-suits but were dressed appropriately when
they arrived.

†
Félix Tatillon, Publisher, stood with growing embarrassment in his brown suit. A
young gentlewoman was standing beside him. He spied Merle standing at a samovar with
Zoë and went to him.
Merle was pleased to see him.
Tatillon had a paper-wrapped parcel tied with twine he presented to Merle.
Tatillon explained he had departed from his printing due to an investigation by
Safety.
“Of Emile Trique you are aware?” said Merle.
“Yes,” replied Tatillon. “His daughter told me. She had seen it in a dream where a
woman was escorting him in his dream.” He paused. “Emile wished to wander all the land
to find things he had forgotten or left. I warned him about such fancies and still he went
anyway much like he always did with his obsessions; even when blind his work was beyond
normal.”
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“His daughter?” asked Merle.
“She wishes to be a typesetter for me like her father,” said Tatillon.
“He has a daughter?” said Zoë. “I addressed the card to one Félix Trique.”
“May I present Félix Trique.”
They were slightly confused.
“My name is Félicité, actually,” said Félix, “but my mother preferred Félix when
working with my father, so it’s Félix. I have residence in Loudun. I received a carte
postale from my father telling me he was going to l’Hôpital Coulmier but he never
arrived.”
“I wrote that card for your father,” said Zoë.
Félix was thankful. “Did you know him?”
“No. We met in passing on that day.”
“Later, I received a letter of condolence informing me he had died. It was from
l’Asile des Innocents: it was a printed card.”
“I visited that place in an effort to find him. I too was informed of his death,” Zoë
gently said.

†
Lord-Chancellor Claude Maximilien Bassompierre arrived; and, la Grise exited.
Merle made introductions.

†
Guillaume Apollinaire was reading palmistry for those who ventured to the table
where he played Spades with Marie Laurencin against Jean-Martin Charcot and Unica
Zürn.

†
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“My greatest condolences. I have known him many years. How did he die?” asked
Bassompierre, looking from face to face, on hearing this young girl was the daughter
Emile Trique.
“Sleeping,” said Zoë.
“I’m glad. I had worried so. I do not need to grieve,” said Félix relieved.
Bassompierre frowned.
Zoë smiled.
“May I introduce you to some of the others? They wish to discuss things, don’t they,”
Zoë said as she smiled at them.
Félix was shocked but agreed.
They gentlemen bowed.

†
“It was not so,” said Bassompierre after Félix Trique and Zoë had gone. Merle shook
his head.
They stood silent.

†
Silas Verge was in conversation with Charcot, Franz Stuck, Georges Bataille, and
Hinojosa.
“If you consider that the most horrific of images commonly referenced in this day
were created by stoutly religious fellows,” said Verge, “it should be of no surprise they
may have been Mad—by Modern Age conceits—and were able to visit unknowable
realities, by that Madness, in their dreams.
“Schongauer as example,” replied Hinojosa.
“It is an overlooked coincidence most works of the time were created in the Low
Countries. Why do you suppose?” said Franz Stuck
“Hysteria, possibly,” mused Charcot, “but that, however, does not account for it’s
singular selectiveness regarding those who were affected. Artists only? That seems
improbable.”
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“Religious fevers?” offered Hinojosa.
“Why did these fevers not affect all people?” asked Stuck.
“Perhaps, they did,” replied Bataille. “They may have affected many in certain cities
and were identified as Saint Anthony’s Fire: hallucinations, delirium, mania, psychosis
were observed. Those four alone would account for the nightmarish visions documented
during the Northern Renaissance. Artists may have experienced Holy Fire; or, they may
have recorded tales told by those who did.”
“Or, artists alone were those experiencing visions,” said Hinojosa. “Hallucinations,
delirium, mania, and psychosis are often the inspiration for artists and writers, are they
not?”
“Yes, that is plausible, even if not proven,” replied Charcot. He momentarily
pondered. “Madness, then. If only by speculation.” He remained silent in thought as he
departed.
“Hallucination, delirium, mania, and psychosis are inspiring,” replied Verge.
“It’s Madness,” said Hinojosa.
Verge smiled.

†
“A card?” asked de Vienne of Gabriel Syme the Poet-Detective, Lucian Gregory the
Anarchist, and one Mister P. G. Northover, founder of the Adventure and Romance
Agency, Ltd.
Gabriel Syme took one. He read it.

Poets do not go mad; but chess-players do.
—G. K. Chesterton
“Chesterton does write the occasional thoughtful line, does he not?” said Syme. They
concurred.
Lucian Gregory took one. He read it.

Those who can make you believe absurdities,
can make you commit atrocities.
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—Voltaire
Mister P. G. Northover took one. He read it.

I prefer liberty with danger than peace with slavery.
— Jean-Jacques Rousseau
“A chess game?” de Vienne reflected as she sought who should next receive their
fortune.

†
Marcelle, Bataille and Jung were discussing the archetypes found in dreams after
Marcelle had innocently recounted a very long dream she once had which was ended
when she—with Logic—hung herself.

†
“How do you know such things?” asked Madame Gallardo who was standing beside
Jung at the table laden with hors-d’œuvre froids et chauds.
“I had to follow the ineradicable foolishness which furnishes the steps to true
wisdom,” replied Jung.

†
La Grise, Gwendoline and Fille d’Achéron did converse until Fille d’Achéron
became silent with her thoughts.
“Well?” said Gwendoline. Fille nodded resolutely at Gwendoline and she turned to
face la Grise.
“Ma’am,” said Fille hesitantly, “may I ask you a question?”
“You need’n’t be embarrassed, my dear,” said la Grise kindly as she peered at her
embarrassment.
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“My curiosity embarrasses me,” replied Fille. “My father has told me tales and one—
the Titanomachie—has aroused it.”
“No, it is not me,” replied la Grise gaily. “My father liked the name since he was
resolved I would be like her: imbued with good counsel of Divine order and the Law of
Nature with it’s use of Reason to deduce the binding rules of moral behaviour.”
“Themis the Younger!” exclaimed Fille.
“Are you?” asked Gwendoline.
“Themis la Sorcière Grise. Simply that until it isn’t.” She laughed. “So precocious!”
La Grise looked at each in turn before she said: “If you truly wish to know, you must ask
all of the others at this fête, for I cannot say.”
She kissed each on their forehead before she returned to her table where Virge did
wait.

†
“What thoughts have you on the Trefryesque Style?” asked Tristan Tzara of Walter
Benjamin.
“We should ask him,” replied Benjamin as he pointed to the fellow engaged in a
lively conversation with Philippe Soupault.
They went.

†
“Reality is a novel word they use,” said Charles-Claude Richelet. “They believe
Reality and Existence are the same but simply spelt differently.”
“They are a simple folk,” Jean Matthieu Gallois muttered as he dealt cards for their
game of Triomphe. “They know no better. A single reality suffices.”
“Innocents trafficking in infamy caused by their indulgent use of ignorance,
ineptitude and immorality,” replied Achille-Théodore Mardy. “Surely, you would agree
with my sincerest estimation, Monsieur Verge?”
“I do no such thing!” cried Verge. “Innocents!” he said with the greatest of disdain.
“They are cause of la Grande Mortalité!”
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“That’s ruefully true,” said Achille-Théodore Mardy studying his cards.
“You cannot say such unpleasant things about them so recklessly because not all are
as you so vehemently describe them to be,” objected Jean Matthieu Gallois.
“Their vapidity becomes you, sir,” replied Verge as he selected and played a card.
“Sir!” Jean Matthieu Gallois replied with nervous laughter.
“Have perchance you read The Autobiography of a Flea?” asked Verge arranging his
cards in hand.
They confessed they had not.
“They’re fleas.”

†
Mademoiselles Belle Bissett and Kay Sage were speaking, after each having read
Méditations Esthétiques, with Apollinaire.

†
“Gentlemen,” said Merle to the Lord-Chancellor and the Publisher as he parted from
them.
“Lord-Chancellor,” said Tatillon exceedingly pleased: “I am happy we have finally
met after all of these years. Your letters have been most encouraging.”
“My dear sir!” replied Bassompierre as he took the publisher by his arm and led him
away, delighted to finally meet the gentleman who had printed so many extraordinary
texts: “I am ecstatic beside myself being introduced with the person who has printed so
many extraordinary texts!”
“I received your latest query days before I departed but my reply I give now,” said
Tatillon. “As you know, there are three methods of reading Sade: all complete front-toback; atrocities only; and, polemics only. Most read completely once or twice; then they
are divided into atrocities only, polemics only. I did ask Doré many years ago — 1853 or
‘55 — if he would consider illustrating a work—La Fille malheureuse—but he declined not
because of an aversion for the works rather that the polemics would never again be read.
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I had to agree. Illustrations have not been included nor a separate folio issued for that
reason.”
“Delightful man! I have his 1883 The Raven which is sublimely breathtaking in it’s
execution.”
They continued strolling about the Salon.

†
They were standing on misty boulevard while darkened
shapes of things were passing in the atmosphere of fog.

†
Zoë introduced Félix to several persons before she went to la Grise and Dame
Hades.
“Themis la Grise, Dame Hades— this is the daughter of Emile Trique, Félix.”
La Grise and Dame Hades were dismayed.
“Mademoiselle Trique has been informed her father died sleeping,” said Zoë in reply
to their expressions. “She no longer grieves.”
La Grise and Dame Hades were relieved.
Zoë excused herself.

†
“They were Vivandière. They should be allowed!”
“The Crimean War, the Second Italian War of Independence, the French
intervention in Mexico, the Colonization of Cochinchine, and the Franco-Prussian
War.”
“They were Cantinières who were present during the Paris Commune.”
“We all could be as la mère Bizolon will be if they’re allowed.”

†
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Arthur Rackham stood in consultation with la Grise and C. L. Nolan as he wished
visiting the county of Hookland for witches, faeries and sprites.
“I recently learned of elves in the Pacific Ocean,” said Rackham: “Polynesia and the
Territory of Hawaii.”
“Menehunes?” said la Grise.
“Yes!” said Rackham. “Purportedly, they were once English elves who became
unhappy with snow and so stowed away on Captain Cook’s ship, disembarking when he
anchored in Waimea harbour.”
“I must report, Mister Rackham,” began la Grise, “that that folklore is myth. They
were in all the breadth of the Pacific Ocean a decade of centuries before the Age of
Discovery.”
“They may still be related,” opined Nolan.
“Indeed,” la Grise replied.

†
Françoise-Pélagie Fayère de Marly was announced. She had raven-black hair set in
ringlet tresses, and her eyes were set with kohl. She was dressed in an 1850-style gown of
black. She strode from the line and peered about the salle. She returned the gesture and
waved to the person doing so. Merle and Virge stood when she had come to their table.
“Françoise,” said Dame Hades cheerfully who had heard de Marly’s name and
waved.
“We must speak later, dear,” said de Marly.
Merle and Virge themselves sat.
“Somme sends apologies,” said de Marly looking at Zoë and Merle. “He and
Leviathan are entombed at the seaside in dialogues.” She turned to Dame Hades and
said: “I’ll find you later after attending my appearance and health.”
She walked away staring at the architecture.

†
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“It is ironic,” offered Verge as he won the trick: “Their revolution of the 1700s was
against Imperial interference by the State they had fled. Their civil war was comparable—
if one ignores historical minutiæ—to those of all other nations in that it was not
revolutionary but secessionist; duchies as nation states absolving themselves from
authority and rule of the Court would be analogous.”
“They are frustrated Imperialists,” said Dame Hades. “They’re rebarbative.”
“They are children,” refuted Verge.

†
Themis led Marcelle to where Félix Trique was standing selecting her supper.
“Marcelle,” said la Grise, “I would like to introduce you to Mademoiselle Félix
Trique. Félix, Marcelle.”
They viewed each other with queer expressions.
“I leave you,” said la Grise departing.
“Haven't we met?” asked Félix.
“I remember the name Hooke,” replied Marcelle.
“That!” exclaimed Félix; “My father would often talk about him.”
“We are in the Salle les Merveilleux, aren’t we?” laughed Marcelle.
Félix laughed, too.

†
Louis-Aldonse Milot l’Encyclopédiste was at the Salon. He stood at the hall entrance
while a servant went to tell Merle of his arrival. He was excited but exceedingly
uncomfortable. “Nebulosity,” he murmured as he viewed the state of the Salon.
Merle came.
“I was told I could find you here. The concierge.”
“Yes,” replied Merle; “I left word expecting your visit at the hôtel; I informed the
Steward you would be arriving. There is a person with whom I should like you to speak
but first tell me what you wished to say.”
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“Those spheres by Dante and the others are well documented by academics and
historians but they have not understood their significant placement; but, as to where, I
have not found.”
“How so?” asked Merle.
“They have physical locations, but they do not have physical boundaries. Man may
reside on Earth as a different sphere or Earth may be in that sphere of Purgatory; that
significance isn’t relevant. All Citizens of all spheres may voyage from one sphere to the
next. Man does so by dreams which it seems are not dreams at all.”
Merle smiled. Merle began walking slowly leading Milot as they would continue their
conversing.
“You are gone beyond mere enumeration of the spheres; and, So— seeking found
passage to the mechanics of their use.”
“Have I strayed too far afield?” asked Milot.
“No, Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste, you are not gone afield,” replied Merle. “Beyond
this vault lies darkness. Darkness that never is gone. Shadows and Shades may move
about in the bright-lit hours; they are not gone nor are they still: they continue moving as
they would by that light remaining be unseen. At Dark, Shadows become engulfed and
Shades become seen. Think of day as the Purgatory of Shadow and Shade. Dark
illuminating all things.
“Though it is a marvellous belief, shadows of people or cathédrales are not spirits;
they are an effect of light made opaque: Natural phenomena.
“Your studies from that Purgatory have led you.”

†
Caroline d’Eirene, Madame Gallardo, Verge and the three Grace sisters—Aline,
Esme and Thalia—who played as one were playing a game of Ombre.
“Illusion is a fine word they use,” said Aline. “Things in Nature slightly seen are
illusions.”
“Though,” Caroline d’Eirene replied playing her card, “when they do use it amoungst
themselves, in reply to the weasel words, falsehoods, and lies heralded quoth by statesmen
and monarchs, it is suitably precise.”
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“Words of Hope and Glory are unto them illusory,” offered Thalia, “and that is
which they cannot comprehend.”

†
“Kodama and dryads are similar,” replied la Grise. “Many references in the four
books of the Hyakki Yagyō e-hon series by Toriyama Sekien are also found in tales and
lore from all kingdoms on Earth. Some—Kosenjōbi, as example—are intriguingly Japanese
until one understands they are a specific form of Hitodama: human souls which separated
from their bodies during war.”
“I have not seen Western e-hon of spirits and demons,” said Gwendoline.
“They are few kept,” said replied la Grise. “Fey are untrustworthy and suspicious or
shy. Demons are pleased sitting for their portraitures portrayed but—for Englishmen—are
insidiously mischievous in requesting payment: they would ask for a single sol—as they
have done over centuries since—and wait for what was given.” She laughed.
“Pardon?”
“‘Sol’ is—in English—pronounced as one would speak of the human soul,” answered la
Grise smiling.
“They didn’t really!” said Gwendoline astonished.
“It’s been said,” replied la Grise.
Gwendoline was stood in disbelief.

†
They went to the Orchid salle and stood numerous paces from where ConsulSecrétaire Javelle was standing and speaking with several Gentlemen from Moldavia and
Romania.
Consul-Secrétaire Javelle excused himself from the conversation.
Merle introduced them; and, said: “Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste does wish to study the
natural phenomena of all things.” Javelle nodded. Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste Milot and
Consul-Secrétaire Javelle began speaking. Merle turned to leave but l’Encyclopédiste
begged a question. He led Merle several paces from Javelle.
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“Why are you doing this?”
“My wish,” said Merle; “Those who wrote and painted of these things were able to
know of different realms and folk by these introductions. However, it shall be in future
days when your services will be of great importance.”
He was astounded. He bowed low and he kept his bow and said: “My humble
gratitude, Sir.”
“Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste,” said Merle.

†
Fille led them to where Hooke was standing leaning against the wall beside the cloak
room with one leg crossed over the other leg and his arms idly folded over his breast; he
viewed all he saw.
“We have all agreed we have met before but we cannot say we have met you,” said
Fille as they stood before him.
He woke from his rêverie and, smiling flinched with one eye closed, nodded.
“Very strange,” said Marcelle.
“Mademoiselle la Grise refused to speak of you,” said de Vienne.
“It is providential to directly ask of things from those you find intriguing,” said Hooke
as he stood formally before them. “Haven’t you ever met someone and later — days or
years — they are met again? in a different setting far from where they were first met but
remaining—Thus—unknown.”
“Chance encounter,” said Gwendoline.
“Yes, a Chance encounter,” said Hooke: “if Chance existed; but two Chance
encounters do seem premeditated, aren’t they.”
“Oh?” said Marcelle.
“Your father blatantly displays his mirth these days,” said Hooke. He faced Fille. “I
was seated—in the month of October, two years ago—with your father in the great room
when you returned from Elysium because it seemed you had forgotten it was not your
hours to be attending Lady Persephone and so were sent home. ‘May you have safe
voyages’ I offered as you went through to the garden. You stared at me through the
window with squinted eyes as you were standing in the center of the garden.”
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They interrupted exclaiming he had said that exact phrase to each of them. Hooke
nodded.
“It was this October last,” said Hooke as he gazed at Félix: “It was in Loudun. You
were standing in Tatillon’s as I was speaking with him about a project while we sat in the
work room. You were assisting a fellow with very large affiches proclaiming an arrival of
three distinguished Gentlemen. He departed and I followed after concluding my
business.” He turned his gaze to Marcelle. “It was December. I was leaning against a
Sage mécanique that you at the last moment decided would be a better situation than
your common place at the fountain on la Place d’Alliance in Nancy. You most politely
requested me if I could step aside. You showed me a pamphlet—Hera's Gospels; or, the
Infernal Blandishments of Morpheus made for those suffering Madness during the Full Moon
in May—you had written of which I purchased, folded my newspapers and went on the
rue reading your polemic.” He turned his gaze to Elfriede. “It was January. You were in
Paris for your Mistress. I gathered loose folio-boxes when you hurried in haste down the
steps from the Pavillon de Flore, and tripped.” He turned his gaze to Gwendoline. “It was
Avril. You had come from the Strand and were walking across Waterloo Bridge in
London. I was leaning against a lamp-post reading an edition of Mercure de France. You
were lost after the cab had broken a wheel on the pavement being laid with new brick.
The directions written by the driver were poor. You wandered. You arrived a mile from
your residence where you were to be waiting for Madame who was to arrive in a few days.
You asked if I knew where ‘Savoy’ would be. I pointed. I spoke directions. You went.”
“Did you do those?” asked Fille.
“No,” said Hooke blandly. “How soon do you suppose those cartes Mademoiselle de
Vienne presented and you took bear significance? I imagine you have passed persons
speaking and a word or phrase was later remembered as significant divination for
whatever you were then doing at that later hour. Seemingly spoken sôlely for thee. Or,
seen something? Prescient allusions are oft given for which it resides with you to
decipher.”
Hooke observed a scene he would attend; he began walking but pausing turned and
said: “Or, at your own risk— not decipher.” He bowed from his shoulders. “Mesdames.”
He went.
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They were left in silence.

†
Mauricio Montiel Figueiras, John William Waterhouse, Kurt Schwitters, George
Szirtes, Maurice Maeterlinck, and James Knight were discussing metaphysics and
ontologia as portrayed in the arts until Francis Picabia joined them for which it then
became an animated argument over tooth powder or dentifrice and whether anise should
be used with murex.

†
“All knowledgeable Citizens are poète maudit. Is it not said that to be accursed one
must live Life against society? though, it does warrant one must suffer those elements
which define Existence: delusions and deliriums from abuse of opium, tinctures of
opium, hashish, absinthe, and alcohol; madness; passions; reclusiveness; ardor and
wantonness; vehemence and verve; and, in general, any societal sin, resulting with an
expectation of death.”
“Who is that?” asked Gaston Louis Alfred Leroux of the gentleman dressed in formal
attire speaking to a coterie of guests.
“William Hooke,” replied la Grise; “He composes theorems from syllogisms; and,
Rhymes. He was most unexpected.”

†
Marcelle read,

Ce n'est pas mon mode de pensée qui a causé mes malheurs,
mais le mode de pensée des autres.
—Sade
†
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The tables were filled; the many waiters were engaged with their activities; those who
would did speak with those others seated at their games: the Arcade had become spirited,
boisterous, and merry.

†
The Dinner and Cold Buffet Rooms were at turns merry and composed.

†
The Orchid salle was subdued.

†
Elfriede de Vienne went to the amused gentleman smoking his cigar. She offered him
cards for his fortune to be selected.
“I would wish for a game of chess rather than cards,” she said as he took his card.
He read it. He chuckled. “Then let us make one,” he said. He placed the card in his
coat pocket.
They went to speak with their host.

†
Dusk had departed.

†
André Messager and the orchestra began a performance of Orphée et Euridice by
Christoph Willibald Gluck arranged by Hector Berlioz.

†
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The Moon was full ascending.

†
Several numerous dark shapes were skulking in the gardens with various cases for
musical instruments but they were taking strange objects from the cases and placing them
around the arcade.
Large dark shapes scaled the hedge.

†
Merle grimly stood from his table. He motioned them to remain as he strode across
the hall where he was joined by Verge in rage.

†
Merle and Verge were at the entrance as Madame Tetch was entering. She
apologised for being late but rogues and ruffians were laying in wait for them on the
lane. Merle thanked her and gestured towards Zoë and Françoise-Pélagie Fayère de
Marly and Dame Hades who were nearing. Merle and Verge wandered outside and into
the forested part of the property.
“Madame Tetch,” said Zoë, “we were glad you accepted our invitation.”
They greeted each other.
“They’re plotting,” Madame Tetch said dryly as they entered.

†
Tetch was speaking with two of his lads as Merle and Verge approached. “That’ll do.”
They went into the garden. “Two were laid in wait on the lane for me and the Missus;
they’ve gone senseless.” He led them through the garden. “It was those deserters who
entered over the hedge that alerted them in the coach house which made known
anarchists were in the garden. They and my lads killed or wounded them they found.” He
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laughed. “The dice players were furious at being interrupted with such effrontery. The
Dodo and the Monkey did most damage.”
Fifteen malebranches and thirty-one anarchists lay in different places of the garden.
“Do what you will with those still breathing but exemplars,” said Verge. He went to
view the bodies; Merle and Tetch followed. “Python company. That’s novel.” He looked
at Merle who merely smiled.
“Coffin cages?” asked Tetch.
“Fine.”
“Those?” said Tetch gesturing to the places where the bodies of the anarchists lay.
“The Blessèd-Invalide’s agents are amoungst those who wished bombings and fire,”
said Merle; “There are—Undoubtedly—agents of other masters. Please have your lads
attend them for lapel pins and coins.”
“The lads caught a Decadent who said he was on a mission from Devil earlier. He’s
presently on his way to Guise’s.” Tetch stared at the entrance to the arcade. “These things
make me uncomfortable but Madame was keen.”
“Coach house? A game taunting chance shall be found therein,” Merle offered and
added as Tetch was frowning: “I’ll make your regrets.”
“Done!”
“There is another matter I wish to speak with you of,” said Merle as he led Tetch to
the far end of the garden. Tetch listened with increasing amusement until Merle was
concluded, and asked: “Al-Jinn?” Merle nodded.
“Tell no others including His Highness,” said Merle; “I shall explain my reasons when
he comes with his protestations. Please inform al-Jinn of my request.
“I am waiting for a third conspirator who may accompany you if he so wishes to
accept my offer.”

†
Merle returned to those assembled standing concerned.
“Assassins were caught; they were allowed inside the grounds since they were neither
demon nor ghoul and presented invitations albeit forged or purloined.
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“And, as Madame said, highwaymen murderers were detained on the lane side of the
hedge as well as those who gained entrance into the gardens. All peacefulness has
returned.
“Mister Verge and le Maréchal are attending to those fellows after which Mister
Verge will return but le Maréchal shall attend to matters of Chance in the coach house.”
Madame Tetch laughed. “Bless his heart.”

†
“‘Science has not yet taught us if madness is or is not the sublimity of the
intelligence’ as Edgar Poe has noted,” said Antoine-Augustin Guise. “How does one
know of not having been mad.”

†
The orchestra returned after a small intermission during which George Szirtes read
poetry with musical accompaniment for piano, cello and oboe, and bass bassoon,
improvisationally performed. Claude Debussy played piano.

†
Bruno Walter was the conductor and began with the overture to a puppet play—
Doktor Faust—by Bedřich Smetana.
Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks tone-poem for orchestra Op. 28 by Richard Strauss
was performed and followed by Anton Bruckner’s Symphony No. 7 in E major.
Death and Transfiguration, a tone-poem for orchestra Op. 24, by Strauss was next.
The Resurrection Symphony No. 2 in C minor by Gustav Mahler followed.
The concluding work—Le Roi des Étoiles—by Igor Stravinsky was performed.
The guests applauded; some stood, some remained seated. Some at games would
pause their play and listen to favorite passages.

†
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Mademoiselle Madeleine de Scudéry wandered passing and she did notice the grey
bangle bracelets la Grise was wearing on her arms.
“Those?” said Mademoiselle de Scudéry.
“They are René Cardillac’s work. He fashioned these for me with platinum and gold;
they each are different, as you can see, found in the cunning subtlety of his engraved
lines. He was not loathe to part with them but he did wait several years before he would
give them to me.”
“They’re dull.”
“That’s as may be,” replied la Grise genially, “but haven’t you found that at times dull
objects seen are truly not as they seem; and, ostentatious objects dull.”
“Not all have your charms, my dear,” said Mademoiselle de Scudéry through
compressed lips before flouncing.

†
“What is the length of years in a century?” asked Merle.
“One-hundred,” replied Gabriel Syme.
“What is the length of one-hundred years in Eternity?” asked Merle.
“One-hundred years,” replied P. G. Northover.
“What is the measure of those one-hundred years in the length of Eternity?” asked
Merle.
“We’ll never know,” replied Northover. “Eternity is an unknown.”
“We do not know enough about the unknown to know that it is unknowable,” offered
Chesterton.
“Perhaps,” replied Merle, “Existence is merely Sisyphean wherein each Life was that
day’s endeavor.”
“It seems to me a very clever idea,” said Syme.

†
Dame Hades, Madame Gallardo, de Vienne, Fille d’Achéron, and Gwendoline were
standing around the table of pastries and desserts supping wares they had chosen with
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sterling forks from the porcelain plates made at the Nevers manufactory. They were
conversing on Vampyre.
“Would you ever want to be one?” asked de Vienne.
“Heavens no, child!” exclaimed Dame Hades. “They all eventually become raving
psychotic Schizophrenias.”
Fille and Gwendoline were standing arm in arm at the table. Fille and Gwendoline
were becoming fast friends.
“Why?” asked Fille.
“The blood they drink,” said Dame Hades. “These sources are barbarous psychotics.
Blood retains elements of the source. Blood absorbs elements of the poisons they have
introduced into the earth and water and air. They are poisoned wellsprings and fonts.”
“Her Majesty said they were Effigies simulachres, so they are merely vessels after all,”
mused Fille.
“They weren’t always so, were they?” asked Gwendoline.
“No,” replied Dame Hades. “They were given Life in Purity. It remained so for many
lifetimes of Man.
“I’m certain all have heard tell of those rumors seraphs and all higher ordered beings
were vampyres. Man was created as walking vessels of blood for Celestes. And, Satan as
serpent seduced that so very charming pair, so they would not be pure, when he gave
them a heart - a beating heart - for them to taste. It wasn’t fruit from that tree but it was
written so because they could not fathom what they were told. Where on Earth did he get
it! Alas, no one knows for none will tell. Those descended remained in states of weak
Purity for centuries. They are now hideously poisoned.”
“We are,” Mister Knight said conversationally as he was selecting a pastry. “However,
vampyres have evolved: dreams are leeched; fears are induced then leeched; thoughts are
leeched; and, Hope is leeched. All from a single vessel.”
“That vampyres—succubi and incubi—leeched emotions and senses from their prey
signifies they commonly have none,” offered Madame Gallardo. “They do offer more
than blood. So, Yes— a single vessel suffices.”
“I’ve heard some vampyres steal the spirits of Man,” said Fille.
Mister Knight laughed. “I hope not! What use would it be?” Mister Knight was
interrupted by a waiter who approached with a carte de visite on a silver tray. He took the
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carte and read the name before turning it over to read the note; he furrowed his brow
but smiled. He said: “Pardon.” He followed the waiter.
“If seraphs are vampyres why do they lurk?” asked Gwendoline.
“It’s seldom discussed,” said Verge harshly as he approached his wife and said: “We
are requested.” He offered his arm; she took his arm. “And, certainly not here in this
chamber where all manner of folk are attending.” They went to the table of the game they
were requested to play.
“Chattel!” mused Gwendoline.
“‘Tis rumoured,” said Madame Gallardo.
“So, that is their only purpose! They are truly capable of nothing else beneficial unto
Nature,” said Fille laughing. Those nearby paused conversations and games to stare at
her. She calmed herself.
They continued their conversation in whispers.

†
“All religious books are Contes des Fées,” said Octave Mirbeau. “All of the spheres
known. All of the personages inhabiting those spheres are known. All good books were
written so those frail creatures could be absolved from their acts of evil. All seraphs are
not benevolent and neither are all devils evil.”
Octave Mirbeau, Walter Benjamin, and William Hooke were discussing future
events as several others stood listening. Hooke had been given a broadsheet that
declared obscure writings of politics, science and Odes were to be scrutinized before
publication by the Deleterious Agency which was established for the proper prevention
of the deleterious perversions of Morals.
“Œuvres Merveilleux, Œuvres Fées, Œuvres Fantastiques and Œuvres
Dangereuses are sôle classifications,” said Hooke. “All written texts are to be classified as
tales of marvells or fables, as History shall be considered. However, two exceptions: all
poetry is to be classified as Œuvres Fantastiques due to the peculiar morbidity and
deleterious perversions of morals commonly found in poets; and, all sciences are hereby
deemed Œuvres Dangereuses.”
“Religious works are excluded but poetry is deleterious,” mused Mirbeau laughing.
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“The lunatic, the lover, and the poet are of imagination all compact,” replied Hooke.
“And as you once wrote, Herr Benjamin, ‘Ideas are to objects as constellations are to
stars’ to which I concur in the sense that ideas are dangerous and terrifying for those who
would govern lording over others: Ideas become constellations against Tyranny.”
Benjamin smiled amused at that deliberate misinterpretation of his thought.

†
Silas Verge had grown bored with the guests and subjects of conversation. He stared
about the hall before turning to his wife, saying “Coach house.” He exited.

†
“Alchemy is a kind of philosophy: a kind of thinking that leads to a way of
understanding,” said Marcel Duchamp as he and Elfriede de Vienne were seated in the
green house waiting for a chess board and pieces to be brought.
They had each requested their wine be served in water glasses.

†
Charon arrived.
All activity and music performance ceased.
Charon stood six feet nine inches tall. His face was gaunt; his eyes were like hollow
furnaces on fire. He had long grey hair and his white with grey strands beard fell to his
waist. He was wide of carriage and muscles. He wore a simple black suit with white shirt
and a black tie embroidered with silver bullion threads. He wore black boots with spats of
black linen.
Charon’s eyes became grey as soon as he spied Fille. He smiled. “My child,” said
Charon in his sonorous tone with heartfelt delight.
“Father,” said Fille. They embraced. He kissed her on the cheek.
“He adopted me after Madame allowed it,” said Fille to Gwendoline as her eyes
welled teary.
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Merle and Zoë arrived. Merle and Charon embraced; Charon bowed from his
shoulders to Zoë.
All activities resumed.
Fille and Gwendoline were both very much surprised at this greeting.
Charon placed his hands on Merle’s shoulders as he viewed Merle: he tilted his head
to the right and he tilted his head to the left.
“Yes,” said Merle. “‘Tis gone.”
Charon shook his head.
“Hooke?” said Charon.
Merle pointed in the general direction where Hooke was engaged.
Charon nodded.
“If I may,” said Merle speaking to Fille, “I ask your permission for a few moments
with your father.”
She acquiesced.
They went into the gardens but returned minutes after: Charon was smiling.
“He never smiles among others,” said Fille quite surprised.
“Who’s tending?” said Zoë.
“Phlegyas,” replied Charon and asked after gazing around the Salle: “Al-Jinn and
Maréchal?”
“Dice.”
“Are you playing?” inquired Zoë. “Virge le Maître has been waiting.”
He peered at Fille. “Do you play?”
“Poorly,” she replied. “Themis has been teaching me Hearts and Spades.”
“If Mademoiselle allows it, shall we play at Hearts and Spades?” He turned to
Gwendoline who was speechless; she nodded. He smiled. “I play them poorly, too.” Fille
smiled. She looked at Gwendoline who said: “I’ll amuse myself with dice.” And, she went.
Merle laughed and Zoë was smiling as they returned to their game.
Virge was standing beside the table where he and la Grise were playing.
The orchestra began playing. The card games were resumed.
They went to the table. Charon and Virge nodded to each other.
Fille went to la Grise. “May I play as you taught me?”
“I shall not know if you play as I taught you if I cannot see what you do.”
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Fille smiled delighted. She whispered to her father: “She’s taught me cheating.”
Charon whispered his conspiratorial reply: “I cannot cheat since my hand-sleights would
make my play be worse than poor.” They laughed.
They played Spades.

†
“They have this word, Pareidolia. They suppose all things must exist separately on a
singular plane during identical hours. They cannot conceive Chronos’s majestic
marvells.”
“Or, mastery of his invention.”
“‘A Life Enharmonic begins in childhood when seemingly struck by Pareidolia but
that Pareidolia shall later be realised as the pluralitas of Life’ was written on a wall of the
Temple of the Foundation of Heaven and Earth.
“It was scrubbed with lye in 1936 but still remains.”

†
“It’s interesting how water is the divining medium for knowing who is good, who is
evil,” said Caroline d’Eirene, “as we may remember those who were able to swim or float
were deemed evil as well as it’s sanctity given by the blessing of Eternity for those who
drowned.”
“It was that Jean le Baptiste himself could neither swim nor float which is why he
stood in the shallows,” said la Grise. “It’s not ever been mentioned of those who drowned
during his ritual nor was it said to be the cause of the deaths.”
“Scrying, trial-by-water and baptism may be performed from a single tureen of water
placed on thresholds,” remarked Hooke.
They were amused but speechless.
“Those who scry will bend down and peer into the water before stepping over the
saucer entering‚” said Hooke, “or, not; those who take water from the tureen and anoint
themselves have done self-baptism before entering stepping over the tureen; and, those
suffered trial-by-water shall pour water from the tureen before entering.”
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“And, those who merely step over it?” asked Guise.
“They lack superstitions?” la Grise said coyly.

†
Zoë, Dame Hades, Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette and Marguerite Vallette-Eymery did
play Canasta.

†
Charon and Fille were playing Tarocco with Dame Hades and Françoise-Pélagie
Fayère de Marly.
Nine Gentlewomen entered. They were dressed in opulent black gowns and they
were wearing long black veils but not of funereal appearance.
“Who are they?” asked Madame de Marly.
“The Nine Karakızlar,” said Dame Hades; and, replied at the blank stares of Madame
de Marly and Fille: “The nine daughters of Erlik Khan.” She rose from the table. “I must
welcome them.”

†
Merle was standing in the Orchid salle as he read a telegraph from Shanghai.
Gwendoline, Fille d’Achéron and Marcelle entered the salle and, on finding him,
approached emboldened but terrified by his presence.
Merle turned as they came. They turned lame from apprehension and stood wideeyed as he would exit from the orchids. He paused. “Yes?” Merle said to those three
statues.
“Sir,” began Fille in whisperings, “we’ve heard rumours and we have come to you to
ask if they are true.”
“The rumours are false as they are,” answered Merle. “Still.” Merle looked at
Gwendoline and Fille d’Achéron with mild amusement but he smiled pleased to see
Marcelle. “Beware Gentlemen who offer payment of a single blackberry for thy thoughts.”
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He exited.

†
Two-hundred and twenty nine persons had been invited but, after accounting for
those who sent their regrets by messenger or telegraph, two-hundred and fifty one were
announced and entered in attendance.
Thirty-seven were playing at dice which had begun with eleven.

†
Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville who was blind, Donatien Neuve
d’Ogreville who was deaf and, Valentin Le Petit who was mute approached with stern
purpose William Hooke.
“Mister Hooke,” said de La Reynière d’Ogreville, “we enjoyed the eleventh volume Chronos in Chaos - of your Self and Anamnesis series.”
“However,” wrote Valentin Le Petit on the slate.
“One particular line was offensive,” Neuve d’Ogreville continued.
“Most impudent we found it,” wrote Le Petit who then erased it and wrote: “Sir.”
“Ladies, my sincerest apologies,” replied Hooke bowing. “That line causing this
regrettable umbrage?”
“‘Chance occurs when Fate falls in convulsive fits of Madness,’” replied Neuve
d’Ogreville.
“Chance occurs when Fate sleeps in reflective swoons of Solace,” offered de la
Reynière d’Ogreville.
“I shall have it revised immediately.”
“We thank thee,” wrote Le Petit.
“Mister,” said Neuve d’Ogreville.
“Hooke,” said de la Reynière d’Ogreville.
He bowed.
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They nodded and went in search of Pompier apéritifs.

†
Fille and Gwendoline had made friends with Marcelle and Félix Trique. They had
been telling tales of their childhood when Marcelle mentioned she heard tell Fortune
Tellers having to remember everything that already happened in the future.
“How is that possible?” said Félix.
They discussed and argued all possibilities they could imagine or conceive but were
none the wiser to solving that riddle. Gwendoline led them to Madame Gallardo.
“Obaasan,” said Gwendoline: “Please accept our request in this urgent matter as our
Chaperone.”
Madame Gallardo stared.
It was explained the subject of their difficulties and that a single person who was
seated playing cards would be able to explain the mystery they had discovered but they
could not dishonour their hosts with their impertinence asking him having not been
introduced to them.
She accepted, laughing. “Manners and etiquette become you, my dears.”
Madame Gallardo led them to the table where Virge and la Grise were playing
against Grimod Chenavard de La Reynière d’Ogreville, Donatien Neuve d’Ogreville and
Valentin Le Petit.
“Monsieur Virge,” said Madame Gallardo with feigned formality: “I have been
requested to request your reply to an exceedingly important question my wards would
pose.”
“Chaperone?” la Grise asked with barely concealed amusement.
“Press-ganged,” replied Madame Gallardo.
Virge somberly agreed and Madame Gallardo made the proper introductions for her
charges.
“Monsieur,” began Fille respectfully, “we were informed that you know Fortune
Telling?”
“Precocious,” said Virge as he looked at Themis. He shook his head. He placed his
cards on the table. “Schoolgirls.” He turned in his chair and faced them. “Pray?”
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“How does one tell fortunes?” asked Fille.
“One views Future,” answered Virge; “Those views are kept by Thought; Thought
becomes Memory; and, when asked, fortunes are told by remembering those Thoughts
kept in Memory.”
“How does one view Future?” asked Marcelle hesitantly.
“Ah,” answered Virge: “that’s the sleight-of-hand of it, isn’t it!”
Virge played his card as an attendant stepped to the table. The attendant held a
silver tray on which was a small envelope presenting it to Marcelle because it was
addressed to her. Marcelle took the envelope; she opened it: it was a second envelope on
which was letter-pressed—

Do not open.
The attendant turned to exit at that very moment Milot l’Encyclopédiste who had
dropped his papers bent over to retrieve them causing the attendant to gracefully but
suddenly step aside which startled Félix Trique who was balancing on her hand a small
plate of blackberries in custard cream she was supping inducing her to waver sending a
single blackberry flying on to the table at which Virge was playing cards.
Virge presented the blackberry to Marcelle, saying: “Your thoughts?” Marcelle took
the blackberry. He gestured at the envelope. “Do open it.” She opened the card. Her
eyes grew large. She gasped.
Fille snatched the card and after a silence read the typeset words: “Beware
Gentlemen who offer payment of a single blackberry for thy thoughts.”
“Lesson’s concluded.” He waved them depart.
The girls were amazed in a frightful fashion and hurried away murmuring amazed
their thoughts and memories.
“Thank you, Monsieur,” Madame Gallardo said.
He turned his head smiling. He winked. “Practice.”
“Sir?” asked Madame Gallardo.
“Mademoiselle la Grise?” said Virge.
“I once asked that very question—on numerous occasions—in my precocious
schoolgirl days,” she replied smiling broadly at Virge.
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“Sir,” said Madame Gallardo. She smiled at la Grise, she nodded to the others and
she went to find her wards.
“I forgot how charming parlour-tricks could be,” said Virge as they resumed play.

†
“Mysterium Magnum?” was suggested by Achille-Théodore Mardy.
“No,” replied Hooke: “Mysterium Magnum, as commonly defined by the Alchemists,
would be the matter used for creation of all elements found on the Orbis primordialis.”
“Other definitions are defined by others,” said Mardy.
“I am aware,” said Hooke. “There are other languages which have words defined
much more accurately precise than English, French or Latin. ‘Wakȟáŋ Tȟáŋka’ is from
the Lakota language of the Great Sioux Nation; it is ‘The Great Mystery.’ It is
interpreted as the sacred majesty of which all things on this Orbis primordialis are.” He
paused; and, he stared at Mardy before saying: “All things are.”
Mardy read his card:

Ab aeterno.
—Anon.
†
Zoë and la Grise had won their game of Vint against Virge and Merle. Virge stood.
“I must excuse myself,” said Virge as he looked at la Grise, “but, as a suitable Fourth
soon comes, I would like to indulge my whimsy by cheating at Chance.”
She laughed as he turned walking from the table until she saw him speak with whom
he meant; she faltered.
“I was requested, as it were,” said Hooke as he stood at the table, “to be of service
for one dearly departed.”
Zoë and Merle readily accepted his offer; la Grise nodded.

†
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“How fares thy sleight-of-hand?” asked la Grise as she dealt cards.
“I have realised sleight-of-hand escapes me,” replied Hooke unembarrassed; “Fille
d’Achéron exposed my weaknesses. Charon offered I was poorer than he after stating he
was insufferably poor. Dufy informed me he would never again speak with me after such
abysmal card play. I daren’t try.”
They laughed.
“You come so formally dressed,” said Zoë.
“My illusion.”

†
Hinojosa and Madame Gallardo were conversing.
Madame Gallardo ceased speaking as she had noticed two Ministers were walking
into the room led by an old woman. The men were Ministers from the Public Safety
Committee in disguise but it was the old woman who was attracting attention from several
of the guests: she was five feet tall, hunched back, missing an eye, dressed in widow
weeds much too large, balding, endowed with a long nose festooned by carbuncles,
missing teeth and burdened with enlargements of the front and sides of her neck. She
smelt of charnel houses.
“Who is she?”
Hinojosa smiled. “Close your right eye,” she said as she waved her right hand at
them.
Madame Gallardo did and saw three Ministers. She laughed. “Your’s?”
“I took the steam ship to Marseilles. He was there berating darker skinned people
when I arrived. He was changed. I did not know who he was other than a Minister. I was
informed he was a very important idiot Minister from the Ministry.
“One of the spells you should cast on these idiots is they become old short ugly scary
women with hump backs who wear corsets. Their machismo is destroyed. Those who are
changed are the only ones who can see themselves as that. We see them as an old
mortifyingly embarrassed and terrified women instead of manly fellows but all of those
other silly people see them as they are.” She laughed. “They are fearful their secret will
one day be discovered. They cower.”
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“I am always delighted to see them as you so thoughtfully make them,” said Merle as
he passed them.
“How?” asked Madame Gallardo.
“I see them as both crone and dupe,” said Merle as he paused. “It’s wondrous
enchanting. They are here on an errand of unexpected urgency which seemingly occurs
sôlely during these irregular séances; the previous was on the 14th of May in the year
1894.” He laughed. “Ladies.” He went to greet the Ministers with barely concealed mirth.
“He sent me a telegraph—after I had made him so—that he began laughing when he
first saw El Bufón so. It was during a very serious meeting and no one could understand
why he would softly laugh when they were discussing evil things occurring in that place.
He generously thanked me for the amusement he enjoyed.”
“Rightfully so,” said Madame Gallardo. “She’s so repugnant.”
“The corset was my idea,” replied Hinojosa blithely. “Her repugnance you may thank
Señor Marquis Sade.”
“How many have you blessed?”
Hinojosa waved her left hand and proclaimed: “It is less than I should do!”
They laughed.

†
Georges Feydeau, Karl Valentin, Charles-Émile Reynaud and others were conversing
on the necessity of grand-guignol to be employed in farce for the Modern Age
dilettantes.
“Modern Grand-Guignol farces are commonplace,” said Oscar Méténier with a sly
grin. “I recently read an article nécrologique, written earlier this year, where myself was
dead and now am unable to volunteer.”
“All the more so,” offered Hercule Némésis empathetically.

†
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Merle and la Grise were changed playing against Zoë and Hooke. They had changed
the game to Tarneeb.

†
Marie Laurencin was having a delightful conversation with Dilys d’Euphrosyne la
Vermiculus, Oana la Verte, Snježana de Pasithea, and Hélène Eunomia la Jaune seated
in the Orchid salle.

†
Séraphine Louis and Wilhelm Uhde departed after having expressed gratitude to
Merle and Zoë.

†
“Some who are believed dead are merely attending in other realms,” said
Bassompierre; “They are said to be comatose. Severe cases, as in death, do occur.”
“Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre was dead for two days,” remarked a distinguished
gentleman from the highest echelons of government.
“My death?” He thought. “Ah, yes. It was delightful.
“Fortunately, my schoolboy fondness for languages was of use. I spoke with
numerous Greek ancients for what seemed to have been in that place many, many days. I
was delighted. It was marvellous. Marvells of marvells were discussed. It was a wonder.
Did you know that Archimedes is an avowed raconteur of Ribaldry?”
“You are the Great Bassompierre?” said that startled distinguished gentleman.
“Claude Maximilien Bassompierre,” laughed Bassompierre: “would never consider
himself great, good sir.”
“Lord-Chancellor!” protested that Statesman.
“The Great Bassompierre!” mused Bassompierre having not heard that protestation:
“It is a good name. Very operatic. Perhaps, I should use it if I ever became an
impresario.” He hooked his arm through Guillaume Apollinaire’s and did Apollinaire
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lead as they would continue their discourses on Sade’s works, of which it was, by
conversation, found they each had complete sets from Félix Tatillon, Publisher.

†
Guests were slowly departing.

†
“The older one gets it is not that the Past which recedes and becomes forgotten: it is
fragments of Future appearing,” said Gabriel Gale in addressing a statement made by
one Miss Cubbidge, “of acts in plays performed but not yet known.”
“How many acts are there?” said Miss Cubbidge staring at her cards.
“Three. We are waiting in the second.”

†
James Knight, Tristan Tzara, Franz Kafka, and Valentine Hugo were in impassioned
discussions on dreams and myths after Jung had conversationally replied “Nights through
dreams tell the myths forgotten by the day” to a statement made by Knight which caused
him to be forgotten by them; and, So— Herr Jung went wandering.

†
Guests merrily weary made their way to Merle’s table or wherever he would be and
thanked him before departing.

†
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“I was taught that all fairies and evil spirits were originally the same in every land but
changed over centuries due to a cultures’s beliefs as well as being opportunists: Japanese
people were complaining about umbrella spirits, so... so fairies became kasa-obake
because it was an amusing idea,” said Gwendoline.

†
“It is all very well to talk of the freedom of fairyland, but there was precious little
freedom in fairyland by the best official accounts,” interjected Chesterton as he passed la
Grise and Caroline d’Eirene as they were discussing fairyland.

†
“My cousin Orihime is ameonna—a rain-making spirit—who has a nephew who is a
hobgoblin,” said Gwendoline.
“My cousin’s father’s uncle—on his mother’s side—is a solomonar,” said JosephMarie-Victoire Fleury.
“One of the daughters of a third cousin twice-removed is Morgen,” said FrançoiseMarguerite Foules.
“Do you know,” said Fleury, “does she drown men who are riverside?”
“I believe so,” said Madame Foules.
“Pardon,” said Mister P. G. Northover who paused on his way to the dining room.
“Sirens lure men at sea; potameides and limnatides lure men on rivers and lakes,
respectively. Why do you suppose?”
“Deservedness?” replied Justine de Bertole.
They laughed.
“Why are there no male river spirits or sprites?” inquired Mister P. G. Northover,
“tempting women and girls to drown in the rivers or lakes? Femme spirits and waternymphs tempt men. I am familiar with ordines from introduction by the Waterhouse
paintings but not others.”
“They’re much beloved, those paintings,” said Madame Foules.
“They’re patriarchal,” replied Juliette de Bertole.
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“Nix are male; nixe are female. Germanic,” offered John William Waterhouse who
had wandered from his group to listen to those who spoke his name. “I prefer curves.”
They nodded.
“Monsieur Waterhouse,” exclaimed Madame Foules.
“Madame Foules,” replied Waterhouse pleasantly.
“They cannot be tempted,” said Gwendoline, laughing with the others.
“They do not swim? women and girls in rivers or lakes?” asked Mister Northover.
“Bloody effluvium would corrupt rivers and lakes,” said Gwendoline, “it has been
written.”
“Do Mermaidens, those who are serpent from the waist, menstruate?” inquired Mister
Northover discreetly.
“You should ask one,” replied Waterhouse. Mister Northover blushed exceedingly,
hurried and went. “Poor man,” said Waterhouse. He and Madame Foules did walk and
went speaking of models and settings.
“La Mélusine menstruelle would be a fine name for a saloon,” said Juliette de Bertole.

†
Marcelle was speaking with Themis after having been in a conversation with Arthur
Machen, Max Klinger, Alfred Kubin and Franz von Bayros regarding pastries as they
stood at the table laden with desserts, eating them. “I do not speak English nor German
or Austrian, do I?” asked Marcelle to which la Grise replied with a smile.

†
Guests were slowly departing.

†
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Raymond Roussel, Alain-Fournier, Blaise Cendrars and Claude Debussy took their
leave from the Salon in discussion of the War-To-Be and it’s effects on their lives.

†
“How would I know if a fox is a kitsune or an ördög?” queried Fille d’Achéron.
“Ördög’s smelly,” replied Gwendoline.

†
Professeur-Maître Huillard was wandering about speaking with folks and folks were
coming to speak with him. Zoë approached. He bowed.
“If I may, le Professeur-Maître Jérôme-Sébastien Huillard, I should like to ask you if
your services can be engaged in Bucarest.”
“Madame,” Huillard stammered as he was overwhelmed and startled by her request.
“It has been three months since you were found in Saint-Étienne,” Zoë said genially;
“It was I who asked for you to come to Lyon.”
He stood confused.
Several guests made their way to Zoë and paid their farewells.
“Your services are acutely needed for what I wish to do,” she said as those guests did
make their exit. “May we speak?”
He mumbled a reply that he did not later know what it was he said to her as she led
him into the garden.

†
“I wish we could sometimes love the characters in real life as we love the characters in
romances. There are a great many human souls whom we should accept more kindly, and
even appreciate more clearly, if we simply thought of them as people in a story,” said
Chesterton in reply to a question asked.

†
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Guests were slowly departing.

†
“Do you believe Humanity so grandly imaginative as to compose and invent Mythos
populated with divine entities, lesser creatures and beings of nightmare and dream, Fey
and Shade; all set in commonplace histories with hierarchies beset with fathomless
lineages of ancestors?” said la Grise. “And, to illustrate scenes of them all?”
Jung smiled.

†
Abigaëlle la Renarde, after having received Eugène Atget’s carte, had joined William
Hooke at the table at which Atget and Valentine Compagnon were seated.
They discussed, as they played, how the Ordinary could often provoke unexpected
emotional states in certain individuals; and the effects of Moon in translucence on those
in the lands of Fey; and, the sentence of Victor Fournel which noted that for flânerie the
landscape of a city was ‘un daguerréotype mobile et passioné.’

†
Le Comte de Lautréamont was solicitously conversing with C. L. Nolan and P. G.
Northover about possibilities for an Agence de Pratiques Étranges to be established
at 32 rue du Faubourg, Montmartre, in identical similarities to Northover’s agency but
staffed with cunning folk known by Nolan in the county of Hookland.

†
Zoë played poker with the Lord-Chancellors—Charles-Claude Richelet, Jean
Matthieu Gallois and Hippolyte Paillette—who lost.

†
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The Dice Game concluded.

†
Mademoiselle de Scudéry was seated in the dining room regaling stories written
famously by E. T. A. Hoffman but reminisced that it was unfortunate her name had been
altered as well as being the fairy godmother in all those tales collected by the Grimms
which were faithfully shown by Hoffman in her saving the lives of the two young lovers.
Sadly—she informed her audience—she wished those Grimm gentlemen would have
mentioned her name. She commented on the evening’s Salon as being somewhat larger
than her own and nearly comparable to those in de Rambouillet’s Chambre bleue. She
was drunk.

†
Le Maréchal and al-Jinn entered and went to where Merle was standing.
“They were of Invalide, Titus and Taberd," said le Maréchal as he showed Merle the
objects held in his hand.
Merle smiled as he shook his head.
“Charon?” asked al-Jinn.
“He nodded solemnly,” said Merle; “and, smiled.”
They chuckled.
“Titus?”
“He’s aware,” replied Merle. “I would look for him to arrive after your campaign has
gone, with solemnities of hopelessness and regret at not having arrived sooner so thus
preventing such travesty. He shall shake his head; he shall sigh; he shall depart in the
profoundest of sorrows all may see. And, after thirty-one paces, he shall begin his
laughter.”
“Those of his in the garden?” asked al-Jinn.
“He’s forgotten them.”
“Hooke?” asked le Maréchal.
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“He shall be speaking with les Enragés, in their theatre-chamber, regarding the plight
of Dark whilst it befalls them at thy approach.” He laughed grimly. “He requested this
their assembly in that chamber in that keep after he was informed by Virge when this act
by thee occurs.”
“Thoughtful gent,” said le Maréchal with scathy humour.
“How does he wish this done?” asked al-Jinn.
“All; or, none,” replied Merle. “This engagement ‘tis thine.” Merle laughed softly.
“Though—once known—I believe all on these spheres shall be volunteers marching in
ordered phalanxes and columns over that shimmering plane with you three as the sôle
vanguard to that end.”
“They art menaced,” said al-Jinn.
Merle nodded dispassionately.

†
“Sir!” said Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre addressing Merle who was returning to his
game of Whist: “May we speak?”
“Of course,” replied Merle pleasantly.
Bassompierre gestured to the Orchid salle as he would have Merle follow him for
their colloquium.

†
Elfriede de Vienne and Marcel Duchamp had played to a draw.

†
Numerous agents comprised of Lords spiritual, Ministers of War, Hereditary and
Life peers, Secretaries and State-Ministers were in musings regarding the coming War. A
few persons were admiring orchids. Merle directed Bassompierre to the farthest side from
the politicians. They sat. An attendant appeared. Bassompierre would have carbonated
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pomegranate juice; Merle gestured he required naught as he viewed the LordChancellor.
“Sir?” asked Merle.
Bassompierre pursed his lips and frowned furrowing his brow.
The attendant brought Bassompierre a glass, a bottle of pomegranate molasses and a
gasogene. He made the beverage following Bassompierre’s preference; and, presented it
to him. He departed leaving the gasogene and bottle of molasses on the table.

†
Galene l’Ancien, Dilys d’Euphrosyne la Vermiculus, Oana la Verte, Snježana de
Pasithea, and Hélène Eunomia la Jaune were seated in a bistro — after having strolled
from the Salon — discussing conversations they each had had with various dignitaries and
statesmen from the continent.
They had with sadness listened to their patriotic fervors.

†
“I come before you,” he began, “whether by whimsy or Fate — or Folly, I cannot
deduce — with a request, humble but with the absurdity of a grandiose plot and a newly
found name with great grandiosity, for assisting Her Ladyship in her endeavors.” Merle
smiled. Bassompierre, encouraged, told of his hearing Her Ladyship speaking about her
wish for a commune in Bucarest as he was escorting and explaining the varieties of
orchids to Madame Tetch who wished to grow them herself and, even though he could
not discern what that was to be, he formulated an intrigue where he himself would do
something in kind. He further stated he had received an appellation which he initially
considered amusing but, after ponderous thought, he concluded it to be most
satisfactory, for his new adventure, in the manner of Phineas Taylor Barnum. However,
the new adventure would cause unpleasantness for some because it would require his
departure from the Obscurities Cabinet of which he was very fond and exceedingly
proud of having directed in it’s assembly as Lord-Chancellor.
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He paused staring at Merle for his thought.

†
Jean des Esseintes, Hercule Némésis, Professor Pangloss, Abigaëlle la Renarde, and
the Misses de Bertole had taken a taxi to the Parc d’Or for croquet beneath the Moon.

†
Merle nodded. “Thou wouldst surrender the Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre for a
state of being Claude Maximilien Bassompierre, Adventurer?” Bassompierre prodigiously
smiled. “We cannot all be Phineas Taylor Barnum,” said Merle. He stood and extended
his hand which Bassompierre on standing vigorously shook. “Nor can we all be ‘The
Great Bassompierre.’ I shall make the necessary arrangements in few days coming while
you continue thy plot plotting. I shall inform Mister Hooke.”
“Do you not wish to know what it is that plot will be?” asked Bassompierre. Merle
shook his head and smiled. “Sir,” said Merle as he bowed from his shoulders; and, would
have returned to his game but was interrupted by the agents of the States who waved at
him to come.
Bassompierre collapsed weary, onto his chair, from the exhilaration of his thoughts
fomenting over several hours. “‘Nor can we all be the Great Bassompierre,’” murmured
he.
Claude Maximilien Bassompierre sat pondering his adventure-to-be, silent and
oblivious to all, until he departed from the fête, in rêveries, numerous hours after.

†
Charon and Fille went departing for Chiswick.

†
Atget, Suzanne Duchamp, Carl Jung, Max Klinger, Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen,
Hannah Höch and James Knight were sitting at a dining table engaged in idle banter
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until Mister Knight casually inquired if Röntgenograms could be used for documenting
the animus of all things, Animism: a lengthy conversation ensued.

†
Guise was followed closely by Marcelle as they went to the table where la Grise and
Zoë were seated.
“Ma’am,” said Guise. Zoë nodded. “We are bound for home but this young woman
has made known she would like to remain in the company of her newly endearing
friends.”
Zoë smiled as she peered at the gang standing near the entrance.
“Do you wish it to be so?” asked Zoë.
“I do.” Guise nodded. “If only for a fortnight as she has accepted because it would
do well for her. They are each profoundly different; they each have suffered tragedies;
they each will learn for themselves.”
Zoë turned her head to la Grise who was shaking her head in mock dismay. “Do
you?”
“Schoolgirls!” replied la Grise frowning but she winked at Marcelle and she nodded
imperceptibly so that Marcelle saw but her friends could not see.
“Mesdames,” said Guise. “My sincerest gratitude.”
He solemnly led Marcelle from the table; Marcelle went solemnly, too. They went to
the disconsolate schoolgirls standing near the entrance. Guise conversed with them; and,
departed. Joyful shrieks were heard by all as Marcelle confessed she could stay for the
fortnight in their company under the tutelage of the Grey Witch.
They departed.

†
“We ambulate on this sphere between fire and light yet most if not all are unable to
marvell in that knowledge of Nature,” stated the Symbolist.
“Heaven and Hell,” offered the Romantic.
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“No!” the Modernist contemptuously replied: “Earth’s core is a molten fiery furnace
but not of that hollow belief and light falls from the sky.”
“Oh?” replied the Romantic.
“Færies and Fey do come from there,” replied the Decadent.
“Subterranean faeries and fey folk?” replied the Pastoralist. “A rueful possibility.”
“Gentlemen!” said Merle: “How does one know that things are not in a hollow Earth
in a universe of hollowed Earths extending in concentric spheres ad infinitum?”
They murmured until were begun arguments by all.
Merle did exit pleased.

†
Carl Jung, G. K. Chesterton, C. L. Nolan, Émile Durkheim, Mauricio Montiel
Figueiras, Max Weber, Walter Benjamin and several philosophers and scholars of
liturgical affairs were strolling through the traboules of Lyon following Jules-LouisHyacinthe de Trévise to his apartments where they could continue conversing on the
subject of Man’s society in the civilizations of Folklore and Myth.

†
Caroline d’Eirene, Madame Gallardo and Hinojosa with Gwendoline, Marcelle and
Félix Trique were on their passage to Évian-les-Bains. Fille would arrive in two days after
waiting until Beatrice had come.

†
Silas Verge and Dame Hades made farewells and were departed for Paris.

†
Joseph-Marie-Victoire Fleury, William Hooke and Harry Clarke had concluded their
discourse on Le Tombeau d’Edgar Poe; and, Harry Clarke said quoting Poe:
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“‘Beauty of whatever kind, in it’s supreme development,
invariably excites the sensitive soul to tears.’”

†
Merle went to the Steward. “Please dismiss them,” said Merle. “The dining salons are
closed. Supper awaits them. And, please give them my and Madame’s appreciation for a
wonderfully charming evening.”
“Mister Tetch’s staff?”
“They have dined.”
The Steward bowed. “Thank you, Sir.”

†
The Dodo sat on the glass of the arcade and viewed all that went in varied states of
motion below as Elfriede de Vienne had been conversing laughing with those
gentlewomen in their brightly coloured gowns as they took their exit.
The Dodo sat long after all were gone.

†
Le Roi des Étoiles was concluded.

†
All of the tables but one had been removed from the great hall: all but those four had
departed. Merle went to the orchestra and requested an encore performance of the
second movement from the Resurrection Symphony. He returned to their table; he
formally bowed his deepest bow while extending his hand to Zoë. She accepted.
“Please excuse us,” said Merle.

†
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Hooke and la Grise conversed on cabbages and kings; and Life one-hundred years
on.

†
Merle and Zoë waltzed.

†
They thanked the orchestra when that movement was finished; and, returned to their
game.

†
All had departed.

†
The Steward escorted Meister Walter, Meister Messager, and the orchestra to take
their supper and libations with those others whom had made all things of the Salon
memorable.

†
Zoë and Merle and Hooke and la Grise continued play long after until Night had
been ascended pâle for hours.

†
Zoë and Merle went arm-in-arm as they strolled across the arcade. Hooke and la
Grise followed.
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Hooke and la Grise paused at the table near the entrance where placed were de
Vienne’s cards laid face down. La Grise waited and smiled amusedly as Hooke circled his
finger over them before he eventually selected his Fortune; he turned it.

Factum est.
—Anon.
He laughed as he showed it to her but she was perplexed as to it’s significance for
him.
They exited.

†
Zoë and Merle stood at the gate in the hedge speaking with the Caretaker; and, as la
Grise and Hooke approached, it could be seen he was Reynaerd the Steward dressed in
common clothes.
“We thank you again for a most exceptional evening of delights,” said Zoë.
The Steward bowed.

†
They had strolled from the arcade of les Merveilleux and went on the pont de l’Île
Barbe for the quartier of Vieux Lyon.

†
Le Peintre naturaliste went walking with his easel and canvas and paints and brushes
on the lane on his way to the garden.
The Steward was standing in the lane at the gate. “Mister Feake,” said the Steward as
the painter was arrived standing at the entrance as he viewed the garden beyond the
hedge.
The garden originally begun by Claude Mollet in 1638 was six-hundred and
nineteen meters long and three-hundred and thirteen meters wide. It’s appearance was
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that of a garden wild growing from Antiquity but it was merely Gardeners who were
tending the garden for that appearance with the terraces, grottoes and statues bound and
hid by Nature. The red brick edged allées of black sand were judiciously kept passable.
“The enchanting walled garden!” sighed Mister Feake as he looked over all the
grounds he spied.
“No,” said the Steward; “It is a garden inside of a hedge.”
“As you’ve said,” replied Mister Feake who went wandering whistling into the
wilderness.

†
Hooke would continue along the embankments of the Saône until he had met the
figure whom he sought visiting Grey.

†
Zoë took to her rooms and Themis la Grise was given a suite in l’Hôtel Parthénon
where their maids-in-waiting awaited. All of the others who would were accommodated in
Lyon for the two days between Wednesday and Saturday.

†
Merle and Charon were gone playing billiards in Chișinău.

†
Merle and Verge were silently strolling in the Jardin des Tuileries after having
concluded conversing on the coming days of War.
“Did you not, with grave harshness, chastise others for speaking words of things that
are to be left unspoken?” mused Merle.
“I did.” Verge was confused by Merle’s tone.
“Were you aware of the ebullient mademoiselles of Curiosity hither thithering
listening?”
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“No,” answered Verge concerned.
“One of them overheard your exclamation, ‘They are cause of the Grande Mortalité!’
She has not to anyone spoken of it; she’s waiting.”
Verge winced; and, he frowning said: “Apologies.” Merle waved off his apologies,
laughing. “If she should come to you—and, she will for it shall soon consume her—send
her to me, if you please.”
“Baise-le tout à l’Enfer!”

†
They had arrived for the entertainments played during the full Moon and stayed for
the Solstice: all of the women who attended the Salon were in the département of HauteSavoie at the commune of Évian-les-Bains.
Madame Hades traveled from Paris.
And, those who could not attend the Salon did attend the Solstice on the shore of le
lac Léman.

†
“He used a rose stem of thorns,” said Elfriede de Vienne, “because I didn’t have
mistletoe. He seemed a cad at first. Mistletoe! I would do no such thing even if ever I
could.”
Themis laughed. Elfriede was upset at that response.
“The rose stem was theatrics for your benefit. It was an unnecessary device for him:
he requires no object; he requires no gesture.” She smiled with murmuring laughter. “He
engaged you with conversation and his parlour trick—which you would have immediately
known—if you had but a branch—from that famous scene of Tragedy caused by
mistletoe—in an effort to assuage those mysteries lurking before you.”
“Monseigneur and Mister Hooke are very similar,” said Elfriede. “It was during the
card games I had opportunity to study him after comprehending it was he who was with
me that night. I previously believed it was Monseigneur.” She thought. “But on reflection,
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Mister Hooke has been in one other place I remember where I found myself lost in a cité
I was unfamiliar with.”
Themis returned with their coffees. Elfriede de Vienne leaned forward and received
her’s. Themis sat herself on the couch.
“Oh,” de Vienne said mildly amused: “Baldr.”
“It does in appearance, Yes,” began la Grise; “but they are not at all similar. They are
very different by Nature.
“We know little of what he does or what he is capable of with his acts of Honour.
“My father told me a story of one of his adventures. It concerned Colonial atrocities.
A small town was murdered by the Colonials giving smallpox-tainted blankets to them.
He found it. He buried them. He burnt all of the Colonial-made structures and set sands
of the desert over all that place of sanctuary. He found the Elders in their village leagues
afar and explained all of that which had transpired. He forbade them seek revenge for
those who committed that villainy would be no more by Sky-light.
“He went to the town where the Colonials resided. The buildings and husbandry
remained but all the those who had lived there were made gone. One old grandfather
who was in the town looking for his family whom they had taken said a brief faint darkness
was seen in those places where all lived; that’s all. All were gone. All memory of them was
gone. All that remained was mention of them in documents and papers though none
knew who they were. They ceased Existence.
“However, in all those deserted places were gold coins; hundreds of them— Louis,
Napoleons and Écus.
“On hearing they, the murderous Colonials, had vanished, other Colonials came
looting from nearby towns in the land for they believed those who vanished in the Night
had fled with secreted fortunes and left those coins as payment for their treachery of
keeping wealth untold.
“After they had their coins, and all who touched them, they—Eventually—very slowly—
turned into ambergris; and, finally dust.”
“And the coins?”
“There were never any coins,” replied la Grise: “Teeth. They were the teeth of those
Colonials whose lives were tithed to their deity.”
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“That sounds like an act of vengeance perpetrated by ghouls; but fancifully
extravagant,” said de Vienne.
“Mister Hooke’s quite different with his extravagances and fancies,” replied la Grise.

†
Silas Verge was walking on la Grande Limagne to the place where Merle was
standing in repose.

†
They were standing at the edge of the great forest of
massive elms whose height was come to the height of their
waists.

†
They were walking across Pont de la Gare de Vaise towards le quartier Croix-Rousse
in Lyon when Hooke paused and turned to her, saying: “May I show something?”
“What?” replied la Grise with gay suspicion.
“My garden,” said Hooke thoughtful and sad.
She nodded perplexed by his sudden wistful mood and she embraced him on an
impulse of concern.
Hooke ruefully smiled.

†
“The Lighthouse,” said Verge as he stood beside Merle. He breathed deeply that
Ocean’s air. “It is still breathtaking.”
“‘Tis true,” replied Merle; and, said after remembering for several minutes: “You’ve
not been here for epochs and ages.”
“I would have done it!” Verge protested.
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“Yes,” said Merle; “and, Mister Hooke would have just vanished their Grand
Chevalier. No.
“This procession was to have been done by le Maréchal or you, I did think that; but
le Maréchal in his grandeur with his legions and volunteers at the Gates and him in the
court of that Kingdom seemed fitting.” He smiled. “Hooke suggested al-Jinn be invited;
and, so— le Maréchal and al-Jinn were informed during that night of the Salon.”
“They’ve renewed their friendship,” replied Verge. “Kindred spirits.”
Merle smiled.

†
William Hooke and Themis la Grise were went walking on a lane.
“Where are we? I can smell the Ocean’s fragrance.”
“Le comté d’Artois.”
“What is there?” said la Grise as she pointed to a brick structure seen
through the woods of his one-hundred and seventeen hectares parc
designed by André Le Nôtre.
“My library,” replied Hooke. “It was finished twenty-three years ago by
J. A. Wood.”
“That?” said la Grise as she pointed to the structure off to the West
seen over the trees.
“My house.” The house was planned and built by Philibert Le Roy in
1627 with continued work performed in the years after by François
Mansart, Jules Hardouin-Mansart, Louis Le Vau et Charles Le Brun;
and, J. A. Wood.
They went in the woods and gardens. Hooke’s dolor was waning as
they went further amoungst the gardens until they had passed the end of
the hedge wall and turned; Hooke was humourously vexed on seeing the
spectacle of ceremony waiting for him.
“I have mentioned this, haven’t I,” said Hooke as they drew within
speaking distance of the first waiting.
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“On numerous occasions, Sir,” replied the formally dressed
gentleman standing at the beginning of a very long processional
reception line.
“As you already are aware, gentlemen: Mademoiselle la Grise,” said
Hooke addressing the nine small Ministers. “Ministers Alcyoneus,
Chthonius, Enceladus, Damysus, Mimas, Pallas, Porphyrion, Thoas and
Polybotes.”
“You!” said Themis.
The nine small Ministers bowed.
“Reynaerd, you’ve met.” He bowed. Themis began laughing. He was
the Steward from the Card Salon. Reynaerd was smiling.
“Madame de Liège, my Housekeeper.”
She curtsied.
“How many do you have?” asked la Grise as she peered along the line
of servants and staff.
Hooke gestured helplessness.
Reynaerd the Butler and Madame de Liège the Housekeeper slightly
shook their heads at la Grise.
She smiled.
Hooke and la Grise continued as Reynaerd the Butler made
introduction of servants and staff; and, as they progressed, the gardens
became less orderly until they were of an appearance of wildness. La
Grise was introduced to the Brigade de maison—
“His Valet;
“His Chauffeur;
“His Lady’s Companion;
“His Lady’s maid;
“His Governess;
“His Nanny;
“His Tutor;
“His Three Footmen;
“His Seven Hall boys;
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“His Three Scullery maids;
“His Nine Useful Men;
“His Boot boy;
“His Five Chambermaids;
“His Three Housemaids;
“His Three Kitchen maids;
“His Three Laundry maids;
“His Nursemaid;
“His Parlourmaid;
“His Still room maid;
“His Page;
“His Seamstress.”

†
“There are occasions when a single legion of Malebranche and Djinn, Demon and
Ghoul are preferred over a single majestic gentleman’s entrance in splendours,” said
Merle as he bowed from the shoulders at Verge who returned the gesture; “They have
from every realm and kingdom in these spheres summoned all: first-born deities are
attending. Empresses, queens; kings, dukes, princes, marquises, and counts; sultans,
shahzadas, viziers, emirs, and sheikhs; and, each vassallus follows after. Archdukes, Lords
spiritual, Hereditary Peers, Life Peers from the Thirteen Realms. Titans and giants; ghouls
and geists; goblins, imps, demons, and wights; and, all those citizens who are able to
make that voyage.
“All continents wished to be represented by their volunteers; so they shall. To be
exact:— 267,914,296.”
Verge laughed until he teared his eyes.
“Charon?”
“An afterthought,” replied Merle: “The Ferryman shall lend this tableau the proper
authority oft noted in the laws set forth by them.”
“Loyalty.”
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“All who make this voyage,” replied Merle, “against those who would trespass do so
with this final scene of their own free Will. Serpents and dragons shall darken the skies
above them for they too wished engagement; darkness approaches extinguishing that
artifice of Light.
“The War of Indignities shall abolish old alliances and treaties.”

†
They had come to the Brigade de cuisine.

†
“L’Estoile, my Chef de cuisine.” He bowed.
“How many do you have?” asked la Grise.
Hooke gestured helplessness.
L’Estoile the Chef de cuisine, Reynaerd the Butler and Madame de
Liège the Housekeeper slightly shook their heads at la Grise; she
laughed. “You all were there!” They nodded, smiling.
L’Estoile the Chef de cuisine was followed by Reynaerd the Butler
and Madame de Liège the Housekeeper.
La Grise was introduced—
“His Sous-chef de cuisine;
“His Saucier;
“His Chef de partie;
“His Cuisinière;
“His Commis;
“His Seventeen Apprentices;
“His Plongeur;
“His Marmiton;
“His Rôtisseur;
“His Grillardin;
“His Friturier;
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“His Poissonnier;
“His Entremétier;
“His Potager;
“His Légumière;
“His Garde manger;
“His Garçon de froid hors-d’œuvre;
“His Garçon de pâtés;
“His Garçon de terrines;
“His Garçon de aspics;
“His Garçon de charcuterie;
“His Tournant;
“His Pâtissière;
“His Confiseuse;
“His Glacier;
“His Décorateur;
“His Boulangère;
“His Boucher;
“His Aboyeur;
“His Communard;
“His Garçon de cuisine.”

†
“The Horror of le Théâtre du Grand-Guignol des Immortels approacheth,” said
Verge, “led by two agèd Maréchaux d’Empire! and an Ancient Ferryman!” He shook his
head laughing, gesturing with his left hand his acceptance. “I shall watch from seated on
a hill in a club chair with my legs resting on an ottomane.”
“Bonaparte would be pleased.”
“You purposely chose it not be performed on the Solstice.”
“It has not significance nor reason for the grandeur of that passage,” replied Merle:
“‘Tis minor.”
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“Beacon was lit but their Fallen was obscured and is to be ferried returned at a
common hour! as one would transport lost luggage,” cried Verge with laughter. “His
scathing mockery besieges!” He wandered off engaging errant laughter still.
Merle skywatched.

†
They had come to the Brigade de jardin.

†
“Alsea?” said la Grise.
“Alsea, my Chef de jardin,” said Hooke amused.
“Aye,” replied she. She curtsied.
“All of this?”
“Le cœur des bois,” said Alsea; “Le Nôtre did what he does; Melinoë
tends the water works when she visits. The reflecting pool is a
magnificence of engineering.”
“How many do you have?”
Hooke gestured helplessness.
Alsea the Chef de jardin, L’Estoile the Chef de cuisine, Reynaerd the
Butler and Madame de Liège the Housekeeper slightly shook their heads
at la Grise.
She laughed.
Hooke scoffed.
“Those tending his garden are at their work,” said Alsea. “They are
from all here—
“Auræ;
“Asteriae;
“Atlantides;
“Hesperides;
“Hamadryads;
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“Aegle;
“Arethusa;
“Erytheia;
“Hesperia;
“Hyades;
“Pleiades;
“Electra;
“Taygete;
“Alcyone;
“Celaeno;
“Asterope;
“Merope;
“Nephele;
“Alseides;
“Auloniades;
“Leimonides;
“Napaeae;
“Orodemniades;
“Anthousai;
“Dryades;
“Daphnaeae;
“Epimeliades;
“Meliades;
“Hamameliades;
“Boucolai;
“Kissiae;
“Meliae;
“Hyleoroi;
“Hydriades;
“Ephydriades;
“Haliae;
“Nereids;
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“Naides;
“Crinaeae;
“Eleionomae;
“Limnatides;
“Pegaeae;
“Potameides;
“Oceanids;
“Cocytiae;
“Lampades;
“Orphne;
“Ascalaphus;
“Leuce;
“Minthe;
“Hecaterides;
“Dactyls;
“Kabeirides;
“Mænads;
“Lenai;
“Mimallones;
“Thyiades;
“Melissae;
“Sprites;
“and, Imps.
“Satyrs are about assisting.
“Silenus is sleeping.
“If you’d like I would be pleased to introduce you to each and all of
them after refreshments,” offered Alsea.
“And, Marquis Marchosias, l’Amanuensis,” said Hooke interrupting
and shaking his head at Alsea the Chef de jardin. “I’m certain she knows
them.”
Themis la Grise smiled; and, nodded.
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“The Gentlemen are expected three nights hence,” said Reynaerd the
Butler.
“I shall be detained.” Hooke smiled at the Marquis Marchosias. “You
shall be my second.”
Marquis Marchosias was aghast. “Them!”
“They cheat,” said Hooke. “Poseidon owes me his lost wager; I give it
to you.”
She was amazed on entering the central garden of the parc.
“We are concluded?” said Hooke.
“The stable folk were unable to attend,” said Alsea nodding.
“I thank you all for welcoming Mademoiselle la Grise,” said Hooke
loudly for them all to hear.
“I know this place, yet it isn’t that place I know,” said la Grise.
A luncheon had been set.
“This is where I was coming when you found me on the passerelle. I
often come.” He gestured. “Oddly, I have never come to find luncheon
prepared and set by them for me.”
“It seemed inappropriate at those visits,” said the Chef de cuisine.
“Thank you,” said la Grise to those of whom she had been introduced.
“All of you.”
All introduced bowed and did depart discretely; and, from those who
had not been introduced was heard laughter and gaiety in the parc.
“This was commissioned with Le Nôtre in 1657 after having spent
many hours over numerous years in your mother’s garden when I visited
your father; and, as anticipated, it has greatly changed since under
Alsea’s tutelage of the parc and her guidance with her legions of les
Jardinières antiques.”
The garden had a view of the Oceanus Gallicus.

†
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They dined.

†
Hercule was walking on rue Garibaldi, trafficked with automobiles and carriages,
behind following a horse-drawn tar carriage slowly proceeding on the rue, while
studiously reading a large book. He was wearing a satchel with an odd embroidered sigil.
Professeur-Maître Huillard fetched him and led him to the pavement. ProfesseurMaître Huillard asked what it was he read.
“Dictionary,” replied Hercule as he presented it to le Professeur-Maître.
“A very fine dictionary it is,” said Huillard. “How did you come by this?”
“It was come when I heard ‘Dead watch!’ sung by the second Funéraille-AssistanceAuxiliaire in his basso profondo voice.” He related:
“Hercule said: ‘What’s that!’
“‘Dead Watch,’ replied al-Jinn.
“Hercule said: ‘What?’
“‘What?’ said al-Jinn.
“Hercule said: ‘Dead Watch what?’
“He al-Jinn smiled with squinky eyes withdrawing from his satchel a large book. He
rummaged through pages until he found what he wanted sought. He gave it to me. ‘Read
that,’ he said pointing to the lines he would have Hercule read. I read: ‘A
portable or wearable timepiece.’
“‘It is the next line,’ said he.
“‘A person or group of people who guard.’ Hercule’s eyes grew large. He said: ‘Oh!’
“To Hercule al-Jinn ceremoniously presented his satchel to Hercule placing the strap
over his shoulder. ‘These are thine. An indispensable printed work and an item for
ferrying it whithering and hither ye roam,’ said he.
“That was that.”
Professeur-Maître Huillard returned the dictionary.
“I know what these words are but I cannot pronounce all them,” Hercule said as he
took the tome.
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“We shall attend to that,” said Professeur-Maître Huillard pleasantly smiling; and,
then solemnly said: “I would like to speak with you about a matter of importance.”
Hercule nodded slowly with squinty eyes. He reverently wrapped in cloth his
dictionary and placed it in the satchel, buckling buckles.
They went meandering on the pavement in conversation.

†
It was Night waning.

†
Themis la Grise had entreated Hooke his reflection — an exercise of
judgement — on the circumstances of cause which led to his curse of the
king.
“I do not argue his judgment nor your’s. I side with neither of you. I
do not seek contrition from either of you; I would not have it so. That
those of lesser station were first swayed is unimportant. The year it was
begun, the cause of it: none of that is important. The consequences are!
I counsel neither prudence nor petulance during these hours when
balance of all things wavers; it is not the scales of Justice which are
precarious but the balance of Nature.
“The king is honourable and good but overwhelmed by decades of
lies from Titus and those from his own Magisters, Ministers,
Chamberlains and Lords taught by Titus.
“I do not believe his intent was for his amusement. Titus has set
before unfathomable numbers of those. Though, it is half-true: ghôle and
demon have forever skirmished; ghôle and féerie; and, demon and ghôle
against féerie. Still further, all realms have skirmishes and conflicts
between kingdoms: woods against water; air against all.
“What Titus has succeeded is all of Fey at War.
“No, this isn’t amusement.
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“Titus suffers Pride and Vanity yet it is from Jealousy he has
conducted this - his final - intrigue.
“He has set unfathomable numbers of amusements. Most were minor,
a few were lengthy and ended less murderous than he would have hoped;
but none were Grand. His glee was short-lived at the small misfortunes
he caused. Joyousness eluded him. He failed. It became hatred.
“He wishes for Pandæmonium, Maëlstroms of horror and fear, wars,
Maëlstroms-Oblivion, l’Abysse infernal. It is an act of vengeance.
“He chose this year, this year when l’Académie de Bienfaisance would
be fraught with intrigues and plots, le Saint Malveillance — l’Éminence
malus and l'Émissaire maleficent — was come, Humanity was set in it’s
inevitable progress, Night Horrors appeared, and les Treize were in
conseil. He knew.
“All realms are engaged in Wars. Thou and the king are wounded;
thou and he art now foes where once thee were companions. Let it not
continue to murders caused by the words of Titus: Titus the Jealous;
Titus the Vainglorious; Titus the Hateful.
“This will be his final intrigue because the finality he seeks is
l’Anarchie absolue.”
Hooke smiled contentedly.
“Why do you smile?” said la Grise slighted.
“My smile is not discourtesy,” said Hooke as he turned to face her. “I
apologise, my dear Themis.” He bowed. “Contentment.”
She was cautiously suspicious.
“It is of great importance what you said. All of it. You shall speak with
the king what you have said to me. He will accept you.”
Themis la Grise was astonished but would demur as she did intimate
by her reluctant manner.
“Be that which you are,” said Hooke, “but do not show except when
seen from far places in the Dark.”
“I cannot do that!” protested la Grise. “It’s not done consciously.”
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“No, it isn’t; but it can still be felt by others even if it is not seen,”
replied Hooke. “What did you feel when you and Dame Hades rendered
l’Asile to ruin and ashes?”
“I wanted to return the sublime order put in place by the laws of
Nature.”
“Did you believe it was an act of righting things?”
“No,” la Grise replied after long consideration: “Compassion;
fairness; justice; to prevent harm coming to others; guarding beforehand
against the things to come. No. I had no idea of Right. Not even what
once was nor returning to the Past; but it was thoughts of what should
be. There was a stillness to my thoughts: a calming.
“And, a hopelessness I’d never felt before. I knew it would never
change; I knew it would never end. There would always be others and
there are still many, many others whom I cannot keep from injustice and
harm. I know that. It was in that single instance of retribution — Justice —
I knew what should be.”
She laughed as if rising from a slumber. “I do not remember doing it.
We departed weary. Poor Persephone was delirious from fatigue.”
She remembered.
“And, rage.”
“Rage was unfortunate but not immodest; all those thoughts you had
are as I see you as you as well have seen.”
“I’ve changed?”
“No,” said Hooke; “Réalisation. You gave illustration to the cause of
this final amusement by Titus, by speaking; I merely listened and watched
that Réalisation engulf thee shining as you spoke your thoughts.
Thoughts oft when spoken beget Réalisation.”
“How?”
“La Lumière pâle.”
She frustrated stared. "It’s an hour past morning light.”
“It still may be seen.”
“What?”
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“Thy Radiance.”

†
“Gentlemen,” said Merle as he stood at the monument of the plaine de Merdogne.
Le Maréchal d’Empire, Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn, and Charon
appeared.
“Please, in thy full glory, return this fellow to his rightful place,” said Merle as he did
hand Charon a small wooden box. Charon held the box and those three saw that Merle
had signed with his finger a closed ensō with three horizontal lines of diminishing length
on the lid of the box with the blood of l'Émissaire maleficent.
“Those others?” asked al-Jinn.
“Les Séraphins gargouilles,” said Merle.
“Hooke,” said Charon. “Ghastly and sinister unpleasant.”
“They know?” asked le Maréchal.
“No,” replied Merle; “They were witness to an act illuminated by light ascending in a
column ascending from beneath the sands of the desert; but the scene was obscured by
Dark. They are waiting for an entr'acte which remains beyond their comprehension with
the shades of Terror and Fear fallen o’er them infecting all. They shall not know of thy
approach until ‘tis too late for the Serpent shall attend as so too shall all his brethren be
flying in his wake: an umbrarum casting pall.”
They vanished.

†
They stood at the entrance arch of the kingdom of Ghôle.
“It is Dark,” said la Grise.
“He lives there in the mountains,” said Hooke as he pointed to a place
unseen in the umbrages. “He knows we’ve come.” La Grise wondered.
“By Night Watch following us as the leagues we’ve strolled.”
“What is it like?”
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“Magnificence.” He smiled at her. “You will see.” He paused. “He is
intrigued by my companion.”
“How?” said la Grise but then she thought acknowledging the Lumière
pâle which would ever be cast as a shadow she could not ever see.
Hooke smiled.
“That troublesome smile of your’s,” said la Grise as Hooke was smiling
contentedly at her.
“He allows our passage. They come.”
The royal guards approached on horses with skeletal bodies, long
black manes, and great leathery wings. The carriage was pulled by four
of these horses. The captain dismounted and strode to where Hooke and
la Grise were standing.
“La Sorcière de la lumière has come to speak with His Majesty,” said
Hooke in an imposing tone. “She does not come as envoy; she does not
petition audience. She comes of her own free Will to speak with His
Majesty on behalf of all Fey. I but request her the safety and honour
once afforded me.”
He listened.
“Please offer my humblest gratitude to His Majesty for his
graciousness yet I am merely her guide and here I shall remain waiting
for her return.”

†
Merle was seated—as l’Aube was settling—in the salon of the apartment Zoë kept at
l’Hôtel Fontfreyde on petite rue Saint-Pierre.
Merle was reading the Lyon papers aloud for her while she was dressing behind the
screen for that day’s sojourning.
“All guests are missing. The numerous bodies are believed to be those of ministers
and staff of l’Asile. The main structure was faintly damaged even though the outer
structures were burned to ashes and the Novelty maze became cinders and ash. All things
were cremated.
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“Various Nobles are believed kidnapped by anarchists it since no bodies were
found.” He glanced turning numerous sheets until he found the small article. “Authorities
have so far refused addressing several instances of persons self-combusting throughout
the country.
“The Mortality Papers are much more interesting.
“Le Ministre-président de Curval was found decomposed by flame. High Physician
Jules Laurent Louis Thomire was reported missing.
“Taberd’s illness has set him feverish abed.
“Three ministers — Grand-Minister Nivard-Largillière, Lord-Chancellor de Vircy and
Arch-Chancellor Murat — are missing.
“Lord-Chancellor Louis-Sébastien-Barnabé Belleau and Vice-Minister Yves Claude
d’Alençon spontaneously combusted during a conference in Prague. Le médecin de
Blangis seemingly had combusted in his bed. Durcet le docteur was seen combusting on
the Boulevard Saint-Germain in Paris. Major Nurse Madame Duclos and Major Nurse
Madame Desgranges did so as they were seated at a pavement cafe in Bruges on
holiday.” He paused; he was smiling. “Lastly, ‘It must be reported that a very large limace
with the face of a man was found wandering in the birch woods mumbling fearfully of the
laughter of hamadryads. None claim to know it.’
“Thy Sorceresses sublime,” replied Merle as he stood and viewed Zoë enter in
pastoral resplendence, “are truly.”
Zoë, sedately with her eyes cat-like closing, slowly slightly tilted her head and
nodding, smiled.
They did depart.

†
Hooke stood watching as the carriage and it’s escort went across the
great valley towards the mountains in flight.
The radiance of Themis la Grise grew brighter with each league
passing until the palace was shown by her praesentiae as she entered.
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He smiled.

†
It was Night setting.

†
Merle was standing on the highest prominence of Dur Untash. He watched
ponderous clouds.
“Lord d’Aquitaine,” said Merle.
Lord d’Aquitaine appeared on the wall below where Merle stood. “I had difficulties
finding you,” he said as he walked towards Merle.
“It is Summer Solstice,” replied Merle.
D’Aquitaine nodded. “Dur Untash is charming.” He stood a few feet from Merle; he
folded his arms across his breast in defiance. “There was found a white twelve-meter slug
in the ministry with the face of Chancellor l’Évêque.”
“All’ve been informed they may speak—insulting or vapid or vile—with me on any
subject they wish except one,” Merle replied as he watched the ponderous clouds of the
Night passing.
“Ah” was all d’Aquitaine could say in reply. “St. Lazare mysteriously has been
abandoned. All machines; all equipment. All servants and doctors; all guests and
infirmed. All furniture; all carpets. All electric devices. All gone. Over one night,
seemingly. No sounds were heard. No cartages, carriages, horses, voitures or columns of
persons were seen. It has become a sepulchre.”
Merle did not speak. He continued his watch of the ponderous clouds passing.
“L’Asile has gone."
Merle did not speak.
“These were your work.”
“No.”
“Amused?”
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Merle did not speak. D’Aquitaine waved his arms gesturing his fingers contorted as
he whispered an incantation of fire. They were encircled by hissing walls of red and black
towering flames.
Several minutes passed.
“No,” replied Merle as he very slowly turned to speak with d’Aquitaine. “There are
other participants for whom you should remember from thy passed years in youth; there
are those of whom you should be wary; there are those of whom you have no knowledge
and it is they thou should truly fear.” He paused. “I have not interfered with these plots
begun nor shall I interfere with their progressing by Ministers regardless how they are
played nor entreaties by them indulge. Informed were all.”
“You are—Though—assuredly aware of Ministers’ displacements and residences,” said
d’Aquitaine; “All those murdered or made Unfortunate or consumed by flames in all
places; and, those protected.”
“Yes.”
Lord d’Aquitaine was about to speak but Merle turned away from him, saying: “All
should remember” as he walked through the flames and he did resume his watch of the
promenading ponderous clouds over the Sea in tumultuous maëlstroms.
Lord d’Aquitaine tipped his hat and departed as the flames diminished.

†
Themis la Grise and Caroline d’Eirene with their charges—Gwendoline, Fille
d’Achéron, Marcelle and Félix Trique—were strolling from their en plein air repast in the
parc de Montjuzet. They were carrying wicker baskets; and, they were followed by a very
large Persian carpet from the Safavid Period with very small legs.
“Quaintrelles,” replied la Grise.
“Demimondaines,” offered d’Achéron.
“Courtesans,” said Félix.
“Flâneuses,” said Caroline d’Eirene.
“Chanteuses,” said la Grise to Caroline who laughed and replied: “I hadn’t heard that
one.”
“Filles-Dieu,” said Gwendoline.
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“Femmes lazaristes,” said d’Eirene.
“Tervagants?” said d’Achéron in embarrassment.
“I’ve heard so,” replied la Grise. “Still,— Virago by the Latin definition, ‘heroic
woman’ is simply what we are and ‘Tante Virago’ is very often our name given by those
we guide.”
“Have you always been witches?” asked Gwendoline.
“No,” said la Grise: “I was never a witch.”
“What?”
“My mother was Léonore la Grise which was the name she chose. I became Themis la
Grise afterwards. And, before my mother my grandmother was Sulis la Grise. We are
sorceresses.”
“Some are born with knowledge; some may learn,” explained d’Eirene; “Few are born
of Sorceress. Witches may become sorceresses, but one must wait and see. I was by
Sorcery suffused.”
“You by your own rights are witches,” said la Grise.
They were dumbfounded.
“It is a wonderful marvellous coincidence we are all here together with you,” said
Gwendoline.
“Most coincidentally.”
Marcelle was suspicious.
Fille was silent.

†
Themis la Grise and Caroline d’Eirene were seated in their compartment on the
locomotive to Mâcon; the four charges were in their own compartment. The small
gentlemen with lime-tinged hair were seated in two rows on a very large Persian carpet on
the roof of the car for better views.
“I’ve never inquired but where did they find you?” asked la Grise.
“I found them standing in queue at Arent van Bolten’s atelier,” said d’Eirene; “They
were for his Grotesques. They offered services for which they may be green-haired trolls,
Grotesques, and numerous Japanese imps or demons. They are stupendous as enraenra;
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and, the small gentlemen you see.” She smiled. “They cannot remember what they once
were first. They are as they wish to be.”
“All should,” said la Grise.

†
Louis-Aldonse Milot l’Encyclopédiste was walking with Hooke escorting him to the
Hôtel Parthénon in Lyon.
“After-Life is the land of Faeries and Fey?” said Milot.
“After-Life is a concept imposed on Humanity so that years of fear and suffering and
grief could be endured,” said Hooke.
“Heaven and Hell,” said Milot.
“Hell, or Hades,” replied Hooke, “was—They say—established by Ecclesiastical works:
however, it existed long before the land was given by royal decree to demons and those
fallen by Will who wished a less boring paradisiacal life.
“Purgatory is a sense of place. It is a place at a particular time in which one does not
believe they belong and, until they find an avenue to that place departed, they exist in a
Purgatory.”
“They’re innocents amoungst those in Hell,” said Milot.
“Docile innocents,” said Hooke. “All folk and things are corruptible and—when they
are corrupted—Evil falls on Innocents regardless if they stupid or pious be.”
“They suffer most!” protested Milot.
“Do they? They are resigned waiting for glory in Kingdom Come; Heaven is an odd
concept but how else could those suffering survive. They oft are concertedly ignorant of
things beyond their county lines; they absolve their magistrates for all the high official
evils they do against them since they are yet not deceased by those acts against Humanity;
they embrace insouciance with feral stupidity.
“What if this place — this sphere — their Earth — was their Paradise found in the
many lands displayed with the paradisiacal beauty of Nature until one day there are
persons exposed who would rather exist in a single Hell-on-Earth than to be subservient
under rules set by their Kingdom Come.”
“Last Rites? A plenary indulgence would absolve their crimes and sins,” said Milot.
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“Plenary indulgences given to the malevolent are worthless. They were invented by
Titus: his rules; his amusement.”
“I haven’t met this Titus fellow,” said Milot.
“Pray you don’t,” said Hooke.

†
“Spirits antediluvium were classed as spirits of evil,” said Françoise-Pélagie Fayère de
Marly. “The Fourteen Holy Helpers are benevolent spirits but they are not condemned
demons because they were from a Modern age. They are conjured by prayer.”
“The largesse of their vacuity remains a marvell unto this day,” Elfriede MarieThérèse de Vienne bitterly replied.
“Heavens!” said Madame de Marly contemptuously. “Modern day spirits have signed
documents—issued by Morality Tribunals—witnessed and attested to as the truth and the
meeting standards of provenance.
“All things from Antiquity are punished; they lack documents since none were
interviewed, none were witnessed. Directorium Inquisitorum states quite clearly, ‘Their
punishment is not directed primarily and essentially for the upholding of the good of the
one who is punished, but so others might be terrified against committing these crimes of
evil.’ Incantation and prayer; goëtia and theurgy.
“1376 Law of Suspects.”
“The Law of Suspects has existed in all centuries—before and after,” said de Vienne.
They paused. They viewed the gilt lettering on the large glass window:

THE MELANCHOLY ACADEMIE
Mal du siècle
for

Purity spiritual
Wealth temporal
Sensitivity unimaginable
A pale Beauteous Life awaits for all who want to be
La Dame aux camélias | Jean des Esseintes
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By

Phthisic Treatment
of
the

Miraculous
Romantics’s
Melancholy
Muse
[The King’s Thaumaturgy administered on request]

They were with sardonic humour amused. They continued on their way. They passed
a Convulsionnaires Salon.
“The Law of Suspects does not include these aberrations of Reason and Logic?
Enlightenment by hysteria! Enlightenment by tuberculosis! Royal Hands! All of these
things they do,” said Madame de Marly. “Idiotic ideological constructs.”
“If all these things have not changed after nine centuries, why expect them?” offered
Zoë reflecting.

†
Merle had ceased reading newspapers and papers. He instead was rereading the
serials of Jules Verne printed in éditions of Magasin d'Éducation et de récréation with
illustrations by Édouard Riou, Léon Benett, and George Roux.
He paused in his reading; he smiled pleasantly. He stood and placed the periodical
on the chair. He got his jacket and donned it as he exited from his apartment. He went to
the lobby.
Fille d’Achéron was standing at the desk waiting for a clerk to finish registering the
party she stood behind; she was wearing her most formal dress.
“Come,” said Merle. He led her back on to the avenue. They entered a cab. He gave
their destination to the driver. Fille d’Achéron was frightened even though her father told
her not to be.
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They rode in silence.

†
Professeur-Maître Jérôme-Sébastien Huillard, by Zoë’s request, was escorting Flaga,
Flauros and Forcas along the banks of the Dâmbovița.

†
Merle had taken her to the l’Académie de Lyon. They were escorted to the map room
by Chenot le Directeur; a very large and ancient map of the world was laid on the floor.
An attendant stood near the door holding a folio of the Emperor size.
“Your father’s permission for this lesson was given to me,” said Merle solemnly. “This
lesson is sôlely but for thee. There are few who know this. It is to remain few.”
She nodded.
“This lesson regards Causality,” continued Merle. “It is volcanoes. The years and all
of the resultant effects on lands and sea are to be remembered.”
“What will I tell my friends? Dame Hades? Themis? My Father!” exclaimed Fille
d’Achéron.
“You may not tell others. Especially not your friends,” said Merle. “Your father
knows. Silas Verge, Hooke, la Grise and Madame know; what they choose to discuss with
you, I leave to them. There’re twelve others.”
“They’re persistent!”
“Tell them I forbade you to speak of these things and, if you should, you shall be
returned from whence thee came, to be forgotten by all you know though them thou
wouldst remember e’er.”
“Would you do that?”
Merle made no reply other than to look at her until she would begin weeping.
“Or, to your friends, you could say you had been taken to this library and lessons in
geography were given because I found your knowledge of volcanoes and oceans
lacking.”
“I like that one,” she said half-smiling.
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He gently smiled.
Merle gestured and the attendant brought the folio to him. Chenot le Directeur and
the attendant discreetly withdrew.
“I would like you to read this work,” he said as he went to the table on which he laid
the tome. “Supper will be served, if desired. Your father sent mementoes of his regard.”
She nodded.
“Minister Gazette shall escort you back to your father after reading,” said Merle.
Minister Gazette entered.
“You have found a thing which you should never have wished, lurking and waiting,”
said Merle. He parted.
Minister Gazette remained standing by the closed door. She smiled weakly at
Minister Gazette who nodded dispassionately in reply.
She sat and she began reading about History and volcanoes. She would often
consult the map; she would often request Minister Gazette’s assistance with locating
places to be consulted on the map.
She was most attentive when reading of the colossal: the eruption of Mount Vesuvius
dated in the year 79; the Taupo eruption on Aotearoa dated in the year 180; the Tianchi
eruption in China in the year 956; the Huaynaputina eruption in 1600; the 1783
eruption of Lakagígar; and, the 1815 eruption in the Dutch East indies by Mount
Tambora of which she was fascinated by the years earlier: 1812 and la Soufrière on Saint
Vincent in the Caribbean; 1812 and Awu in the Sangihe Islands in the Dutch East
Indies; 1813 and Suwanosejima in the Ryukyu Islands of Japan; and, 1814 and Mayon in
the Philippines. She read over those texts several times before continuing.

†
She read of the eruption of Krakatoa in the Dutch East Indies in 1883.

†
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Supper was brought; and, she ate. The table was cleared.
A finger bowl of rose water and a serviette were brought with dessert. The dessert
plate was laid with Mandarine, Seville, and Blood orange segments.
And, as she took one with her fingers, she did remember eating them on the bank of
the Acheron; her eyes welled.

†
She began reading over all she had read but slowly, noting the resultant effects until
she was quite familiar with the minutiae of things occurred. The history of volcanoes of
the Ring of Fire set in the basin of the Pacific Ocean had ceased overwhelming her.

†
Chenot le Directeur and the attendant had discreetly appeared. She did them a
courtesy; le Directeur nodded, pleased.
Minister Gazette thanked them and then escorted Fille d’Achéron home.

†
Merle and Zoë were finishing playing billiards in his salon when Karl entered with a
telegraph.
Merle smiled as he read it.
“It was suspected,” said Merle. “I received Hiolle’s telegraph from Shanghai during
our fête. Javelle has confirmed it by his sent from Paris. All self-murders despairing have
become lessened.”
Zoë’s final shot did win their game.
“‘Twas nicely played.”

†
Charon and Fille d’Achéron were strolling along the Chelsea Embankment as they
went for visiting with the gentleman at No. 13 Cheyne Walk. It was foggy.
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“This fog has been for many years but not before,” commented Charon as they went.
Fille was confused by this abrupt statement following pleasantries of his commentary
whilst sight-seeing in the boroughs of London.
“Coal-burning industry and electricity stations,” he replied as he pointed to the
Battersea Power Station: “That is the latest.”
“Oh?” she replied as she saw the ghostly shadow of the station rising in the distance
across the Thames.
“Do you remember Monseigneur’s lesson?”
“Yes,” she replied puzzled but understanding there was some connection.
“That view was of Nature; this view is of Humanity. The Great Mortality was the Black
Plague; la Grande Mortalité began with the Industrial Age.”
She stopped walking. She looked on the power station and remembered her reading
in the map room of l’Académie de Lyon. She sighed greatly.
“Thy lesson’s done, Daughter," he said proudly smiling.
Their ambling promenade they did continue as were his pleasantries of Londinium
renewed.

†
The five foot three inches tall Dodo was speaking to itself as it was meandering on
the pavement; it carried a courier's case.
Silas Verge and Merle were approaching.
The Dodo strode into them. It looked up. “Oh.” It collected papers from the case.
“Papers!” said the Dodo in a muffled voice as it presented them towards Merle. Merle
smiled at the Dodo.
“Bet.”
“Ah.”
Verge laughed. “To whom?”
“The Plum Witch.”
They were amused but puzzled for the Plum Witch they did not know.
Merle took his papers.
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The Dodo turned to Verge: “Them twenty-nine boxes were given Mister Javelle, as
desired. He said to say what he said: ‘Upelluri's tomb.’”
Verge nodded with disinterest; he was attempting to remember ever having met this
witch.
Merle folded the two sheets of paper and placed them in his suit coat pocket as he
stood watching the Dodo as he tottled on the pavement back the way he had come
unconcerned with the stares given by all on the boulevard.
“The Plum Witch?” Verge musing, said: “I know all of the Blue Witches, the Red
Witches, the Green Witches, the Yellow Witches, the Pink Witches, the Grey Witches,
the Violet Witches, the Crimson Witches, the Brown Witches, the Orange Witches, the
Olive Witches, and the Lilac Witches; but not one Sorcière aux prunes.”
“We shall see,” said Merle.
“This way,” he said as he went departing. “All naught’s done—respectable gentleman—
I haven’t the gentleman before seen—nevertheless, as we said—fine state of—where’s that
then?—if it isn’t one thing—it usually is—then it’s that other argument they say what’s it—I
didn’t say—‘fraid so.”
They continued.

†
Virge and la Grise were walking side-by-side; Fille and Gwendoline, Marcelle and
Félix were walking following after on la place de Jaude.
Virge was amused in his grumpy way of leading a class of schoolgirls.
“I shall illustrate,” said Virge.
They stood against the wall and waited. He spied the gentleman he wanted to use as
an illustration of Luck and Fate. He instructed them to follow him and watch as he began
following the gentleman. Virge crossed in front of the gentleman stepping around horse
shit on the bricks. The fellow stepped into it; he was embarrassed and upset. They
commiserated.
“It was Fate,” said the fellow as he stared at his shoes. “You were lucky.”
“Indeed,” said Virge, “as it seems Fate would have it.”
The gentleman hobbled away.
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“Luck and Fate are often opposites,” said Virge as he returned to them. “They use
those words interchangeably. Luck was good; Fate was bad. That is how they use most
commonly those words. Luck is an exception over Fate as if Luck as Chance were not
part of Fate. Luck is neither good nor bad. It’s just beneficence of Fate.
“So Fate seems; but remember Fate is the culmination of free Will made by each.
That gent chose to be unobservant because of some reason or whim.”
“So, Fate is preordained by the Fates.”
“Ah,” replied Virge smiling at Félix; “Very astute statement. No, ‘tis not.”
They were confused.
“The end result is known but not the circumstances for passage to that end; for all
thy thoughts made are decisive middlings until the final act ‘tis done. If that gent had
concerned himself with horses passing, he would not have spoilt his shoes and trousers.
All and each decision is made by thoughts of choosing ‘Aye!’ or ‘Nay!’ which is simple
Irony of itself.”
“Aye or Nay?” said la Grise who shook her head as she stared at him and sighed at
his sleight-of-words.
Virge nodded.

†
Louis-Aldonse Milot l’Encyclopédiste arrived at the Hôtel Parthénon. He carried his
traveling case. He waited at the front desk for several minutes, but none returned. He
passed through the lobby and went up the stairs to the floor where Merle’s suites were
said to be. He stood in the hall; the walls had not doors. He walked the length and
peered from the window. He was puzzled. He went down one floor; the hall had doors
and transoms.
Milot l’Encyclopédiste returned to the lobby where he found a clerk standing behind
the reception desk.
“I was told Monsieur Merle was expecting me. I cannot seem to find his rooms. They
are walls.”
“Your name?”
“Milot. Louis-Aldonse Milot,” Milot answered.
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The clerk turned to the mail slots and he withdrew a folded paper with Louis-Aldonse
Milot written on it. He read the note. “Ah.” He turned to face Milot. “Hiolle has been
delayed.” He viewed his watch. “He should be here soon. This arrived for you. Please be
seated.”
Milot took the periodical and sat reading
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And he waited for an hour before Hiolle was arrived. The clerk made eye contact
with Hiolle and gestured towards Milot who was sitting by the front window.
“My sincerest regrets and apologies for being late,” said Hiolle as he hurried to
where Milot sat. “Circumstances.” Hiolle gestured for Milot to follow him. They went to
the hall. Milot gasped. It had doors and transoms.
Hiolle went to the library door and opened it. They went inside.
“This was the proper floor I came to but the doors were hidden,” said Milot who was
much bewildered.
“Oh yes,” replied Hiolle matter-of-factly; “They are not hidden in actuality. It is not
illusion nor hypnosis. There are those who can see the doors; there are those who must
be shown the doors before they can see the doors. The walls and the doors are separate
though they occupy the same place.”
Milot stood silently confused.
“Please return to the lobby and return,” said Hiolle kindly.
Milot did so.
“Doors and transoms,” said Milot confused.
“You were shown. That’s all.” Hiolle entered the library followed by Milot. “As
instructed, you have access to all the works you will require for beginning your written
Histories.” He went to the door and turned. “When you are finished, please close the
door behind you. Good Day.” He paused. “I must caution you, Monsieur
l’Encyclopédiste, even if you have intuitively deduced things appearing which are not
there, to speak of those things will cause some to believe you suffer from dementia, of
either Ónirisme or l’Illusion or both, by their understanding of things they do not know.
“Good Day.”
He went.
Milot marvelled standing in the library for a very long length of minutes at something
he did not understand; he marvelled at the expanse of Merle’s library. He went and
stood in the hall for several minutes before he returned to the library, in confounded
amazements.
He began walking the aisles of the library.

†
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Merle was walking in a long corridor set with windows and wooden benches.

†
Virge was standing as Themis, Fille, Gwendoline, Marcelle and Félix were seated
partaking of shaved-ice cones in le cimetière des Carmes.
“Fortune telling is different,” replied Virge. “There are a few. Eurynomos and
Belphegor are sages.”
Virge spoke at length on the practices of Demon-Spiritualists ending with an
admonition of how the demons who tell of all things past and future are good at what
they do but can be bribed by other conjurers to give an incomplete account of both
when visiting different conjurers; and, even Alchemists and Summoners who are adept at
conjuration are not immune from this deceit.
“Beelzebub, Vassago, Räum and Andromalius are commendable.
“Most are shyster spiritualists. Intelligent and clever. They are learned fellows. They
are very good with historical events. They have studied History; they have studied Human
nature. They have studied Human Psyche, psychology. They know Pascal’s tables.
Flauros, Count Glasya-Labolas and Barbatos are very good with that trade.
“Then we have those proclaiming future with vague statements. Gullible patrons and
vulnerable patrons beseeching words of certitude and conclusion are easily seduced and
led. Those sorts are less accurate than snake-oil Ministers selling absolutions for a penny:
Vual, Gremory, Ipes, Tap, Orobas, Botis and Camio are Mediums.”

†
The woman was standing viewing through the windows the central courtyard with it’s
statute of Guillaume Dupuytren. Hélène-Marguerite Hardy wore a simple costume
d’excursion of grey.
Merle paused a length of paces and observed her.

La Femme somnambulisme
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She viewed Merle with slight apprehension after becoming aware of him. “Madame,”
said Merle as he slightly bowed. He stood several feet from her. “Do you remember how
you came to be standing thus?” The light from the ceiling lights cast Merle’s shadow over
her.
“No,” said Hélène-Marguerite Hardy, “but I am here. Why are you here?”
“I was requested,” replied Merle, “but am presently venturing to the gare du Nord
for a train which will return me hence to Lyon.” He smiled. “You are in l’Hôtel-Dieu de
Paris.”
Merle gestured to the benches.
They sat.
“I have this sense of melancholy. I cannot escape it. It is subdued but ever present.”
She shook her head. “It’s maddening.”
“What is the date?” asked Merle.
She looked at the train ticket she held in her hand but was puzzled as to the reason
she had one; it was printed: “12th.”
“This place?”
“I believe I’ve been here, if that’s what you mean. It is familiar. It’s like the sense of
nostalgia. Or, a place I have been in a dream. Or, delusions.” She shrugged. “I cannot
remember.”
“Les Lieux de Mémoire,” asked Merle: “Nostalgia? or, Contentment?”
“That’s interesting. What is your Lieux de Mémoire?”
“The Ocean.”
“You don’t seem to be someone who grows nostalgic.”
“You?” asked Merle.
“I don’t know. I am looking for a place I may never have visited. I do hope I will
know when I’ve found it.”
“I know a fellow who has taken passage from San Francisco on numerous voyages to
visit London but he refuses and never has set foot on the continent.”
“Why?”
“It is not the continent he remembers,” said Merle. “For him, to visit a place caused
by any nostalgic longing for the past would be idiotic and, even though he fondly
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remembers Paris in the last century, he assures me he has never been to Paris, and shall
never visit that place in this Age.”
“Even if he has never been to Paris?”
“Even if,” said Merle. “Let us walk.”

†
It was late evening.

†
They walked to Pont Neuf where she often would stand staring at the Night
descending when she crossed the bridge.
“Whose Melancholy affects you?”
She was confounded.
“Are you melancholic for somewhere you have once been either awake or dreaming;
or, does the Melancholy of that place missing you attract you as if by syren song?”
They stood at the railing. Merle stood facing West. She faced East.
“I don’t know,” Hélène-Marguerite Hardy replied.
“You prefer this view instead of that from l’Hôtel,” said Merle. She faced him. “It was
you who led us here. We went on rue de Lutèce because you wished visiting la
Conciergerie. You stood considering the ancient structures of la Conciergerie as we
stood on le quai de l’Horloge for an hour yet it was for those who had been imprisoned
you sought. No?” She was silent. “We went slowly walking on rue de Harlay-au-Palais but,
on la place Dauphine, you went hurriedly nearly running breathless until you came here.”
She faced west. “Thus, are we.”
She was unaware of the other persons strolling and standing on the pont.
“I remember standing here. It was different. I would come at Night — I faced West —
I waited — until Night was gone — by l’Aube behind — rising — me,” she said as she
gazed on the landscapes before her. She was startled. “It is different. I don’t remember
boats like that on the river.” She viewed apprehensively but in a strange contentment all
of the landscape. “La Tour Eiffel is missing,” she observed blankly.
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“This is the view on this twelfth of Juin in 1762,” said Merle with a calming
reassurance. “La Tour Eiffel will be constructed for the Exposition Universelle of 1889
and cannot be missing.”
“You know this?” she said.
“Yes,” replied Merle; “Le Siècle des Lumières, the Century of Lights, the Age of
Enlightenment are reminiscences of Spirit and Sense which Contentment gave. Les Lieux
de Mémoire.”
She watched the passers-by dressed in the fashions of the day.
“Tis’n’t dream, is it,” she said sedately.
“It may be deemed so,” he replied, “if ye wish.”
“Spirits?” she mused and asked: “They can’t see us?”
“They and we are so.” Merle smiled. “We all are spectres.” He gestured in the
direction of l’Hôtel-Dieu. “They sense us.”
They began walking.

†
They walked silently and returned to that place where she was found; and, they stood
at the entrance.

†
“That which you seek may not be of this place nor time but if you remember it,
Contentment’s embraced.” He bowed from his shoulders; and, Merle did depart.
“Les Lieux de Mémoire they are,” Hélène-Marguerite Hardy said as she stood at the
entrance, facing l’Aube naissante in the West.

†
It was the mid-hour of Night.

†
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Themis la Grise, Madame Gallardo, Hinojosa, and Hooke were walking on one of the
narrow lanes in the low quartier of the cité.
They chanced across the end of a long queue of foxes and cats. They were each
holding a dead rat and or a dead mouse or one of each. Madame Gallardo stated she
wanted to walk to the beginning because something was very odd about the queue. “A
familiar presence.” They walked beside the waiting line until Madame Gallardo ceased.
“Gwendoline,” she said with amused reproach.
“Obaa!” delightfully exclaimed the fox as it stood on it’s hind legs and, holding the
rat by the tail with her paw, replied “Obaa! This is lovely, is it not?”
“What is this?”
“The Rat-Catcher. He pays one large sardine for a rat. It’s an anchovy for a mouse.”
“How many sardines have you had?” asked Hooke.
“I shall have seven! It’s a wonderful game. We only learned of it a few nights ago.”
“Bakeneko and kitsune are playing,” said one of the bakeneko; “Mostly cats and
bakeneko.”
“The regular cats do not care,” said another.
“No, they do not,” said Gwendoline. “They are happy. We chase rats and they can
get them, too. The aged and young are grateful.”
“We give the sick our fish, too,” said a kitsune.
“When does he come?” asked la Grise.
“He just has come,” replied Gwendoline. “We have been waiting.”
“How long does he stay?” asked Hinojosa.
“At light.”
“Please join us!” begged several of those standing in that column.
Madame Gallardo and Hinojosa looked at each other; and, laughed. They changed
and their clothes did fall to the ground. They asked la Grise to join them on this
adventure but she demurely declined: “I cannot do that.”
Hinojosa was surprised.
“I never learned.”
“Would you, please?” asked Madame Gallardo and la Grise agreed to take their
clothes back to their rooms.
Those two went running off with merry.
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“Our duennas have deserted us,” said Hooke. “We must console ourselves that their
clothes shall be our duennas ex tempore.”
“We must be stalwart when Chance occurs.”
They collected the clothes and went back the way they had come discussing the
sagacious order of Balance in the serendipity of things.

†
They began strolling in an aimless direction on the boulevard. She
took his arm.
“Forty-three years,” Zoë laughed: “How long have you kept these
assassination plots from me?”
“Forty-three years. These intrigues and plots were set in 1870 which
converged in the Paris Commune, and spread to Lyon, Saint-Étienne
and Marseille; and, were embraced by others in their Ministries and
Courts emboldened by the radicalism orchestrated under aegis of the
Insurrectionist Lord-Chancellors working beneath and for the High
Esteemed Aristocracy of the Divine Order of Restoration.”
“Against thee?”
“Those plots against me were finalized but a few years ago,” replied
Merle: “Fin de Siècle. Fin de Siècle de Dix Décennies which shall occur
in 1918. There have been plots and intrigues over all those years; the
Reformation had them the same as they are being played in this age.
And, that culminated in the War of Thirty Years.
“This shall culminate in nothing. It is Human Nature which they long
ago embraced with it’s woes and lies.”

†
They passed through a cloud of perfumes. “That could have been
from bottle-blondes with a pageboy style who have the face of Harpyiae
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when frowning,” said Zoë to which Merle replied with his elbows at his
sides and his palms upwards turned; he was smiling.
“I would venture you are bound by women’s voices too,” said Zoë:
“On telephones or radio or phonograph recordings; or, heard in
passing.”
“My vices are known!” Merle said with his hands extended in feigned
dismay.

†
They continued walking silently until they had come and paused at the
entrance on rue Auguste Comte of the Jardin du Luxembourg, waking
Zoë from her solemn rêverie.
“Where then shall we go, Madame Flâneuse?” asked Merle.
“Whither thy wont, Monsieur Boulevardier,” Zoë replied failing her
attempt at not smiling.
“Pastries?”
She shook her head.
“Museum?”
She pursed her lips and shook her head.
“Gala?”
She winced.
“Low quartiers dance hall?”
She turned slowly to look at him; and, she was smiling with widened
eyes.
Merle bowed low.
He hailed a passing taxicab.
They went.

†
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They were dressed in the manner of les Garçonnes as they went on the avenue at
Midnight.

†
Hercule was walking the length of the great hall to where Merle was seated in his
library.
“Sir!” said Hercule: “I’ve was told ye knowests obscure secret things, O Wise Master
of all Arcana arcane, for I have a delicate secrecy matter to ask of thine great and all
encompassed knowledge.”
Merle remained leery as Hercule approached. “Delicate?”
“Cumbersome most exceedingly!” replied Hercule but concluded sotto voce:
“Secrecy encased.”
“Ah,” said Merle. “That would be your entrance from the window.” Hercule nodded.
“Please seat yourself. We shall not be disturbed.”
Hercule sat himself in the overstuffed chair, his feet dangling at the edge of the
cushion.
“Where is thy book of Knowledge?” asked Merle.
“Safe,” replied Hercule and said as Merle widened his eyes: “A strong and fireproof
receptacle movable chest of steel for containing valuable works, or the
like.” Emphatically, he nodded once.
“Pray forgive my interruption,” said Merle smiling. “Continue.”
“I have seen her from afar,” began Hercule but stopped; he rose from the chair and
began pacing about the reading room; and, continued: “I have seen her before
accompanying others like Mademoiselle la Grise and yourself. Her sapphire eyes. Her
opalescent skin. She appeared as Régence and Art Nouveau.” He stood for several
minutes thinking. “She was pretty and not without the elegance of her person my
congenial thoughts of her were made. Very amiable was she. We never spoke. We never
acknowledged.” He sighed. “I was unable to see her with clarity. I knew when she had
entered but I have seen her in different appearances and guises from afar.” He paused.
“My eyes, perhaps.” He sighed. “She stood as Venus luciferous.”
Merle became curious.
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“I saw her lately. It was on a bridge. I don’t remember things on the bridge but her.
Something happened. I was discussing waiting for your edict about the Professeur-Maître
and me with myself. Then something happened. Æther changed. I turned. It was her. I
wandered into a column on the bridge—I have’n’t remembered ever columns on bridges—
and continued across thinking of nothing but her.”
“How was Æther changed?” Merle asked even though he knew what Hercule would
reply.
“Air got musky sweet,” Hercule said sighing in reply.
“There must have been an occurrence when you were once close to this damozel,”
said Merle, knowingly.
“Once. We passed. She walked from your hôtel to her waiting mototricycle. It was on
Pilare’s passage I suddenly thought of her. It was all fragrances and memories all
tumbling thoughts.
“Hercule sighed prodigiously.”
Hercule sighed.
“And, so— on Pilare’s passage, you saw her as she was to be seen.”
“She was Venus luciferous.”
Merle stood. “Come.” He went across the hall and entered his rooms as Hercule
followed in a mechanical fashion. “Karl. Do you have a copy of la Grise’s map? Master
Hercule must read it.” Merle turned to Hercule. “Madame will be with la Grise. I should
like you to go there and retrieve an object for me she has in her keeping. There may be
with her others whom you know.”
Hercule nodded.
Karl appeared with a map written on vellum. He laid it on the low table.
“Karl, please make arrangements for Master Hercule’s passage.” Hercule stared at
the map. Karl gestured; Merle nodded. Karl went from the apartment. “This is where you
shall go. The train shall take you here. Passage shall be made from here to Ashcourt and,
from Ashcourt, you will journey to where you shall be between Barrowcross and the Sea.”
Hercule nodded. “Madame will be expecting you but none other. Secrecy encased.”
Hercule stood thoughtful for numerous moments.
“Sir?”
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“Clockworks have been set,” said Merle as he stood. “Karl waits.”

†
Zoë and Themis la Grise were walking in the Institute.
“New York City is always delightful,” Themis la Grise began; “It’s filled with
vibrancies. This Season-tour was like others except for one escapade: I went to the
International Exhibition of Modern Art; it was in an armoury of all places. Those avantgarde

artists

from Fauvism, Cubism,

and Futurism—Russian

Futurism

lacked

representation—had interesting works displayed but Nu descendant un escalier N° 2 by
Duchamp was remarkable.” She shook her head as she thought of the painting. “Simply
remarkable.” She paused. “He was, too. Have you met him?”
“Twice only,” replied Zoë: “We were introduced at the Card Salon and afterwards it
was during his funeral.”
“Do you like avant-garde?”
“I have not seen enough to like or dislike it though I have been taken to several
exhibitions in Europe for my edification,” said Zoë.
“Does he still read newspapers aloud for you?” Themis asked.
“A daily pleasure,” said Zoë as she nodded. “If it were not for those soliloquies, I
would have meager understanding of the rancor and woes enduring in Humanity.”
“‘A Kingdom of Fleas’ as Silas said,” offered la Grise.
They had arrived.
Zoë sighed.

†
“It’s like a parc you once visited in youth with someone,” replied
Virge as he strolled with la Grise along the beach of Strathy Bay; “Often.
That someone was gone but the parc remained and you would visit to
remember. Often. Seasons fled and the parc remained waiting for your
visits. You grew old; the parc grew older. The visits to that parc to
remember someone slowed until they were never again done but Memory
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never left. Thoughts of the significance of the parc where you once
visited in youth with someone did fade as Seasons fled as that memory
changed. It had grown old as you grew older. It was no longer an ideal
for it had become a Memory of Eternity. The parc is faintly remembered;
that someone has become a ghost of thy passions.
“The parc may have gone abandoned and decayed as Ages passed
but thy passions of a ghost are but a memory faded in Eternity where
contentment has waited like that parc you once visited with a ghost
embraced in the Memory of Eternity.”

†
Merle and Hercule walked silently down the staircase and went to the front desk. Karl
was waiting. All arrangements had been concluded.
“That taxi-cab shall take you to the gare,” said the Concierge.
Karl gave Hercule an envelope filled with papers. Hercule shook Karl’s hand who
stood surprised but pleased.
Hercule bowed before Merle and went to the waiting taxi but, as he would step into
the taxi, Hercule paused. He went back.
“If I should speak with a dearly beloved in my dreams, will she remember seeing me?”
said Hercule.
“You should ask her whence next you meet,” said Merle.
Hercule nodded; and, by the taxi leaving, was gone.

†
They had departed from the entrance arch of the kingdom of Ghôle.
La Grise told Hooke of all which occurred in the court of the King of
the Ghôles until she paused her speech; and stood, saying:
“Governess?”

†
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They were standing on the pavement in front of the tobacco shop on Fifth Avenue
near Washington Square Park.

Saint Nicolas Tobacco Company, Ltd
Importers and Purveyors of Fine Tobaccos
from all the Hemispheres
London — New York City — Paris

“London? Paris?” said Silas Verge.
Titus smiled.
“How long are your intentions for remaining thus?”
“We shall see,” said Titus as he led Silas into the shop and went to a far corner at the
rear of the store. It was a spider’s web with the body of a dead spider at the edge of the
web.
“How tragic this is,” said Titus; “It truly is. That fellow constructed it’s web and
repaired it for three weeks. It caught things. Few. It waited where you see it for something
to arrive but nothing did. It waited patiently. If I troubled it, it would move somewhere
else but it always returned to that place it is. It waited until it would die. It did wait. It did
die.
“They are all like that. Their life is a web of intrigues and guile waiting to lure things
into their sphere of existence.
“They wait until at the end they are alone realizing they have come to the end of their
waiting to die.”
He paused for several minutes as he stared at the corpse of the spider.
“What does one so small see when they spy on us?”

†
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Themis la Grise and Hooke had walked across Pont de la Gare de Vaise and were
wandering through le quartier Croix-Rousse in Lyon speaking of that which occurred
and those things which would be including horseback riding followed by supper in the
garden with a view of the Oceanus Gallicus

†
Zoë was seated on a stone block of le temple de Mercure. Tempérance Hiolle,
Professeur-Maître Huillard, Consul-Secrétaire Javelle and Charon were standing before
her speaking.

†
Hercule was seated in the front room of the appartement of Elfriede
de Vienne who sat in a chair opposite from him.
“How did you know I was here?”
“I asked.”
She looked, with her body slightly turned away from him, staring at
him with suspicions; and, when he did not reply asked: “Who?”
“Monsieur Karl.”
“You have come from Lyon to see me,” said a very surprised de
Vienne.
“By train on my train voyaging ending at the harbour.”
She shook her head in puzzled agreement.
“What shall you do after at the harbour?”
“Secrecy encased,” replied Hercule.
“Ah,” said de Vienne knowingly. “I have those, too.”
“How long will you be in this place?” he asked as he viewed the room.
“I shall keep it until Septembre. I like it here because it is less
cosmopolitan than Lyon.”
“It’s good you are in the company of the Thirteen, yes?” said Hercule.
“Yes,” she replied with her perplexed expression as her wonder grew.
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He stood in thought.
“You no longer speak your thoughts,” said she after ten minutes
passing.
He was startled. “I did not know I did but now I do not know I no
longer do so,” said Hercule
“Once, on rue Juiverie, in Lyon, as I was going to my automotocycle,
you passed in front of me as you went from one door and entered the
opposite door across the rue. I did not notice until after I heard your
voice. It was at Night.”
“Oh?”
“My Father does that.”
Hercule quizzically looked at her.
“Pilare the Bridge-Keeper is my father,” said Elfriede in reply to his
stare; “My mother no longer speaks with me because of what I chose to
do. She’s mortal. He speaks his thoughts when in the company of others;
you spoke your thoughts when in the company of yourselves.”
Hercule abruptly stood.
“I apologise on this of your generous sensibilities my untoward
intrusion.”
He bowed.
She was puzzled but charmed.
He exited.

†
“It’s as you know. They continue in their belief that this place is different from the fell
and unpleasant places which exist. Dark things are entering of their own free Will since
the demarcations are weakened by their acts of depravity and malignant ignorance.
“They are weak. They are insipid. Believing walls and realms and imaginary places
keep lurking evil from entering their place of evil deeds.” He laughed. “They are arrogant
and ignorant though most are simply steeped in stupidity.”
“These amusements invented by you — as always — are engaging,” said Verge.
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“Are’n’t you intending to ask me when I’ll return?”
“I have no interest.”
“None?” said Titus with a well-practiced vapid smile in a tone of honeyed effrontery.
“Plots and intrigues continue.”
“If I am to be as Poco-curante, do not insult me with carelessness or languor in your
definition but rather disinterest.” Verge smiled. “I did not see you on the Steppes of
Solitude; but it was stated you would be arriving late.”
“I was detained. Regrettably,” said Titus in a tone of leering Piety before remarking:
“Lovely chair you had.”
Verge laughed. “If only you had not been so, you could have prevented such
travesty.”
Titus the Tobacconist bowed with his arms extended to the side as if he were on
stage graciously accepting applause.
Verge departed.

†
They were seated at a table beneath the awning of the saloon, Le Richelieu.
Merle had Scotch whisky. Verge was sipping Armagnac. They were smoking cigars.
“They were sent from New York City. Anonymously,” replied Verge regarding
Merle’s interruption. Merle smiled.
“They’re excrescences,” continued Verge. “Domesticity. Most are poignantly docile.
Their gullibility resides not solely in ignorance but in a life-long belief of contentment,
stridently staid. Most are well-meaning with simple thoughts of their own sanctity but they
cannot comprehend the enormity of Life. It’s neither sad nor tragic. Masses profoundly
vapid succumb to the lesser vices while few are profoundly complaisant.
“They are dangerous. Stupidly dangerous; despicably stupid. Citizens have
overthrown governments and kingdoms. Ill-thought oft but some were beneficial. The
only ones who truly benefit are the wealthy and royalty.
“They wish to be allowed to prosper for whatever that may be.” He paused. “Tea and
Bread. They are characters in a Janus play.
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“They are often misguided by those of Noblesse bourgeoise who prey on their simple
thoughts and fears. For centuries. Their weaknesses are loathsome. Arrogance by
ignorance balanced. They’re vile.”
Verge ceased speaking. He was smiling broadly. “She approaches.” He pointed to
the woman who was approaching behind Merle. Merle turned his chair; and, he smiled
broadly, too.
Themis la Grise was merrily flouncing her way along the avenue. She was dressed in
an elegant 1900 ball gown of imperial purple.
“What colour do you wear?” asked Verge laughing when la Grise had reached their
table; and, replied la Grise, “Plum.”
Merle shook his head smiling amused. “The Plum Witch.”
“Master Hercule!” said la Grise. “My fondness grows. He was the bank in a game of
Faro. He cheated; I cheated better. I refused his currency but he was to go to the
Natural History Museum and obtain the clothes I had chosen for him to wear; and, he
did so.”
“His wager?” asked Merle.
“One mill-stone of gold,” replied la Grise; “Though for what he would not say to me.”
“Hercule has given you a second pleasing shade,” said Verge.
“He most certainly has, hasn’t he,” she said cheerfully. “And, sir, I have been
requested, by Her Ladyship, to remind you that your attendance is expected at the
Théâtre des Champs-Élysées this evening.”
“I shall go,” said Verge as he stood. “Please,” he said as he gestured to his chair he
held for her. She accepted and he assisted her with the chair.
Verge went strolling with his hands in his trouser pockets.
He went whistling.
“I should very much like to hear what the Plum Witch shall be,” said Merle as he
gestured for the waiter.

†
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It was late afternoon.

†
Silas Verge was walking on the allée des Veuves on his way to the Théâtre des
Champs-Élysées for attendance with Dame Hades; his hands were in his pockets. Two
malebranches entered on the avenue from a side passage and stood before him
brandishing trench knives.
He withdrew his left hand and, as he unconcerned continued walking, indolently
drew, in the air, a simple but disfigured Vévé inside of an open ensō as he gestured at
the ground. He replaced his hand in his pocket as he went on his way to the Théâtre. The
shadows were enlarged: they crept along the pavement and were falling from the
structures until they consumed those two with their knives; and, when they were
consumed, they vanished.
The Shades receded.

†
Themis la Grise and William Hooke were strolling on the rue Pascal in Chamalières
to the adresse given them by Elfriede de Vienne who was standing at the entrance to her
salle d’exposition,

Rêves interprétatifs.
She had collected the few remaining automaton Fortune-tellers in France and, this
salle was the first reestablished; she had selected and had printed new quotations from
those she thought would suit the Modern Age. The cartes were gratis but a donation was
requested for Widows of Wars Charity.
Hooke and la Grise were very surprised but pleased as they listened to de Vienne
explain her adventures in establishing these salles. She presented them with a fan of
cards from which they were to select one.
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La Grise selected her card; and, read it.

“The gaze of nature thus awakened dreams
and pulls the poet after it.”
—Walter Benjamin
Hooke selected his card; and, read it.

“Existence changes but the Light that ever shines in Nature
and Thought shall never perish nor dim.”
—William Hooke
Hooke and la Grise stared at each other speaking silently with their eyes before they
each turned slowly and faced de Vienne with mystified stares. They spoke not a word but
she—de Vienne—was made grown uncomfortable.
“What have I done?” said de Vienne.
“Rêves interprétatifs exactitudes,” said Hooke, “found by those for whom they were
printed.”
“Elfriede de Vienne has flourished,” said la Grise.

†
“I was born in Vienne. It is south of Lyon at the place where the Rhône and la Gère
in the département Isère are,” replied Elfriede de Vienne. “Why?”
“Curiosity,” said Hercule who hastily bowed and left.

†
They were standing beside a train at gare Saint-Lazare.

†
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“I was instructed to relay Kleodora after all these years has retired as pensioner; they
said, ‘She simply left,’” said Verge; “She thanked you.”
Zoë smiled while Verge and Merle exchanged bewildered glances.
“Where’s Madame?” asked Zoë.
“She’s collecting things from Dame Gallardo’s for luncheon and then she’s off to see
something by de Diaghilew. We’ll rendez-vous in La Havre from which Percy and I will
be taking a Messageries maritimes passenger liner to New Holland before voyaging to
the North Island. We’ll motorcar travel seeing sights since last we went—Eventually—
arriving in Waitomo. She wants to stay at the Waitomo House after reading about it.
“And, from there— home.”
They began walking.
“Did you enjoy your season on the continent?” asked Zoë.
“Percy did immensely. She always does,” Verge said smiling at reminiscences of
passed visits.
“And, you?” asked Merle.
“I am surfeit of engaging mythologies and myths of,” replied Verge. “I shall return
and read my grandchildren tales and féeries, contes de fées of the mythical creatures.”
He laughed. “I have witnessed agèd malebranches, goblins and geists astonished and
dumbfounded returning from a season in the lands of Humanity.” He paused.
“Interesting, no? They are mythology and myth to us as we are myth and mythology to
them.”
“I thought she disliked sea voyages,” said Zoë.
“She loathes them. Yes, she does prefer underground and surface trains but several
ladies of her court as well as the Nine Karakızlar have a theory that water omens may
more accurately work if the ocean surface is used as looking-glass. Science,” said Verge:
“I am content.”
They made their farewells.

†
It was fog-shrouded.

†
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Merle was strolling on the lanes as Dark was ascending o’er sky and was seen
illuminated from the East to his rendez-vous set in every third year. He was went whistling
the second Intermezzo from the Karelia Music by Jean Sibelius.
Merle was accosted by three Lord-Chancellors bearing pistols. They were brutes who
were sent by d’Aquitaine who had been instructed by the l’Émissaire maleficent. They
were accompanied by an Assassin bearing a pistol recently press-ganged by l’Invalide.
Merle offered no attention to the assassins and he did continue whistling strolling as
each dropped their weapon and clutched their heads screaming in agony until their
screams became thin and high-pitched screeching for their heads were grown smaller
until they were the size of cantaloupes.
They fled.

†
“Phänomenologie des Geistes,” said Hooke, “would be so much more of an
importance if it were a study of the consciousness and perceptions of spirits and ghosts
and geists.”
“Very much indeed,” replied Guise.

†
Zoë was walking on the High Road in the countryside. A pedal-cycle with a box
supported by two front wheels above which the Shave-Ice Vendour was seated and
pedaling approaching Zoë who waiting stood for them; and, rising above the third wheel,
from which rose a curved bar where was seated, beneath a small parasol, a small gent
playing a small glockenspiel. They stopped at Zoë. The Shave-Ice Vendour leapt from
his seat, opened the door of the box, and offered Zoë shaved-ice cones. She chose
blackberry parfait. The Shave-Ice Vendour continued on his way.
Zoë her promenade continued supping her blackberry parfait shaved-ice cone; and,
continued her whistling of the third movement from the Karelia Suite.

†
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“The Séance was and will be sorely missed,” the Cardinal said as they walked. “To
have conversed in Argument with those Poètes maudits and Jung would have been a
cherished delight for many years.” He paused. “Ah well.”

The Cardinal
Merle and the Cardinal were meandering amoungst the Antiquities of the commune.
“It was rather long, your reply,” replied Merle.
“The Cardinal Protector, the Crown-Cardinal, the Cardinal Vicar, the Moderator of
the curia, the Chaplain of His Holiness, Papal Legates, Papal Majordomos, Nuncios, and
Delegates wrote it,” said the Cardinal pleasantly. “A flying squad of Visitors apostolic has
been escorting me for these many months.”
“I count thirty Visitors.”
“Yes,” he replied as he gestured with his arms extending from his sides. “Thirty and
myself do form a centered pentagon for my safety. A pentangle, if you like.” He paused
and viewed all about him. “That on 27 Novembre in 1095 Urban the Second would
speak in Clermont from which after the First Crusade would ensue.”
They continued.
“I’m thought Cardinal Pococurante.”
“Ah, Voltaire!” laughed Merle.
“Possibly,” replied the Cardinal as he continued viewing the city as they went. “It was
your eleven-word telegraph which alarmed them; but I could not refuse.” He withdrew the
paper and did read,

What century was the whole of Humanity
last enharmonic with Nature?
“The Iron Age,” replied Merle.
The Cardinal nodded in agreement.
“Interesting, is it not,” the Cardinal began; “Pagans are popularly considered
Western European but neglected on all other continents. Pagans are of tradition. They
were conquered and assimilated; they were civilized. Whereas during the Age of
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Discovery those found were primitives, savages who may have had civilizations as long in
History as Pagans but had not been civilized by societies of those Modern Ages a priori
and so were considered by simple observation as heathen.
“Myths are not folklore; folklore is not myth. The folklore of those heathen primitives
were deemed myth and myths lack corporeality in the main.
“Imperialism.”
“Byzantine complexities multiplied over centuries,” Merle offered.
The Cardinal smiled.

†
Zoë was standing at the entrance of l’Hôpital Coulmier. She was
watching a gentleman approaching on the allée from the High Road. He
was dressed in his suit grey striped trousers and white shirt with neither
collar or cuffs; his shoes were polished.
“My place in History lies elsewhere,” said Caspar de Bruges, Master
Antiquarius as he handed her an envelope with a letter. He smiled; and,
he bowed low before taking that allée back the way he had come and, as
if in a mirage, was gone.
Zoë was pleased.

†
“When a figure in folklore ages into the antiquity of a present Modern Age, does it
become myth?”
“The Green Man? or—Say—satyrs and sylphides?” said the Cardinal and thought at
length before replying: “Novel concept.”
“All things could one day be made myth.”
“The content of your assertions are always to be taken as being true or false and must
be considered abstractly without reference to the language of that sentence,” the
Cardinal replied in joviality. “Syllogisms distraughtly fraught.”
He peered at the cathédrale.
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“Probability concurs.”
“If the Green Man or satyrs and sylphides, and all accounted in History should be in
Death's bower, would they be given Last Rites, if they desired so?”
The Cardinal smiling said: “Of those you present, how many would wish for Last
Rites?” He gestured. “No! How many from folklore and myth know of them!” He laughed.
“These are all variations on a theme of Piety.”
He peered skywards.
“First-Citizen beliefs have sacred things,” said the Cardinal. “Sacred.” He mused. “It
is a concept that all should keep but the significance is different for them: they keep
Honour, Reverence, Veneration and Benevolence not bound by Pensées ecclésiastiques;
or, if they should speak of a church, it should be said that all things are in the cathédrale
of Nature. Sacred; not Holy.” He turned to face Merle. “You would agree.”
Merle nodded. “Spirit-immortalis and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet, and Spirit of
Existence they keep. Satyr and sylphides, naïades et al — even if they had such thoughts
— would be content to be buried or have their ashes scattered in the cathédrale of Nature
with no regard for Méthodes ecclésiastiques writ with Byzantine complexities multiplied
over centuries.
“If you were to stand on the bosom of the Ocean would you be able to see the
depths of Existence that one can see when peering upwards staring into the depths of the
Dark at Night?”
“You say such things as may not ever be done,” replied the Cardinal. “‘Dark at
Night’ is often confused with Noche Oscura.” The Cardinal shrugged. “As you’ve said,
they are not ignorant but content with stupidity. San Juan de la Cruz was explicit.
“There are still those wishing pious Immortality while in Seminary contract
gonorrhoea or syphilis that they one day shall are bestowed as Cardinal. And, later—
suffer from fevers of malaria, strangury, intestinal tuberculosis with fistula, migraines;
suppurations and tubercular osteitis; and, finally, coughing blood from caseous necrosis
caused by tuberculosis or syphilis.”
“Offendicula all,” said Merle. “We cannot all le Cardinal Richelieu be.”
“There exist other causes of offence and occasions of sin or spiritual difficulty which
may be embraced when found,” said the Cardinal.
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“All folk experience those difficulties as they will,” replied Merle, “and they ever have
sans Croyances ecclésiastiques.”
“Nor Pensées ecclésiastiques,” offered the Cardinal.
“Modernity progresses belief that these are things of folklore followed by myth until
myths are rumours of greater mysteries,” said Merle; “Church and Science would have
one believe through canonical theory and observations of the empirical evidence they
have seen none all awhile citing Logic and Reason.”
“Logic and Reason of the Modern Age in that particular epoch, of course,” replied
the Cardinal.
Merle laughed.
They continued amoungst Antiquities.

†
Zoë strolled on the lane which followed beside the Chaîne des Puys.
She went North.
A seven-foot-tall gentleman was approaching. His face was gaunt and
pale; his blue eyes brightly shone. He wore a very tall top hat of white.
He was dressed in many layers of silk-gauze of Prusse and blues as
undulating waves of the Sea as he strode with a nine-foot staff of an
oblique design seemingly made of glass.
Orphoses Dominus the Lord-High Alchemist paused as he viewed
Zoë in the distance. He bowed; and, he remaining bowed until Zoë had
come to where he stood, bowing.
“Sir,” said Zoë; “Please do stand.”
“Ma’am,” said Orphoses Dominus as he stood.
“You’ve thy staff,” said Zoë.
“All arrangements are concluded. This was my final act. All are gone.
They and thine wish was done. I shall go and await thee as requested in
Bucarest thy arrival when the Southern Taurids are passing be.” He
bowed. “My services.”
“My gratitude, sir,” said Zoë.
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They parted.

†
They had come to the Rêves interprétatifs salle d’exposition on the rue Pascal in
Chamalières.
“They have not destroyed all of them,” said the Cardinal.
“They endeavor but this was not established by a Novelty company,” said Merle,
“though, they have difficulties what with the recently risen les Contre-Insurrectionistes
pour la Réforme de l’Anarchie.” The Morpheus-teller seated in her wood and glassencased booth slid the small card printed with Merle’s fortune beneath the glass for him
to take. “They who believe sages are to be set not only in every metropolis but in all villes
and on all lanes of the départements.” He took his card. “And, so free Will —hindered by
Stupidity—may be influenced otherwise.” Merle read it. He held it; and, the Cardinal took
the proffered card.
He read,

Ad mores natura recurrit damnatos, fixa et mutari nescia.
— Juvenal
The Cardinal smiled and returned it.
“A dream interpreted?” asked Merle.
The Cardinal thought and smiling, nodded. The Morpheus-teller did slide the
Cardinal’s fortune beneath the glass for him to take. The Cardinal reached for the card
but a Visitor placed his hand on the Cardinal’s arm.
“I shall read it first,” intoned the Visitor.
“My Safety,” the Cardinal said to Merle.
“Be forewarned,” said Merle staring at the Visitor who was made paused before he
could take the card; “If thee should take that Kōan-of-things-which-may-be before his
Grace touches it, it may become thy fortune.” The Visitor was hesitant. He looked at the
Cardinal who said: “An unfortunate conundrum we have, haven’t we. It is Liberum
arbitrium at it’s most mischievous. Marvellous.”
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“My destiny!” moaned the Visitor.
“Destiny! Fate! Predeterminism!” replied the Cardinal. “It’s all those. It was your
destiny to have shat behind the hedges of that manse. It was your destiny to have not
buttoned your trousers afterwards in haste. It is your Fate to stand here so.”
The Visitor was appalled. He turned and buttoned his trousers.
“Who shall take this card?” asked Merle.
The Visitor stood helplessly staring at the card.
“Or, perhaps, it should not be taken,” offered the Cardinal.
“Perhaps not,” laughed Merle as the Cardinal and he continued with their wandering
ramble.
The Visitor followed after.

†
It was Night rising.

†
Zoë strolled on the lane which followed beside the Chaîne des Puys.
She went walking on the plains West of Montluçon until she had come
to the Capstan with four large Mariners at gyres whose sea shanty
singing she had heard from afar. She stood reposed as they did sing their
words of her passage. She smiled; they nodded; and, on her promenade
in the northerly way thence did go.

†
The Visitor — Paul Jérôme de Loudun — had taken ill and excused himself. The
Cardinal dismissed those remaining Visitors much to their grand reluctance and dismay.
“Have you seen the chamber beneath the crypte of the cathédrale?” Merle shook his
head. “It may be of interest.”
They began strolling to the cathédrale, Notre-Dame de l’Assomption.
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“Nemessos—The Sacred Forest—must have been a wondrous place,” said the
Cardinal as he looked about the cité as they went. “Le Saint Malveillance?”
“He sought an insurrection but for what purpose or end shall not be made known:
abject but absolute Horrors. They are inconsequential. All the plots are nigh done.”
“All virtues and vices of gods and demons reside in Humanity,” said the Cardinal.
“Holy magic; pagan magic. Holy demons; pagan demons.”
“O goodly Theurgy!” said the Cardinal smiling unamused. “Thaumaturgy and
Goëtia aren’t to be forgotten either. How long ago that pagan rituals and incantations,
prayers and conjurations were usurped by Church and State.
“Late Antiquities with their sacrifices of Death as offerings. Early Antiquities with
offerings of Nature.
“Sade was prescient. His buffooneries were taken as absolute. The Church feared
him as much if not more than the State feared him. His satires on the classes of Humanity
were too well-written and not couched in the eloquences of Voltaire nor the burlesques
of Rabelais and Swift. They were brutal. It was his amorality which terrified them even
though he did not seem to me to be amoral. He had morals against authority and unjust
treatment of lesser people. All life is amoral, isn’t it. He never abjured.”
“It is the amorality of things,” said Merle: “Good are allowed to suffer if only to show
them that they can look for peace in a life after. Evil is allowed to cause suffering for
which they later shall be punished when presenting the entrance papers at the Pearly
Gates after having made their Last Rites repentances. There is no Good; there is no Evil:
it is merely a mechanical device of a set of balances all for an unpleasant Dualism in a
world of Amorality.”
“If you should intend visiting Mâcon,” said the Cardinal, “there are numerous newly
fashioned arcades where you will find fine exemplars of Amorality.”
“I may,” agreed Merle.
They strolled.
“The earlier aspect that demons were messengers between gods and Humanity was
novel,” the Cardinal said as he laughed. “Messengers were required because the gods did
not wish to be contaminated. How would that be possible?” he asked incredulously.
“Notwithstanding Humanity could very well be a contaminant but that the deities would
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be susceptible! To what! All virtues and vices of Humanity are as those the same in
demons and Celestes! A second dualism.”
They had come to the cathédrale, Notre-Dame de l’Assomption.
“The crypt dates from the tenth century; it includes an ambulatory and radiant
chapels. It possesses a fourteenth century sarcophagus of white marble. It was
rediscovered in 1885.”
The Cardinal led Merle until they were arrived at the crypte; they entered. The
Cardinal walked in a large circle and spoke inaudible words; and, an opening appeared
in the floor.
The Cardinal closed his eyes and breathed deeply.
Merle looked and did see what was laying down below in the oubliette of immense
depth.
“It was by the Romans constructed,” offered the Cardinal as he shook his head
dismissing his rêverie away.
“Imprisonment was not an act of murder; all things age and die. They held themselves
blameless,” said Merle.
The Cardinal nodded.
Merle passed his hand over the opening; and, it closed.
They exited.
“They have said pagan spirits are seen above at Night,” remarked the Cardinal when
they were on the pavement.
Merle slowly shook his head. “No,” said Merle: “They have gone. The earth remains
sacred but spirits are gone. They need not be.” The Cardinal looked at Merle who
replied: “Spirits seen are of others but not those for they had no rage against injustice.
Sacred earth defiled remains sacred even after spirits depart. Spirits seen above are
simply the ghosts of Man.”
The Cardinal smiled.
“That death chamber after centuries should have no effect but it does, does it not?”
“It has the odour of Sanctity,” replied the Cardinal to which Merle offered:
“Nemessos remains as wondrous as it once was because it still exists in the Past.”
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They continued until Merle and the Cardinal were strolling in the zone of
fortifications of the cité. It was sparsely populated with houses. There were several ruins.
The Cardinal paused. He peered around the scene they had entered.
“I have been at this place, but I cannot remember the reason for having come,” said
the Cardinal as he stared at one particular structure until he did remember, saying
“That.” He pointed to a stone and wood abandoned manse. He walked to the structure
and sat on the low wall set on the lane facing it.
“Le Conservatoire de l’Espoir pour les Enfants Récalcitrants was once there,” said
Merle. “It was abandoned and burned by person or persons unknown. Those involved
were never found thereafter nor were sought for it was presumed they were caught in the
conflagration.”
“Yes.” The Cardinal nodded. “The Sanctus Orphanage. An unfortunate corruption
of Res divinae and Res humanae this locus was.” He turned to Merle. “What was it’s
secret?”
“It was established in 1873,” began Merle; “It was burned in 1896. Twenty-three
years it offered solace and locus for children until their age reached seventeen. It was
quietly a haven for unwed mothers and women in pregnant stages.
“Workmen — in 1895 — repairing itcs cistern found corpses and hundreds upon
hundreds of bones when a brick wall collapsed exposing a hidden chamber-well. There is
no understanding of the number of those murdered since documentation was only kept
for commoners. However, it was the bones found that caused horror and so consequently
they were kept in secrecy. Les Métis humaine were nearly all those found in that
sepulchre.
“The flames which consumed that structure occurred when those osseous treasures
became known and were turned to ashen vapours by a dark fountain of light.”
“I did not know.” The Cardinal viewed Merle but did not speak.
“No,” replied Merle. “If he had done this there would then be none on this sphere
offering repentance for their acts of depravity.”
The Cardinal faintly smiled; and, nodded.
They did continue on their promenade which led them to be strolling in the Chaîne
des Puys.
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“Fable and Myth are born when persons, places and things are deceased in the Ages
of Humanity,” said Merle. “Tales are written, tales are told: they are done by those who
would exit this play.”
“They shall do so as war waxes,” said the Cardinal.
Merle nodded.
“A sense of place is of a moment or hours in an age now set in the Past. They return
from whence they came remembered in Fable and Myth. They have done so since the
Age of Industry and shall continue until two-hundred years are passed when all by then
are gone.”
“Past returning,” said the Cardinal.

†
Zoë was following beside the course of the Yèvre until she had come
to the Hôtel de la Gare in Savigny-en-Septaine where she found an
ancient gentleman with a long white beard flowing and dark bushy
eyebrows leaning against the wall in woe-begotten dudgeon loudly
speaking. She stood waiting as he was nearly ended in his speech.
“Fifty years!—It was so—How many years for me—It’s gone—Stolen—
after fifty years that vortex—Pasithea Tourbillon Vortex—My Life!—it
wasn’t as if I had never naught to do with it—Admittedly—Of Course!—It
was stolen!—My Life’s work purloined in an instance—How!—Last
month!—It was only one last month I found it. My Life!—Fifty years.”
He looked up and spied Zoë: “Yes, mademoiselle?”
“I was requested by a gentleman to say your thieving services were
appreciated by all; but ‘twas the Tourbillon of Nyx which you kindly
found. All has concluded.”
The gentleman stared.
“His staff he reclaimed.”
He stood with mouth agape for his words had fled.
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She departed.

†
“What do you intend when the Second Great War comes for l’Hôtel Parthénon?”
asked the Cardinal.
“It shall inexplicably not be damaged by bombardments,” said Merle.
“There will be those who shall miraculous say it was as they do when single structures
remain standing surrounded by others in ruin.”
Merle smiled.

†
They continuing went.

†
Merle was standing on the balcony of the Hôtel Parthénon, sipping his morning
caffelatte. He viewed the boulevard. He watched a fellow crossing. He smiled.
Merle answered the telephone a few minutes later. “Please,” he said and replaced the
hand piece. “I shall invite our guest, Karl.” He walked to the door and a knocking was
heard as he turned the handle. “Monsieur Paul Jérôme de Loudun,” said Merle as he
turned and strolled to the study. “Please.”
Monsieur Loudun entered. He thoughtfully closed the door behind him.
“Refreshment?” Merle asked as they entered the chamber.
“Soda water,” replied Loudun distantly.
Loudun viewed the room and selected to sit at the small pedestal table at the farthest
end of the room instead of the couch directly across from Merle’s chair.
“Ice?”
Loudun shook his head.
Merle went to the side table. He took a cigarette from his case and used the Venus
fuse to light the match stick he was holding; he lit his cigarette.
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Karl entered with a glass of soda water on a tray and, seeing where the guest was
seated, shrugged as he went and placed the glass on the table. He departed.
“Why use the Venus to light your lucifer?”
Merle peered at the arrangement of items. He smiled amused. Merle went and sat in
his Art Deco club chair and crossed his legs at the knees.
“His Most Reverend Eminence?” said Loudun. “He told you of my intentions.”
“No,” replied Merle as he viewed his guest. “Liberum arbitrium at it’s most
mischievous incants the Marvellous.” Loudun was startled.
Loudun sipped his water with his right hand as he fumbled with an object in his coat
pocket with his left hand.
“Men of your station and expertise have witnessed things of vague design in Nature
said to be blasphemous or by demons done which—after tetherless observation—are seen
as neither good and neither evil but—Simply—are. And, thus— thy faith wavers. La Sage
mécanique.”
Loudun made to stand but frowned, his face contorted in anguish and thought, until
he resolutely stood and approached Merle with his left hand clutching his object of
distress. He extended his hand exposing a frayed and rumpled card of Fortune. He said,

Est autem fides credere quod nondum vides; cuius fidei merces est videre quod credis
— St. Augustine
“It is your’s for keeping until you no longer wish it kept,” said Merle.
Loudun returned to his chair and collapsed sitting at the small pedestal table at the
farthest end of the room. He leaned his head against the wall on the hand with whitened
fingers tightly grasping the object of his distress.
“By exercising Liberum arbitrium, if it should be known, your susceptibility to
interpret the divination—from that Sorceress automaton—to be other than sacred shall be
believed an act of confliction with the constituted lawful Religio. It may be seen as
Superstitio; or, it may be seen as an indulgence in the search of personal knowledge
about those of Fey. Liberum arbitrium often ‘tis dangerous even when done in simple
Curiosity.
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“I cannot offer solace; I cannot offer guidance. You alone must find those but, if you
so desire, you may wish to find that avenue from which you’ve strayed.”
Merle strode from the room and spoke with Karl addressing their guest in nearcatatonia who would remain sitting in the corner until he would take exit in days coming.
Merle exited.

†
Zoë was walking on rue Volvic, a lane constructed of bricks formed from black
volcanic stone, in the forests of the département Puy-de-Dôme.
She had come to a grove of ancient oaks; she paused.
A gentleman was standing beside his tricycle. It would be like a vendeur de glaces
with the handlebars and seat under an umbrella at the rear were it not for the large castiron aquarium set on the two front wheels instead of an ice box.
At the front of the aquarium was a smallish octopus with two tentacles holding on to
the edges and head raised peering wide-eyed above the salt-water tank at the grove.
The gentleman noticed Zoë.
“Mademoiselle,” Octavius Achille Hardy greeted her as she then approached. “Is this
not a lovely day for strolling.”
“Indeed, it is,” she replied.
“It was Octavo’s request we see the old ones in their resting places.”
She smiled as the octopus turned it’s head to see her before returning to it’s peering.
“Yes,” replied Octavius Hardy contentedly as he showed her his map. “This map is a
copy of Poseidon’s chart he kept in Augustonemetum; it plots all of the oak groves in
these l’Auvergne woods. We hope to view them all.” He placed the map in his pocket.
“Are not these trees ancients of the order Octopoda who have come to rest as that oak
attests with it’s tentacles extending over the stone steps.”
“So they are,” she replied looking on Octavo; Octavo closed it’s eyes in a contented
cat-like fashion. Monsieur Hardy continued with his gazing.
Zoë continued on her stroll.

†
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Chloris Delilas Sasa-zamani was dressed in her gown of variant shades of lilac
speaking with the Cardinal who stood contented smiling in the Jardin des Tuileries.

†
Merle and Hooke were lounging on the grass: Merle was seated leaning against the
ancient white oak while Hooke was laying in the shade of the tree staring at the sky; they
did converse as they waited for the conclusion of le Conseil des 13 engaged in their
Confluence. They were waiting before the entrance of la grotte de Rouffignac.
“It was an odd wager, you must admit,” said Hooke.
“It was albeit it was probable,” Merle replied absently. “A fine Comédie of Errors.”
“Verily,” replied Hooke. “The fix was in.”
“‘Twas incompetence,” said Merle laughing. “How pleased Count Ronové was when
he realised it was he who won the wager.”
“He was pleased,” said Hooke; “and, he did comport himself with great dignity at not
laughing until he had turned the corner. And, Yes— incompetence it was: they should
have known Poseidon’s choice would be that which was made.”
“Happiness shrieking,” said Merle.
“The others were unamused by our gaiety at losing even as they a few had won at
place and show. Volac and King Byleth were fared best by their side-bets against the
Immolation finale.”
“To have done that at the start ensured our loss,” said Merle; “Laughter remaining
was all we had.”
“Her Majesty laughing, too.”
“They are coming,” declared Merle as he stood.

†
They all paused. Merle and Hooke were seldom in the company of each other; and,
when so done, they enjoined severe emotions in those who knew of them.
“They are frightening,” said Lady Constance; “They suffocate.”
“Who is most dangerous?” said de Vienne composed but slightly.
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“Neither,” replied Zoë amused; “One keeps the greater of Logic while the other
keeps the greater of Reason.”
“Then let us not tarry,” said la Grise merry, “for the Frights await.”

†
La Grise, who wore her 1777-style Polonaise gown in dark greys and an underskirt of
brilliant white, was leading Lady Constance dressed in her 1630-style gown with all in
black except for white laces and ruffles to where Merle and Hooke were waiting.
Megan la Fae, once the Black Witch, was appalled by Lady Constance’s arrogance
and imperious reign of fortune-telling by óneiros visiting those who would wish to know,
and so Meg had refused to wear black: she wore a gown of the colours of the blues and
greys of the sea.
Miss Anne Felkin strolled dressed in an 1863-style gown of emerald green arm-inarm with Caroline d’Eirene who wore her 1901-style gown in variant shades of orange.
“The White Worm in the Lake was grand when first appearing but, as I understand,
has grown burlesque and become an operatic purple-prose performance,” said Meg.
“Do tell us of the Salon,” entreated Anne Felkin; “We were sorry to have missed it.”
“It was much livelier than the Spring of 1894,” said Caroline d’Eirene. “Instances of
raucous conversation, and of laughing. Merry, it was.” They took a turn around the lawns
as d’Eirene told what she remembered and answered queries from those two as they went
to join the others speaking with Merle and Hooke.
Oana la Verte, Shpresa la Rose and Aglaea d’Olive had taken their leave.
Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne was dressed in a 1798-style pale blue gown over
her transparent muslin à la grecque. She was overwhelmed as she walked beside Zoë.
Elfriede Marie-Thérèse de Vienne said not another word while there.
Mary la Toute-Douée dressed in her 1889-style gown in variant shades of red was
speaking as she and Vivianolala Hinojosa, dressed in her gown of Cardinal scarlet red,
walked slowly in conversation with Zoë.
Snježana de Pasithea dressed in her 1876-style gown of pastel and cerulean blues
and Madame Gallardo dressed in a gown of indigo blues did follow after.
“Happiness shrieking,” said Hooke amused.
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“You two have not been properly introduced,” said la Grise to Hooke as she kicked
Hooke’s boot as they stood waiting for him to stand; “This is my aunt, Lady Constance.”
“Mister Hooke?” replied Lady Constance.
“Ma’am,” said Hooke smiling as he stood. She looked at him with one eye closed.
“He is taller than I’ve seen but those things are seldom precise under such distant
circumstances. I did wonder, I must confess, what colour eyes you had. Steely but not
stern I’d wager because he laughs too much.”
Hooke laughed.
“All these Gentlemen laugh too much,” she said as she turned to Merle who smiled
and bowed. “That boy...”
“Gustav Gilles Delille,” interrupted Merle.
“...was impressionable and had a peculiarity of temperament as you did say that night
but we — Regardless — observed him.”
Mary la Toute-Douée joined them.
“Monsieur l’Encyclopédiste does not laugh,” said Lady Constance addressing Mary,
“does he?”
“He once did. I have not inspirited nor consoled him for many, many years until
quite recently since he only just found what was sought all his Life and now stands in
waking dreams confused at what he previously perceived as wonders and marvells to be
true,” replied Mary la Toute-Douée calmly but concluded with gay admonishment: “He
will, as you well know, my dear Lady Constance, find his laughter once again. He’ll
become another gentleman who laughs too much for you.”
“Twaddle!” replied Lady Constance to la Toute-Douée before she turned and asked:
“What was that you were discussing?”
“Everyone has elements in their Life which change,” said Merle. “Small or great. They
change. There are occasions when these may be one Citizen’s meager change but may be
part of another Citizen’s loftier change. The axis of Existence changes; and, these are
not provoked by passing Seasons nor Moon nor meteor processions but all cohered: it is
an undulation of concentric waves spreading in the kingdom of Chaos. Most Citizens do
not comprehend; it is a few who shall be aware of this change as it occurs. It is those
hours when full Moon and Solstice or Equinox are had on a singular day. The full Moon
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and Summer Solstice 22 May in 1910 was felt by all for they having been witness to a
spectral visitation of the comet Halley during the previous few days were changed.
“Do you remember those days?”
“Yes. Marvells and terrors went undistinguished; they were mixed as one,” replied
Mary la Toute-Douée.
“I was told it was an anomalous event in Fate,” said Hooke; Themis shook her head
with amused chagrin and disbelief.
“No,” replied Lady Constance tersely. “The Fates do not dabble with anomalous
events.”
“And, we spoke of a wager lost,” concluded Merle. “How fared thy Conseil?”
They conversed more on their Conseil at Merle’s request being for the benefit of
Hooke who most had not been seen since the conclusion of the White Lotus Rebellion;
he was attentive and greatly interested in the state of the work of Professeur-Maître
Huillard and the Great Bassompierre; he was as pleasant as they remembered but was
changed: he was light-hearted. Lady Constance grew annoyed. Zoë joined them; she and
Themis wandered several paces away and softly conversed.
“Thy wards?” asked Hooke.
“Mary watches over Elfriede,” began Caroline; “Snježana watches Félix; Theresa
watches Marcelle. Miyabiyaka had watched Gwen—as she will prefer to be addressed—who
shall be taken as apprentice by Old Wren who has agreed yet waits to see her;
Miyabiyaka has watch over Fille with guidance by Themis. Chloris, Paul Jérôme de
Loudun. Anne graciously watches over Mademoiselle Antoinette Vaïsse; Hélène
continues with Fanchon Colombe as her ward.”
“She’s gone where?” asked Merle.
“Mademoiselle Vaïsse?” asked Hooke.
“Le Docteur Guise had keeping of her until she wished the end of her affliction,”
replied Hélène Eunomia la Jaune. “She has taken residence in Sibiu until such times.”
Merle smiled.
“Les Trois Glorieuses,” said Anne Felkin. Hooke thanked her.
“Oana and Octavien Trouvère continues; Shpresa and Guillebert Duguillet
continues; and, Aglaea and Françoise-Aurore Marivaux continues,” said Caroline.
“Diane, Meg, and Vivian are kindly assisting as needs arise.”
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“All Emeritae are,” interjected Megan la Fae.
“And, I watch over Marie-Éléonor Jouffroy.”
“Morgause?” asked Hooke.
“She was at dinner last night," said la Grise on approaching; “but could not attend as
she had hoped. She sends regards. She wishes and would be pleased if you would care to
invite her for visiting.”
“I shall,” said Hooke.
“Why are you here? You never visit,” interrupted Lady Constance.
“I was particularly invited,” said Hooke as he bowed from his shoulders to Zoë who
in return did nod.
“He to those who were not at l’Odéon in attendance one-hundred and twenty years
ago his recitation spoke,” Zoë said to Lady Constance. “Of which I was one, too. If thou
remembers.”
Lady Constance did curtly nod.
“He spoke to us before Malevolence ascended and others did arrive because we did
not wish to trouble your patience by repeating words you’ve already heard.”
“I forget those adventures of his” said Lady Constance.
“As well you should, Madame, for they are things to be acknowledged but not
remembered until the proper hours come,” said Hooke.
“Are they?” said Lady Constance. He nodded. “All things are dire; all are in peril;
yet, you continue with your mirth and amusements with the slightest provocation while we
have impending doom at our doorstep! Even standing here in this sacred place you have
been laughing! It is your disingenuous levity! Such impudence!”
“Madam?” said Hooke as he rose to his height. Merle leaned against the oak tree with
his arms crossed; Zoë smiled; la Grise sighed; and, all of the others were by fear and
amazements bound.
“We have to render an account of our whole lives before Paradise and Hades, and
you can laugh?”
“Yes,” said Hooke softly as he stepped towards Lady Constance. “As you know, onehundred and twenty years are nigh passed because it was you—Lady Constance—who
foretold of an entr’acte those decades ago by actes coming from those places which even
you cannot peer.”
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Lady Constance took several paces from him as his eyes were gradually darkening as
he spoke to her.
“Les Treize are engaged,” said Hooke; “but not sôlely: all kingdoms of all the realms
be engaged; all were since engaged on that day in 1793 and still they continue because it
is from my adventures I know object and reason of this entr’acte; of which a few were
given scarce knowledge but sufficient so they may conclude works ere that state begun
worsens.
“All are in the gravest of perils; but, if one cannot—on occasion—be joyful made by
the simple or majestic things of Nature, and if one cannot find fleeting laughter made by
mirth from simple amusements during days of Malevolence, they are lost.
“Those who laugh be greatly more dangerous than those who stand with malice; or,
those — Lady Constance — who priggishly decry the mirth of others, yet stand them stern
condescension, borne by their haughty imperious beliefs of self-grandeur, in a dour state
of doubt. Grandeur it may be; but ‘tis delusion taint with fear.
“Tragically, if they are one of highest station, others shall soon be lost because of the
weakness shown by that one’s frailty caused by doubt; or, fear.
“Concerted simple Mirth begets Hope, Hope concerted staves Fear; Doubt
unfettered encourages Fear, Fear unfettered abscesses Hope.
“Do not thou confuse them.”
He paused and stared in the eyes of Lady Constance until she turned her head,
shuddering.
“If your niece still wishes,” he continued as he turned to Themis who nodded, “we
shall be attending amusements by Méliès and les Lumières at l’Idéal Cinéma.”
Hooke went to where Zoë and Themis were standing; and, she took his arm.
“Ma’am,” he said to Zoë; he turned and nodded to Merle who replied in kind. He went
to Lady Constance. “On my adventures—Madame—I embrace those memories of laughter
and joy in those places you know naught of for they beyond Reason lay.”
They departed.
Zoë peered at de Vienne and softly she shook her head. Zoë went and escorted a
visibly shaken Lady Constance with an arm about her waist to her coach-and-four waiting
on the lawn before them.
The mood was profound and grave. Those who would depart made their farewells.
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“Moderate strength is shown in violence, supreme strength is shown in levity,” said
Merle to no one and none in particular.
“I would like never to have him be indignant with me,” said Dilys d’Euphrosyne la
Cramoisie as she approached with Caroline d’Eirene and Hélène Eunomia la Jaune.
All of the others thither had went and were gone to the station or the carriage
platform or by strolling did depart.
“He lacks indignation,” said Merle: “All should.”
“What then?” said Caroline d’Eirene.
“Frailty and fear,” said Merle. “As of late—over decades—Lady Constance has grown
fearful frail with doubt, where once she wasn’t. Monsieur Hooke’s words were addressed
to all who heard; Lady Constance—Unfortunately—finally rose his ire.”
“This scene will soon be told to all and all will know the words he spoke,” said Hélène
Eunomia la Jaune.
“His intent,” said Merle, smiling.
“You loiter, Sir,” said Caroline d’Eirene.
“I was waiting to ask Madame d’Euphrosyne if one was suggested for Caspar de
Bruges,” said Merle as he turned to face Madame d’Euphrosyne.
“No,” answered an amused d’Euphrosyne.
“If I may,” began Merle, “I know of two small fellows in Lyon who are quite
unencumbered by things untoward.”
“Oh?” said d’Euphrosyne intrigued.
“Le Maréchal shall attest if you like,” said Merle.
Those three laughed.
“No,” said Caroline d’Eirene in her laughter: “Le Maréchal would a most vaunted
witness make but we needn’t that, do we sisters?”
They attempted appearing sombre but miserably failed.
“Would you care to join us?” asked Merle of Caroline d’Eirene.
“I would be delighted! I've never been.” Merle looked at her unbelieving. “No need.”
“Please,” said Merle smiling. “A carriage awaits.”

†
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They entered la grotte de Rouffignac and did stroll until they entered the Salle du
Chaos of le grotte de Villars. They descended the stone steps with wrought-iron hand
rails. It was illumed by gas lamps. They descended until they reached the bottom of the
staircase after a lengthy walk and entered on a cast-iron platform set in a tunnel of
ancient construction and design. The lane was a tunnel of clad with tiles of black lava
stone from the département of le Puy-de-Dôme. It was thirty feet wide and of an
unmeasured height with gas lamps faintly illumed at intervals of lengths but was lit by light
of a wavering green which rose from the lane itself.
A landau carriage was waiting. Four white horses were harnessed in a single line. The
driver and the footmen were dressed in the livery of Zoë.

†
They were standing on the grasslands in the commune Étampes. They were dressed
in the manner of les Garçonnes.
“Are you certain?” asked Themis; and, Zoë who was standing beside her replied: “I
believe so.”
“Goggles?” asked Themis.
“Yes, I have them. Jean de Somme would be pleased,” said Zoë.

†
The sky’s colour was slate-grey blues of the oceanic zone as they walked across the
grass field to the waiting Blériot XI-2 Hydroaeroplane for la Grise as pilot would be
flying them to the county of Hookland.

†
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